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PREFACE

This document suppor+s the Long Enna Program 1987
. - 1991 required by

the federal Library Services and Construction Act. The design of the IOW
Range program includes al I federal programs under L.S.C.A. In addition,
during the development of the Program in 1985 - 1986, the vas-ious Task
Groups envisioned that with supplemental material, review and revisions,
the Lo Range Program would come to include other State programs. By
1991, the Long Range Program should reflect as comprehensive a 1 ibrary
services program as possible.

The Long Range Program cannot be an al I inclusive document. It is, and
should remain, a document which includes brief background information al ong
with appropriate subgoals, objectives and tasks, policies, criteria and
procedures. Therefore, other documents are necessary to supplement the
information and action program which comprise the basis of the Program.
For example, a Committee was established in 1986 to work with the action
plan concerned with Strengthening Metropolitan Libraries. The planning
document developed with Committee participation will not, in itself, become
part of the Long Range Program, but will assist in the revision of the
Metropolitan Libraries action plan as the utilization of the planning
process proceeds. Other program areas which may develop supplemental
materials include literacy, and public library instruction.

This document is intended to support and supplement, clarify and updato,
not replace, the long Range Program's Title I Public Library Areas with
Inadequate Services" and Title Ill action plans. In addition, the document
is intendeu to assist in meeting the Library Services and Construction Act
requirement that the Long Range Program and annual program of each State
include a statewide resource sharing plan which shall identify interlibrary
and resource sharing objectives to be achieved during the period covered by
the Long Range Program (P.L. 98-480, Section 304, (a) through (c)'.
Further, this document Is Intended to be evolutionary and dynamic, and to
be continually reviewed and updated as necessary. The Long Range program
must also be reviewed and revised to reflect the changes recommended by
this document.
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"Automated Resource Sharing in Massachusetts: Activities, Functions
and Policies Supporting the Low Ranee Prograesupports the e Range

Program 1987, = 1991 required by the federal Library Services and
Construction Act. The design of the Long Range Program includes all
federal programs under L.S.C.A. In addition, during the development of the
Program in 1985 - 1985, the various Task Groups envisioned that with
supplemental material, review and revisions, the Long Range, Program would
come to include other State programs. This document does not replace the

Long Range Program; rather, it provides the necessary information for the
continuing development and revision of the Progr481, especially as the
Program becomes broader to include objectives and activities not
necessarily supported solely with federal funds.

This document is intended to provide a conceptual framework for the
structuring and activities of a multitype resource sharing library network
utilizing automated technologies. As a structure, the decentralized
network is composed of independent units which serve as access points to
the information resources of Massachusetts, New England, and the United
States. These units, such as circulation/ILL (interlibrary loan) clusters
and dial-up access libraries are themselves linked to one another through
telecommunications, and through cooperative agreements. Further, the

document is intendeJ as a starting place for librarians, trustees, library
governing officials and other administrators to consider the concept and
practicalities of automated resource sharing, and as a guide when questions
concerning funding considerations arise.

The purpose of the network is to help librarians to locate, request,
and receive information wanted by their patrons as efficiently and
effectively as possible. Two assumptions are made. First, people have a
need for all types of information located in all types of sources in all

types of libraries. Second, lioraries cannot be self-sufficient because
they lack the financial resources and/or the physical space to acquire and
store all the materials needed by their patrons to meet their needs.
Resource sharing provides libraries with a means to meet those needs.

While it is important, and necessary, for all libraries to be resource

sharers, it shoulL be emphasized that resource sharing and interlibrary

loan are not substitutes for provision of basic library services, and are
.iot substitutes for local collection development. All libraries have a
responsibility to provide basic services and to acquire materials needed
regularly by their patrons. Resource sharing is intended to supplement
basic library services. Libraries cannot and should not depend upon
resource sharing to totally meet the needs of all of their users.

It should also be noted that not all libraries want, or have a need,
to automate. Whether or not to automate a library function remains a lc al
decision.

The basis of the network is the development, continuation, and linking
of machine-readable databases and physical access points into the
information resources of the state's libraries. In its simplest form, an
access point, such as a circulation control/ILL cluster or dial-up access
library, identifies which library owns a desired item. Requesting and
receiving that item may occur at the access point or through the user's
local library. Not all libraries will become access points, although it is
planned that such "non-access" libraries will have indirect access to
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informational resources through access libraries. In the network concept,
access points utilize automated means to locate materials, ascertain
availability status if possible, and request the items. In the future,
delivery may become more automated as machine-readable formats evolve, and
improved facsimile machines are introduced. The point is that the
netwr:k's purpose is to locate information resources and provide for their
sharing using automation as an effective and efficient process - a means to
an end. The network is not to become a bank of computers.

This document is a revision and update of the automation plan approved
by the Board of Library Commissioners in 1983. Since that time, access
points have increased in number, resource sharing activities have been
modified, and technology has increased in its sophistication and, in many
cases, decreased in cost. A revision was necessitated because of the

changes in automated resource sharing over the past four years. For
example, the 1983 plan included a microcomputer -based network component
called the INC (Information Network Center). Its purpose was essentially
the same as the dial-up access library. However, the INC's microcomputer
was to be shared by two or more libraries. It was envisioned in 1982-3
that the initial cost of a microcomputer system at approximately $7,000
would increase, and many individual libraries would not be able to afford
to acquire or maintain one on their own. That prediction was completely
wrong, and the concept of several libraries needing to share a
microcomputer has been dropped. Other instances exist which required the
1983 plan be updated to take advantage of emerging technologies, such as
CD-ROM and telefacsimile.

Users' and Libraries' Needs

People's need for information in our complex society is growing and
becoming more obvious. in a society that is becoming increasingly
information dependent, there are few libraries, however well-funded and
managed, that are capable of meeting all the information needs of their
constituents.

There is increased access to information for library users when
libraries agree to cooperate with each other to share their resources.
Resource sharing is no longer supplemental to local library operations, but
has become a basic element. A network of resource sharing cooperatives
would increase the effectiveness of locally-based efforts, particularly
when founded upon use of automated technologies.

The Hassachusetts Board of Library commissioners in approving the
assachusetts Lgza Range, Program 1997 - 1991 reaffirmed the overall goal
developed in 1977 for libraries in the Commonwealth to meet the needs of
users. The spirit and intention of this stated goal provides the necessary
framework with which to begin, and continue, the design of a resource
sharing network:

To provide every resident of Massachusetts with equal
opportunity of access to that part of the total information
resource which will satisfy individual educational, workii.3,
cultural, aid leisure-time needs and interests, regardless
of individual location, social or physical condition, or
level of Intellectual achievement.

Therefore, one of the objectives related to the overall goal for
meeting needs is concerned with resource sharing:
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Increase citizens' access to Massachusetts information
resources by sharing resources as broadly and effectively as
possible.

Librarians acknowledge the impossibility of maintaining comprehensive
collections and of providing totally comprehensive services to their users
based upon a single library's resources. The rate of increase in both the
boundaries of knowledge and the complexity of information over the past
several decades has put an end to the era in which any library could

seriously aspire to complete self-sufficiency.

Librarians have long --aalized that service to their patrons can be
markedly improved through resource sharing arrangements among libraries in
order to provide the user with access to resources beyond the local
collection. Therefore, the emphasis of meeting the users' information

needs is shifting from local possession (ownership) of resources to access.
The concept of expanding access through sharing resources has become
central to planning in nearly every type of library.

Often the cooperation among libraries for resource sharing purposes,
particularly when automated technologies are applied, is referred to as
"networking".

The goals of networking reflect those of resource sharing - increased
access, improved user serlices, and the ability to cope with the increased
availability of informational materials Generally, the objectives of a

resource sharing cooperative can be summarized briefly:

1. shared access to collections (through expanded interlibrary loan

and borrowing privileges);
2. coordinated collection development to avoid unnecessary duplication,

of materials and to broaden the scope of the total shared
collection;

3. shared access to bibliographic data; and
4. development of technical expertise of staff members tnrough

continuing education.

The primary reason to utilize automation for resource sharing is that
computers provide the necessary processing capabilities required for
effective and efficient retrieval in terms of response time, storage
capacity, and the necessary linkage and switching between components.
Problems of information access are alleviated and the speed in receiving

information is improved when computer and telecommunications technologies
are employed.

Essentially, resource sharing networks provide collectively three
activities related to the goals of increased access and improvement of
services:

-cataloging/ILL services - database files of shared machine-readable
bibliographic records which are created by libraries during the
cataloging process and which indicate library ownership; these files
may be searched for interlibrary loan purposes.

-reference/source database services - database files which provide the
searcher with bibliographic citations and/or abstracts of resources
Indexed in the database; with full text, such as articles;; or with
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current news stories. These datahases are not necessarily based upon
cataloging data. In addition, a user may not necessarily need to use
interlibrary loan to receive the actual information sought because the
full text of the information desired may be available online or
through a supplier which provides, rather than loans, a copy of the
information.

-circulation/ILL services - database files of machine-readable
bibliographic records which not only indicate ownership but also
current availability (on the shelf and available for loan, in

circulation, on the shelf for reference use, etc to the requester.

Principles

These principles are considered basic to the resource sharing network
in Massachusetts:

1. Each individual has the right to access the information that aeets his
or her needs.

2. Each library has an obligation to strive to provide services and to
develop resources which meet the needs of their users as frequently as
possible at least a majority of the time. Resource sharing is

intended only to supplement the provision of local library services and
the development of local resources. It should not replace either.
Further, automated resource sharing is a means to an end - to assist the
librarian and/or the user to locate material and/or information which
helps to meet their particular need - and is not an end in itself,

3. All network services should be provided at a level of operation as close
to the user as possible. A local library should be the user's most
efficient and appropriate service center. Therefore, network services
should be provided through libraries as often as possible. The network
should support local library services, not compete with them.

4. The objectives of the resource sharing network should be realized
without negative impact to the missions of participating libraries,

although their methods of operation invariably may be adjusted. All

libraries have a responsibility to collect the materials needed
regularly by their own constituents. r',esource sharing is not a
substitute for local acquisition, only a supplement.

5. It is essential that the network enable individual libraries to maximize
the gains of resource sharing while allowing for local flexibility;
network members should understand and recognize existing individual

constraints.

6. The resource sharing network should be built upon existing cooperative
systems and existing library strengths. New resource sharing systems,
built upon strong individual library collections and services, should
evolve where existing cooperatives are no longer effective. The network
should not compete with existing arrangements, but rather improve,
redirect, and extend those already in existence and offer alternative
approaches which will prove more valuable and useful.

7. Networking is not free. Besides equipment and material costs, staff
time Is necessary to provide shared services. Therefore, each
participant must be able to balance benefits with investment. This

9
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balance need not be measured solely in the traditional interlibrary 'oan
concept of net borrowing versus net lending of materials. Attention also
should be given to the ihcreased benefits of improved access to more
resources. A cost-benefit analysis is an appropriate methodology to
study the benefits of network investment.

8. The financial and fiscal basis of the continued operation of network
components must depend upon local rather than federal, state, and
private funding sources. Local funding sources include assessed
membership fees, cost recovery/reimbursement fees, and allocations from
the member institutions. Governmental and private grants and
intermittent local fundraising are unreliable as a financial base since
they are more apt to change annually.

9. Resource sharing efforts should not be limited to within the State.
When and where economically, technically, anJ politically feasible and
desirable, the State's resource sharing network and its related sorvices
should overcome geo-political boundaries, broadening access into the
total information resources of the region and the nation.

Mission Statement and Activities

After exploring the issues of needs assessments, resource sharing,
networks, the role of automation in networking, and barriers to networking,
a mission stateneot for developing an auTomated resource sharing library
network in Massachusetts is necessary to serve as a framework for network
activities:

Develop cost-of feci!ve methods of resource sharing that
will increase access to the information resources needed
by Massachusetts residents by promoting cooperative
efforts among libraries of various types and by
reducing barriers to networking.

One of the purposes for applying automation to library operations is
to increase the opportunities for residents to access the sources they
require to meet their informational needs. Networks have evolved as
resource sharing mechanisms which provide the capability for effectively
and efficiently increasing access to information resources at the broadest
level through databases of machine-readable records.

The library network concept for Massachusetts is based upon the
linking, usually through telecommunications, of its various decentralized
components. Those components include:

1. the clusters and their members
2. Those libraries with the capability and permission to access the

cluster's bibliographic databases using a microcomputer
3. members of bibliographic utilities and/or bibliographic service

centers
4. the Regional Public Library Systems
3. library cooperatives utilizing automated technologies in their

functions to create and/or access databases, such as union lists of

serials
6. standalone circulation for online catalog) systems
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The network is designed to increase access to resources based upon a
decentralized structure composed of independent cooperative systems of
various types telecommunicating with other cooperatives to: locate needed
material (documents and/or bibliographic citations); ascertain availability
status (if technologically feasible); and to place requests for the desired
items. Material is delivered through conventional methods although
teiefacsimile and digital transmission or other electronic means should be
considered, depending upon technology, costs, effectiveness, and need. For
Jsers, the resource sharing network, with its local basis and decentralized
access can provide access to the full scope of information resources to
meet their needs.

Activities related to the lission Statement are:

1. Develop access points into informational resources, and
develop and link databases to provide greater access
opportunities to resources.

A. develop machine-readabie databases to improve access through
cataloging/ILL services

B. develop serial databases through NELINET and the New England
Union List of Serials (NEULS) project

C. increase access to reference /source database services, and
develop other specific purpose databases as appropriate

D. expand participation in online circulation/ILL control systems
where it is technically and economically feasible, and develop
new systems where they are needed

E. increase access into the cluster's bibliographic databases for
libraries in tne Commonwealth

F. increase access into tne clusters' databases for library users
G. facilitate access between standalone databases and cluster

databases, and between standalone computer databases.
H. increase access lo other databases of informational resources
I. explore increasing access to informational resources through

shared, integrated systems
J. increase access into informational resources and improve system

cost effectiveness and efficiency by exploring and implementing
remote distributive processing systems

2. Facilitate existing document request and delivery
procedures.

A. facilitate document request procedures
The most efficient manner in which to transmit an interlibrary
loan request is by sending a request electronically to the
identified owning library. Whenever possible, libraries should
submit interlibrary loan requests in an electronic format.

B. facilitate document delivery procedures
The document delivery mode chosen to fill a request should
utilize the fastest, least expensive, and most reliable means
of information transmission available.

3. Develop an ongoing education program on resource
sharing.

Standards

Standards are necessary in any cooperative effort. In the automated
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resource sharing network, standards ',fill be adopted to facilitate the
coordination of resource sharing in a network environment by ensuring
compatibility.

Bibliographic control consists of those activities which are necessary
to create and organize records identifying and describing I:brary
materials. If the objective is to shay- resource access points (clusters,
libraries dialing-into a cluster, participants of bibliographic utilities,
etc., a method of communicating bibliographic data is needed. By

standardizing tho structure, content designation, and data content of the
records (as with the U.S. MARC format used by the Library of Congress), a
high degree of compatibility can be achieved.

Elements of the interlibrary loan request form should be agreed to in
the cooperative agreements between ::lusters, between a cluster and those
libraries using dial-up means to access the cluster, and between other
access points as necessary.

Standards utilized within the network will be evolutionary as the
technology and the network develop. The Network Advisory Committee and
Board of Library Commissioners' staff will continually monitor standards
policies and operations.

F.4...11ng

The most successful resource sharing cooperatives are those in which
member libraries have made significant commitments with funds from their
operating budgets and which view the cooperative services as an integral
part of their essential operations.

Because of the financial unpredictability of categorical grants, local
network participants must be responsible for the system's operational
costs. Only those clusters and other cooperative efforts that can be

maintained without grant money will be viable in the long run.

The primary source of revenue for maintaining clusters and other
cooperative projects will be membership fees paid by libraries from their
operating budgets. Federal funds administered by the 3oard of Library
Commissioners are not used to support ongoing operations. State funds
provided to the regional public library systems may be applied towards
maintaining and/or operating any cooperative project, such as a cluster or
a union list of serials, or for any pL pose as determined in the annual
Plana pd. Service aJd related budgets.

services between clusters, and between clusters and libraries using
microcomputers to access cluster databases, can be cost
recoverable/reimbursable subject to state and local laws and cooperative
agreements. Being charged for loans can be a problem to libraries. What
often occurs is that libraries will bypass those libraries charging for
loans, thereby putting more stress on libraries with liberal lending
policies. It is unfortunate that libraries have a need to charge fees at
all However, it .s an ideal situation in which a library borrows as much as
it loans, and it is the reality of many institutions that tees must be
charged.

Governance

Governance, in the context of a library network, is concerned with the
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relationships among tie participants and institutions with respect to
accessing the informational resources, communication between access points,
and document reques and delivery systems. Governance permits those -ing
the network to express their interests and concerns, and to establish goa!s
and objectives as well as :-he policies by which goals and objectives are to
be achieved.

It is recommended that coopt;141ves formally organize themselves under

articles of incorporation. :ifically, liorary cooperatives in

Massachusetts should organize (selves as non-stock, non-profit
corpo:Jtionr under Chapter 180 of 'Ia.,5achusetts General Laws. In addition,
all library cooperatives should Cie for federal tax aempt status under
Internal Revenue regulation 501 (c) (3).

Further, it is recommended that library 'articipation in resource
sharing efforts (such as circulation/UL conrol systems, accessing a
cluster via dial-up, a union list of serial' cooperative, utilizing a
bibliographic utility, etc. with other I:braries, vendors, sarvice
providers, state government or others) be based upon formal written
agreements or contracts minimally defining individual and cooperative
responsibilities.

Legislation

To facilitate automated resource sharing in the Commonwealth, it is

recommended that at least two legislative proposals be studied, drafted,
and filed with the General Court.

"1. Reimbursement of Interlibra-y Loan Net Lenders

Legislation which will provide partial reimbursement to interlibrary
loan net lenders excluding intra-cluster interlibrary loan should be
drafted and filed. Such legislation should be regulated by the 9oard of.
Library Commissioners - for example, what constitutes an interlibrary loan,
how and what statistics are to oe kept, establishing a minimum interlibrary
loan activity level and determining the ratio of the number of items loaned
to the number of items borrowed in order to qualify for partial
reimbursement, etc. The Board of Library Commissioners should charge the
Network Advisory Committee with preparing a draft of the proposed
legislation for appro.,I by the Board of Library Commissioners.

2. Amending Cable (Community Antenna Television Systems) Legislation

Legislation which would permit inter-municipal linkages of CATV
systems for the purpose of data communicaricns should be drafted and filed.
The 3oard of Library Commissioners should charge the Network Advisory
Committee wi4h preparing a draft of the proposed legislation for approval
by the Board of Library Commissioners.

3. Non-Resdient Use of Public Libraries

The Board of Library Commissioners has, over the years, advocated for
the passage of legislation which would provide partial compensation to
public libraries with a high ratio of non-resident circulation. With
passage of such this legislation in 1987, the Board of Library
Commissioners will pursue the effort to establish a state budget account to
support this program.
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Telecommunication:.

Automated resource sharing in Massachusetts is based upon
telecommunications linkages between libraries and computer systems, between
computers systems, and in many cases, between libraries. It is not an
exaggeration to state that automated resource sharing is almost totally
dependent upon these telecommunication linkages because of the
decentralization of .re various network components.

Telecommunications is of critical importance to resource sharing
efforts. Two issues usually arise when discussing telecommunications and
its impact on resource sharing - costs and reliability. Inefficienc,,, in

applying telecommunications technology and procedures hampers effective
resource sharing and seriously affects costs.

To improve telecommunications costs and reliability, any cluster which
receives funding administered through the Board of Library Commissioners
for telecommunications equipment should have in placq a telecommunications
configuration which utilizes as few lines as possicie between and among
cluster members and the central site, and should have a configuration which
can bypass temporarily-failed (fours hours or more) telecommunication links
so that a library still has nc less than 20% of its terminals (libraries
with four or less terminals should have at least one terminal) connected
online in realtime to the central site.

Distributive remote processing may reduce telecommunications costs and
decrease (or at least maintain) the usage of the computer processor at the
central site, alleviating the need for additional computer processors to
handle increases in transaction loads. Each cluster should explore the
possibility of implementing a distributive system involving the central
site and remote cluster participant.

Collection Development and Management

As stated in the Principles, each library has an obligation to strive
to provide services and to develop resources which meet the needs of their
users as frequently as possible at least a majority of the time.
Resource sharing is intended only to supplement the provision of local

library services and the development of local resources. It must not
replace either. Further, automated resource sharing is a means to an end -
to assist the librarian and/or the user to locate material and/or
information which helps to meet their particular need - and is not an end
in itself.

Resource sharing and automated technologies may be applied toward
expanding and improving two of the library's primary functions - collection
development and collection management. Resource sharing facilitates access
to informational sources which may impact upon collection development in an
individual library, or upon a cooperative group of libraries individually
and collectively. Automated systems may be utilized to provide library
managers with pertinent information concerning collection use and resource
sharing activities.

The benefits of cooperative or coordinated collection development
arrangements among libraries provide for some or all of the following
options: greater selectivity in some areas; coordination of library
materials storage and preservation activities to reduce unwanted redundancy
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or unintended duplication .1,f offort among libraries; and IJentification of
a group of libraries committed to collecting for speci4ic subject, format,
or linguistic areas on which other libraries could rely in a coordinated
collection development and resource sharing environment

A clusterwide collection development project using the information
from the existing automated system illustrates that the application of
management information systems to collection development and management has
become more practical with the introduction of computer systems in

libraries. Such management decision systems can supply data on usage,

cost, age, subject, and publisher distributions, as well as other
characteristics of the existing collection and new acquisitions.

Another contribution of automation to collection development and
management is the dramatic improvement of access to rare, unique or
valuable resources. Currently such materials must be carefully preserved
and/or access limited because of the fragile nature of the item or because
of its value. However, if the item's information and character (typology,
illustrations, etc.) can be captured through optical disk technology, such
as the videodisc, the original can be preserved and appropriately stored
while the digital duplicates are widely made available for use. There are

numerous methods which employ automated technologies in the process of
materials preservation. For example, an item's information and character
(typology, illustrations, etc.) can be captured through optical disk
technology, such as the videodisc, and the original can be preserved and
appropriately stored while the digital duplicates are made widely available

for use. Preservation of the item, and the inclusion of ownership
information in one or many databases, serves to increase access to the
resource.

Role of the Massachusetts Board of Library Commissioners

The Massachusetts Board of Library Commissioners is the state agency
possessing the statutory authority and responsibility for library

development in the Commonwealth. In this position, the Board initiates,

establishes, and exercises primary leadership for, and direction of, the

Commonwealth's effort to develop and improve library resources and
services.

The Board of Library Commissioners has the responsibility and
legislative mandate to plan, develop, establish, implement, coordinate,

monitor, and evaluate an automated resource sharing, multitype library

network for the Commonwealth. It is recommended that the role of the 3oard

in relation to the network be:

1. to implement the automated resource sharing network program by

assuming responsibilities for the overall development and
coordination of network activities and aspects of the network as
appropriate.

2. to draft and r,ropose legislation and seek funding to facilitate the
development and growth of the network.

3. to act upon the recommendations of the Statewide Advisory Council
on Libraries (SAP.) as applicable to the Long Range Program, or
activities and aspects of the network.

The Network Advisory Canmittee (NAC)
1 0
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The Network Advisory Committee has beer. established to assist the
Board in its communication function by serving as a standing Committee of
representatives from all types of libraries and resource sharing efforts.

As an issues forum, the NAC will assist the Board in identifying issues
related to resource sharing activities, and work towards their resolution.
Further, the NAC will assist the Board in developing and implementing an
evaluation process of the progress that the various network components have
made toward increasing access to informational sources and improving
services to the State's residents.

Evaluation

Evaluation is necessarily an ongoing activity of the network. The
Network Advisory Committee shall be responsible for developing network
performance criteria measures and utilizing evaluation techniques to
apprise the Board of Library Commissioners of network performance and worth
and offer appropriate recommendations.

It should be emphasized that this document is intended to be evoluticmary
and dynamic, to be reviewed and revised regularly. Several important
issues, such as collection management and development, clarifying and
defining roles Ind responsibilities, document request and delivery, and
preservation of materials for resource sharing purposes are not yet fully
developed and require additional study. Relevant aspects of this document
will be revised as the issues are clarified and policies, procedures, and
recommendations developed.

MAJOR RECOTENDATIONS

The Mission Statement should be reaffirmed and the revised Statement of
Related Activities should be adopted:

Develop cost-effective methods of resource sharing
that will increase access to the information
resources needed by Massachusetts residents by
promoting cooperative efforts among libraries of

various types and by reducing barriers to
networking.

1. develop access points into informational resources, and develop and
link databases to provide greater access opportunities to resources

All libraries are encouraged to convert their ',wIldings into machine-

readable form through a utility or 'iy using anotner process, service or
product. (Chapte 10, p. 1, 1.1)

The following minimum activities should be oft3red by a bibliographic
utility or service center to be considered as providing cataloging/ILL
services:

a. online in realtime access to machine-readable bibliographic
records from various sources including the Library of Congress
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and from original cataloging from participating libraries
b. supports AACR II

c. supports full MARC format
d. provides access to the bibliographic records of all participating

libraries including local holdings Information

e. supports standard, ASCII terminals and microcomputer-based dial
access with common terminal emulations

f. supports query by search key (author, title, and others)

g. supports online entry of interlibrary loan requests through an
interlibrary function module

h. provides union list capability by definable parameters
i. can be interfaced with local circulation control/online systems.

(Chapter 10, p. 2, 1.1.1)

All clusters which have received in excess of 50% of the costs
associated with the acquisition and/or upgrade of the central site computer
system should utilize a bibliographic utility or bibliographic service
center as the primary or secondary source of machine-readable records. It

is recommended that clusters consider establishing centralized cataloging
centers to facilitate conversion of participating libraries' acquisitions
through bibliographic utilities. (Chapter 10, pp. 2-3, 1.1.2; Chapter 15,
pp. 5,8)

It is important that clusters develop and maintain telecommunications
linkages with bibliographic utilities for conversion. An interface may be
needed for the online in realtime transfer of machine-readable
bibliographic records processed during conversion. Therefore, clusters may
request funding, as available and feasible, for the capital costs of
developing an online in realtime interface for conversion purposes with
bibliographic utilities recognized as such. (Chapter 10, p. 30, 1.11.3)

Cooperative library groups receiving funds from the Board of Library
Commissioners in excess of 50% of the costs associated with the central
site circulation/ILL control system or equipment upgrade should agree to
install a system that supports AACR2; accepts, retains, and outputs records
in the U.S. MARC format; and can support necessary bibliographic authority
control. Libraries receiving funds administered through the Board of
Library Commissioners to access the clusters' bibliographic databases
should agree to convert their ongoing acquisitions utilizing the U.S. MARC
format and AACR2. (Chapter 11, p. 1)

1. Any cooperating group of libraries receiving funds
administered through the Board of Library Commissioners for
50% or more of the costs associated with central site
circulation/ILL control systems or equipment upgrade should
have a full U.S. MARC record format bibliographic database.
Library clusters which have, or plan to have, less than the
full U.S. MARC record format as their database will not be
considered for funding. (Chapter 15, p. 3)

2. Resource sharing cooperatives should adopt standardized
holdings statements as they become available and should
strongly encourage vendors to incorporate the standards into
their systems. .Chapter 11, p. 1)

To assist retrospective data conversion for libraries in

Massachusetts, cooperating library groups receiving funds through the Board
of Library Commissioners for 50% or more of the costs associated with the
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central site system or equipment upgrade should allow, for a period of time
and under conditions as specified on the contractual agreement between the
cluster and the Board of Library Commissioners, network participants to
copy the database at their cost for use In their own conversion projects.
However, such an effort should be considered within the issue of copyright
protections claimed at the time by OCLC. No cluster will be required to
provide all or part of its database for copying by another network
participant if OCLC claims It would infringe upon their copyright, whether
or not the copying and transfer of the database would, in actuality,
violate copyright. (Chapter 15, p. 3)

OCLC/NELINET or UTLAS, Inc. are recommended as bibliographic
utilities. (Chapter 15, p. 5)

The Board of Library Commissioners will consider cluster requests for
portions of the capital funds, as available and appropriate, directly
related to making a bibliographic utility and/or cluster's circulation/ILL
control system's da +abase more accessible for libraries to utilize for
conversion and interlibrary loan purposes. (Chapter 10, p. 3, 1.1.5;
Chapter 15, p. 9)

Retrospective conversion of collections of a general nature is the
responsibility of the local library. Retrospective conversion of special
collections considered unique in content will be considered for State
funding (as available) for cluster participants. Library cooperatives
which include public libraries as full members will be considered for State
funding, as available and appropriate, if the converted machine readable
records would be made accessible through a bibliographic utility and/or a
cluster system. (Chapter 10, p. 3, 1.1.3; Chapter 15, p. 4)

Conversion of current acquIsitions is a local responsibility. (Orly:11'er
10, p. 3, 1.1.4)

To provide increased access to the kIEULS union I;st of serials for all
libraries, it is recommended that NEULS participants make their offline
union list products available to other libraries on a cost recovery basis.
Offline products include lists in print format and CD 201. (Chapter 10,
p. 4, 1.2.1)

It is recommended that the Board of Library Commissioners encourage the
development of an offline combined union list of serials of

assachusetts NEULS participants on CO R0'1, to be made available to all
libraries on a cost recovery basis. A printed version is considered to
be impractical because of the size. (Chapter 10, p. 4, 1.2.1)

There are other union list of serials projects in addition to those on
NELINET's NEULS. To expand the holdings of the NEULS database to be as
comprehensive as possible, other union list of serials projects will be
considered for funding by the Board of Library Commissioners if the
converted bibliographic records are also included in a NEULS database.
(Chapter 10, p. 4, 1.2.2)

Libraries are encouraged to explore reference/source database
searching. The Board of Library Commissioners will consider requests for
capital funding, as available from State sources, for a microcomputer,
modem, terminal emulation software and initial training to initiate
reference/source database services. Funds will not be available for any
continuing or operational costs associated with the searching process.
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(Chapter 10, p. 5, 1.3)

Expand participation in online circulation/ILL control systems where
it is technically and economically feasible, and develop new systems where
they are needed. (Chapter 10, p. 5, 1.4)

Because of the importance of circulation/ILL control system clusters in
facilitating resource sharing, existing clusters should be expanded in
size and scope to include more libraries as participants when and where

it is feasible, considering hardware, software, and other factors.
(Chapter 10, p. 6, 1.4)

When it is not feasible to include more participants in existing
clusters, new, shared online circulation /!LL control system clusters
should be encouraged and developed. (Chapter 10, p. 8, 1.4)

The Board of Library Commissioners should provide state and federal
funding, as available and feasible, for the capital costs associated with
establishing or upgrading the central site computer system of a
circulation/ILL control system cluster to increase the number of
participating libraries as access points, or for the establishment of new
clusters when necessary. Funds can only he used for the central site
computer system and software, its installation, and the training of
personnel. Funds will not be provided for equipment, software, or for a
service which serves the needs of an individual institution. Funds will
not be provided for central site preparation costs, nor for the operations
of the cluster. Federal funds cannot be applied toward telecommunications
equipment. (Chapter 10, p. 9, 1.4.1)

Clusters should not be established without assistance from a

consultant experienced in the process. Cooperatives planning to establish
a cluster may apply for federal funding administered through the Board of
Library Commissioners for a consultant to assist in planning the cluster,
tne development of system specifications and the issuance of the Request
for Proposals, vendor negotiations, and system accep:ance testing. (Chapter
10, p. 8, 1.4.2)

Library cooperatives applying for funding from any source administered
by the Board of Library Commissioners to establish or expand a cluster
circulation/ILL control system should consider the following requirements
as minimum criteria when selecting a vendor's system.

a. should be capable of accepting, maintaining and outputting a U.S.
MARC record

b. provides the member libraries with inventory control of library
material through an automated circulation control function

c. provides bibliographic and holdings information about materials
owned by cluster members

d. facilitates interlibrary loan and resource sharing by having the
capability of providing online availability status information of
the materials in the database to all libraries belonging to the
cluster

e. should be capable of providing multi-tier intra-cluster searching
within the database. For example, the system should be able to
minimally display the holdings of individual libraries, then a
second le/el of holdings of other libraries as specified in
parameter tables, and then a third level in which the holdings of
all cluster libraries are displayed
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f. should have an 3lectronic messageing facility for intra-clust9r

messages such as interlibrary loan requests

g. should have an online public access catalog capability
h. system should be capable of generating various statistical reports

including non-resident circulation for public libraries
I. system should be physically expandable to accommodate additional

libraries and functionally expandable to accommodate additional
applications software

J. system should be capable of providing communication gateways to
reference /source database services and electronic mail systems

from most terminals in use on the system

k. should be able to implement the protocols from the Library of
Congress' Linked Systems project

I. should be able to remove and transfer the ARC bibliographic
database to another computer system without loss of data and
format

m. the system should be capable of accommodating dial-up access to
the bibliographic database from libraries and from users in
business and home environments

Only "turnkey" systems implementing an "off the shelf operating system
and software" will be acceptable for funding administered through the
Board of Library Commissioners. (Chapter 10, pp. 8-9, 1.4.3)

Although, it would improve inter-cluster communications and
coordination and dramatically facilitate resource sharing, the Board of
Library Commissioners will not standardize on one vendor to provide
circulation/ILL services for the Commonwealth's clusters. However, to
ensure that a cluster acquires appropriate functional hardware and
applications software, the Board of Library Commissioners reserves the

right to disapprove of a cluster's choice of vendor if it has provided
funds to the cluster in excess of 501 of the costs associated with the
establishment or upgrade of the central site computer system. (Chapter 10,
pp. 9-10, 1.4.4)

Clusters which have received in excess of 50% of the costs associated
with the establishment or upgrade of the cluster's central site computer

system with funds administered by the 3oard of Library Commissioners should
accommodate dial-up access from other 'Iassachusetts clusters and non-
cluster libraries as appropriate and feasible, negotiated between the
cluster and the Board of Library Commissioners. (Chapter 10, p. 10, 1.4.5)

All clusters which have receivf,d in excess of 511 of the costs
associated for the establishment and/or upgrade of +he central site
computer system with funding administered through the 3oard of Library
Commissioners should provide access to their bibliographic and holdings
information databases for non-cluster libraries. (Chapter 10, p. 11, 1.3)

Clusters which have received funds administered by the 3oard of
Library Commissioners in excess of 50% of the costs associated with
establishing and/or upgrading the central site computer system should set
aside five percent of all the system's ports, but no more than eight and no

less than three, for access by libraries using microcomputers on a dial-up
basis. Clusters should be willing to implement dial-up access. The Board
of Library Commissioners should consider providing the necessary funding,
from State sources as available and appropriate, to enable the clusters to
acquire adequate central site computer equipment to accommodate dial-up
access. (Chapter 10, p. 11, 1.5.1)
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Clusters should establish incoming toll-free lines into their central
site for use by dial-up access libraries so that telecommunications
costs do rot become a barrier for libraries to access the bibliographic
and local noidings information databases. The Board of Library
Commissioners will consider allocating State funds, as available, to
partially support the necessary centralized telecommunications costs of
dial-up access. (Chapter 10, p. 11, 1.5.1)

Libraries wanting to implement dial-up procedures are encouraged to
acquire the appropriate computer system to access the circulation/ILL
services of the cluster. The recommended minimum system configuration will
be determined based upon the technology available at the commencement of
the grant round.

The 3oard of Library Commissioners will consider requests from
libraries to acquire this configuration when State funds are available
for categorical grant purposes. If a library receives funds
administered through the Board of Library Commissioners, the library
should meet the following criteria:
1. agree to the annual fee assessed by the cluster
2. accept reasonable guidelines and procedures to access the

cluster's database, outlined in an agreement between the cluster
and the library

3. obtain written acknowledgment that the cluster can accommodate an
additional dial-up member.

4. agree to input their current acquisitions into the cluster's
database and/or into a bibliographic utility providing
cataloging/ILL services accessible by the cluster.

It is recommended that the clusters allow dial-up libraries to
contribute their holdings to the cluster's database. If

necessary, the cluster may request funding administered by the
Board of Library Commissioners to acquire the mass storage devices
necessary to store the MARC records of the dial-up libraries.

5. agree to participate as a dial-up member for no less than three
years, unless the library becomes a member of a cluster, or
decides to return the computer system to the 3oard of Library
Commissioners.

6. agree to purchase the specific hardware and software recommended
by the 3oard of Library Commissioners, such as the computer model
and internal configuration, communications software, and modem.

7. agree to attend the appropriate training program implemented by
the cluster, and/or the regional public library system, and the
computer system vendor(s). (Chapter 10, pp. 12-13, 1.5.2)

An alternative to dial-up access is to make copies of the cluster's
database available for libraries to search locally. Clusters could arrange
to periodically have their databases mastered and then distributed on cn
ROM. Copies of thu CO ROM database could be distributed to other clusters,
and sold on a cost recovery basis to non-cluster libraries. (Chapter 10,
p. 14, 1.5.4)

Online public access catalogs should be installed and implemented in

clusters when economically and technically feasible to increase access to
users of the bibliographic and other database files available, and improve
resource sharing efforts. The Board of Library Commissioners may consider
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requests from clusters for State and federal funding, as available and
appropriate, to acquire central site hardware and software to implement

online public access catalogs. Requests for funding for local costs such
as terminals, and costs for any site preparation, operations and
telecommunications are not appropriate. (Chapter 10, pp. 17-18, 1.6.1)

Because of anticipated technical and economical considerations of

providing online public access catalog terminals, it is recommended (not
required) that clusters consider a public access catalog program combining
online public access catalog terminals, inquiry terminals and CD ROM
databases. (Chapter 10, p. 19, 1.5.2)

Because of the potential for dramatically increasing access by library
users to cluster bibliographic databases and the enhancement of the
libraries' public image, it is recommended (not required) that clusters
consider providing library users with the opportunity for dial-un access.
If available, unused or underutilized ports which have been reserved on the
central site computer systems for dial-up access by libraries may be
reallocated for library user dial-up access, if technically feasible, and
considering security issues. (Chapter 10, p. 20, 1.6.3)

Clusters are encouraged to consider the advantages and disadvantages
of the utilization of a centralized telecommunications switch to facilitate
dial-up access by library users. If this or a similar configuration has
potential for use, two or more clusters may request that the Board of
Library Commissioners consider funding, as available and appropriate, an

exploration of its functionality and applicability through a pilot project.
(Chapter 10, p. 20, 1.6.4)

Equipment and software which facilitates the searching of standalone
databases by clusters and/or by other standalones should be installed when
economically and technically feasible. The Board of Library Commissioners
will consider requests for funding, as available and appropriate, for
projects which promote the reciprocal exchange of bibliographic and/or item
information between standalones and clusters and between standalones of at
least two types of libraries. Funds will not be considered for the
purchase of equipment, software, or a service which serves the needs of an
individual institution or a cooperative funded by a single municipality.
(Chapter 10, pp. 20-21, 1.7.1)

Clusters are encouraged to consider loading and/or crea4ing other
informational files in addition to the monograph biblioaraphic database for
inclusion on their central site circulation/ILL control systems. The 3oard
of Library Commissioners will consider requests for funding from clusters,
as available and appropriate, to initially tape load or create a database
which would improve and increase access to informational resources for

library users. (Chapter 10, p. 21, 1.8.1)

Clusters should consider developing an integrated system which
includes the following functions: acquisitions, cataloging, circulation,
public access catalogs, serials, and resource sharing. Resource sharing
includes antra- cluster electronic messageing, and the provision of gatatlays

to other computer systems. Other informational database files should also
be considered for inclusion such as information and referral files. The
Board of Library Commissioners -dill consider requests for funding from
clusters, as available and appropriate, for the necessary central site

computer hardware and software to implement functions of an Integrated
system. The circulation and resource sharing functions should be present
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before other functions will be considered. (Chapter 10, p. 23, 1.9.1)

Clusters should consider and explore the possibilities of remote
distributive processing. Clusters may request that the Board of Library
Commissioners consider funding, as available and appropriate, for pilot
projects to demonstrate remote distributed processing. Funds can be
utilized for necessary central site hardware and software modifications
required to implement remote distributive processing and the remote
computers for no more than three of the cluster's libraries. Site
preparation, telecommunications and operational costs are local expenses.
(Chapter 10, p. 25, 1.10.1)

The Board of Library Commissioners encourages the consideration of
clusters, nofi-cluster libraries, and vendors in developing microcomputer-
based systems which would be compatible and/or interfaced with clusters to
facilitate resource sharing. The Board of Library Commissioners will
consider requests from libraries and/or clusters for funding, as available
and appropriate, for a pilot project to develop such a system as describe-.
(Chapter 10, p. 27, 1.10.2)

Clusters are encouraged to make an effort to establish inter-clus
communications for resource sharing purposes. The protocols of the Linked
System Project should serve as the basis for these linkages whenever
possible. Clusters may request the 3oard of Library Commissioners to
consider for funding, 35 available and feasible, pilot projects
establishing inter-cluster linkages based upon LSP protocols to facilitate
resource sharing efforts. Other pilot projects using alternative
methodologies and procedures will be considered if LSP protocols cannot be
implemented. In addition, contracting libraries which directly provide
interlibrary loan services to members in the regional public library
systems may apply for funding administered by the Board of Library
Commissioners, as appropriate and available, for a microcomputer and
appropriate software which will be used to access cluster systems other
than their primary cluster. (Chapter 10, p. 29, 1.11.1)

Linkages between cluster systems and standalone circulation (or online
catalog) systems, and between individual Standalone circulation (or online
catalog) systems exhibit problems similar to those of inter-cluster
linkages. Reciprocal access between clusters and standalones and between
standalones would facilitate resource sharing. (Chapter 10, p. 29, 1.11.1)

Clusters and standalone circulation (or online catalog) systems are
encouraged to establish communications for resource sharing purposes. The
protocols of the Linked System Project should serve as the basis for these
linkages whenever possible. The 3oard of Library Commissioners will
consider for funding, as available and feasible, pilot projects
establishing linkages between clusters and standalones, and between
standalones of at least two types of libraries, based upon LSP protocols to
facilitate resource sharing efforts. Funds will not be considered for the
purchase of equipment, software, or a service which serves the needs of an
individual institution or a cooperative funded by a single municipality.
Other pilot projects using alternative methodologies and procedures wili be
considered if LSP protocols cannot be implemented. (Chapter 10, p. 29,
1.11.2)

In order to enhance network telecommunications:
1. It is recommended that the Board of Library Commissioners

request the General Court )o increase the existing state
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funding level in order to reduce tne costs associated with
the telecommunications links within clusters, between
clusters, and between dial-up libraries and the clusters.
(Chapter 12, p. 5)

2. Any cluster receiving funds administered through the 3oard
of Library Commissioners which exceeds 50% of the costs to
establish and/or upgrade central site equipment should
utilize a computer system that is capable of contentioning
computer system ports. Any cluster which receives funding
administered through the Board of Library Commissioners for
telecommunications equipment may only apply that funding
toward a telecommunications configuration capable of
contentioning with the cluster's central site computer
system. (Chapter 15, p. 3)

3. To improve telecommunications costs and reliability, any
cluster which receives funding awinistered through the
Board of Library commissioners for telecommunications
equipment should have in place a telecommunications
configuration which utilizes as few lines as possible
between and among cluster members and the central site, and
should have a configuration which can bypass temporarily-
failed (fours hours or more) telecommunication lir:;s so that
a library still has no less than 20% of its terminals
(libraries with four or less terminals should have at least
one terminal) connected online in realtime to the central
site. (Chapter 16, p. 6)

4. Whenever possible, toll-free lines should be established at
the cluster central site to reduce the telecommunications
costs between the remote dial-up access library and the
cluster. The Board of Library Commissioners will endeavor
to secure State funds to partially offset the costs of the
toll-free lines. (Chapter 10, p. 30, 1.11.4)

5. Legislation which would permit inter-municipal linkages of
CATV systems for the purpose of data communications should
be drafted and filed. The 3oard of Library Commissioners
should charge the Network Advisory Committee with preparing
a draft of the proposed legislation for approval by the
Board of Library Commissioners. (Chapter 14, p. 2)

6. There is a need in lassachusetts to link the various
circulation/ILL control system in order to facilitate
resource sharing. If clusters implement -:.he protocols from

LSP, librarians and library users will be able to search the
bibliographic databases of the numerous clusters to identify
the wanted sources, and to ascertain availability status.
Such information should decrease the turnaround time of the
Interlibrary loan process. Several vendors are planning to
implement the protocols frc7 LSP, and full recognition and
support of these protocols will encourage its development.
Therefore, cooperative library groups receiving funds after
July 1, 1989 from the Board of Library Commissioners in

excess of 50% of the costs associated with the central site
circulation/ILL control system or equipment upgrade should
agree to install or upgrade only those systems which have
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successfully passed the compatibility tests conducted
through the test facility hosted by the Library of Congress.
(Chapter 11, p. 3)

It is recommended that cooperatives formally organize themselves under
articles of incorporation. Specifically, library cooperatives in
Massachusetts should organ'ze themselves as non-stock, non-profit
corporations under Chapter 180 of Massachusetts General Laws. In addition,
all library cooperatives should file for federal tax exempt status under
Internal Revenue regulation 501 (c) (3). Library cooperatives wishing to
be considered fc- funds administered through the Board of Library
Commissioners for resource sharing projects should be established as a non-
profit organization under Chapter 180, and cooperatives planning to
purchase circulation/ILL control system central site equipment should
additionally have federal tax exempt status.

Further, it is recommended that library participation in resource
sharing efforts (such as circulation/ILL control systems, accessing a
cluster via dial-up, a union list of serials cooperative, utilizing a
bibliographic utility, etc.) with other libraries, vendors, service
providers, state government or others be based upon formal written
agreements or contracts minimally defining individual and cooperative
responsibilities. (Chapter 13, p. 2)

10'ra-cluster resource sharing and access to information sources can
be improved if members approve and utilize cluster-wide collection
development and management policies. All automated resource sharing
clusters which have received funding administered through the Board of
Librarr Commissioners in excess of 50% of the costs associated with the
establishment and/or equipment upgrade of the central site computer system,
should have membership-approved collection development and management
policies, approved as to form by the 3oard's staff, in place by January 1,
1990. Because collection development and management policies should be
proceeded by collection surveys, clusters may be considered for funding (as
available and not to exceed $100,000 per cluster) to conduct analyses of
members' collections to identify strengths and weaknesses, and to assist in
preparing the policies. Other library cooperatives may also be considered
for funding (as available and not to exceed $100,000) to conduct a member
collection survey. (Chapter 17, pp. 3-4)

Evaluation is necessarily an ongoing activity of the network. The

Network Advisory Committee should be responsible for developing network
performance criteria measures and utilizing evaluation techniques to
apprise the Board of Library Commissioners of network performance and worth
and offer appropriate recommendations. (Chapter 18, p. 4)

2. facilitate document request and document delivery procedures

The interlibrary loan and information transmission process, including
identification of bibliographic items, document request procedures, the
handling of the request by the owning library, document delivery, and the
return of the document to the owning library should be studied in order to
increase effectiveness and efficiency. Library cooperatives, consortia,
clusters or the regional public library systems may request funding, as
available and appropriate, administered by the Board of Library
Commissioners, to examine all or part of the interlibrary loan and
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information transmlss pn ( Thapter 10, p. 33, 2.0.1)

The most efficient manne. in which to transmit an interlibrary loan

request is by sending a request electronically to the identified owning

library. Whenever possiole, libraries should submit interlibrary loan

requests in an electronic format. (Chapter 10, p. 33, 2.1)

Clusters which receive funds administered by the Board of Library

Commissioners in excess of 50% of the costs associated with acquiring
and/or upgrading the hardware and/or software of the central site computer

system should have an intra-cluster electronic mail system usable in the

interlibrary loan prccess available within the computer system. (Chapter

10, p. 34-35, 2.1.1)

It is recommended thl' :_AlET become the common electrcnic mail system

for "lassachusetts ib.'-aries. It is recommended that clusters develop

gatewaya for members to access ALANET from their central site computer

systems. It is suggested that bibliographic utilities also develop gateways
to this important library electronic mail system. (Chapter 10, p. 35,

2.1.2)

The Board of Library Commissioners will consider, on an annual basis,
depending upon the availability of State funds, requests from libraries
to join ALANET. Funding administered through the Board of Library
Commissioners may only be used for initial start-up costs associated
with joining ALANET; requests for the purchase of equipment, software,
or a service which meets the needs of an individual Institution will

not be considered appropriate. Libraries participating in this program
must agree to utilize ALANET for resource sharing purposes and must pay
for all other costs for a period of not less than two years. (Chapt r
10, p. 36, 2.1.2)

The document delivery mode chosen to fill a request should utilize the
fastest, least expensive, and most reliable means of in;ormation
transmission available. (Chapter 10, p. 37, 2.2)

Library consortia may request that the Board of Library Commissioners

consider requests for funding, as available and appropriate, for pilot

projects to demonstrate the applicability and functionality of

telefacsimile for document delivery. Pilot projects cannot' involve more

than twenty-five percent of the consortia membership. Projects should be

based upon the employment of an existing union list(s) to identify and

locate requested items. Funds may be allocated for acquiring equipment
only and cannot be utilized for operational, telecollunications and
maintenance costs. Projects must run for no less than two years.
Equipment must be returned in working order to the Board of Library
Commissioners if the project operates for less than the two year period.
Extensive cost and usage evaluations of the progress of the pilot project

will be required. The Board of Library Commissioners will consider
requests for funding to expand successful pilot projects after the pilot
project has terminated and evaluative data has been submitted for review.

(Chapter 10, p. 40, 2.2.1)

It is recommended that libraries desiring telefacsimile capability
acquire CCITT Group Ill equipment with downgrade compatibility to at least

Group :1 to be compatible with the facsimile being used In other libraries.

It is further recommended that Group IV standards be adopted as soon ps
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CCITT releases them, and tot consideration be given to acquiring ;roux
IV machines as economically feasible. (Chapter 11, p. 2)

In some resource sharing instances, such as inter-c!uster resource
sharing, fees for interlibrary loan may be imposed based upon cooperative
arrangements because the frequency and need for continuous cooperation with
each other and/or the materials to be loaned may not be appropriate without
cost. The fees should be reasonable and reflect cost recovery or
reimbursement. Additionally, it is recommended that the fees be assessed
against individual libraries, not the cluster as an entity, unless agreed
to in the cooperative agreement. Clusters and, for That matter, standalone
systems should carefully consider the imposition of interlibrary loan fees,
even on a cost recover),/reimbursement basis, when transacting among and
between each other. A njlid pro ;uo system of free interlibrary loan is

desirable. (Chapter 12, p. 9)

It is recommended that the Board of Library Commissioners prepare
legislation which would establish a state budget account for partial
reimbursement to heavy interlibrary loan net lenders, excluding intra-
cluster interlibrary loan. Secondly, it is recommended that the Board of
Library Commissioners continue to seek a state budget account supporting
the legislation passed in 1987 which enables partial reimbursement of
public libraries with substantial circulation of materials to non-
residents. (Chapter 12, p. 7; Chapter 14, pp. 1-2)

3. develop an ongoing education program on resource sharing

The Network Advisory Committee should conduct a continuing education
needs assessment of isst.,1 related to resource sharing, identify potential
providers, and coordinate an education program with those providers to
increase the opportunities for librarians, trustees, library governing
officials, and other administrators to become more familiar with automation
and resource sharing activities. (Chapter 10, p. 41, 3.1)

Library consortia may request funding, as available and appropriate,
from the Board of Library Commissioners to conduct ecicational programs
about issues concerning resource sharing and/or automation. Such programs
should be conducted without attendance fees for participants (costs for
necessary for Individual use, such as workbooks would be
allowable). Further, the consortium should be able to reproduce the program
on videotape and/or make the program available to remote sites using
teleconferencing techniques. (Chapter 17, pp. 41-42, 3.2)

A library cwisortium may request funding, as available and
appropriate, from the Board of Library Commissioners to conduct training
and/or cont'nuing education programs for its membership. Such programs
should be of such content and scope as to be of interest and utility for
other library consortia In the state, and should be available for
dissemination via Interlibrary loan at no charge. (Chapter 10, p. 42, 3.3)
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INTRODUCTION

The attached document "Automated Resource Sharing in Massachusetts:
Activities, Functions and Policies Supporting the IDng Range Program" is
intended to provide a conceptual framework for the structuring and
activities of a multitype resource sharing library network utilizing
automated technologies. As a structure, the decentralized network is
composed of independent units which serve as access points to the
information resources of Massachusetts, New England, and the United States.
These units, such as circulation/ILL (interlibrary loan) clusters and dial-
up access libraries are themselves linked to one another through
to:ecommunications, and through cooperative agreements.

The purpose of the network 's to help Iii A. fans to locate, request,

and receive information wanted by their pate on. as efficiently and
effectively as possible. Two assumptions are made. First, people have a
need for all types of information located in all types of sources in all
types of libraries. Second, libraries cannot be self-sufficient because
they lack the financial resources and/or the physical space to acquire and
store all the materials needed by their patrons to meet their needs.
Resource sharing provides !!hraries with a means to meet those needs.

While it is Important, and necessary, for all libraries to be resource

sharers, it must be emphasized that resource sharing and interlibrary loan
are not substitutes for provision of basic library services, and are not
substitutes for local collection development. All libraries have a
responsibility to provide basic services and to acquire materials needed
regularly by their patrons. Resource sharing is intended to supplement
basic library services. Libraries cannot and should not depend upon
resource sharing to totally meet the needs of all of their users.

It must also be noted that not all libraries want, or have a need, to

auto. ate. Whether or not to automate a library function remains a local
decision.

The "local library" referred to in the document denotes any type of
library which is considered by the user to be his or her primary source.
For example, an undergraduate student may consider the college's library as

the local library. A technician's local library may be the collection of
materials at the company. In most instances, the local library is capable
of providing interlibrary loan services for its users.

The basis of the network is the development, continuation, and linking
of machine-readable databases and physical access points into the
information resources of the state's libraries. In its simplest form, an
access point, such as a circulation control/ILL cluster or dial-up access
library, identifies which library awns a desired item. Requesting and
receiving that item may occur at the access point or through the user's
loci:: library. Not all libraries will become access points, although it is
planned that such "non-access" libraries will have indirect access to
informational resources through access libraries. In the network concept,

access points utilize automated means to locate materials, ascertain
availability status If possible, and request the items, In the future,

delivery may become more autome;ld as machine-readable formats evolve, and
improved facsimile machines are introduced. The point Is that the
network's purpose is to locate information resources and provide for their
sharing using automation as en effective and efficient process - a means to
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an end. The network is not to become a bank of computers.

One of the most effective means of conducting interlibrary loan is by
utilizing an automated, shared circulation/ILL control system. Turnaround
time for document request and deliverl, can be reduced because requests are
forwarded only to libraries known to own the item, and more likely
forwarded only to those libraries with the item immediately available.
Linking the circulation/ILL control systems using telecommunications and /or
electronic mail or by disseminating copies of the r'uster's database on
optical discs enables a library in one cluster to search the holdings of
another cluster, expanding resource sharing capabilities. A result will be
less burden on current heavy lenders as more libraries participate In
sharing resources.

However, not all libraries can participate in clusters because of
financial and other constrziints. Yet users of these libraries still have
information needs, and it is prudent for their libraries to participate in
resource sharing activities. As a partial solution, dial-up access
libraries using microcomputers will be able to search the holdings files of
circulation/ILL clusters to ascertain the location of requested items.
Dial-up access libraries will also use a bibliographic utility or their
affiliated cluster to create machine-readable records of their
acquisitions. In this manner, the dial-up library is contributing its
holdings to a machine-readable bibliographic database which can be accessed
by other libraries searching fo- informational sources requested by their
patrons. As -esult, dial-up access libraries will be lending as well as
borrowing materials.

The Regional Public Library Systems are mentioned throughout this
document. It is important to note that although the three regional systems
are established through the same legislative act, each is very different
from the others. Each has established its own roles and services through
the annual Plans of Service developed with the assistance of the Regional
Advisory Councils (RACs) composed of representatives from member libraries.
Further, each region administers its funding differently based upon an
annual budget also developed with the assistance of the RACs. Because of
theze variances, it is impossible to generalize about regional services,
roles and funding, and about the relationships between the regions and
public libraries, non-public libraries, and the various resource sharing
cooperatives and their activities, especially the clusters. The Regional
Administrators want to remind readers, especially public librarians, that
the appropriate procedure for introducing and implementing changes in
regional services is through the annual Plans of Services.

This document is a revision and update of the automation plan approved
by the Board of Library Commissioners in 1983 and is intended, among other
things, to support the Long Range Program 1987 - 1991. Since that time,
access points have increased in number, resource sharing activities have
been modified, and technology has increased in its sophistication and, in

many cases, decreased in cost. A revision was necessitated because of the
changes In automated resource sharing over the past four years. For
example, the 1983 plan included a microcomputer-based network component
called the. INC (Information Network Center). Its purpose was essentially
the same as the dial-up access library. However, the INC's microcomputer
was to be shared by two or more libraries. It was envisioned in 1982-3

111that the initial cost of a microcomputer system at approximately $7,000
would increase, and many individual libraries would not be able to afford
to acquire or maintain one on their own. That prediction was completely
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wrong, and the concept of several libraries needing to share a
microcomputer has been dropped. Ir another instarce, the 1983 plan rightly
predicted that the economies and benefits for utilizing telefacsimi le
machines was in the future. The future is here, and so is the short term
yiability of facsimile as a component of document delivery.

Tnis document provhses the background information, concepts,
activities, functions and policies necessary to support and supplement the
relevant subgoals, objectives and tasks of the federal Library Services and

Construction Act's Title 1 and Title III action plans of the Long Range
Program, along with activities not currently included in that Program.
This document does not replace the Long Range &Daum; rather, it provides

the necessary information for the continuing development and revision of
the Program, especially as the Program becomes broader to include
objectives and activities not necessarily supported solely with federal
funds.

Nearly every chapter of the 1983 plan has been revised (rewritten is
more appropriate, but seldom do we read a work is "rewritten" rather than
"revised"), a couple have been combined, a couple have been eliminated to
keep the length of this document under that of .itar And Peace, and a couple
of cnapters added to clarify networ!.. activities such as
"Teiecommunications" and "Collection Development and Management". Another
chapter, "Status of the 1983 Plan" explains what has happened since 1983,
and, in some cases such as funding, since 1980. All of the old favorites
are here including funding, standards, evaluation, activities,
bibliographic conversion and, of course, the introduction.

This effort to rewrite (sorry, revise) the 1983 plan began shortly
after its completion. The literature has been monitored continuously and
gaps or problems with the 1983 plan were noted as they were pointed out or
discovered. Late in 1985 it was decided by Board of Library Commissioners
staff and the Network Advisory Committee to begin the revision. A time
schedule was developed which would have completed the revision in the
Summer of 1987. In May 1986, six "Town Meeting" style discussions occurred
throughout the state to solicit what was wrong and right about the 1983
plan, and to receive an indication of what librarians expected from the
revision. The meetings went smoothly and provided much useful input.
Prior to beginning the additional research work necessary for the revision,
State government introduced a library grants program for the Board of
Library Commissioners to administer during fiscal year 1987 (July 1986 -
June 1987). All projects and activities were dropped at that point to
implement the grants program which was completed around December 1986. The
time schedule for revising the 1983 automation plan could not be kept.

The Network Advisory Committee adopted a new time schedule in January
1987 which calls for the final draft of the revision to go before the Board
of Library Commissioners in December 1987. In addition to the change in
the completion schedule, the NAC delegated the writing of the first draft
to the staff of the Board of Library Commissioners for reaction by
membership in July 1987. The NAC membership reviewed the first draft and
requested some revisions. The result of those revisions became the second
draft which was sent out to all public and academic libraries, and select
school, special and institutional libraries, approximately 982 In all. Six

"Town Meetings" were held In September across the state to solicit
reactions. Those revisions 'ecame the basis for the third draft which was
reviewed and approved as amended by the Network Advisory Committee and the

Statewide Advisory Council on Librar les In November 1987 prior to being
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forwarded to the Board of Library Commissioners for action. On December 4,
1987, the Board of Library Commissioners voted to approve the document
as revised so that "should" replaced "shall" or "must" in all appropriate
Instances.

Implementation of network activities and operations will take time.
Furthermore, this document and the network are intended to be dynamic and
must be continually reviewed, incorporating modifications, gained
experience, and new theories and technologies. It is essential that this
aocument be kept current to provide librarians in the state with a guide to
the Board's concept of resource sharing and networking, and to update and
support the Long Range Program 1287 - 1221. To meet that objective, it is

proposed that this document be printed in a looseleaf "notebook" format.
Individual chapters can be revised as necessary, and the revision sent to
libraries for replacement in their notebooks.

The content of the document is necessarily choppy. To explain fully
some of the technologies or concepts discussed would have increased its
length by several hundred pages (probably surpassing list And Emu). Some
readers suggested that the document be divided into several parts, such as
separating the technical discussion into another publication, or
eliminating some of the discussion which precedes a recommendation or
activity. It was decided not to do either because the philosophical or
technical discussion is needed to explain why an activity or recommendation
is included.

Further, this document is not meant to be exhaustive on the subject
and activities of resource sharing, and the writing style will not win a
Pulitzer for literature. However, the document is intended as a starting
place for librarians, trustees, library governing officials and other
administrators to consider the concept and practicalities of automated
resource sharing, and as a guide when questions concerning funding
considerations arise. Again, it must be emphasized that this document is
intended to be evolutionary and dynamic, to oe reviewed and revised
regularly. Several important issues, such as collection management nd
development, clarifying and defining roles and responsibilities, documew:
request and delivery, and preservation of materials for resource sharing
purposes are not yet fully developed and require additional study.
Relevant aspects of this document will be revised as the issues are
clarified and policies, procedures, and recommendations developed.

Trade names, and vendors and their products are mentioned throughout
the document. In many instances the name are used for illustrative
purposes only. However, in other instances, the names are used when the
vendor's product is being specifically recommended to be v7ed as, or in, an
activity of the network.

The ALA Glossary DI Library And Information Science edited by
Heartsill Young (ALA, 1983) provides adequate defin ons for many of the
terms usad. Readers who may want more In -depth information are directed to
the footnotes and bibliography. Staff members of the Board will endeavor,
as before, to maintain the currency of the bibliography.

31
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1. WHY IS A RESOURE SHARING NETWORK PROGRAM NEEDED?

People's need for information in our complex society is growing and
becoming more obvious.' In a society that Is becoming increasingly
information dependent, there are few libraries, however well-funded and
managed, that are capable of meeting all the information needs of their
constituents.

There is increased access to information for library users when
libraries agree to cooperate with each other to share their resources.
Resource sharing Is no longer supplemental to local library operations. but

has become a basic element. A network of resource sharing cooperatives
would increase the effectiveness of locally-based efforts, particdarly
when founded upon use of automated technologies.

This document is intended to update and support the Long Range program
1987 1991 and provide information and guidance for incorporating and
developing resource sharing cooperatives and activities into a
Massachusetts network which utilizes automated technologies to increase
access to informational resources. Such a document and program is needed
because:

- It is important for all libraries to share resources with other
libraries of all types. There are many barriers to resource sharing; these
barriers, however, could be reduced or eliminated by designing a network
that not only increases access and sharing, but also allows for necessary
local flexibility.

- A viable structure will increase the ability of libraries to locate
and deliver needed materials lo library users effectively and efficiently.

- Existing cooperatives are currently pursuing their own independent

course. Guidance and coordination are essential or so much variation will
develop that it will become increasingly difficult for the cooperatives to
interact with each other. Coordination is particularly imperative In the
application of bibliographic and communication standards.

- Coordination is also needed so that parity exist.i, as feasible,
among cooperatives utilizing automation. This is particularly true for the
clusters and union lists of serials projects.

- Cooperatives need to know what elements of an automated project are
appropriate for funding administered by the Board of Library Commissioners,
and the necessary requiremsnts to be considered for such funding.

- Title III of the federal Library Services and Construction Act
(LSCA1 requires a resource sharing plan as a component of the Long Range
Program, and of the annual Basic State Plan, both of which must be filed in
order to receive funding.

- The Massachusetts Legislature, a potential source of funding for
some aspects of the network, would need a plan prior to considering funding.

- Foundations and private sector corporations may be interested in
assisting planned efforts designed to benefit members of the community at
large and their employees In ,.articular.

4 December 1 987
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This document is a revision and update of the automated resource
sharing plan approved by the Board of Library Commissioners in August 1983.
A revision is necessary because of changes in technology and economics
which provide the local library far greater flexibility in applying
automated technologies than was envisioned In 1983 (such as the
availability of inexpensive microcomputers). Further. with the additional
experience gained over the past five years. many lessons have been learned
which necessitated the inclusion or exclusion of activities related to, or
caused by. the introduction and utilization of technology (such as online
public access catalogs. telefacsimile. governance. funding. legislation,
etc.) since the 1983 plan.

This document is necessary as an explanation for libraries and
librarians wondering how the application of automated technologies can
benefit them even if their libraries are not automated. As a simple answer,
a network based upon independent cooperatives of libraries communicating
with each other appears to be a good environment for automated resource
sharing. The decentralized network structure is theoretically designed so
that any library will have access to the resources of other libraries
within two steps of the request. For example, if Library A (not automated)
requests an interlibrary loan from Library B (first step). Library 8 will
either be a participant in a cooperative which is a network component, or
can forward the request to Library C (second level) which is a participant
in a network cooperative. Although only theory at this time, it is an
objective of this document that ar., library In the Commonwealth have such
access to the resources of network participants. This will apparently work
for most public, academic, school and special libraries if, at a minimum, a
local munirtipal public library is involved in the process as "Library B"
because of the participation of the Regional Public Library Systems as one
of the components of the network.

This structure implies that a library need not automate to take
advantage of some of the benefits of automation. It is understood that not
all libraries have a need or desire to automate. Such a decision is, and
will remain, a local, decisioh. However, it is hoped that librarians and
others responsible for library administration, governance and policy will
gain some insight from this document and from exploring the sources
included in the bibliography of why many libraries choose to automate.

ENDNOTES
1. National Commission on Libraries and Information Science, Library eme

Information Service NW:4 p. 268.
David Boats, "Interlibrary Loan Networks," pp. 124-5.
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?. STATUS 7 THE 1933 DLAq

The document entitled Automated Resource Sharing in Massachusetts: a
Plank was approved by the Board of Library Commissioners on August 11, 1983.
Several recommendations included in the an are reviewed here in a
discussion of what has occurred in automated resource sharing as related to
the Board of Library Commissioners. Discussion will include some of the
successes and failures of the 1983 Elan, and some areas in need of revision

which is one of the reasons for the development of this document. Readers
are reminded that the following comments do not constitute a formal
evaluation.

Recommendation I: A multitype library resource sharing network based upon
automated technologies should be implemented. The network will be
hierarchical in that cooperative centers will communicate with other
centers in a planned outward and upward process. All network services
should be provided at a level of operation 35 close to the user as
possible, and through local libraries as often as possible.

Comment: This is a broad recommendation that will take years to fully
implement Libraries of various types make up the components of the
network - clusters, serial projects, etc. However, a hierarchical
network has not evolved, and will not. The numerous independent
components cannot be organized into a hierarchical structure, and

automation provides each library cooperative with the ability and
flexibility of establishing horizontal relationships as their needs
dictate based upon a decentralized structure for interlibrary
communication and resource sharing. This last aspect, that of
providing the service as close to the user as possible, has been
successful. With the growth in membership of the clusters, the use of
microcomputers as a means of dial-up access to cluster databases for

resource sharing, and the awareness that automation is a viable means
to an end to improve user services, the local library is serving as
the primary point fcr providing network-related services.

Recommendation li: The Mission Statement and Statement of Related
Activities of the automated resource sharing library network for
Massachusetts should be adopted:

Develop cost-effective methods of resource sharing that will increase

access to the information resources needed by iassachusetts residents
by promoting cooperative efforts among libraries of various types and
by reducing barriers to networking.

Comment: The Board of Library Commissioners has encouraged the development
of library cooperatives and the application, as appropriate, of
automated technologies to dramatically increase access to the
infermelon resources of libraries in Massachusetts. Such an effort

has improved interlibrary resource sharing.

The Board has also been successful in reducing barriers to resource
sharing efforts. Most libraries have indicated that the lack of
funding las the most prevalent barrier to their participation in
resource sharing cooperatives. Through the Board's program of funding

capital costs associated with cooperation such as establishing
clusters using automated circulation/ILL control systems, the
conversion of serial holdings into machine-readable form, and
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providing microcomputers for libraries to access cluster and other
bibliographic and reference/source databases, the Board has provided
the means for many libraries to participate in cooperative efforts
they could not have afforded by applying only their local resources.

Recommendation III: Develop and link bibliographic databases to provide
greater access opportunities to resources.

Comment: Since 1980, the Board of Library Commissioners has expended
$2,226,959 of state and federal funds through January 1, 1988 for
bibliographic control and to develop bibliographic databases for
resource sharing purposes. This includes funding for cooperative
cataloging, conversion projects, equipment for bibliographic control,
'and pilot bihilographic projects involving collection analysis and the
application of CD R01 technology.

Project

Eastern Mass. Regional
Library System

Worcester Area Cooperating
Libraries

Boston Public Library
Metro Boston Library
Network

Automated Bristol Library
Exchange

Boston Library Consortium
C/W MARS
Old Colony Library Network
Minuteman Library Network
Cape and Islands Inter-
Library Cooperative

Southeastern Automated
Libraries

TOTALS

LSCA State

S 256,420 $

42,083
568,000

Total

S 256,&20

42,083
553,000

620,000 520,000

50,016 50,016
99,519 99,519
332,985 332,985
35,000 35,000
135,957 135,957

41,979 41,979

45,000 45,000

$ 866,503 $1,360,456 $2,226,959

Funds have also been expended specifically to develop databases for
union lists of serials projects. Since 1980, through January 1, 1988,
$359,484 of state and federal funds have been expended on
bibliographic databases for serial projects.

Project LEA

Eastern Mass. Regional
Library System

Boston Library Consortium
Fenway Library Consortium
Essex County Cooperating
Libraries /Merrimack

Inter-Library Consortium
Worcester Area Cooperating

Libraries

WELEXACOL
Southeastern Mass.
Cooperating Libraries

S 7,500
78,083

40,668

51,190

29,000
21,158

64,674
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Cape and Islands Inter-
Library Association

Cooperating Libraries of
Greater Springfield

TOTALS

29,351

26,599

S 348,223

9,761

S 11,261

39,112

26,599

S 359,484

Recommendation IV: Develop access points into the information resource.

1. expand participation in online circulation/ILL control systems
where it is technically and economically feasible, and develop new
systems where they are needed.

Comment: Much of the Doard of Library Commissioners' effort in expanding
the number of access points into the informational resources of our
libraries has involved the establishment and expansion of shared
circulation/ILL control systems, commonly known as "clusters." It

is difficult, it not impossible, to know how many libraries are
involved in cluster activities because of the various levels of
cluster membership possible. Libraries which use the circulation
module or are converting their collections via leased lines are
considered ful' members. Other libraries accessing the clusters or
a dial-up basis are usually referred to as "associate" or "dial-up"
or "micro" members. It is estimated that on January 1, 1988 there
were 293 libraries of various types in various membership
categories affiliated with the clusters:

199 public libraries
24 private academic libraries
15 public academic libraries
51 special libraries

4 school libraries

Publ!c libraries affiliated with the clusters as either full or

dial-up members served a total municipal population exceeding
4,682,245 residents, or nearly 82% of the state's population.
EAisting clusters expect to have a total of nearly 12 million items
in their databases representing a statewide total of nearly four
million titles. Support with state and federal folds administered
through the Board of Library Commissioners for establishing and/or
expanding the clusters' central site hardware and software from
1930 through January 1, 1988 totals over 58.5 million (these
figures do not include conversion, telecommunications, planning and
training, and the libraries using microcomputers to access the
database).

Project

NOBLE

C/W MARS
Merrimack Valley Library

Consortium

Minuteman Library Network
Old Colony Library

Network

Automated Bristol Library
Exchange

Mows!! Collaborative

4 December 1987

LSCA State Total

5 710,600 S 272,065 $ 982,665
1,111,579 1,111,579

360,182 305,056 665,238
883,250 883,250

550,000 150,000 700,000

281,623
193,815

40,190 321,813
193,815
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metro Boston Library
Network 719,000 784,189 1,503,189

F. L. Olmsted (Fenway) 720,226 720,226
Cape and islands Inter-
Library Association 686,000 166,000 852,000

Southeastern Automated
Libraries 62f,000 625,000

TOTALS $6,841,275 $1,717,500 $8,558,775

Recommendation IV: continues

2. develop Information letwork Centers (INCs) to serve as access
points into the total information resource by providing INCs with
the capacity of utilizing search, cataloging/ILL, and
circulation/ILL services.

Comment: One Information Network Center was federally-funded for $18,359
in 1985. Three communities participated - Bridgewater, which also
served as the INC's central site, West Bridgewater and East
Bridgewater. The project itself was successful in that it carried
out all of its objectives and activities. However, the Information
Network Center was flawed in concept. The INC concept is not
included in this document.

The failure of the INC concept is easily attributed to the
economics and technology of the microcomputer. In 1982 when the
INC concept was envisioned, it was thought that the price of a
microcomputer (estimated at over $7,000 with a ten megabyte hard
drive, a decent dot matrix printer, and software; would be too
expansive for a small library to acquire and maintain on its own.
With high inflation, the price of microcomputer technology was only
going to increase. Many small libraries would have to share a
microcomputer in order to afford it.

As everyone knows by now, the prices for microcomputer technology
fell faster than could be imagined. A $7,000 IBM microcomputer
configuration became available at less than half that price. With

the costs low and the promises of increased productivity appearing
in every newspaper ad, on every television screen and at every
library conference, libraries began to acquire microcomputers with
operational funds or through donations from the Friends of the

Library and other civic groups. Therefore, there was no need to
share a microcomputer if the library could own one. The INC
concept was not attractive.

However, the INC functions were still important. Libraries needed
access to the clusters databases to facilitate interlibrary loan.
Further, libraries needed to convert their ongoing acquisitions
into machine-readable form by matching records against an existing
database on a bibliographic utility or a cluster's computer system.
Librarians also needed to become familiar with the searching
capabilities and databases offered by the information retrieval
systems. The need was there - the concept of two or more libraries
sharing microcomputer equipment was unrealistic.

The Western and Central Regional Public Library systems began a
program in which member libraries could receive financial
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assistance from the region for the purchase of a microcomputer to
access the C/W MARS database. In fiscal years 1937 and 1983, the
State Legislature included funds for a library competitive grant
round for the Board of Library Commissioners to administer. A
program was developed to provide public libraries with funds to
acquire the necessary microcomputer hardware and software to access
the cluster databases. Libraries receiving grants would also use
the microcomputer as a means to convert their ongoing acquisitions
into machine-readable form through a bibliographic utility or a
cluster's bibliographic database.

Sixty libraries were awarded microcomputers in the FY1987 and
FY1J88 state competitive grant rounds totaling $236,167. Two
clusters, ABLE (Automated Bristol Library Exchange) and the
Minuteman Library Network received $4,302 in FY1987 state funding
for modems and toll-free telephone lines to support the dial-up
microcomputer libraries. Additional telecommunications costs were
funded through a state-funded account in the Board's FY1987 and
FY1988 budgets. Funds were also provided to the regional public
library systems for training librarians on the using the
microcomputers ($60,250).

The microcomputer projects will continue as long as the demand and
availability of funds continue. State competitive grant funds have
aiso been awarded to public libraries wishing to Acquire a
microcomputer and software to introduce search services (called
reference/source services in this second plan) to their
constituents. Therefore, the functions of the Information Network
Center exist, but the concept of two or more libraries sharing
access to a microcomputer has been abandoned.

Recommendation V: Dr. atop telecommunications linkages between circulation-
/ILL clusters and between INCs and clusters to expand the scope of
resources available for accessing and sharing. Linkages between
disparate systems should be explored and developed.

Comment: Telecommunications between the various components of the network
(within clusters, between clusters, and between individual libraries

with dial-up access and the clusters) is one of the most important
issues concerning automated resource sharing. Intra-cluster
telecommunications (telecommunications between the remote library and
the cluster central site) tends to be the most costly of the annual
operating costs associated with resource sharing. In addition,
telecommunication costs between the dial-up library and the cluster
contras site can be costly on an hourly basis during normal business
hours. Further, although the clusters can generally meet about 90% to
90% of their needs within the clusters, telecommunications between
clusters to search bibliographic databases dramatically increases the
potential for finding a desired item and immeo!ately determining its
availability status. However, the telecommunications costs of inter-
cluster communications must be taken into consideration along with the
technical difficulties of linking disparate computer systems in order
to communicate at all.

In 1985 the Board of Library Commissioners administered an $80,000
federally-funded grant to facilitate telecommunications between
clusters, and between dial-up libraries and clusters. Funds were
provided to the three clusters using the CLSI circulation control
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system for computer-to-compu+er telecommunications so that a member of
one of the clusters could utilize their central site computer to
access the bibliographic database of another .luster. Funds were also
provided to C/W MARS so that public libraries with microcomputers
could access the database. Nearly half of the grant funds were
expended for a study of the cluster' telecommunications systems and to
develop a procedures manual for inter-cluster communications.

As part of the 3oard of Library Commissioners' fiscal year 1987 and
1988 state budgets, the Legislature provided $200,000 each year for
telecommunications support related to cluster activities. Funds were
used to continue support of the toll-free lines for dial-up libraries
to search the clusters' databases for interlibrary loan purposes, and
to maintain a telephone line for inter-cluster telecommunications
among the three CLS1 clusters. The balance of the funding was used to
partially reimburse the clusters for costs associated with remote
library to host site telecommunications.

Funds from the FY1988 state competitive grant round were applied
toward upgrading or installing telecommunications equipment for the
clusters. A study of the existing and/or planned telecommunications
configurations of the clusters was completed in early 1987. Using the
data provided by the study, several clusters applied for and received
funding for central site telecommunications equipment and/or equipment
which was shared by at least two remote libraries. The Minuteman
Library Network grants included equipment for testing an X.25 PAD to
connect with UTLAS, and a pilot project using radio modems in a
bookmobile to telecommunicate with the central site.

Project LSCA State Total

NOBLE $ 220,750 $ 220,750
C/W MARS 200,000 200,000
Merrimack Valley Library

Consortium 217,940 217,940
Minuteman Library Network 17,570 17,570

Metro Boston Library
Network 107,610 107,610

Cape and Islands inter -
Library Association 73,475 73,475

Southeastern Automated
Libraries 93,220 93,220

TOTALS 0 S 930,565 S 930,565

During the past three years, the Board of Library Commissioners has
funded two projects designed to expand the resource sharing effort by
linking or accessing the numerous disparate circulation/ILL computer
systems. First, a total of $46,500 of federal funds was expended on
developing and implementing a concept to link disparate systems by
establishing a canonical language betwee_ different operating systems
which, when Implemented, would be transparent to the user.

This pilot project was a failure. First, it did not meet the
specifications developed by the Library of Congress-hosted Linked
Systems Project which resulted in published and verbal criticism from
LC's Network Development Office. The disparate link designer (LSSI,
Inc. of Maryland), a value-added marketer of the Library of Congress
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1ARC database, could not afford to run afoul of the primary source on
which the business was based. Furthermore, the implementation ran
into serious scheduling prob'ems as hardware and software continually
failed to function properly. The project was abandoned in 1986.

A far less ambitious project to access disparate systems was funded
for $10,800 through the FY1987 state competitive grant round. The
Pollard Memorial Library in Lowell, a member of the Merrimack Valley
Library Consortium (a CLSI cluster) purchased terminals for their

library to access the University of Lowell's Data Research Associates'
ATLAS circulation system.

Other efforts have been made to study the prob!em of linking disparate

systems. In early 1987, IBM looked at the need for the disparate
Massachusetts clusters to communicate with one another, and proposed a
solution. Dependent upon the numerous circulation system vendors
agreeing to cooperate, the I3M proposal included a front-end processor
at each cluster tied into a "switch" which would translate each
vendor's transactions into a common language. This concept is similar
to the project funded by the Board with LSS1, and vendors have not
shown an eagerness to develop or adopt a standard language. The
telecommunications study mentioned earlier also examined the issues

involving inter-cluster linkages, and concluded that a private
circuit-switched system could be implemented for telecommunications.
However, data communications would remain a problem due to the
differences between cluster operating systems, screen mapping. and the
numerous standards employed.

Linkage of disparate systems is important to the expansion of the
resource sharing effort in Massachusetts. It is hoped that a computer
or library vendor will develop an LSP-approved linkage in the near
future so that it can be implemented within the State.

Recommendation VI: Develop interfaces between circulation/ILL control

systems and cataloging utilities to ensure that the circulation/ILL
system's database of bibliographic records is as current as possible
for searching from other access points.

Comment: Three interfaces have been developed since the first plan was
approved. Boston Public Library and the Eastern Mass. Regional
Library System applied $50,000 in regional funds to develop an
interface between the bibliographic system used by the Boston Public
Library and those clusters using the OLSI circulation control system.

Federal funds have been used to develop an interface between the
Minuteman Library Network's CLSI circulation system and the UTLAS
bibliographic utility in Toronto, Canada. NOBLE improved upon an

existing interface between a CLSI system and OCLC which allows NOBLE
members libraries to share interface hardware remotely. Prior to this

improvement, a library needed to have the interface hardware locally
which meant that each library requiring the interface needed its own
hardware.

Recommendation VII: Develop document request and delivery procedures.

a. Use electronic means to identify library holdings and to transmit
requests whenever possible.

b. Document delivery should utilize the fastest, cheapest and most
reliable means possible.
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Comment: This recommendation has had limited success in its
implementation. Intra-cluster electronic identification of holdings
and availability status is expected from the circulation/ILL control
system. Inter-cluster identification of holdings has been less
successful - libraries using the CLS1 system can electronically search
eacn others' databases. However, there is little searching between
disparate systems because of technological barriers.

Libraries using OCLC as a bibliographic utility have had few problems,
if any, electronically identifying library holdings and transmitting
requests. Until 1985, most users of the Boston Public Library
cataloging system could neither electronically identify holdings nor
transmit requests.

There has been less success in the ability of cluster members to
electronically transmit requests. In many instances, the
circulation/ILL control system lacks adequate electronic messageing
capability. For example, users of °LSI systems must establish "dummy"
title records for electronic messages because of the lack of the
capability on the system. In other situations, electronic messageing
is little used. However, those clusters ohich have access .1.o

electronic messageing when the system is installed have easily adopted
the procedures into their work flow, increasing productivity and the
effectiveness of resource sharing in a cluster environment. Libraries
using microcomputers to access cluster databases can electronically
locate library holdings, but their ability to electronically transmit
an interlibrary loan request is limited to the cluster system's
PApabilities.

Even more frustrating than the lack of electronic identification of
library holdings and the ability to transmit a request is the delivery
of requested items. Although the clusters and the bibliographic
utilities have the technology to locate holdings information in
seconds, and the clusters can determine availability status
immediately, the delivery of materials is still painstakingly slow.

Massachusetts attempted to facilitate document delivery among
libraries of all types when it successfully sponsored legislation in

1995 enabling the regional public libraries to share their existing
document delivery systems with non-public libraries. Eastern Region
has implemented a pilot document delivery project involving several
non-public libraries, and received $5,000 of FY1987 state competitive
grant funds to further study regional document delivery. Boston
Public Library received $57,000 in an FY1988 state competitive grant
for a pilot telefacsimile project among members of the 2^ston sub-
region.

Most inter-public library material continues to be moved through the
regional document delivery systems. Most intertype library document
delivery continues to be moved by mail. A few library cooperatives
operate a courier service for document delivery. Document delivery
will continue to "appear slow" compared to the identification process
as long as the item is sent without utilizing electronic means. The

implementation of telefacsimile, not discussed at length in the 1983
plan, may become a component of the solution.

Recommendation Vill: Develop a program of computer literacy/training for
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librarians who are without direct access to computerized network
systems.

Comment: This objective has not been successful if taken literally. A
"program" was not developed specifically fnr computer literacy and
training. However, training programs and planning projects have
increased the awareness and understanding of automation as a means to
an end for increased productivity in library operations, resource
sharing, and improved services for patrons.

The Board of Library Commissioners has, since 1980, funded six grants
for groups of libraries planning resource sharing projects. Most of
these projects have lead to the establishment of a resource sharing
cluster based upon the application of automated circulation control
technology.

Projects LSCA atel Total

Central/Western Recional
Public Library Systems S 25,000 S $ 25,000

Fenway Library Consortium 15,050 15,050
Southeastern Mass.

Cooperating Libraries 35,200 35,200
New Bedford (Southeastern
Ma. Automated Resources &
Ter.zommunication Systems) 45,000 45,000

Cape and Islands Interlibrary
Association 40,000 40,000

Metro Boston Library
Network 30,000 30,000

TOTALS S 160,250 S 30,000 S 190,250

Three grants have been made specifically for automation training for
librarians. Shortly after receiving its planning grant, the Central
and Western Regional systems received $5,000 of federal funds for

automation training for member libraries. Moro recently, S60,250 of
FY1987 and FY1988 state competitive grant funds were provided to the
regional public library systems for training librarians receiving
grants to purchase microcomputers in order to access cluster
bibliographic databases for resource sharing.

Recommendation IX: The Board of Litary Commissioners should support
resource sharing activities in the State by providing state and
federal funds for developing access points as appropriate and
feasible. In addition, the Board should seek state funds to assist in
the costs of telecommunications.

Comment: As discussed above, the Board of Library Commissioners has
embarked on a very active program to increase access points for
resource sharing. Further, the Board has been successful in securing
$400,000 of State funds for cluster-related telecommunications costs
in FY1987 and FY1988. To summarize, funds have been allocated since
1980 through January 1, 1988 as follows:

Protect

bibliographic control &

LICA State latal
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developing bibliographic
databases (conversion) S 866,503 $1,360,456 $2,226,959

union lists of serials
establishing and/or
expanding clusters

microcomputer access for
resource sharing

348,223

6,841,275

18,359

11,261

1,717,500

240,469

359,484

8,558,775

258,828
telecommunications 80,000 1,330,565 1,410,565
linking disparate systems

developing bibliographic
interfaces

46,500

*

10,800

50,000

57,300

50,000
document delivery 0 62,000 62,000
planning and training 165,250 90,250 255,500

TOTALS $8,366,110 $4,873,301 $13,239,411

* these costs were included in the figures reported under
"establishing and/or expanding clusters"

Recommendation X: In order to facilitate resource sharing in the
Commonwealth, cooperating groups of libraries receiving funds through
the Board of Library Commissioners for 50% or more of the costs
associated with central site circulation/ILL control systems or
equipment upgrade should agree to:

1. Provide at least five percent of their system ports, but not fewer
than three ports, for telecommunications links from other access
points in the State. At least one of the ports should be provided
for dial-up access, and a toll-free line is desirable.

Comment: This has been implemented through the contracts between the
cluster and the 3oard of Library Commissioners. However, several
of the clusters have allocated the ports for member use without the
prior permission of the Board.

Recommendation X: continues

2. Install a circulation/ILL control system that can support the
U. S. MARC format, data content and rulas of AACR2, and authority
control.

Comment: Many of the Massachusetts clusters have accomplished this, except
for the clusters with CLSi as their vendor. Those clusters
initially installed a system which could not support the U.S. MARC
record, but system revisions now support the format. This
recommendation will be revised In this document, requiring all
circulation systems to accept, retain and output the U.S. MARC
record format as well as support its use.

Recommendation X: continues

3. Adopt a bibliographic record structure developed with the
Board of Library Commissioners.

Comment: The intent of this requirement was that Board staff would
actively participate with the clusters in establishing
bibliographic format so that database compatibility communications
issues among clusters would be minimized in the future. In most
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instances, the format was not forlally discussed or developed with
Board staff.

Recommendation X: continues

4. Provide free reciprocal borrowing and/or interlibrary loan among
members of the cluster.

Comment: All clusters have agreed to this in their cluster governance and
procedures.

Recommendation X: continues

5. Have their bylaws approved as to form by Board staff.

Comment: All clusters have complied with this requirement.

Recommendation X: continues

6. Allow other network participants to copy, at the other group's
cost, the database of bibliographic records (as specified in

the contract) to assist in the conversion of records from
manual format to a machine-readable format.

Comment: This was included in the contract betw an the Board of Library
Commissioners and the cluster. No cluster has taken advantage of
this database source.

Recommendation X: continues

7. Particip+e in the State's resource shsring network.

a. Incorporate as P nonprofit, non-stock, mem`ership corporation
under Massachusetts laws.

Comment: All clusters have complied with these requirements.

Recommendation XI: Technical and cooperative agreements should be
established between circulation/ILL clusters, and between Informatinn
Network Centers (INCs) and clusters, defining such areas as fees,

scope and level of coQ2eration, responsibilities, communications
protocols, dooument request and delivery procedures, and others.

Comment: Such agreements, when necessary, have been established. Aspects
of the agreement between the Information Network Center and the
Minuteman Library Network laid the basis for the agreements between
the libraries using a microcomputer for dial-up access and the
cluster.

Recommendation XII: The Board of Library Commission_rs should monitor and
participate in the development and implementation of the statewicie
network proposed by the Massachusetts Corporation for Educational
Telecommunications.

Comment: The Board monitored MCET'a development and activity. However,
MCET did not develop a statewide network as envisioned in 1983, but a
network based upon cable television and their related satellite links
for educational audio-visual programming. In late 1987, MCET began to
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explore establishing a statewide network for telecommunications.

Recommendation )011: Amend existing legislation to allow the Regional
Public Library Systems to provide document delivery and retrieval to
network participants that are not public libraries.

Comment: This legislation was signed into law in 1985.

Recommendation XIV: File legislation tc create quasi-governmental data
processing entities fGr the exclusive use of various types of
libraries.

Comment: This legislation was fled twice, and failed to win app.-oval.
Members of the library corriunity were opposed to the legislation so
support was essentially non-existent. Although several Town and City
Counsels state that there is a need for this legislation because the
ron-profit organizational structure established under Massachusetts
General Laws Chapter 180 is inappropriate when municipal entities and
departments are involved, the Board of Library Commissioners has voted
not to file the legislation without the needed support of the library
community.

Recommendation XV: File legislation and/or receive special status from the
telephone rate-setting Department of Public Utilities that would
establish a lower telecommunications "library network rate" for
participants.

Comment: No legislation was filed based upon advice from the Department of
Public Utilities. DPU thought the legislation was not likely to pass,
and that it would be difficult to get a lower rate for libraries when
other non-profit and educational networks were involved in similar,
telecommunications - oriented activities. Department members advised
seeking sta+e funds to offset telecommunications operating costs.

Recommendation XVI: Amend existing legislation to include the Director of
the Board of Library Commissioners as an ex-officio, voting member of
tne Board of Directors of the Massachusetts Corporation for
Educational Telecommunications.

Comment: The original legislation as filed by State Administration on
behalf of MCET did not include the Director of the Board of Library
Commissioners on MCET's Board. For two years after ?CET was
established, the Board of Library Commissioners actively .ough, to

amend the legislation to include the Board's Director. '1 1987,
legislation that included a representative from the Board of Library
Commissioners on MCET's Advisory Council was filed and passed.

Recommendation XVII: The Board of Library Commissioners should establish
the Netw.rk Advisory Committee charged with providing advice,
submitting reports and recommendations, znd providing evaluations to
the Board concerning network activities.

Comment: The Board of Library Commissioners established the Network
Advisory Committee in November, 1983. Since that time the NAC has
twice reorganized while seeking the most effective structure to mcw
its membership-defined mission and objectives. The NAC is one of the
most important organizations in the Massachusetts library community.
It is one of the few organizations which serves as an issues forum for
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libraries of all types tc discuss common library concerns and
interlibrary cooperation.

Recommendation XVIII: The Board of Library Commissioners should
coordinate, with the Network Advisory Committee, a public information
program about the network fog state residents and librarians.

Comment: This has not been implemented for several reasons. First, public
relations is a time consuming activity and the members of the NAC have
little time from their regular activities to administer such an
effort. Secondly, such an effort seems premature while the network
components are still in development. Third, public relations requires
other resources in addition to personnel, and funds have been utilized
toward components of the network and not toward publicizing network
activities. When more of the network components are in place and
operating, a serious, well-funded public relations program will be

needed to increase the awareness of our state's residents about the
improved access to the rich informational resources of Massachusetts
libraries.
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3. USER AND LIBRARY NEEDS

User Thula

People need information contributing to survival and success in
living. The need for information has always existed, but now, in a complex
society. It Is ever-increasing. Life information needs range from survival
(general life maintenance - food. clothing, jobs, housing, personal care
and safety, social and emotional integration) to self-enrichment and growth
(information needs relating to recreation gnd leisure, education, and self-
actualization).1

Users are individuals. each with unique informational, educational.
psychological. and social needs. A person may need practical knowledge to
solve immediate problems in his daily life and work. There may be a need
for professional knowledge to further continuing education. Or there may
be a need for intellectual knowledge. the kind that furthers understanding
of the arts, humanities, and sciences, and which enriches the individual's
personal life. In additiow. people feel the need for ethical. religious
and philosophical insights.'

Organizations, like individuals. need information and knowledge.
Business organizations need facts and data to forecast a market, develop a
new product. or adapt a new technology. Schools need information to
improve and extend the learning process. Research organizations need
information to synthesize new data with known facts as part of the creative
process. Government needs information at every level to formulate plans,
refine decision-paking, and help government workers to anticipate and
resolve problems.'

The glest for Information is not a new phenomenon. Information has
been needed and used by persons throughout the ages for there has never
been a time when people did not need information to solve problems.4

However, this need for information has become more important over the
past thirty years. First, society has become more and more complex as it
has evolved. Today it is in a constant state of flux caused by changes
whicn come too rapidly to be assimilated into an individual's life. For

example we are able, through the media, to witness events throughout the
world as they occur. The scientific revolution of this century has made it
possible to improve the quality of our lives. and to destroy it. Medical

advances has made it possible for people to live longer.5

In such a changing and complex society, formerly simple solutions to
information needs become complicated. Many of ifels problems are beyond
the capacity of the extended family to resolve."

In addition to societal changes, today there is an enormous stockpile
of information. This information explosion is expected to continue,
creating new information at an annual increase of 12.5% during the 1980s.
Thus, the individual has more information available today than any
generation, and the task of finding that one piece of information relevant
to his or her specific problem is intricate, time-consuming and sometimes
overwhelming.7

What type of information are users seeking? A New England study of
information seeking patterns conducted la 1979 (Chen) concluded thet 73% of
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the information needs of people over 16 years old related to the theme of
"meeting personal needs." Aspects included information to serve in coping
with day to day problems, trauma, or crisis; news and current events;
supporting interest in cultural heritage, religion, and family life; and
accommodating needs in entertainment. recreation, and leisure activities.
The only other theme to generate wide interest was "improving organizations
and professions" including information to meat needs of the work place.
Issues in the "enhancing lifelong learning" (support education in schools,
erase illiteracy and improve reading skills of the public) and "effectively

governing society" (increase citizen participation in public policy
decisions, government needs for census, economic, and other related
infoription) categories accounted for 7% of the people's information
needs.

Unfortunately, the traditional, book-oriented library can no longer
meet the information needs of its patrons. The distribution of knowledge
and information relevant to all aspects of an individual's life span
requires:

1. the ability to find the location of the information and/or
material in a timely manner both within and beyond the local
library collection, and

2. the receipt of the right amount of information and/or material in
the most efficient mode possible once the individual's need is
determined.9

Libraries are not a major supplier of the information which meets the
needs of citizens. The 1979 study previously menTioned discovered that New
Englanders were most likely to draw upon "interpersonal sources" of
information including personal experiences, friends, relations, and co-
workers. Libraries were consulted as a possible source of information only
17% of the time when a need for information became evident. This meant
that among institutional sources libraries ranked fourth behind businesses
at 45%, professionals (doctors and lawyers) at 41%, and government agencies
at 27A and ahead only of social agencies (13%) and religious leaders
(10%).1°

Fifty-one percent of those respording in the Chen study who did not
use libraries as a source of information stated that it was because they
did not need libraries, did not think libraries could help, or had enough
information from other sources. Another 10% said it did not occur to them
to consult a library. Libraries were most often used as a source of
information in situations dealing with consumer issues, getting/changing
Jobs, and education and schooling.11 Similar results to 't1;at of the New
England study were also reached in a 1985 Connecticut study.

Two recent user studies were conducted in Massachusetts. Public
libraries participating in the ABLE (Automated Bristol Library Exchange)
cluster found in a 1984 survey that 42% of the respondents never utilize
the public library because they believe it reilnot meet any of their needs
and/or because they are too busy. Seventy-six percent never consult the
library at all when they need information. At least 20% aslume the library
cannot meet their needs for information and 14% of the patrons do not
believe it is worth the effort to phone the library for information. To
the respondent, an Informal network of friends, associates, local merchants
and others took precedence over the library. The study found that the
library was not a principal source of information.13
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Libraries on Cape Cod conducted a user survey during 1985. Over 40%
of the respondents did not use their local public library. Non-users
stated that they buy their own books (33%), have no time (25%), or use
another library (16%). Nearly 10% of the respondents stated that the
library did not have the materials they wanted while over 5% had no need
for the library.14

Traditionally, libraries have been oriented more toward building their
collections than toward developing and usirg those collections to meet the
specific needs of a person. In most cases. libraries have been geared to
serve the "average user."15 Furthermore, libraries have always reflected
certain assumptions about users. Despite studies which have pointed out
several factors to the contrary. library practices continue to reflect
these same assumptions:

1. "Patrons will turn to the library when they need something"

. . . From the New England study it is obvious that people in;-e-
quently (only 17% of the time) think of the library as a possible
source for their information needs.

2. "They will be willing to wait for an item for varying amounts of
time"

They are usually unwilling to wait for material and
therefore do not even come to the library but consult someone
they know and get what they need quickly.

3. "They know what they want"

. . . They may know approximately what they want but do not
always realize what is available to them in addition to the
sources. usually "interpersonal." known to them. Thus, they can
miss a wealth of pertinent information through lack of source
identification.

4. "They are able to describe w;at they want adequately"

. . . Probably not, as any reference librarian can relate.16

Library _wads

Many local library facilities and procedures designed for other times
and conditions can no longer cope with the ever-increasing volume of
information produced - nor can they fully satisfy the rapidly - changing
information needs of our society. The problems facing libraries include:

1. the increased coat of acquiring library materials and organizing
them for use

2. the difficulty of recruiting and compensating skilled personnel
for these tasks. especially when the range of languages,
subjects, and services is great

3. the growth of knowledge, with the consequent demands,
particuiarly on academic libraries, for a wide range of
specialized materials

4. the varying levels of resources andfundinq abilities for each
library

5. the cost of storing infrequently-used materials that accumulate
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when a library tries to be self-sufficient
6. the rqquirement to serve constituencies that are not being

served"

During the development of the Board of Library Commissioners' Long
Baum Program in 1986. members of the various Task Groups identified the
need to survey the Commonwealth's libraries to assess what a library
perceived it needs to meet its mission and to support its numerous roles.

It was decided to use a modified Delphi approach in assessing library
needs. On the first survey. librarians were asked to identify five needs
(not in priority order) of their local library. It was emphasized In the
instrument that library needs, not user needs, were being assessed. As
responses to the first survey were compiled, duplicate and inappropriate
responses (those which identified user needs) were eliminated resulting in
51 issues included in 39 statements.

The 39 statements became the basis of the second survey which was sent
only to those librarians responding to the first survey. After each of the
51 issues, the survey participants were asked to rank their responses from
1 to 10 with 10 being the highest priority. Rankings were entered into a
computer database and an arithmetic means for responses calculated. The
resulting arithmetic means are seen as a measure of perception of how
librarians from special. academic and public libraries prioritized issues
identified in the first survey.

Statistics for the participants are as follows:

Type of Total Responded to Continued the Cumulative
Library Population the first part process by response of

of the survey responding to entire popu-
the second lation through
part of survey the process

Public 383 147(38.4%) 132(89.8%) 34.5%

Academic 90 32 (35.6%) 29 (90.6%) 32.2%

Special 418 75 (i7.9%) 50 (66.7%) 12.0%

TOTALS 891 254 (28.5%) 211 (83.1%) 23.7%

The complete results of the survey are too long to include in this
document. However, the ten highest ranked priorities of public, academic
and special libraries follow

Please note: Respondents ranked the questions by assigning
a veue of 1 through 10, one being the least important, ten
being the most important. The questions appear in the same
order as on the survey instrument, followed by the
statistical mean and ranking (out of 51, one being the
highest). Ranking of ties in statistical means was
determined by summing the ranks and dividing by n.
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Survey Question

and NuOber

3. improve professional. nap-
Professional and sicpert
staff salaries and benefits

8. dafelop a cccrdirrrted state-
wide pibl is relations
=reign to 11TOrOM the
Inge of the I ibrery and of
librarian to constituents

13. make an effort to establish and/cr
increase finding far:

b. I ibrery construction,
additions and renova-
tions

g. autanded resource
shering

h. retrospective awiver-
sion of collections

I. telecommunications
costs

k. dxunerrt del ivery
systems

I. preservation of
neer lel s

m. library employees to
pursue a gaduele
libra ry degree and/cr
far professionl to
continue their educe-
tico

15. lir* the van ions autcrierted
circulation control sy stens
(clusters) to each other to
facilitate resoiroe sharing

18. caplets development of
consortia union list of
serials and then merge those
into are statewide union
I !sting

20. increase interlibrary access
to The &debases of shared
circulation control system
(clusters)

Public

Libraries
Academic

Libraries
Special

Libraries

8.00 (1) 7.360 (1)

6.620 (8)

7.697 (3)

7.470 (4) 8.345 (1) 5.960 (4)

7.724 (3)

7.105 (5) 7.655 (4)

8.276 (2)

6.966 (10)

6.560 (9)

6.924 (6) 7.586 (5)

7.172 (8) 7.040 (3)

6.864 (7)
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25. increase the cppatunities
for continuing eduortion for
professional and non-profes-
Maui I ibra-iars

32. develop a axrdIrerted state-
wide irderlibrary Icon net-
yak

33. Myron cocrdinetion and
coqsratIon between al I
types of I ibrar les

34. told geogatical I y-based
infcrwation gathering and
sharing martings .ncluding
al I -types of I Ibreries

35. expend and berme doom ent
delivery between all types
of litrarles through the
reglorel public Iibray
system

39. oxrdirste and increase
legislative icbbying effa-ts
on behalf of libraries

6.848 (8.5) 6.920 (5)

6.780 (10) 7.103 (9) 6.460 (10)

7.260 (2)

6.700 (7)

6.848 (8.5) 7A14 (6)

7.742 (2) 7.345 (7) 6.820 (6)

The preceding responses illustrate both the diversity and common needs of
the library community surveyed. Furthermore the results. particularly the
responses to questions 13g, 15, 18. 32, and 35, clearly express a need by
the library community to promote cooperative efforts between and among the
various types of libraries.

Several reports and studies conducted in Massachusetts have also noted
a dramatic shift in perception on the part of librarians from "collection-
oriented, self-sufficiency" toward the need for expansion beyond the scope
of the local collection and acquiring access to a wider range of materials
through cooperative efforts, benefiting both user and I ibrar Ian. As a
document supporting the FY1982 budget recommendations of the Senate
Committee on Ways and Means (Senate 2222, June 1981, Vol. I I), entitled
Policy Report 13.1. Libraries O Ihe Massachusetts System of Higher
Education, emphasized, the cost-effective nature of cooperative activities
is envisioned as contributing to the deveiopmert and uti I ization of a
database of holdings of Massachusetts libraries in public higher education
for access and resource sharing.

In early 1983. while developing the automation plan, a subcommittee of
the Automation Planning Committee conducted a survey of several special
libraries in "high tech" and other fields to assess ieir information
needs. When asked If the librarians used other libraries to meet their
users' needs, 90% responded in the affirmative. Over 50% of the special
librarians utilize an online bibliographic search-retrieval system.
Obviously, the special libraries have a need for informations! resources
beyond their local collections to meet the needs of their users.
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In late 1981 and early 1982 the Board of Library Commissioners and the
Massachusetts Conference of Chief Librarians of Public Higher Education
Institutions (MCCLPHEI) assessed need priorities of public, academic. and
special libraries and library consortia using a modified Delphi technique
employing a two-stage questionnaire. The first questionnaire posed a
general question to which participants could respond in whatever manner
they chose. The 400+ responses were then grouped into categories,
eliminating duplicates and those responses not amenable to numeric ranking.
The remaining responses were then contextually reviewed, combined where
possible, and finally reduced to a manageable 28. Participants then had
the opportunity to rank the responses numerically from one to ten
indicating their priorities. Rankings were statistically analyzed
employing an arithmetic mean which yielded eight high priority areas (in
priority order:

1 Union list of serials on a statewide/ regional/loci-1 basis
2 On-line catalogs for resource sharing (interlibrary loan

capability)
3 Support of capital costs for library participation in

networks
4 Development of a statewide plan for library automation
5 Automated circulation systems on a statewide/regional/local basis
6 Development of networks and interfaces among networks
7 Access to bibliographic utilities
8 Training/workshops on automation

The rankings Indicate that librarians recognize the need to share resources
by participating in cooperative activities and networks. Shared
circulation systems were viewed as a major tool for resource sharing with
interfaces and communications between systems constituting a network.

Some Thoughts

Ready access to information and knowledge is indispensable to
individual advancement as well as to state growth. The right information
provided when needed, where it is needed, and in the form in which it is
needed, improves the ability of an individual, a business, a government
agency, or some other kind of organization to make informed decisions and
achieve particular goals.18 Libraries must come to grips with needs, those
usually unexpressed information problems that people have, as wellAs with
their demands, information problems that are consciously expressed.''

Several writers have speculated upon the library's future if it does
not begin to improve its capab:lity to address user needs. One writer
predicts:

Libraries have a 1,000-year-plus tradition of storing books
made of parchment and wood pulp. Soaring materials costs,
the advent of cheap microfiche and microfilm, expansion of
computer data bases, and electronic links between libraries
will make the research faci I I ty of the year 2000
unrecognizable from the large I ibrary of today. Those
ibrar les that persist in spending 65% of their budget to

keep aged wood pulp warm (and cool) will be irrelevant to
the needs of their readers.20

Another writer foresees that if 1 ibrar les fal I to meet the needs of

users, other agencies - computer centers and commercial information systems
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- will step in to fill the vacuum. "The spectrum of facilities available
to the end user will be substantially diminished without the effective
participation of libraries, but still will be sufficient to render today's
library service increasingly anachronistic and irrelevant."21 However,
another has written that libraries do have a future, but not as the
principal handlers of information, a role libraries obviously do not
currently have. "Libraries are and will continue to be a critical link in
the chain that produces, preserves, and disseminates the knowledge that has
created and sustains our information society." even though the library's
relative share of the total information mark place will decline as more
information providers offer desired services.

Massachusetts has an abundance of recorded information, not a
shortage. However, these resources. scattered through hundreds of
I ibraries, are often inaccessible to our state's residents who need and
want them. and are therefore lying largely untapped. Thus, the challenge
is to find the means for making these rich informational resources
available to more people through increasing access to our state's
libraries.
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4. THE NEED FOR RESOURCE SHARING

As discussed earlier, Massachusetts residents need information. Over
decades, libraries have developed collections and services in an effort to
meet those needs. For the most part, these efforts have been largely based
upon the concept of individual library self-sufficlency In meeting user
demands that materials be available on-site and immediate!y.

Several factors limit self - sufficiency. First, financial limitations
impede building comprehensive local collections. Second, libraries often
lack the physical space ror such an effort. Finally, they) I lftan a lack
of expertise in developing and evaluating the collection.

At a tim.. when users are demanding greater efficiency, library
operations are beccling increasingly expensive while declining in cost-
effectiveness. The cost-effectiveness criterion means that output must
increase or improve wiih relatively con .tent levels of funding or it must
remain constant at reduced levels of funding. Library costs have risen
rapidly In recent years resulting in higher costs per unit of output and
lower labor productivity. The prices of library inputs, that is, books,
journals, and :et, have increased more r.pidly than prices gen6rally.

For example, the average P.,,,dcover book price In the United States has
increased by 20% from $23.9C 1979 to 529.99 in 1984. The average prices
for hardcover books for colleges and universities increased by 24% during
that period. Trade paperback p-ices increased by more than 48%. Indicative
of increases in the cost of library materials can be seen in U.S.
periodicals. the average subscription for colleges and universities
increased by 35% while subscr'ptions as a whole increased ty 49%. To
acquire one copy of a!! hardcover books and all trade paperbacks published
in 1984 $.:c Id have cost $1,141,445. That exceeds the materials budgets of
a majorK-; of Massachusetts libraries, and does not even consider the cost
of per and other serials, microforms, mass media paperbacks, non-
print latarials such as videocassettes and records, and duplicate copies of
high- emend, pnpular material0 Dur:ng the corresponding period,
Massachusetts public library ma+erials expenditures increased by only 25%,
,A it is reported that the total at.quie.ition expenditures of colleges and
universities in the stet,. Increased by 30%.4 Libraries cannot keep pace
and have necessarily acquired fewer titles. A review of budgets of all
types of libraries, if available, would show a similar trend because of the
cost of materials.

The figures above Include only those materials published 'n the United
States. In many instances, libraries also accoira foreign published and/or
non-English language materials. Such collection development also impacts
library budgets.

Increases In +he costs of labor in public libraries are keeping pace
with increases in total operating expenditures. From FY1980 through
FY1986, operating expenditures Increased by 26% while salary expenditures
increased 25%. However, the number of full time equivalents decreased 10%
over the period.5 Therefore, fewer library workers are available to meet
the informational demands cf the user.

Another obstacle to self-sufficiency Is the lack of physical space
necessary to shelve all of the informational sources published. In 1984,

51,058 titles in hardbound and paperback were published.6 Assume for a
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moment that each title is a one inch thick single volume. A-nuiring all of
the titles would consume 4,255 feet of shelf space. If the books were
placed on 36 inch shelves (9 inches deep), and if each shelf were three
quarters filled (27 inches), 1,891 shelves would be needed. Three hundred
and fifteen shelving units of six shelves per unit would be required.
Setting up 10 double-faced shelving units would require 16 rows (or
stacks). Allowing for 36 inch aisles for accessibility, and 36 inches at
each end of the rows to get around sheiving units, housing the books would
require 2,700 square feet. It would have required less floor space In 1980
because fewer titles were published. Between 1980 and 1984, the number of
titles published increased by 13.7 If the trend continues, more floor
space would be required each year to shelve new titles than was required
the preceding year.

Even if a library could afford to purchase all of the materials needed
by its users, and had the space to shelve the material, there may be
insufficient staff to analyze the collecti,m, order the materials, and
catalog and process the items as they arrived. It would require 2 fairly
large technical services and administrative support staff (billing, claims
tor ordered-but-not-received items, etc.) to handle 50,000 titles annually.
What good is a comprehensive collection if it is caught in a six month
backlog in technical services? As stated earlier, public library staffs in
Massachusetts have decreased, not increased during the 1980s.

Librarians acknowledge the impossibility of maintaining comprehensive
collections and of providing totally comprehensive services to their users
based upon a single library's resources.8 The rate of increase in both the
boundaries of knowledge and the complexity of information over the past
several decades has put an end to the era in which any library could
seriously aspire to complete self-slifficiency.9

Librarians have long realized that service to their patrons car be
markedly improved through resource sharing arrangements among libraries in
order to provide the user with access to resources beyond the local
collection.10 Therefore, the emphasis of meeting the users' information
needs is sLIfting from local possession (ownership) of resources to
access.11 The concept of expanding access through sharipo resources has
become central to planning In nearly every type of library.'"

Users have indicated their need for resources from other libraries in
surveys. Twenty-nine percent of the respondents in the survey conducted by
the Automated Bristol Library Exche ge (ABLE) indicated that they use other
libraries because the collections are larger and/or more suiteble than are
the collections of their local public libraries. Over half the respondents
stated that they would find a collection of 200,000 volumes a good reason
for using their iibrary more often.13 None of the ABLE libraries hold more
than 150,000 volumes. Nearly five percent of the users of Cape Cod
libraries ask the librarian to borrow bookI from other libraries. When
asked "what general aree of service do you use most In this Mrary?",
11.3% indicated interlibrary loan. Of all surveyed, 91.8% of th,,Cape Cod
residents stated that a library should provide Interlibrary loam"'

The sharing of collections among libraries of the same type cannot
meet the needs of the total community because users need information from
more than a single-type collection. Therefore, resource sharing among
various lIbraries will broaden the scope of resources from which the users'
needs can be met.
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Access to information requires attention to all of its elements:
legal access; physical access; affordable access; and, organized access.
Lege! access means that one has the right to the information, whether
established by law or through an agreement with the owner. Physical access
Is the ability to get to the information in whatever format is useful.
Affordable access mean'- that the cost of obtaining the information does not
exceed the value of the information. Information must be organized in such
a manner that finding the information does not make the costs prohibitive
or consume too much of the user's time. All elements must exist for total
access and the absence of any one element may serve as a barrier to
access.

1,

Individual libraries may have differeni specific objectives in their
resource sharing efforts, but four seem to be basic: 1) determining what
resources are available, usually through collection analysis; 2)
determining what resources can be shared, usually involving policies and
procedures; 3) providing bibliographic access to the collections, usually
through locator tools such as union lists; and 4) implementing effective
document delivery sysiems.16 Whatever an individual library's objectives,
resource sharing activities are increasing because of four trends:

- the goals of library services are shifting from collection-oriented
to user-oriented;

- fiscal concerns are limiting the self-sufficiency of libraries;

- studies have advanced our understanding of use of materials; and
- technology is more accessible and responsive to library needs.17

Although resource sharing can result in access to more materials, it

highlights iv:sonnet, materials, and other costs previously ignored 96
minimized, crating management problems that must, and can, be solved."'
For example, intarlibrary loan has never been free. It only appeared that
wry because money was not changing hands in the transaction between
borrower and lender. However, interlibrary loan fees are now being
assessed to either the borrower or the library, requiring users and library
managers to consider the related direct and indirect costs of interlibrary
loaning of material.

Many libraries, particularly active net lenders, are overwhelmed by
the increasing volume of interlibrary loan and the resulting increase in
costs and workload. Although foes are generally suggested as the solution
to the problem, more equalized access to the resources of more libraries
would enable more libraries to become involved in the interlibrary loan
process. Studies have reported that when the burden for interlibrary loan
is sprezd among more participating libraries, "load-level ing" occurs,
shifting some of the lending burden from the larger libraries to the
smaller, previously net borrower libraries.19

The materials availability which resource sharing seeks to maximize
requires trade-offs in time and In customary ways of utilizing library
materials. With interlibrary loan, there is a delay In obtaining a
particular item because it is not held locally; however, the money saved
from tont non-acquisition represents an investment in accessibility to more
materials than the local library can affcrd. The cost-effectiveness of
resource sharing is diminished, however, because the effort toward the
sharing of resources has to run cupprrently with the trend of some
lihraries attempting self - sufficiency.`

Some critics of resource sharing claim that it is not a viable
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solution to mee*ing the needs of users. Resource sharing is viewed as a
return to "closed stacks" with less certainty of delivery and a longer
waiting period since the materials are not available on-site. The
alternative offered is to develop larger and stronger local collections to
meet the expressed needs.21 This solution may be fine for libraries with
large book budgets, libraries with large areas for shelving, and libraries
with adequate staff. But the solution does not consider the financial,
space and staffing constraints of most libraries, especially Massachusetts
public libraries still recovering from the implementation of Proposition 2
1/2. Rather than deny the value of resource sharing, we must find ways to
make access to other collections as easy, direct and efficient as
possible.22

An issue to many resource sharing participants is that of reciprocal
borrowing. This occurs when a peron directly borrows material from a

public library other than their local municipally-supported public library,
on a personal basis rather than an institutional (interlibrary loan) basis.
It must be noted that reciprocal borrowing Is not solely a pblic library
issue, but may involve any type of library, depending upon the
circumstances of the transaction. Many oppk-ients of reciprocal borrowing
state that the practice creates a strain on the lending library in terms of
library work load and that tka borrowing dilutes the ability of the lending
library to serve its own constituents. Further, the problem of varied
levels of development among libraries may be exacerbated by reciprocal
borrowing. Municipal authorities may be less enthusiastic about
strengthening their local library it its residents heavily use a library in
a neighboring community.

A balance must be struck between the ideal of universal access and the
obligation of local libraries to serve local patrons. It is recognized
that a lending library incurs costs in serving reciprocal borrowing patrons
who provide no tax (or institutional) support. it must be further
recognized, however, that despite efforts to raise local library service
levels, some reciprocal borrowing imbalances will persist because of
unalterable geographic and demographic circumstances.23

No library can be self-sufficient. Resource sharing facilitates
access to information and thereby realizes a library's main function, which
is to serve its constituents. The positive benefits of resource sharing
must be made known; the user must understand that the library will indeed
strive to purchase t!ose materia;s which are most needed and heavily used
and will rely on resource sharing partners for olir publications. By
shifting the emphasis from building collections to serving library use's, a
positive climate for resource sharing IA created and the :-ase of materials
available to users Is greatly expanded.`'

Therefore, one of the objectives related to the overall goal for
meeting needs is concerned with resource sharing:

Increase citizens' access to Massachusetts information
resources by sharing resources as broadly and
effectively as possible.
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5. IMPROVING RESOURCE SHARING AND ACCESS:
LIBRARY COOPERATION AND AUTOMATION

Rem= Sharing And Library Cooperation

Librarians recognize that service to patrons can be improved through
resource sharing practices which allow a library to augment its holdings by
gaining access to the holdings of other libraries. Encouraged by the
prospect of providing better services, groups of libraries develop
organizational relationships to increase the sharing of resources. These
relationships, sometimes referred to as "library cooperatives", "library
consortia" or "livery networks" serve as mechanisms which facilita+e the
sharing of rbJoLrces among libraries for the mutual benefit of their
clienteles. Often the cooperation among libraries for resource sharing
purposes, particularly when rtomated technologies are applied, is referred
.o as "networking".

The goals of networking reflect those of resource sharing - increased
access, improved user services, and the ability to cope with the increased
availability of informational materials. Generally, the objectives of a
resource sharing cooperative can be summarized briefly:

1. shared access to collections (through expanded
interlibrary loan and horrowing privileges);

2. coordinated collection development to Puoid unnecessary
duplication of materials and to broaden .1he scope of the
total shared cvliection;

3. shared access to bibliographic data; and
4. development of techntFal expertise of staff members through

continuing education.'

The decisicw to cooperate in E. resource sharing effort should be based
on three criteria. First, potential members must determine whether they
have common interests and could achieve higher levels of service and
efficiency by working cooperatively. Second, potential members must be
willing to commit the necessary financial support on a continuing basls.5
Third, it is crucial that the expecrations of all members be assessed and
that levels of reciprocity be agreed upon from the start of participation.4

Resource sharing cooperatives should have a positive impact on users
in terms of access to more materials. Cooperation should also enable an
individual library to provide more service at less cost than if the
services were undertaken independently.5 The effectiveness of resource
sharing depends upon the availability of appropriate communications,
technology, and delivery systems.6 To be effective, a library cooperative
should:

1. provide library service to at least as many users and fulfill at
least as many requests for library materials ar were served by
each individual library prior to cooperating with other
libraries;

2. provide bibliographic access to library resources at least as
rapidly as conventional location devices such as local card
catalogs;

3. offer access to a larger collection of materials than is
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available at any one of the libraries in the cooperative;

4. provide delivery of materials borrowed within a
of time (determined by members) in a majority of

There are several types of orrnIzations established
resource sharing activities:

consortium - a formal association of libraries, usually restricted to
a geographical area, number of libraries, type of library, or subject
interest, which is established to develop and implement resource
sharing among the members and thereby improve the library services and
resources available to their respeztive target groups. The
association must be legally incorporated, have formal procedures and
administration, andepontrol a budget to fulfill the objectives and
goals of the members:'

specified amouqt
network

by libraries for

cooperative - two or more Independent libraries of any type engaging
in specific joint activities to perform library services for mutua'
benefit according to informal or formal agreements or contrasts while
retaining individual autonomy.

There are essentially two bases for cooperative arrangements: 1) to
share resources more generously, more systematically, and more
expeditiously than they would otherwise be shared; and 2) to
strengthen the resources to be shared. Eight groups of activities are
common In cooperatives: union catalogs and lists; cooperative
development of resources; sharing resources in terms of use;
communications; centralized processing; cooperatively sponsored
planning and surveys; cooperative storage; and cooperative computer
centers.9

network - two or more libraries and/or organizations engaged Ina
common pattern of information exchange, usually facilitated by
computer and telecommunications technology, for some expressed
functional purpose, most often to improve the sharing of local
resource

A network is usually a formal arrangement requiring that specific
tasks be performed and specific guidelines adhered to whereby library
materials, Information and services provided by a variety of libraries
and/or organizations are made available to potential users.

A network is usually a distinct, independent organization with a high
level of involvement by members, separate from the administrative,
political and financial bounds of its member agencies. A central
office and staff accomplish network programs rather than merely
coordinating them. Financial support is primarily derived from
p-rticipating member payments for services. Services are often
provided through the use of a cooperative data base in machine-
readable form, available for access through telecommunications.

The "network organization" Is the administrative/human aspect, and the
"network system" denotes the hardware, software and technical
operations. A "network resource" is used by the network in conducting
its operation. A network entity need not create and operate all of is
resources, such as the telecommunications facility which may be
provided to the network from a vendor like AT&T.
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Typical undertakings of a network include reciprocal borrowing,
cooperative cataloging, interlibrary loan, local delivery services,
cooperative collection development, consulting, and telephone
reference service.10

Most public libraries in Massachusetts also belong to another library
cooperative - the Regional Public Library System. Established by
Massachusetts General Laws Chapter 78 Section 19C, a regional public
library system, under an approved plan of service, supplements the services

of a municipality's public liorary by providing the temporary loan of
library material through deposits collections and/or interlibrary loan
(retrieval and delivery of materials), and provides research and reference
services as requested by regional participants. Chapter 78 Section 19F
allows the regional public library system or any public library or
libraries designated by the Board of Library Commissioners to enter into an
arrangement(s) to provide services within the approved plan to non-public
libraries. The regional systems provide a wide variety of services to
their membership including, but not limited to, library development through
consulting services.

Some resource sharing cooperatives serve a single type of library,
such as hospital libraries or law libraries. Most of these cooperatives
are scccessful because the participants are able to access collections on
behalf of users searching for specialized, out-of-print or seldom useJ
materials which are usually held only by similar libraries.

There are advantages to organizing library cooperatives with
membership including libraries of various types (public, school, academic,
special). Among the many benefits derived are:

1. access to Information about bibliographic resources in other
types of libraries;

2. increased access to, and awareness of, resources available
in other types of collections within the cooperative which
enables librarians to gain increased flexibility in the
spending of their institution's book and journal funds;

3. access to highly specialized and general collections to
broaden locally-held resources;

4. reference searches on databases capable of providing
relevant abstracts and/or full document text;

5. the potential for sharing services such as cataloging and
ordering of materials; and

6. increased access to human resources, such as subject
specialists, general information specialists, and school
librarians who have the opportonitylp train future users of
libraries and information services."

While it is possible for a library to become a member of an existing
cooperative, consortium or network, many of these efforts have evolved from
Informal to formal relationships. For example, several area libraries ma?
get together to develop a union list of serials using a library's
microcomputer. The output is photocopied for contributors. This could be
considered an informal library cooperative. The list becomes popular, more
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area libraries want to participate, and contributors want the list to be
printed rather than photocopied. The contributors establish a governance
structure (organizational bylaws) in order to assess themselves a
membership fee to cover the costs of the printing. Thereby, the informal
cooperative becomes more formal with development of simple governance and a
mem,ership fee. Later, the contributors desire to convert their union list
of serials into a MARC machine-readable format. Because the members cannot
afford a self-assessment to cover the costs of this project, the
cooperative becomes more formalized in order to apply for and receive grant
funds by legally incorporating themselves. During the incorporation
process, members more clearly define membership criteria. Also, an annual
budget and budget process is established. The formal cooperative is more
formalized and becomes a consortium. Eventually, several members of the
consortium decide to jointly acquire a circulation/ILL control system and
establish a cluster. Because several other consortium members do not wish
to participate in the cluster, those consortium members who do establish
another formal cooperative similar to a network while still remaining
members of the consortium whose primary service is the maintenance of the
union list of serials. Such an evolutionary process is not unreasonable,
and has occurred at least twice in Massachusetts. What is important to
note is that as resource sharing efforts become more formal ized, they
usually require that additional resources be committed by the participating
library.

The most-cited benefit of participation In resource sharing efforts is
access to a wider range of materials. Libraries report that cooperation
allows them to_provide better and faster services which ultimately benefits
the end user.lL Because of its success in meeting needs, the field of
library cooperation has been through a period of expansion. The number of
organized cooperatives reported in a biannual survey has grown from 515 to
806, a 57% increase nationally since 1976. While the number of single type
cooperatives has grown 23%, the most dramatic growth has been in multitypes
- a 184% increase.13

&at Automation J. Applied In Resoura Sharing fffurts

Resource sharing increases access to informational sources. Many
librarians have determined that by employing automated technologies,
specifically computers and telecommunication systems, they can improve
services for patrons through resource sharing, and simultaneously increase
efficiency in their internal operations. Library networks have been
established as a mechanism to provide services, including resource sharing,
through the application of automated technologies to increase network
efficiency and effectiveness. The term "automated network" refers to both
the organizations and the systems which lipk libraries together via
elecommunications with computer-controlled message switching and database

access. The lnetwork organization" is the administrative/human aspect of
networkingp while "network system" denotes the necessary hardware and
software.14 A "network utility" is an entity using network systems to
provide computer services to network organizations.15

The primary reason to utilize automation for resource sharing is that
computers provide the necessary processing capabilities required for
effective and efficient retrieval In terms of response time, storey.)
capacity, and tl.a necessary linkage and switching between components.T5
Problems of information access are alleviated and the speed in receiving
information Is improved when computer and telecommunications technologies
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are employed.

Essential ly, resource sharing networks provide collectively three
activities raiated to the goals of increased access and improvement of
services:17

1. Ciltaleging/iLL Services

Cataloging services provide bibliographic citations, through
bibliographic "utilities" or "networks" (vendors such as OCLC)
for users to search, mxiify, add to, or replace in the database.
The database providers Incorporate standards in record format and

content to ensure record consistency and file compatibility. End
products from the file include catalog cards, union I ists, and
computer tapes of machine-readable bibliographic records.

For purposes of this document, a bibliographic utility means:
an organization serving as a source of online bibliographic data
stored in machine-readable form on a time-sharing system,
produced by various individual sources or cooperatively through
networks. The utility provides a standard interface by which
bibliographic data are accessible to librarie-4 via
telecommunications for such purposes as online cataloging and for
facilitating interlibrary loan, either directly or through a
bibliographic service center. A bibliographic utility generates
and distributes a product. 1 8

Further, a bibliographic service center is:
an organization that serves as a distributor or broker of
computer-based bibliographic processing services (i.e.,
activities that assist libraries in establishing bibliographic
control over their collections and in gaining access to
mechanisms for their identification and retrieval). The center
may also provide other services, such as interlibrary loan
facilitation and maintenance of union catalogs. It gains access
to external resources through tf facilities of a bibliographic
utility; it does not necessarily contribute records directly to
or maintain portions of the data base. A bibliographic service
center prov ides sery ices Apsed upon the product 0 str I buted by
the bibliographic utility.

Although bibliographic utilities have broadened the services
offered to libraries, shared cataloging remains the correr,..tone
of their services. Bibliographic records of al I types of
material format (monographs, audio-visual, serials, etc.) are
added to a utility's database through two principal methods. The
first I s batch loading of machine- readable records, such as those
suppl led by the Library of Congress. The second method is direct
on1 i ne member input of records. Libraries access the database
file of the utility, searching online for the bibliographic
record they want. When the record is found in the database, or
created by the member, the resulting machine-readable
bi bl lographic record will indicate that the library owns the
itenau

The major premise on which shared cataloging databases are
founded is that all libraries cataloging a particular item will
do so in a fairly similar manner, arriving at approximately the
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same conclusions in determining choice and form of entry, and
description of the item. Therefore, once the bibliographic
record has been added to the database, any member of the utility
may use the bibliographic information rather than creating a
cataloging record themselves.21 Access to authority control
records essential to public access catalogs on automated
circulation/ILL control systems may be provided by the utility,
or through a bibliographic service center.

In addition to shared cataloging information, these bibliographic
utility databases have become extremely important to interlibrary
loan operations. At the bibliographic level, the records are
reliable sources for verification. The machine-readable library
holdings data in the bibliographic records place them among the
most valuable tools available to facilitate interlibrary loan. A
utility enables users to search the database for materials
desired, ascertain which libraries own the item, make an online
request for interlibrary loan from the owning libraries, and
receive periodic updating of the current status of the loan.22
Studies have shown that interlibrary loan fil! rates are more
successful when requegs are simultaneously directed to more than
a single fill source.`j

The databases of these utilities are one of the most powerful
reference tools ava!lable to libraries, an onormous source of
information. In addition to seeking bibflogrlphic information,
librarians may use the on name authority file as a combined
dictionary of pseudonyms and a handbook of brief biographical
information. Another useful resource is a name and address
directo-y file 491, libraries, publishers, and other library-
related agencies.'"

Another service provided by bibliographic utilities is the use of
ordering/acquisitions systems. Using the same type of record as
the cataloging file, the acquisition record can also be used as
the basis of the cataloging record, thus decreasing the need to
re-type the record information. in addition, the acquisition
record may be used for cooperative collection development
purposes by a group of libraries.

Libraries which have used a cataloging utility to convert records
into machine-readable form may then have their file of records
copied from the database onto computer tape. The tape can then
be loaded onto an automated circulation control system,
facilitating the process of conversion from a manual to an
automated system. Utilities can also be a major provider of
retrospective conversion services.

Another product available from bibliographic utilities and
service centers which improves services for patrons is the union
list. Libraries in resource sharing cooperatives can convert
their serials holdings into machine-readable form using the
utility. The database can then be searched online to ascertain
ownership of user-requested serials among cooperative members, or
among other libraries with union lists of serials. Printed lists
which can be updated as desired are an additional service
available for cooperative members without online access to the
utility's database.
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All of a utility's services are structured to improve patron
services by improving the library's resource sharing efforts, and
by increasing the library's ability to effectively cope with
necessary internal functions such as _technical services and
cataloging. As s result of utility membership, librarians
surveyed perceived that more books were borrowed from their
libraries; users' access to unique resources was increased;
cataloging workflow was4mproved; and users got the materials
they sought more rapidly."

2. CircuNstIcalLL Services

Automated technology can to applied to one of the library's most
important fun :tions - circulation of materials. in its simplest
form, an automated circulation/ILL service uses a computer system
to electronically store the machine-readable bibliographic
records of the holdings of the library (Inventory) and keep track
of each individual holding as to whether it is on the shelf or on
loan to a particular patron. Therefore, the holdings (ownership)
of the library are electronically stored and displayed, and the
availability status of each item can be provided such as "on
shelf", "on loan", "at the bindery", etc. This information can
dramatically improve the interlibrary loan process.

These systems have other internal uses. For example, if an item
to be reserved is out on loan, the librarian can request that the
system notify the librarian when the item has been returned and
display information about the patron requesting the item (name,
telephone number, etc.).

One of the most powerful automated resource sharing tools is an
online circulation/ILL control system that is purchased and
maintained by two or more libraries cooperatively. Interlibrary
loan is a major motivator - the libraries have good collections,
but are aware of the limitations of their institutions. By

building a common database and linking the collections together
online, the circulation/ILL system a' lows them to inform their
patrons immediately not only whethe: they owned a specific item
but whether any of the cooperating libraries owns it - and, more
importantly, whether it is on loan or on the shelf.26 In this
design, the computer system is centralized and the remote
libraries employ telecommunications to access the system.

The resulting cooperative, referred to as a "cluster", is defined

as two or more libraries of any type (excluding library
cooperatives funded by a single municipality), formally
organized, that share a machine-readable bibliographic database
of their library materials on a common computer system. The
participating libraries are referred to as cluster members, and
the hardware, software, telecommunications and technical
operation is referred to as the cluster's system. In most
instances, the cluster is similar to a "network" in that it
employs a computer system to improve resource sharing, is

formally organized and independent from its users which provide
financial support, and provides services. Generally, the
differences between a cluster and a network as defined are not
usually discernible. A cluster is Just one possible specific
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type of "network". Network is a broader term. A network could
be composed of a group of clusters.

At a minimum, the cluster's system provides the clusterls
libraries with inventory mitrol of library material through an
automated circulation control function, provides bibliographic
information about materi:':s owned by cluster members through the
cluster's shared bibliographic database, and facilitates
interlibrary loan and resource sharing by having the capability
of providing online availability status information of the
materials in the database to all libraries belonging to the
cluster.

A clus-Nes many benefits include:

1. Increased access and speed of retrieval. It is possible to
search the holdings of several libraries very quickly,
determine fle item's physical location, and immediately know
its availability status (on the shelf, in circulation, on
reserve, etc.). The system provides the means to make that
information known at remote locations from the computer site.
Location and availability information save personnel time and
costs because librarians know where the item is and whether it
is available (rather than sending an unverified interlibrary
loan request hoping that the item is owned, and if owned,
available for loan).

Cooperative collection development and management.
Duplication of low priority materials can be reduced;
collection development by subject can be assigned to members;
user demand and patterns of borrowing statistics can be
general -rd for analysis; and individual library
responsibilities for maintaining unique resources can be
decided.

3. Simplifying the distribution of lending loads; thereby
enabling the system to become a more equitable proposition for
net lending I ibraries.27

Another benefit of an automated circulation/ILL control systeo is
its ability to he used directly by patrons to conduct their own
searches. Until recently, users conducted their searches in the
old familiar way - using the card catalog (paper or microform).
If a library had access to an automated catalog, it was used by
the librarian to assist the patron in their search or to check
the availability status of items not found by the patron. In all
cases, the librarian intervened between the user and the
automated catalog. However, with the improvement and
availability of the Public Access Catalog (PAC) function, the
user may conduct their own searches of the automated catalog via
a computer device (commonly a terminal or microcomputer), using
powerful and effective searching techniques only available
through automation. The provision of PAC functions requires
considerably more computer processing power and telecommunication

channels than does simple provision of inventory and circulation
functions.

Many circulation/ILL control systems are available on the library
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market. A "turnkey" system is one in which a single source
provides the computer (hardware), computer programs (software),
and maintenance (of software and/or hardware). Theoretically,
these systems are delivered completely operationaila ready to be
plugged in and turned on; hence the term "turnkey".'"

The major advantage of a turnkey system is the distribution of
software development costs among many users. In order for this
to occur, it is necessary that the vendor supply virtually the
same system to each user. Parameter tables are necessary to
customize the functions for the needs of individual libraries.
The major disadvantage of buying a turnkey system is the
library's total reliance or an existing vendor to keep the
library's system operating.

An "adapted" system is designed for a specific library and
offered to other libraries. While a turnkey system is
del iberately designed to be used by many libraries, adapted
systems are generally designed to fit the needs of a single
library. Therefore, the adapted system may requircadditional
programming before it can be used in another library.'

No library is unique enough to need to develop its own
circulation/ILL control system. It requires considerable
resources in money and staff time:31 and it is not as "easy" as
it looks to many programmers reviewing the computer processing
needs of the library for the first time. And once the custom-
programmed system is in place, how will it be maintained (who
will fix the problems), and who is responsible for further
software development and enhancements? Installing a 4Jrnkey or

adapted system is ultimately wiser (and probably cheaper in the
short and long run) than developing a new system.

the circulation/ILL system's technical ability to be
.-tly aware of the location, as well as the current

of needed items (especially in a cluster), and the
advent of the Public Access Catalo, will significantly increase
the viability of resource sharin

3. Reference/Source Database Services

Commonly referred to as database searching or information
retrieval, reference/source database services involve the process
of finding data or information in computer files. Created from a
variety of commercial and non-commercial sources including legal,
medical, consumer, business, and other subject areas, database
files are collections of text and/or numeric data in machine-
readable form. They are provided by organizations such as the
Pergamon Group of Companies (Pergamon Info! ine Orbit),
Bibliographic Retrieval Services (BRS), Dialog Information
Services, Inc. (DIALOG), government agencies, and libraries, and

stored electronically for access by remote users employing a
variety of computer devices (such ds terminals or microcomputers)
via telecommunications.

The information sought and/or provided Is not limited to
cataloging data. An example is an online community information
and referral file which contains information on agencies,
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organization and other entities providing services, usually
social in nature. In addition, a user may not necessarily need
to use interlibrary loan to receive the actual information sought
because tne full text of the information desired may be available
online or through a supplier which provides, ratner than loans, a
copy of ttm. information.

There are essenti Ily two types of databases. Bibliographic
database files contain reference or secondary information
covering a .umber of years, and provide searchers with citations
to Journals, serials, research reports, specifications, or other
sources of information. Bibliographic databases do not always
provide complete information but identify scArces of information
for the searcher to peruse. Many files contain abstracts with
the citations, providing more but still lir.ited information about
the source.

Source or nonbibliographic databaEc may include statistic and
other numeric data or the full text of the document, such as
LEXIS (legal materials) or NEXIS (business materials). Databases
have also been made available to the general consumer which
provide a variety of information sources including transportation
schedules, current news stories, or items for sale (an
"electronic mail order catalog").

Librarians are using reference/source databse se:vices in a
variety of ways. Most common is the use of the service to locate
citations to documents containing information desired by the
user. More recently, librarians have begun to use the service as
an c.dditional source or information to p-ovide answers to
reference questions posed by patrons, and fot document delivery
of full text, and full text replacements.

Advantages of reference/source servi^ss include: 33

a. epee; - online searching is much faster than manual searching.

h. comprehensiveness - the online searcher has access to many
more information sources than even the largest of libraries
can support in printed (or disc) form. In addition, there are
increasing numbers of databases available online which are
produced only in machine-readable form and which have no
printed equivalent.

c. currentness- online information sources are updated monthly,
biweekly, weekly, daily or even hourly before their published
counterparts are printed and distribu+-%

d. flexibility - the interactive nature of oro'ne searching
permits many more access points than manual se.-ching allows.
One of the most powerful advantages is the capability of the
searcher to query the database by a variety of entries:
subject, title, author, sponsoring organization, date of
publication, and to use Boolean logic and positional
operators. The searcher has immediate feedback on the
relevance of a search and may alter the profile or strategy at
any point to increase relevance.

e. public relations - the use of computer technology enhances the
library's image as a timely and sophisticated provider of
information
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Many libraries in Massachusetts have the equip' nt necessary to
utilize reference/source database services. However, because of
the numerous techniques required to search the hundreds of
databases available, the effective use of the service requires a
trained searcher with specific skills. Many libraries cannot
afford to train a person to be thoroughly knowledgeable with all

databases or query languages, and other libraries without the
necessary computer equipment lack direct access to thess valuable
informational sources altogether. But In a survey of library
users, over 61% stated that a library should provide "on-line
information searching."34 Therefore, there is a need for
libraries to maximize the personnel resources required for
reference/source services by sharing training development to
reduce overlap of specific database searching knowledge, and to
have this service available in geographic proximity +0 all
libraries iv the state so that each library and user wii have
the opportunity to access the bibliographic and non-bibliographic
databases containing the information needed.

As the use of reference/source database services increases, the
cost of access (hourly database usage charges and
telecommunications) will also increase. The use of optical disc
technology, specifically compact disc (CD ROM), may make it
possible for the periodic publication and distribution to
libraries of these databases for local access.35

One of the problems with the three automated services is that they
utilize three different databases. The bibliographic utility's database is
quite separate from the reference/source databases which is also distinct
from the circulation/ILL control system's database. In many cases, the
library's acquisition and serials databases are in separate files from each
other and from the other databases. Additionally, in several instances,
the library would need three different computer devices to access the
databases, although a few systems support the use of more than one type of
computer device (such as a microcomputer) and "black box" linkages may be
used so that disparate functions can share equipment.

To address this problem, many library system vendors are developing
multipurpose systems sharing a common database. Acquisitions, cataloging,
circulation, public access catalog and serials are considered to be
subsystems of the total library system. Referred to an as "integrated
online library system" or simply as an "integrated system", the design is a
single function database composed of bibliographic data as well as other
data necessary to carry out library related functions (e.g. vendor files
for acquisition purposes, or borrower file6for circulation) and with each
function fully interactive with all others.

Both multipurpose and single-purpose systems have strengths and
weaknesses. A multipurpose system is generally less expensive than a
series of separate single-purpose systems performing the same functions.
There will probably be additional savings in time and cost, and all overall

increase inefficiency, because a single database rather than several is
maintained. An integrated multipurpose system becomes a tool around which
many traditional but somewhat artificial distincticAs between various
operations within the library can be broken down a bit.

A library takes some risks with the multipurpose approach. Most of
them involve being locked into a single system developed by a single
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vendor. This is particularly risky when all appropriate modules are not
fully operational on a system that the library buys. Another problem
involves the design of a system that tries to do so many things at once.
With a multipurpose system, the vendor may not give all the modules the
same priority. As a result, some modules may receive less attention in
design and development even to the point that they are not as adequate and
far less sophisticated than singie,purpoi,e systems designed to perform the
same operations.38

Despite the risks, there is a need far integrated library systems and
the database unifying purpose they serve. As progress is being made in
their development, libraries are re-considering their willingness to access
several different databases. For example, as linkages are implemented
between cluster circulation/ILL control systems to facilitate interlibrary
loan, libraries have begun to limit the role of their bibliogrephic utility
to that of a supplier of machine-readable records and to acce3s out-of-
state holding locations for interlibrary loan.39 Librarians must realize
that an integrated system is not en end in itself, but a tool to serve the
patron. The emphasis should be developing systems that will improve
service to users.40

Advantages f Applying Automated Technologies in libraries

The application of automated technologies in resource sharing is
commonly used in three services - cataloging/ILL, circulation/ILL and
reference/source database services. There are many benefits to be derived
from using coziputers and related technologies in the effort to improve
services to users.

1. 1.a-eased processing efficiency

lin automated system almost always improves processing efficiency
over a manual system. Increased efficiency is realized when toe
same tasks are performed with fewer staff or in less time than was
possible under lie manual system, or when different or additional
tasks are performed to provide Ipplementary benefits considered
worth the extra effort or oosis.."

2. increased productivity (economy of scale) and cost-effectiveness

Implementing automated systelos, especially circulation/ILL control
systems, will not save operctinj costs in a library. It wkl
improve a library's productivity, and improve services to users.
For reasons endemic to nonprofit organizations, cost reductions
in libraries cannot be achiesed easily through Investment In
automated systems.42

LibrarIes, and most other nonprofit organizations, are
substantially different from the commercial sector. One cannot
predict the relative economics of nonprofit organizations by
analogies drawn from the commercial world. Libraries have adapted
remarkably well to economic stringencies. They have done this by
employing ever more spartan practices, and operate with inadequate
or marginally Inadequate staffing. The result is that there is
inadequate margin to amortize the costs of implementing new
technologies with immediate savings.43

Although a library cannot expect to realize operational cost
reductions, one of the benefits of an individual library's
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utilization of automation is related to reductions in unit of cost
which result from economies of scale. Economies of scale are the
reductions in unit cost that result from increasing
productivi ty.44

Most libraries are labor intensive organizations. For example,

personnel costs in public libraries in Massachusetts exceeds 65%
and is closer +c 70% of the library's operational budget. This
figure nas remained fairly stable throughout the past seven fiscal
years. However, the number of full-time equivalent employees in

public libraries has decreased by 10%. Circulation (s'metimes
used au a measure of productivity) decreased from FY1981 through
FY1984, but it is now increasing.45 It will be difficult for
libraries to cope with increases in circulation having less staff
than in FY1980 prior to Proposition 2 1/2.

In order to improve the relationship between library inputs
(materials, labor, etc.) and output (productivity), libraries will
have to utilize oomputers.46 The automated system should be able
to reduce the time spent in carrying out exactly the same tasks
that wAre performed under the old manual system. However, the
system will likely introduce new time demands to carry out tasks
that were previously impossible or neglected. Staff may also
spend additional time with an automated system to perform tasks
that were not possible or practical with a manual system, angor
reallocate staff time towards improving services for the user:"

Furthermore, libraries should not fail to exploit the potential of
modern technologies to enhance the productivity of the user.
Libraries are relatively unic:ue among service organizations in
that a sionificant portion of the labor necessary to get service
from them is supplied by their clients. Modern technologies, as
the banks have clearly demonstrated with Automatic Teller
Machines, can be particularly effective in tapping this enormous
reservoir of free labor. Automation can reduce the cost to the
client of using the library (time required to local%) a book, check
out a book, etc.), while offering improved, more convenient
services, such as locating books in other libraries and the user
conducting sophisticated searches using the Public Access
Catal 09.48

Many libraries are too small to take advantage of economies of
scale and too poor to invest in advanced technologies by
themselves. Therefore, libraries should pool their resources by
forming and participating in clusters and sharing in the purchase,

developmentin use and maintenance of sophisticated online computer
technology:"

Some critics of library automation and resource sharing have
stated that the costs associated with automated resource sharing
do not Justify its implementation. Microform catalogs at a
fraction of the cost of an online catalog are suggested as an
alternative. The critics further ask, why not expend the same
funds on books rather than allocating them on an automated
system 50

First, a library may not have the staff necessary to process the
books acquired, nor the necessary shelf space. Secondly,
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microform catalogs are useful in prov1-*.ng the locations of other

libraries holding a particular item, but cannot provide the
availability status. Third, the dollar spent to access other
library collections for resource sharing goes further than the
dollar spent for ownership of the title. Assume for a moment that
the library needs to expend $20,000 to Join a cluster. If the
library were to purchase $20,000 worth of books, it could expect

add 667 titles ($20,000 divided by the average price of a book
of $29.99 in 1984). Now, the same $20,000 expended to Join a
cluster would provide access to 500,000 titles (almost all of the
Massachusetts clusters have more than 500,000 unique titles).
Therefore, the average price of a book accessed is $0.04 (500,000
titles divided by $20,000), or 99.9% less than the cost of owning
the book (not considering the cost of processing, etc.) As books
continue to increase in price, and more titles are added to the
cluster's database, the $20,000 expended on access becomes more
and more cost-effective.

There needs to be a balanca between ownership and resource
sharing. Libraries must strive to acquire the necessary resources
locally through which to develop collections and provide services
which meet the needs of their users at least a majority of the
time. Resource sharing Is only intended to supplement basic
services and collections when the user need fall: outside the
scope of the library to provide it. Resource sharing is not
intended to replace or supplant either local services or resource
development.

3. Improved service to the user

The pr'mary motivation for automation is the improvement of
services for users.51 In technical processing operations,
automation often leads to acquiring and processing materials - and
therefore getting them onto the shelf - faster than was possible
under the previous manual system. In public services, the
benefits are no less pronounced. With online circulation systems,
improvements In inventory control capabilities and expansion of
access points leads to better service for the user. Online
searches through reference/source databases often allow
bibliographies to be complied for patrons in a fraction of the
time it would have taken to conduct an equivalent search manually.
Online catalogs can be placed in many locations inside and outside
of the library; in addition, they usually provide more up -to -date

information and greater flexibility in searching than do card and
microform catalogs.52 increasing the 1.6ersl opportunities to
access desired resources in other libraries is an improvement in
service dramatically facilitated through the application of
automated technologies.

The most persistent obstacle in Justifying automation for the sake
of improved service is the difficulty of assigning a quantitative
or dollar value to the benefits derived.53 The general rule is
that the benefits to society of ny activity should exceed the
costs of that activity. A compa. ison of benefits and costs is
essential for the library determining the allocation of its
limited resources so as to obtain maximum benefits for a
community. M ny problems arise in estimating benefits and costs.
Because of such measurement problems, benef it -cost p9mparisons can

only serve as a guide in helping to make decisions:J.'
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4. Improved administrative and management information
For a great many applications, automated systems can generate a
variety of information for managerial and administrative purposes.
Information fro.n the system can assist in deciding how to place
multiple copies of books In multiple library locations by
measuring demands from reserve lists. The need for additional
copies of books in heavy demand could be analyzed. Unnecessary
duplication could be avoided at the same time. An administrator
could analyze circulation statistics seeking current trends on
which to base book buying decisions. Another report could assist
the librarian in weeding the collection to create needed space for
new acquisitions,"

5. as a response to breakdown of a manual system
Often the existing manual system in a library is simply no longer
able to handle the work load. For example, increases in

circulation and decreases in staff require a more efficient way to
perform the function. Many libraries have trouble keeping up with
reserve requests, and another manual operation frequently
stretched to its limits are overdues. Eliminating cataloging
backlogs and revising inconsistent bibliographic information can
also be facilitated using automation.56

Applying automated technologies to library functions has caused some
changes in the way a library operates. Patrons wishing to have a search
conducted of dat.)bases through reference/source services usually must now
arrange for an appointment replacing the traditional walk-in appr'ach to
the reference interview.57 Librarians may also find themselves doing some
tasks which are clerical: logging searches, completing bills, distributing

search results, and collecting money. In addition, automation causes an
increase In interlibrary loan, an increase in reciprocal borrowing, an
increase in the in-house use of materials, an increased volume of shelving

of used materials, and an increase In demand for photocopying. However,
there has not been any noticeable change In staff levels in libraries,
either In the number of people workinonin librarier or the proportion of
professional to non-professional staff.

Ihfi future: Ile Electronic Library?

The "electronic library" is an institution committed to two basic
principles: the widest possible access to information and the use of
electronic technology to increase and manage informatiolk resources.59 Four
attributes that characterize an electronic library are: v"

- management of resources with a computer
- the ability to link the information provider with the information

seeker via electronic channels

- the a b i l i t y for staff to intervene in the el ectrcnic transaction
when requested by the information seeker

- the ability to store, organize, and transmit information to the
information seeker via electronic channels

It seems obvious that the function of libraries to acquire Information for
storage purposes Is likely to change drastically in this electronic future.
Storage will move from the shelf to computers.61 The ideal configuration
of "The Library" will be a mega-network made up of many cooperative
endeavors of different kinds and sizes, to which all library users will
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have free and convenient access.62

Automation must be seen as a means to an end - meeting the
informational needs and the provision of services to our clients in
whatever library situation. Although a librar may employ automation to
improve services to meet users' informational needs, it must be emphasized
again that participation In an automated resource sharing cooperative and
having increased access to Informational resources in other libraries does
not relieve the library of its obligation to develop resources locally.
Resource sharing is a bi-directional activity - to work effectively, a
library must be capable of lending materials as well as borrowing. A
library should not be termed as the "electronic library", but, rather, a
"library which uses electronics" to efficiently and effectively meet users
needs. It Is doubtful that the near future will be paperless for
bookless), with all information found only in electronic form. However, it
is also doubtful that any library will be able to successfully meet the
needs of their users without using, and belonging to a resource sharing
cooperative that uses, automated technologies.
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6. BARRIERS TO COOPERATION

Although networking is a viable means of resource sharing, many
barriers persist. A typology of barriers has been developed by Orin
Notting which is applicable to all types of libraries.' Having stood the
test of time and numerous studies, Nolting's typology provides a useful
framework for discussing barriers.

Psychological barriers are reflected in attitudes or fears that are
held by some librarians and some library planning/funding authorities. One
such attitude Is that of complacency, evident when librarians express
satisfaction with the service they offer and thus exhibit no need to
cooperate. Library decision makers be:leve it is the responsibility of
libraries to provide their us,:rs with all requested materials themselves
rather than relying on cooperation. One fear is that participation in a
network will alert !ibrary funders to the rich resources available
elsewhere, raise unrealistic expectations for cost saviggs, and thereby
result in reductions of budgetary support for the l;brary." A related fear
is that automation will lead to reduction, in staffing levels through
either attrition or Internal reorganization.'

The tradition of local autonomyxhas been cited as one of the greatest
attliudinal barriers to cooperation.' A library may know it cannot succeed
by itself, yet it is afraid of lasing its identity by becoming part of a
larger resource sharing activity. It is feared that participation will
cause a library to give up some of its decision-making and management
prerogatives, particularly in operating procedures, collection policies,
service priorities, and budget flexibility.' Another concern voiced is
that the library does not want to ally itself with an existing cooperative
because it Is skeptical of, and/or lacks confidence in, the participants.

A second set of barriers stems from the lack of information and
experience about user needs and the functions of libraries and services;
the failure of smaller libraries to realize the value of larger libraries'
resources; nd unawareness of successful cooperative efforts. One of the
most frequently cited barriers is the unpredictability of demands on the
library by its primary users. For example, students and teachers have an
"Immediacy of needs" for materials that inhibits schools from lendino
resources. Librarians do not want to deal with users who do not look

kindly upon disgovering that the materials .4-hey want are out on loan to
another library.'"

Tradition and history operate as constraints to resource sharing
because of the human tendency to maintain the status quo and because of
past experiences with funding, collection overuse, and the limitations of
access to academic and special libraries. For example, there Is preference
by all types of libraries to cooperate first with libraries of the same
type, thereby limiting mult;type cooperation. Librarians feel that
libraries Rf other types have little to offer, but will be a drain on their
resources. Another reason for this is that libraries are reluctant to
become dependent on a fragile network organization where comproplee Is

needed to deal with the diversity of participating libraries. For
example, traditionally, special libraries have limited access because their
collections consist *ply of confidential and proprietary information
that cannot be shared.

Undoubtedly, one of the greatest constraints is the historically low
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funding levels of libraries. Surveys of libraries have concluded that the
funds necessary for capital investimpnt and ongoing operations in
cooperative efforts is a major barrier. For example, librarians state
that they cannot afford the necessary retrospective conversion costs, the
staff training necessary to be able to use an automated system, or the
annt-A maintenance costs for half a dozen terminals. For some libraries,
the political or financial timing is such that a request for funds to
acquire automated technologies or participate in a cluster is not likely to

be favorably received. A comment often heard is phrased in a question -
"how can the library buy books and participate in resource sharing
activities"? In addition, other library priorities are considered to be
more crucial and timely than cooperation, such as a building renovation or
construction project.

Another major barrier concerning tradition and history is that most
librarians and library boards have a natural fear g" t their own collections
being depleted by heavy use from other libraries.They believe hordes
will descend upon materials which were originally intended to be used by a
limited clientele. In a recent survey in which 295 Massachusetts public
libraries reported non-resident borrowing as a percentage of local
circulation, the averagp, for all libraries was 11.68%, with 33 libraries
reporting 20% or more. Another fear is Apat their libraries will be
overwhelmed with interlibrary loan requests. As a result, some small
libraries (gel that the larger libraries do not want to lend to the smaller
libraries.

Geographic constraints and the physical dmitations of the library
present another set of barriers. Distance between libraries, and between
libraries and users, affects speed and quality of service, and in many
instances determines or stcongly influences the size and composition of the
cooperative's membership. Library hours may limit participation, as does
physical space, particularly if the libraries are incapable of
accommodating resources, staff, and users. A limited collection also
hampers cooperation. For example, school collections are chosen to support
the curriculum, and therefore a school library may not be capable o(8making
a large contribution in materials to the resource sharing activity.

Legal and administrative constraints present a further set of barriers
to interlibrary cooperation. Administrative limitations include
jurisdictional issues based upon laws and regulations, and constraints
Imposed by parent organizations. Often it is unclear whether a library can
participate in a network because of its legal status. Additionally, some
regulations restrict the use of federally-typed materials to certain
target groups, removing resources from sharing.' A library manager may be
reluctant to become involved in interlibrary cooRgration because of the
substantial commitment of staff time to the effort." Other administrative
and legal issues concern the clams of resources to be obligated (time,
funds, materials, etc.), provision of data privacy, copyright, and
reporting requirements for r-ivork activities. Libraries in different
setting have different poWies, procedures, and priorities which often
make cooperation difficult.

Another major set of barriers, not adequately discussed by Molting,
includes technical incompatibilities and uncertainties. There are many
barriers to achieving optimum systems of communications, includigg
technical advances yet to be achieved and the lack of standardization."'
For example, competition among library automation vendors and the failure
of libraries to require adherence to such standards as X.25 are major
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constraints to resource sharing.

Not all libraries belong to the same bibliographic/cataloging utility,
which inhibits automated resource sharing, since the links between systems
hinge on the format and content of the bibliographic rewrd. The result is
that librarians essentially speak different languages. This is further
exacerbated with the incompatibilities between the various disparate
circulation/ILL control systems in place in Massachusetts. Although
libraries can access one another's automated circulation/ILL control
systems, such a linkage occurs only with great difficulty between disparate
systems because the librarians using the linkage must know the protocols of
the other system. Additionally, libraries are reluctant to participate in
cooperatives because rapidly accelerating advances in computer and
communications technology may make some network systems obsolete in the
near future. c4 It has been suggested, however, that administrative,
organizat4enal, and economic barriers are more difficult than technical
problems.

Most barriers can be overcome. Administrators must begin to think
about library cooperation as a group of libraries working together, with
the local library remaining the focal service point. They will not be
giving away anything by resource sharing; rather, they will be becoming
more responsible tomusers and funders. It is more a change of attitude
than anything else. Careful short and long term planning, in conjunction
with legislation, appropriate governance structures, the judicious
expenditure of funds, and the application of evaluative techniques can also
reduce barriers to cooperation.

Many barriers are perceptions without basis. Experience in
Massachusetts has not shown any staff layoffs because of the introduction
of automation. If anything, the use of automated technologies requires
additional people to work at cluster central sites for administrative and
operational functions. Further, there is little evident.,. automation
has cause any substantive internal organizational change.'

Autonomy cAn be protected through legal processes including statutes
and contracts. Nowherahas any library been taken over by a network and
nowhere will it occur. The cooperative agreements developed between the
members of a cluster have, in fact, reinforced the concept of local
autonomy, leaving the library the option of terminating its relationship
with the cluster if necessary.

During the past several years, the Board of Library Commissioners has
funded most of the capital costs of the central sites of all the clusters
in Massachusetts reducing the level of capital funding needed by individual
libraries to participate. State and federal funds have also been used to
convert several union list of series into machine-readable form. Recent
experience has shown that the ability to demonstrate to funding sources how
much better their constituencies can be served by the ability to connect
with a growing range of resources will help to secure the necessary local
capital and ongoing funding to support these resource sharing activities.

The concern expressed by many librarians and trustees that there would
be an increase in non-resident use (sometimes referred io as re...:procal
borrowing) has occurred - somewhat. Statistics from a 1987 Massachusetts
public library survey (covering the last half of calendar 1986) indicated
that over 11% of total circulation was to non-residents of the community.
Of the 295 libraries reporting, only 33, or around 11%, had non-resident
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use exceeding 20%. Of these," A3 libraries, 18 belong to a cluster (8 others
were located on Cape Cod). Therefore, with more than 110 municipal
libraries in the clusters at the end of 1986, 16% had significant non-
resident usage.

If the reciprocal borrowing patterns continue, several cluster members
will continue to be impacted dramatically. In 1987, the Board of Library
Commissioners' efforts to pass legislation to partially reimburse heavy
non-resident lenders was successful althou,) no funding was included in the
Act. It must be noted that imbalances among libraries over hours open,
location, materials support budgets, and even such factors as commercial
development around or near the library, availability of parking, and bus
and private vehicle travel patterns of users will affect reciprocal
borrowing and non-resident use. Any library with off-street parking,
located fear a shopping mall will attract residents from other communities
coming to that community to shop.

Statistics on interlibrary loan usage are harder to find. However,
the Minuteman Library Network tracked intra- cluster interlibrary loan
during 1986. The twenty public and academic libraries loaned 11,820 items.
However, there were 12 net borrowers (those who borrowed more than they
lent) and 8 net lenders. The sum of the differences between individual net
lendicil and net borrowing was 2,490 items, or 21% of the total interlibrary
loan. Therefore, "load leveling" is occurring where the number of active
interlibrary loan participants results in a spreading of the request and
lending burden among cluster members.

Load leveling has occurred because of the inequities of the manner in
which interlibrary loan was conducted prior to the introduction of
automation. ILL requests were usually sent to only one library at a time.
Chances of the item being owned were increased if the request was sent to a
library of significant size or with immediate access to an even larger
library. Therefore, a well supported, large library would receive many ILL
requests from libraries hoping that funding + size = item desired. With
automation, however, all libraries owning the book are identified
dramatically increasing access to the item, and within a cluster, its
availability status is also known. Therefore, requests for materials are
forwarded to libraries owning the item, and within the clusters, to the
library(ies) where the item is immediately available. As a result, there
is a decrease in the need to continually request items from the same source
when other libraries al'l own the item. Clusters should monitor their
intra-cluster interlibrary loan, and make adjustments in lending patterns
when possible to achieve effective load leveling amongst members.

Overuse of collections by exte-nal users can be handled with
assurances (bylaws, agreements, contracts, adherence -`o local library

policies, etc.) that a participating library always has first call on its
own materials and that the entire logic of a cooperative is to share
resources rather than to rely total ly on one library. 31 Cost
recovery/reimbursement fees for lenders of materials can be negotiated
through network agreements or contracts. Technical and cooperative
agreements, governance structures and policies, and applicable standards
can provide a basis for salving most of the legal, administrative and
technical barriers which arise when establishing interlibrary cooperatives,
particularly in utilizing automated technologies.

There exists a willingness on the part of many libraries to cooperate,
as documented through the +wo Delphi studies conducted on library and
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automation needs by the Massachusetts Board of Library Commissioners.
Also, the growth in the number of clusters and its membership, the increase
of automated union lists of serials, the numerous libraries participating
in bibliographic utility activities, and the many libraries using
microcomputers to access the clusters' databases illustrates the need and
desire for Interlibrary cooperation. Planning the design of an automated
resource sharing network in this State requires careful consideration of
the many existing barriers with the intent to resolve them.
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7. OVERALL GOAL FOR MEETING NEEDS

The Massachusetts Board of Library Commissioners it approving the
Massachusetts Lang Range Prat 1987, = 1991 reaffirmed VW overall goal
developed In 1977 for libraries 'n the Commonwealth to meet the needs of
users. The spirit and intention of this stated goal provides the necessary
framework with which to begin, and continue, the design of a resource
sharing network:

To provide every resident of Massachusetts with
equal opportunity of access to that part of the
total information resource which will satisfy
individual educational, working, cultural, and
leisure-time needs and interests, regardless of
individual location, social or physical condition,
or level of intellectual achievement.
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8. PRINCIPLES EMPLOYED IN DESIGNING THE RESOURCE SHARING NETWORK

These principles are considered basic to the resource sharing network
In Mas-echusetts:

1. Each individual has the right to access tne information that
meets his or her needs.

2. Each library has an obligation to strive *o provide services and
to develop resources which meet the needs of their users as
frequently as possible at least a majority of the time.
Resource sharing is intended only to supplement the provision of
local library se-vices and the development of docal resources.
It should not replace eithe.. Further, automated resource
sharing is a means to an end - to assist the librarian and/or
the user to locate material and/or information which helps to
meet their particular need - and Is not an ec in itse.f.

3. All network services should be provided at a level of operation
as close to the user as possible. A local library should be the
user's most efficient and appropriate service center.
Therefore, network services should be provided through libraries
as often as possible. The network should support local library
services, not compete with them.

4. The objectives of the resource sharing network should be
-ealized without negative impact to the missions of
participating libraries, although their methods of operation
invariably should be adjusted. All libraries have a
responsibility to coll!ct the materials needed regularly by
their own constituents. Resource sharing is not a substitute
for local acquisition, only a supplement.

5. It is essential that the network enable individual libraries to
maximize the gains of resource sharing while allowing for local
flexibility; network members should understand and recognize
avisting individual constraints.'

6. The resource sharing network should be built upon existing
cooperative systems and existing library strengths. New
resource sharing systems, built upon strong individual library

collections and services, should evolve where existing
cooperatives are no longer effective. The network should not
compete with exis ing arrangements, but rather improve,
redirect, and extend those already in existence and offer
alterrqpve approacnes which w'll prove more valuable and
useful.'

7. Networking is not free. Besides equipment and material costs,
staff time is necessary to provide shared services. Therefore,
each participant should be able to balanco benefits with
investment. This balance need not be measured solely in the
traditions! Interlibrary loan concept of net borrowing versus
net lending of materials. Attention also should be given to
the increased benefit? of improved access to more resources. A
cost-benefit analysis . an appropriate methodology to study the
benefits of network Nye mere!. 8a
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8. The financial and fiscal basis of the continued operation of
network component; should depend upon local rather than 4ederal,
state, and .rivate fundinc sources. Local funding sources
include assessed membership fees, cost recovery/reimbursement
fees, and allocations from the member institutions.
Governmental and private grants and intermittert local
fundraising are unre ;able as a financial base since they are
more apt to change annually.

9. Resource sharing efforts should not be limited to within the
State. When and where economically, technically, and
politically feasible and desirable, the State's resource staring
network and its re:ated services should overcome geo-political
boundaries, broadening access into the total information
resources of the region and the lation.
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9. NETWORK MISSION AND STRUCTURE

After exploring the issues of needs assessments, resource sharing,
networks, the role of automation in networking, and barriers to networking,
a mission statement for developing an automated resource sharing library
network in Massachusetts is necessary to serve as 3 framework for network
activities:

MISSION

Develop cost-effective inethods of resource sharing
that will increase access to the information
resources needed by Massachusetts residents by
promoting cooperative efforts among libraries of
various types and by reducing barriers to
network!ng.

1. develop access points into informational
resources, and develop and link databases to
provide greater access opportunities to resources;

2. facilitate document request and document delivery
procedures ; and

3. develop an ongoing education program on resource
sharing

One of the purposes for applying automation to library operations is
4o increase the opportunities for residents to access the sources they
require to meet their informational needs. Networks have evolved as
resource sharing mechanisms which provide the capability for effectively
and efficiently increasing access to information resources at the broadest
level through databases of machine-read,ble records.

The library network concept for Massachusetts is based upon the
linking, usually through telecommunications, of Its various decentralized
components. Those components include:

1. the clusters and their members
2. those libraries with the capability and permission to access the

cluster's bibliographic databases using a microcomputer
3. members of bibliographic utilities and/or bibliographic service

centers
4. the Regional Public Library Systems
5. library cooperatives utilizing automated technologies in their

functions to create and/or access datzbases, such as union lists
of serials

C standalone circulation (or online ca+alog) systems

The network is designed to increase access to resources based upon a
decentraf'ted structure composed of independent c Jperative systems of

various types teiecommunicating with other cooperatives to: locate needed
material (documents and/or bibliographic citations); ascertain availability
status (if technologically feasible); and to place requests for the desired
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Items. Material is delivered through conventional methods although
telefacsimile and digital transmission or other electronic means should be
considered, depending upon technology, costs, effectiveness, and need. For
users, the resource sharing network, with Its local basis and decentralized
access can provide access to the full scope of information resources to
meet their needs.

Linkages and cooperation among the network components should
necessarily be decentralized. It is inappropriate for the Massachusetts
Board of Library Commissioners to impose a hierarchy upon the network since
the user's needs should determine how the network participant seeks
resources. Therefore, cooperatives will need to develop resource sharing
relationships with other cooperatives in order to access additional
resources. Such decentralization requires considerable responsibility at
the cooperative level. It creates a need for written agreements between
cooperative groups. FIxther, specific criteria may be needed for inter-
component cooperation. For example, inter-cluster cooperation will more
than likely be based on the MARC record format. Written policies should
exist for interlibrary loan, photocopying, reciprocal borrowing, walk-in
service, etc. Libraries may be required to search their own cluster's
bibliographic database prior to accessing another cluster, and so on.

There are two critical linkages. First, telecommunication linkagos
between clusters are desirable to increase access to resources. and
facilitate interlibrary loan throughout the state. Secondly, it is
important that clusters have linkages (interfaces) to bibliographic
utilities as a primary source for machine-readable bibliographic records
and to access the interlibrary loan capabilities of the utility's holdings
file. This linkage is also important so that users of the utility who are
not users of circulation/ILL services will have access to the holdings
(without availability status) of cluster members through the utility. This
intersection of two important nolding files (utilities and circulation /ILL
services) will dramatically facilitate interlibrary loan throughout the
state.

To encourage increased access to all libraries, the Massachusetts
library network structure should allow for access by non-automated
libraries, and from individual libraries using standalone automated
circulation control systems and/or online catalogs who wish to partici7eate
in network activities at their own expense. All libraries have a need at
one time or another for access to the resources available through the
network. Libraries not participating directly in any of the network
components should be able to access the network no more than two "levels"
removed. For example, public libraries should be able to access the
network directly or through the regional public library system (one level).
School libraries should be able to access the network via their local
public library (first level). If the public library is not a member of the
network, it should be able to send the request on to s library which is a
participant (second level). Special, academic and private libraries may be
able to access resources through OCLC or another bibliographic utility, or
through the public library located in their community.

8
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10. ACTIVITIES RELATED TO THE MISSION STATEMENT

This Chapter discusses automated resource sharing activities. Because
of the complexity of the activities, this Chapter is not inclusive.
Therefore, the reader is cautioned that many of the issues included in this
Chapter are also discussed elsewhere in this document. Further, if an
issue is not irciuded in the following discussion, it may be found in other
Chapters.

1.0 Develop access points into informational resources, and develop and
link databases to provide greater access opportunities to resources.

The basis of automated resource sharing is the ability to create
machine-readable records and the capability for others to access the
database file. This activity is primarily concerned with the development
of access points into the various types of database files and with linking
the access points to each other to increase the capacity for resource
sharing. Another aspect of this activity is the development of interfaces
between cataloging/ILL services and circulation/ILL services to increase
efficiency.

Database files are acce_sed for resource sharing by three services:

cataloging/ILL services - database files of shared machine-
readable bibliographic records which are create by libraries
during the cataloging process and which indicate library
ownership; those files may be searched for interlibrary loan
purposes.

reference/source eatabase services - database files which provide
the searcher with bibliographic citations and/or abstracts of
resources indexed in the database; with full text, such as
articles, transportation schedules; or with current news stories.
These databases are not necessarily based upon cataloging data.
In addition, a user may not necessarily need to use interlibrary
loan to receive the actual information sought because the full
text of the information desired may be available online or
through a supplier which provides, rather than loans, a copy of
the information.

circulation/ILL services - database files of machine-readable
bibliographic records which not only indicate ownership but also
current availability (on the shelf and available for loan, in

circulation, on the shelf for reference use, etc.) to the
requester.

1.1 develop machine-readable databases to improve access through
cataloging/ILL services

Increasing the opportunity to access the state's informational
resources relies upon locating a wanted item by determining whicn
libraries own the item. Auti-tating holdings information
by converting bibliographic records into machine-readable form
facilitates access. Catalog:A/ILL services, Including
conversion, are offered by bibliographic utilities and
bibliographic service centers. Most libraries have a need to
access bibliographic utilities and service centers for conversion
purposes. All libraries are encouraged to convert their holdings
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into machine-readable form through a utility or by using another
process, service or producr.

Databases constructed through bibliographic utilities and
bibliographic service centers are important for at least two
reasons. First, rather than orifInally cataloging each item, a
library using a bibliographic utility may find an existing
cataloging record to match against. Therefore, there is

decreased need for local original cataloging, saving personnel
time and reducing the processing cost per item.

Secondly, the bibliographic utility's database can be searched by
participating libraries for interlibrary loan purposes. During
thq conversion process, the library's local holdings information
is attached to the bibliographic record. Other libraries can
search bibliographic records to determine which libraries own a
desired item. Once an owning library has been identified, an
interlibrary loan request may be forwarded.

1.1.1 the following minimum activities should be offered by a
bibliographic utility or service center to be
consid,,Ped as providing cataloging/ILL services:

a. online in realtime access to machine-readable
bibliographic records from various sourcas
including the Library of Congress and from original
cataloging from participating libraries

b. supports AACR II
c. supports full MARC format
d. provides access to the bibliographic records of all

participating libraries including local holdings
information

e. supports standard, ASCII terminals and
microcomputer-based dial access with common
terminal emulations

f. supports query by search key (author, title, and
others)

g. supports online en.ry of interlibrary loan requests
through an interlibrary function module

h. provides union list capability by definable
parameters

I. can be interfaced with local circulation
contro:/online systems.

1.1.2 It is important that all clusters have access to a
bibliographic utility as a source for machine-readable
bibliographic records for cataloging. Therefore, all
clusters which have received in excess of 50% of the
cows associated with the acquisition and/or upgrade of
the central site computer system should utilize a
bibliographic utility or bibliographic service center
as the primary or secondary source of machine-readable
records. It is recommended that clusters consider
establishing centralized cataloging centers to
facilitate conversion of participating libraries'
acquisitions through bibliographic utilities.

Accessing a bibliographic utility can also provide
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cluster members with a source of interlibrary loan.

Further, a centralized cataloging center could also
serve to access the interlibrary loan subsystem of a
utility on behalf of its membership. However, cluster
members may utilize whichever means of interlibrary
!'an is most appropriate for their situation. For
example, inter-cluster linkages may be most
appropriate. Public libraries may want to forward
their request to a contracting library of their
regional public library system after searching their
own cluster database. A cluster library with an
institutional membership in a bibliographic utility may
choose to access the interlibrary loan subsystem
following a cluster search. Libraries are encouraged
to search databases in Massachusetts and/or request
resources from other libraries in the state before
seeking materials elsewhere.

1.1.3 Retrospective conversion of collections of a general
nature is the responsibility of the local library.
Retrospective conversion of special collections
considered unique in content will be considered fo-
Stat funding (as available) for cluster participants.
Library cooperatives which Include public libraries as
full members will be considered for State funding, as
available and appropr!ate, if the converted machine
rea "ila records would be made accessible through a
bibliographic utility and/or a cluster system.

1.1.4 Conversion of current acquisitions is a local
responsibility.

1.1.5 The Board of Library Commissioners will consider
cluster requests for portions of the capital funds, as
available and appropriate, di.-ectly related to making a
bibliographic utility and/or cluster's circulation/ILL
control system's database more accessible for libraries
to utilize for conversion and Interlibrary loan
purposes.

1.2 develop serial databases through NELINET and the New England
Union List of Serials (NEULS) project

Serials are a rich source of information, and are, in many
instances, more timely than monographs. Lnicn lists of serials
continue to be one of the most important reference tools in
libraries. Automating union lists increases access to holdings
information because the owning libraries may be Identified online
11 realtime, and the products developed from the machine-readable
database are varied and can be easily maintained.

Several library cooperatives in the state have converted their
union lists of serials through NELINET's NEULS project. NEULS
allows libraries throughout New England participating In

cooperative union lists to access other similar union lists. In

addition, participants in OCLC /NELINET's Group Access
Capabilities (GAC) program may also access NEULS.
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1.2.1 increase access to the NEULS union list of serials for
all libraries

Because of the importance of serial union lists, it is
recommended that NEULS participants make their offline
union list products available to ether libraries on a
cost recovery basis. Offline products include lists in
print format and CD ROM.

Secondly, while a NELINET member can access all NEULS
union listr online, many union list participants cannot
because they are not NELINET members. Further, with
the pro:iferation of serial union lists in

Massachusetts, it becomes more desirable to have a
single statewide offline union list product available.
Therefore, it is recommended that the Board of Library
Commissioners encourage the development of an offline
combined union list of serials of Massachusetts NEULS
participants on CD ROM, to be made available to all
libraries on a cost recovery basis. A printed version
is considered to be impractical because of the size.

1.2.2 increase access to other in,cnine- readable union lists
of serials by including those databases in NEULS.

There are other union list of serials prrjects in
addition to those on NELINET's NEULS. To expand the
holdings of the WEULS database to be as comprehensive
as possible, other union list of surials projects will
be considered for funding by the Board of Library
Commissioners if the converted bibliographi,; records
are also included in a NEULS database.

1.3 increase access to reference/source database services, and
develop other specific purpose databases as appropriate

Reference/source database services increase access to information
stored on remote computer systems. Libraries use terminals or
microcomputers and usually access specific databases through a
database service provider such as DIALOG Jr BRS. Information
retrieved is either bibliographic in that it is essentially an
°nitre index of citations, sometimes with abstracts. Or it is

full text, that is, the complete information desired rather than
just a bibliographic citation.

Reference/source database services will become more important as
more databases become available online, as more libraries have
access to terminal or microcomputers capable of accessing
database providers, and as the cost to acquire, process and store
print versions increases beyond their cost-benefit. Further,
several citation and abstract publishers may discontinue their
costly print versions in favor of providing only online access.
An advantage of reference/source database services is that a
library may acquire access to more sources of information than it
could posilbly afford to acquire for local ownership.
Information utility is also Improved as libraries and users
access and pay only for Information wanted rather than paying for
information which Is not utilized.
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Offering reference/soo-ce database services may alter the manner
in which libraries administer reference services. It is

difficult to conduct online searches on demand. Many libraries
have policies which require appointments in order to prepare for
the search procedures and process.

Another area of more recent change is the distribution of
information retrieval databases. Databases have been available
online in realtime to the library through a telecommunications
link. The library pays to access the database, the time consumed
in searching, transactional costs, and tel9communicatiors charges.
Several databases are becoming available to users in CD r.OM or
some other digital disk technology which can be owned locally.

While the currentness of the database may suffer, the costs
associated with searching an online database may decline.

Libraries are encouraged to explore feference/source database
searching. The Board of Library Commissioners will consider
requests for capital funding, as available from State sources,
for a microcomputer, modem, terminal emulation software and
initial training to initiate reference/source database services.
Funds will not be available for any continuing or operational
costs associated with the searching process.

1.3.1 increase access to reference/source database services
for libraries unable to initiate and maintain the
services on a local basis through simultaneous remote
searching

Many libraries will not be able to offer direct access
to reference/source database services because of the

necessary ongoing costs and personnel training. The
regional public library systems offer their members
access to these information retrieval services.
Another option is the Simultaneous Remote Searching
(SRS) computerized literature searching technique. It

allows the information yransmitted from a

reference/source database service to the searching
terminal to be simultaneously transmitted to a second
ter-inal c r a remote location via telephone lines. A

searcher at the main terminal performs the search while
the second terminal only receives. Human interaction
occurs through the searcher directing questions to the
patron seated at the remote (second) terminal. The
patron in turns responds in order to define or narrow
the search. The patron is communicating with the
searcher and I aiso seeing the results of the search
on the terminal screen.

The advantage of this technique is that little computer
training is needed at the remcte (second) terminal
where the patron is located, and the librarian need not
be familiar with the query language. Remote library
personnel only need to be familiar with the terminal
and the linking procedure. Therefore, a library can
still offer patrons access to reference / source database
services without the necessary searching expertise, and
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without the patron having to travel to the library
where the expertise is located.

Another source of Information is specific purpose databases which
can be developed by individual libraries or by library
cooperatives. An example is the community information and
referral file which can most effectively be developed through a
cluster's central site computer system so that all cluster
participants have access, or on a library's microcomputer.
Another example is the development of electronic bulletin board
systems through which users with access to microcomputers car
access and retrieve information.

1.4 expand participation in online circulation/ILL control systems
where it is technically and economically feasible, and develop
new systems where they are needed

Resource sharing is best facilitatci by utilizing online
circulation control systems. Inclusion of the physical location
and immediate availability status of the desired item in the
accessed database file considerably reduces personnel effort in
re4_esting interlibrary loan. The ability to search the
bibliographic database files of shared online circulation/ILL
contro! systems dramatically increases access to the
informational resources of our state's libraries.

Circulation control systers are either standalone systems or
clusters. Stand-alone systems are owned by a single institution.
A cluster is defined as:

No or more libraries of any type (excluding library
cooperatives funded by a single municipality),
formally organized, that share a machine-readable
bibliographic database of their library materials on
a common computer system. The participating
libraries are referred to as cluster members, and
the hardware, software, telecommunications and
technical operation is referred to as the cluster's
system.

The definition of c cluster is very similar to that of a
"network". In mist instances, differences between a cluster and
a network are ind!scernible. A cluster is an example of a
possibl type of network. Network is a broader term. A network
could be composed of a group of clusters.

3ecause of the importance of circulation/ILL control system
clusters in facilitating resource sharing, existing clusters
should he oxpanded in size and scope to include more libraries as
participai , when and where Ii is feasible, considering hardware,
software, and other factors. eulleing on existing clusters
broadens the database files by increasing the number of resources
accessible for sharing and also increasing the number of access
points into the shared database f:le. Furthermore, expanding
existing c. .sters may save costs by requiri-g only marginal
increases in network systems while distributing the operational
cost burden among more participants.
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It should he noted that not all libraries will benefit from
becoming cluster participants. Experience has illustrated that
no concrete formula exists to guide a library In deciding whether
or not it should join a cluster. Size of the community is

important, but not the sole criteria. Several small public
libraries in communities of less than 5,000 residents are cluster
participants. The questions to ask in deciding whether or not
cluster membership should be considered include:

1. is the library overwhelmed by tasks such as checking-In
and checking-out books, overdues and reserves?

2. can the library afford the capitai costs such as the
necessary retrospective conversion, terminal and
telecommunications equipment?

3. can the library afford the ongoing costs such as
equipment maintenance, te,ecommunications, and central
site support?

4. is there a nearby cluster to Join, or will a new cluster
(possibly requiring a new library cooperative; need to
be established? New clusters can increase the necessary
capital costs the !Ibrary may anticipate having to fund.

Some libraries do not belong to clusters because they have no
perceived need for automated services. Other libraries can
afford to accpire and support automated systems independently, or
have no need for he cluster circulation control function. Some
want other automated functions, such as an online catalog. The
need for resource sharing may be met by services provided by
bibliographic utilities rather than through a cluster. In some
instances, a library's internal policies are incompatible with
cluster policies.

Several tactors seem to be most influential in determining the
scope of participation in a cluster:

1. population density of the area served;
2. types of libraries participating;
3. document delivery systems in place or feasible;
4. past and current cooperative efforts of participants;
5. patterns of clientele use and their needs;
6. types of network services offered by the system; and
7. funding available for ongoing operations.

Telecommunications is probably the most variable cost:
the further in distance +he participant is from the
computer, the higher the costs for telecommunications
will be.

Another consideration for expanding a cluster must be the current
number of participants. Although economy of scale usually
dictates that the more participants the lower the shared costs
per participant, the formula is not necessarily true at all
times. It may cost more per cluster member to add a new library
because of necessary capital costs and the resulting increase In
maintenance -1sts than is offset by the participation of the
additional -sry. Further, the convenience to the patron should
be conside Terminal screens displaying individual holdings
informat:on may become too numerous and cumbersome if there are
too many member libraries. Smaller, geographically unified
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clusters can provide faster reaction and ,p service than is

presently possible with larger clusiers. Therefore, clusters
should periodically review their situation to consider whether or
not smaller units may be more cost and service effective.

Men it Is not feasible to include more participants in existing
clusters, new, shared online circulation/ILL control system
clusters should be encouraged and developed.

1.4.1 The Board of Library Commissioners should provide state
and federal funding, as available and feasible, for the
capital costs associated with establishing or upgrading
the central site computer system of a circulation/ILL
control system cluster to increase the number of
participating libraries as access points, or for the
establishment of new clusters when necessary. Funds
can only be used for the central site computer system
and software, its installation, and the training of
personnel. Funds will cot be provided for equipment,
software, or for a service which serves the needs of an
individual institution. Funds will not be provided for
central site preparation costs, nor for the operations
of the cluster. Federal funds cannot be applied toward
telecommunications equipment.

1.4.2 Clusters should not be established without assistance
from a consultant experienced in the process.
Cooperatives planning to establish a cluster may apply
for federal funding administered through the Board of
Library Commissioners for a consultant to assist in

planning the cluster, the development of system
specifications and the issuance of the Request for
Proposals, vendor negotiations, and system acceptance
testing.

1.4.3 Library cooperatives applying for funding from any
source administered by the Board of Library
Commissioners to establish or expand a cluster
circulation/ILL control system should consider the
following requirements as minimum criteria when
selecting a vendor's system.

a. should be capable of accepting, maintaining and
outputting a U.S. MARC record

b. provides the member libraries with inventory
control of library material through an automated
circulation control function

c. provides bibliographic and holdings information
about materials owned by cluster members

d. facilitates interlibrary loan and resource sharing
by having the capability of providing online
availability status information of the materials in
the database to all libraries belonging to the
cluster

e. should be capable of providing multi-tier infra-
cluster searching within the database. For
example, the system must be able to minimally
display the holdings of individual libraries, then
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a second level of holdings of other libraries as
specified in parameter tables, and then a third
level in which the holdings of all cluster
libraries are displayed.

f. should have an electronic messagelng facility for
antra- cluster messages such as interlibrary loan
requests

g. should have an online public access catalog
capability

h. system should be capable of generating various
statistical reports including non-resident
circulation for public libraries

i. system should be physically expandable to
accommodate additional libraries and functionally
expandable to accommodate additional applications
software

J. system should be capable of providing communication
gateways to reference/source database services and
electronic mail systems from most terminals in use
on the system

k. should be able to implement the protocols from the
Library of Congress' Linked Systems Project

I. should be able to remove and transfer the MARC
bibliographic database to another computer system
without loss of data and format

m. the system should be capable of accommodating dial-
up access to the bibliographic database from
libraries and from users in business and home
envi-onnents

Vendors of cluster circulation/ILL control systems are
expected to meet all of the above requirements.
However, in the event that a vendor under consideration
by the library cooperative does not meet one or more of
the requirements, the cooperative must discuss the
deficiency(ies) with the staff of the Board of Library
Commissioners before selecting a vendor's system.

Only "turnkey" systems implementing an "off the shelf
operating system and software" will be acceptable for
funding administered through the Board of Library
Commissioners. A turnkey system is one in which
appropriate hardware and software already exist and
which functions, with little or no modification except
for the development of parameter tables, as a computer
system to meet the requirements discussed above. An
off the shelf operating system is one that is readily
available and operates on different computer systems.
The off the shelf software must be written in

standard language, and should be able to co-exist with
other off the shelf software packages within the same
operating system.

1.4.4 Although it would improve inter-cluster communications
and coordlnat!on and dramatically facilitate resource
sharing, the Board of Library Commissioners will not
standardize on one vendor to provide circulation/ILL
services for the Commonwealth's clusters. However, to
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-nsure that a cluster acquires appropriate functional
hallware and applications software, the Board of
Library Commi:sioners reserves the right to disapprove
of a cluster's choice of vendor if it has provided
funds to the cluster 41 excess of 50% of the costs
associated with the establishment or upgrade of the
central site computer system.

1.4.5 The Board of Library Commissioners will not require any
library to become a member of a cluster, or a specific
cluster, and it will not require a cluster to accapt a
specific library as a member. Cluster membership
should be negotiated between the cluster and the
library. However, clusters which have received in
excess of 50% of the costs associated with the
establishment or upgrade of the cluster's central site
computer system with funds administered by the Board of
Library Commissioners should accommodate dial-up access
from other Massachusetts clusters and non-cluster
libraries as appropriate and feasible, negotiated
between the cluster and the Board of Library
Commissioners.

1.5 increase access into the cluster's bibliographic databases for
libraries in the Commonwealth

As has been stated, not .1:I libraries will benefit by becoming
cluster participants. Some libraries will not be able to afford
the initial and/or ongoing costs associated with cluster
membership. Other libraries do not feel the need to automate
circulation functions such as overdues and reserves. The fact
that some libraries will not become cluster members is actually
beneficial for all clusters - there would be severe technical
problems If all libraries became online in -ealtime cluster
participants for circulation/ILL services.

However, all libraries need broad access to ilformeion and
materials resources beyond their own collections. Such access is
increased when a library searches the databases of the
'bibliographic t.tilities providing cataloging/ILL services.
Access may be further increased by searching cluster databases
which can provide availability status in addition to library
holdings information (ownership). Therefore, it is important to
create an environment in which as many libraries as possible have
access to cluster databas3s for resource sharing purposes.

Two methodologies of increasing access have been identified: 1)

dial-up access into the clusters' Gatabases from libraries using
microcomputers, and 2) periodic production and distribution of
the clusters' databases on CD ROM.

Providing this access is not easy, nor will it be free. The
clusters will need to support libraries wanting dial-up access
with training and with operational support such as resolving
technical problems. In addition, a cluster's central site
computer equipment may need expansion in order to accommodate the
dial-ups and adequate incoming telecommunication lines will
require installation and maluterance. Without adequate equipment
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and telecommunications, the dial-up libraries will necessarily be
limited In their ability to access the cluster, perhaps each
library having to be scheduled as to when it can search the
cluster's database. Scheduling access should be avoided since it
limits the library's ability to meet users' informational needs
In a timely manner. Further, the cluster may need a revision in
its governance and/or operating agreements to consider possible
changes in procedures and policies when conside-ing the addition
of dial-up libraries. Clusters will hive to monitor the dial-up
libraries' interlibrary loan and non-resident usage of the
cluster members' collections to ensure %hat the dial-ups are not
requesting material they should be acquiring themselves.

Clusters should ncY be expected to provide dial-up access to
libraries at no cost. Although the Board of Library
Commissioners has allocated millions of state and federal dollars
into developing the clusters, members also have a substantial
Investment of local resources in the cluster. All clusters which
have received in excess of 50% of the costs associated for the
establishment and/or upgrade of the central site computer system
with funding administered through the Board of Library
Commissioners should provide access to their bibliographic and
holdings information databases for non-cluster libraries. A

blend of technical and financial incentives for the clusters for
this additional effort of providing access is appropriate. The
incentives could come from the Board of Library Commissioners,
the regional public library systems, and/or the dial-up library.
Further, the dial-up library may be required to meet basic
criteria, which are discussed later in this general section,
before being allowed to access a cluster's database.

Producing and distributing CD ROMs may not create as many
problems for the clusters as will support of dial-up access
libraries, but the costs may be far greater. However, most
clusters will probably implament CD FaM catalogs of their
bibliographic and local holdings information databases to
supplement online in realtime Public Access Catalogs. Providing
copies of the CD ROM discs to other libraries should not create a
hardship. However, current availability status of the wanted
item cannot be ascertain'd from a CD ROM copy of the cluster's
database.

1.5.1 Clusters which have received funds administered by the
Board of Library Commissioners in excess of 50% of the
costs associated with establishing and/or upgrading the
central site computer system should set aside five
percent of all the system's ports, but no more than
eight and no less than three, for access by libraries
using microcomputers on a dial-up basis. Clusters
should t willing to implement dial-up access. The
Board of Library Commissioners should consider
providing the necessary funding, from State sources as
available and appropriate, to enable the clusters to
acquire adequate central site computer equipment to
accommodate dial-up access.

Clusters should establish incoming toll-free lines into
their central site for use by dial-up access libraries
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so that telecommunications costs do not become a
barrier for libraries to access the bibliographic and
local holdings information databases. The Board of
Library Commissioners will consider allocating State
funds, as available, to partially support the necessary

111centralized telecommunications costs of dial-up access.

Clusters may assess reasonable fees to libraries
wanting dial-up access. The fees should not be
transactionally based upon volume. The assessed fees
should consider the costs for training, operational and
technical support, and for telecommunications.

1.5.2 Libraries wanting to implement dial-up procedures are
encouraged to acquire the appropriate computer system
to access the circulation/ILL services of the cluster.
The recommended minimum system configuration will be
determined based upon the technolo'u available at the
commencement of the grant round.

The Board of Library Commissioners will consider
requests from libraries to acquire this configuration
when State funds are available for categorical grant
purposes. If a library receives funds administered
through the Board of Library Commissioners, the library
should meet the following criteria:

1. agree to the annual fee assessed by the
cluster

2. accept reasonable guidelines ant: procedures to
access the cluster's database, outlined in an
agreement between the cluster and the library

3. obtain written acknowledgment that the cluster
can accommodate an additionsl dial-up member.

4. agree to input their current acquisitions into
the cluster's database and/or into a

bibliographic utility providing cataloging/ILL
services accessible by the cluster.

This is an important requirement. While dial-
up libraries will have access to the holdings
of cluster libraries, no other library will
have access to the collection of the library
using the microcomputer unless the library
begins to convert its acquisitions into
machine-readable form. Resource sharing is a
two way activity that requires giving as well
as taking (or loaning as well as borrowing).
The dial-up libraries should begin to develop
their databases for electronic access by other
libraries in order to promote resource
sharing.

It is recommended that the clusters allow
dial-up libraries to contribute their holdings
to the cluster's database. Although the
availability status will always be "on shelf",
the ownership information will be well worth
the lack of current status information. If
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necessary, the cluster may request funding
administered by the Board of Library
Commissioners to acquire the mass storage
devices necessary to store the MARC records of
the dial-up libraries. Clusters may also
choose not to accept the ongoing current
conversion of dial-up libraries, which will
mean that a dial-up library will have to
utilize a bibliographic utility to meet the
requirement of converting current acquisitich4
into machine-readable form.

5 agree to participate as a dial-up member for
no less than three years, unless the librpry
becomes a member of a cluster, or decides to
return the computer system to the Board of
Library Commissioners.

6. agree to purchase the specific hardware and
software recommended by the Board of Library
Commissioners, such as the computer model and
internal configuration, communications
software, and modem.

7. agree to attend the appropriate training
program implemented by the cluster, and/or the
regional public library system, and the
computer system vendor(s).

1.5.3 A technical solution to dial-up access may be the
installation of a central telecommunications switch.
In this configuration, all dial-up libraries
telecommunicate with a central computer processor
acting as a telecommunications switching point. Once
the telecommunications link is established, a menu
appears on the screen and the library chooses which
cluster it would like to access. The decision made,
the switch establishes the link to the target cluster
and communications begins.

The advantage of such a centralized telecommunications
switch is that it may reduce the clusteros burden of
providing the necessary training and operational
support for dial-up libraries. Dial-ups would have to
be trained to access the central telecommunications
switch - this would be necessary for all dial-up
libraries, and could be the shared responsibility of
all clusters using the switch. Secondly, if there is a
technical problem with the linkage between the switch
and the cluster, the cluster need only work with the
switch and not a remote library. The linkage between
the dial-up library and the switch would not be of any
concern to the cluster. For the dial-up library, the
advantages include a choice of which cluster to access,
and the removal of "guilt" for having to "bother" busy
cluster central s're personnel with some of the day-to-
day technical problems involving dial-up access.

Clusters are encouraged to consider the advantages and
disadvantages of his concept. If this or a similar
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configuration has potential for use, two or more
clusters may request that tle Board of Library
Commissioners consider funding, as available, to
explore its functionalltv and applicability through a
pilot project.

1.5.4 An alternative to dial-up access is to make copies of
the cluster's database available for libraries to
search locally. This would have been virtually
impossible only a few years ago. However, with digital
optical disc technology such as CD ROM, this
alternative is becoming more viable all the time.

Clusters could arrange to periodically have their
databases mastered and then distributed on CD ROM. A
cluster may want to produce a copy of its database on
CD ROM to supplement its online public access catalogs.
Copies of the CD ROM database could be distributed to
other clusters, and sold on a cost recovery basis to
non-cluster libraries. By accessing the CD ROM disc on
a local CD player connected to a microcomputer, the
library could search the database for holdings
information (ownership) of cluster libraries.

The main advantage of this alternative is that the
non-cluster libraries and the clusters would not have
to be concerned with all of the requirements of
providing and supporting dial-up access. A library
could utilize the CD ROM database anytime, and need not
be concerned about scheduled access and
telecommunications linkages.

There are several disadvantages. First, the cluster
may not have a need to produce its database on CD ROM.
Without that need, there is probably very little chance
that the cluster would produce a CD ROM database solely
for distribution to other clusters and non-cluster
libraries. Secondly, producing a CD ROM version of the
database is not an easy, inexpensive task. The files
must be downloaded, usually on tape, which takes time.
More time is necessary to produce the master and then
to produce the copies of the master. Further, the
mastering process requires considerable funding.
Because of the mastering costs, and the limited number
of copies the cluster could plan on selling, it may not
be economically feasible for the cluster to embark on
such a process. Write-once optical disk technology may
ease the timeliness and economics of mastering a CD
ROM.

Another disadvantage is that the CD ROM database cannot
be as current as the online in realtime database.
Because of the time required to master and distribute
the CD ROM database, the CD ROM product may be several
months out of date when it is finally distributed to
libraries. Further, the CD ROM database, because of
its very nature (batch-produced) cannot provide
availability status for wanted items found in the
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search process. Therefore, CD ROM databases are not as
current as online in realtime access to databases, and
they cannot display availability status.

Despite the disadvantages, CD ROM databases have a
place in resource sharing. They are not as timely as
online in realtime access. However, if the database Is
mastered three times a year, the database is never more
than four months out of date. If the cluster is using
a bibliographic utility to catalog its current
acquisitions, and if the non-cluster library has access
to the utility, it is only necessary to access the
utility's database to ascertain current acquisitions.
Further, a cluster may not add many new titles during
the four month period (duplication rate may be higher
than new title rate) so that the loss of timeliness may
not be too much of a problem. The loss of availability
status is much more important, and cannot be easily
replaced. Electronic messageing between the owning
cluster sibrary(ies) and the non-cluster library
requesting availability status may facilitate the
Interlibrary loan process.

1.6 increase access into the clusters' databases for library users

As libraries develop machine-readable database files of their
holdings, and In some cases close the card catalog or its
equivalent, it becomes increasingly important that the library
provide its users with a means to access bibliographic and
holdings information. In many instances, the librarian must
intervene on behalf of users to search the cluster's database
file because the users are without direct means to conduct the
search themselves. Access into the cluster's machine-readable
materials databases, without having to depend on a librarian at
all times, should be provided for the library user.

The online public access catalog (OPAC) is a mechanism for
providing real-time interactive access to the machine- readable
bibliographic records of a library's holdings.' Tha principle
benefit for library patrons is increased access to the library's
collection through the library's electronic catalog - the
database. Increased access is provided in two ways. First, the
online catalog provides increased intellectual access by the

provision of additional access points or indexes to the library's
catalog beyond the traditions! author, title and subject indexes
found in the card catalog. Additional access points may include
series, added entries, keywords or term searching of titles,
subject headings and document abstracts. Searching
bibliographic records can be accomplished in a variety of ways
which need not be stipulated during database creation, and which
may be constructed by the user to meet amparticular information
need at the time the search is conducted.' Secondly, the (Wins
catalog may also improve users' knowledge and understanding of
the bibliographic information stored and presented in a library's
catalog. This increased understanding will do much to help the
library patron utilize the library's collection more
effectively.
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There are several advantages to OPACs:7

1. the database can be quickly searched on virtually any
item of information of interest to the user. The
computer itself offers powerful searching techniques,
such as the use of boolean operatives, for combining and
restricting searches.

2. global changes in headings, for example, can be made
easily

3. filing is no longer a consideration, since items in the
catalog do not have to be located according to various
filing rules. The labor intensive process of
bibliographic record maintenance, including the task of
correcting card catalog inconsistencies and
inaccuracies, is reduced or eliminated with the online
catalog.

4. the online catalog can be physically distributed via a
terminal to a number of locations both within the
library itself and to points outside of the library, and
can be used at times when the library is closed.
Increased access expands the availability of the
library's collection.

5. the online catalog is usually cheaper to maintain than
the card catalog

6. the online catalog will provide increased physical
access and has the potential of providing a greater
number of access points or indexes to the library's
catalog. This increased access should mean increased
use of the library's catalog and It will probably lead
to a rise in the library's circulation.

7. greater access will also lead to increased in-library
use of the library's collection. The online catalog's
searching capabilities will probably reveal titles and
works that are of value to the user but have otherwise
remained hidden on the shelves and among the cards in

the catalog.
8. several studies indicate that user reaction is very

favorable when compared to manual catalogs

There is an additional advantage when an online catalog is shared
by two or more libraries, such as in a cluster configuration.
The online union catalog makes the holdings of all the
participating libraries accessible to the user, reducing the

limitations inherent in the collection of any one library ant
expanding the resources available to the library patron."
Resource sharing is greatly facilitated.

Disadvantages of OPACs include:9

1. the online catalog search logic is more sensitive to
spelling errors

2. the user may become, frustrated at getting too few
citations

3. the user may get too many citations
4. the online catalog may become unavailable if the per

or computer is down
5. there is a tendency for users to trust implicitly in the

results from a computer search and it seems likely that
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users of online catalogs may in fact obtain less
Information than they seek

6. users of online catalogs outside of the library miss the
new-books shelf and lose the opportunity to pick up a
recent magazine or newspaper

7. users will see information as linear rather than
relationally because the absence of shelf browsing
limits the likelihood of locating related materials on
the subject being searched

8. online catalogs tend to integrate an increasing number
of functions from circulation to acquisitions. The more
the online catalog Is expected to perform functions of
inventory control, acquisitions, cataloging and public
access to the collection, the less likely it is that
public users will have a system that Is best designed
for public use.

Several issues should be conidered when libraries implement
online public access catalogs:"

I. response time - when response time exceeds eight to
twelve seconds, the patron's tolerance decreases

2. reliability - the card catalog is considered 100%
reliable. Such is not tha case with online catalogs.
Some vendors only guarantee their system to be up 95% of
the time.

3. back-up catalog - what do you do when the online catalog
is down?

4. authority control - a public access catalog should
include the capability to handle authority control.

5. timeliness of information - delays in updating the
online catalog can be a problem if bibliographic data of
recent acquisitions is not immediately added to the
online catalog database

6. system capacity - the requirements for online catalogs
and circulation control are very different. Some
suggest that the two functions should be on separate
systems. A circulation control system which doubles as
an online catalog enta'ls a quantum leap in size, cost,
complexity, and sophistication.

7. system compatibility - providing links between online
catalogs and circulation systems has been impeded by a
lack of standards and protocols and a reluctance on the
part of circulation system vendors to accept the fact
that they must operate in a service environment
containing numerous computers for different purposes.
Vendors have discouraged most types of inter-
connections.

In surveys of the use of online public access catalogs, 90% of
all users indicated that their general attitude tpvard the online
catalog was very favorable or somewhat favorable. Seventy -five

percent of all users rated the qin4ine catalog as better than the
card, book, or micrOorm catalog'`, and that they preferred it to
all other catalogs. Most users approached the online catalog
with subject-reivted requests, or were looking for books on a
specific topic. Users want more online catalog terminals
throughout the library and in places where they work and spend
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1.6.1 Online public access catalogs should be installed and
implemented in clusters when economically and
technically feasible to increase access to users of the
bibliographic and other database flies available, and
improve resource sharing efforts. The Board of Library
Commissioners may consider requests from clusters for
State and federal funding, as available and
appropriate, to acquire central site hardware and
software to implement online public access catalogs.
Requests for funding for local costs such as terminals,
and costs for any site preparation, operations and
telecommunications are not appropriate.

The public likes online catalogs. Despite all of the work to
develop formulas for the optimum number of terminals for public
access, the two most,tocurate appear to be "as many as you can
afford" and "more ".' A problem is Abether the library can
survive such success in its operations."

Such success may cause serious technical problems. One of the
concerns of implementing an OPAC program is system capacity.
Public access terminals require considerable computer processing
power for operations. In some cases, OPAC terminals need three
times the processing overhead as does a single circulation
terminal. These additional processing needs usually require
additional computer processors. Furthb,-, in the same and other
Instances, the vendor's system requires that a separate
bibliographic and holdings database with different indexes from
those needed for online circulation control is necessary to work
with the OPAC terminals. Therefore, additional mass storage
devices, and possibly additional computer processors to manage
the drives may be requires to provide online public access.
Processors and disk drives cost money.

The computer equipment discussed above is needed to manage online
public access catalogs. Rather than having all online terminals,
a solution to the public access catalog's processing needs may be
a combination of CD ROM databases, online public access catalogs,
and standard inquiry terminals (not capable of OPAC functions).
Several combinations and configurations are possible. For
example, the holdings of all the cluster libraries may be updated
three times a year on CD ROM. Patrons search for the information
sources they need on the CD ROM database. Because the CD ROM
database does not include availability status, the user can then
use an online Inquiry terminal (which does not require the same
processing needs as an OPAC terminal) or ask a librarian to
ascertain availability status of items found during the search.
The main drawback of this configuration is the timeliness of the
CD ROM database, which would be several months out of date. The
user or the local librarians would need to conduct a second
search of the cluster's online in realtime database to find more
current material.

In another configuration, the CD ROM database includes only the
individual library's holdings for the patron to search. If the
item is not owned by the library, the patron then uses an online
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public access catalog to identify a cluster library which owns
the material, and immediately receives availability status
information. This configuration would require more central site
processing power than the first example. Availability status,
which may not be directly available from the CD ROM database,
could be easily ascertained from a local circulation terminal.
Further, the local librarians would be more familiar with their
recent acquisitions which would not be on the CD ROM database
than they would for the all the libraries on the cluster-wide CD
ROM database.

Several CD ROM database vendors are exploring and will soon be
implementing CD ROM workstation environments where the CD ROM
computar system may be linked and interfaced with the library's
automated circulation system to provide availabil'ty status of a
desired item(s) upon demand. Once the user has completed a
search using the CD ROM database, the CD rsON's computer system
may be used as a remote online terminal into the library's
automated circulation files. Thereby, a user will be able to
ascertain the availability status of those items desired using
the same terminal and keyboard.

One of the advantages of using a CD ROM database as a public
access catalog is that the CD ROM computer system may be placed
in many locations throughout the library. For example, a CD ROM
system could be placed in an area when an online public access
terminal could not is located because of telecommunications
considerations, such as the stacks. Further, it would be
possible to place CD ROM database systems outside of the library
building(s) thereby increasing user access to the library's
holdings.

1.6.2 Because of anticipated technical and economical
considerations of providing online pubIlc access
catalog terminals, it is recommended (not required)
that cluster: consi4sr a public access catalog program
combining online public access catalog terminals,
inquiry terminals and CD ROM databases.

Again, these alternative solutions are considerations if the
cluster's computer system cannot meet the requirements for
implementing all of the online public access catalogs wanted and
needed. Online in realtim9 is preferable to most batch
operations. However, the technical and economical realities may
prevent a cluster from installing all of the OPAC terminals it
wants.

In addition, CD ROM databases could be produced to serve as
backups to the online public access catalogs should a failure of
the OPAC equipment, software and/or telecommunications occur.

Another way in which to increase access to the clusters'
databases is to provide library users at home and/or at work the
opportunity to use offal -up procedures to search the bibliographic
files. Such access would be very similar to that offered to
other libraries. Users with microcomputers and the adequate
telecommunications equipment and software could link with a
computer port reserved for dial-up access to conduct inquiries.
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There are (of course) considerations in providing dial-up access
to users. First, the computer system should have the capability
and the capacity to accommodate the dial-up users. Secondly,
public service issues may arise. Users accessing the system may
not have the direct involvement with librarians familiar with the
library and its collections. Provision to help dial-up users may
be made through mailed brochures and anno icements of system
c'ianges, and by planning for extensive telephone assistance.
Librarians will probably be inundated with questions about
initial hardware and software compatibilities, and will probably
be asked for assistance when there is a communications failure.
Security issues may also arise, and the library will have to take
care not to provide a "computer hacker" with the means to accem
patron files or modify bibliographic records and other files. 1°

Despite these potential problems, offe.ing dial-up access to
users will undoubtedly attract new users, and the library's
public image will be enhanced.

A telecommunications option to providing dial-up access was
discussed earlier. A centralized telecommunications switch for
users to link with could be installed as en intermediary to the
cluster. Linked with the switch, the user could choose which
cluster to access from a displayed menu. Once the decision had
been made, the switch establishes the telecommunications link
between the switch and the cluster. This configuration may
reduce the technically related telecommunications problems
arising in the cluster from users and libraries having dial-up
access.

1.6.3 Because of the potential for dramatically increasing
access oy library users to cluster bibliographic
databases and the enhancement of the libraries' public
image, it is recommended (not required) that clusters
consider providing library users with the opportunity
for dial-up access. If available, unused or
underutilized ports which have been reserved on the
central site computer systems for d'al-up access by
libraries may be reallocated #or library user dial-up
access, if technically feasible, and considering
security issues. Dial-up access libraries and users
should not have access to the same ports.

1.6.4 Clusters are encouraged to ccsider the advantages and
disadvantages of the utilization of a centralized
telecommunications switch to facilitate dial-up access
by library users. If this or a similar configuration
has potential for use, two or more clusters may request
that the Board of Library Commissioners consider
funding, as available and appropriate, an exploration
of its functionality and applicability through a pilot
project.

1.7 facilitate access between standalone databases and cluster
databases, and between standalone computer databases.

Reciprocal access between standalones and clusters and between
standalone computer systems would enhance the resource sharing
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effort by increasing accer-loility to library resources.

1.7.1 Equipment an4 software which facilitates the searching
of standalone databases by clusters and/or by other
standalones snouid be insta!led when economically and
technically feasible. The Board of Library
Commissioners will consider requests for funding, as
available and appropriml. for projects whicn promote
the reciprocal exchange bibliographic and/or item
information between sten-lones and clusters and
between standalones of at lc two types of libraries.
Fund; will not be considered for the purchase of
equipment, software, or a service which sera; the
needs of an individual institution or a cooperative
funded by a single municipality.

1.8 increase access to other databases of informationa' resources

As has been illustrated, databases of machinereadable records
facilitate the identification of wanted informational resources.
Automated circulation/ILL control systems are an effective tool
by which to locate machine-readable files of bibliographic and
other records.

Because of their capability to serve numerous access points
(libraries), clusters should consider loading several types of
machine-readable database files onto their systems. For example,
a copy of the members' union list of se-lais could be loaded onto
the computer system for access by all members. Another database
which could be created on the circulation system is the community
information and referral file, a listing by category of local and
state organizations providing services to residents of the area.

Those cluster offering public access terminals and/or dial-up
access from users' homes and business are encouraged to consider
Implementing an electronic bulletin board on their computer
system. Bulletin boards may used to support the community
information and referral file, or provide a means for cluster
libraries to inform pltrons on library events, programs, or other
happenings. It could 'coQ be used as an online "suggestions box"
with librarians conduc:Inc a dialogue with users concerning
library issues.

1.8.1 Clusters are encouraged to consider loading and/or
creating other informational files in addition to the
monograph bibliographic database for inclusion on their
central site circulation/ILL control systems. The
Board o4 Library Commissioners will consider requests
for funding from clusters, as available and
appropriate, to initially tape load or create a
database which would improve and increase access to
informational resources for library users.

Unfortunately, many useful informational databases cannot be

loaded unto circulation/ILL control systems because of their
nature, size, or ownership issues. Such databases are usually
accessed via reference/source database services. However, it is
iNportant that access to such services is provided.
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Because of the importance of the reference/source database
services, many libraries will individually provide the service,
or obtain access to the services through the regional public
library systems. Other libraries may use the gateways to
reference/source database services provided by the bibliographic
utilities. The computer system installed by the cluster for
circulation/ILL services should be capable of also providing a
means to telecommunLate out to reference/source database
services. A function designed to allow a member library,
choosing from a menu, to use outgoing ports on the central site
computer system for access to other computer systems should be
available on the cluster's system. A terminal used by the
reference staff to query the cluster's database could also be
used to access and search an information retrieval system
providing reference/source database services. All clusters
members would then have the means to access reference/source
database services and provide the services to patrons 'ocally if
they so choose.

1.9 explore increasing access to informational resources through
shared, Integrated systems

All three services discussed - cataloging/ILL services,
reference/source database services and circulation/ILL services -
usually function from three separate database files, usually on
separate computer systems, requiring a variety of terminals and
operating skills. Librarians and system vendors have always
envisioned, and some have attempted and succeeded in
"integrating" most of the common and more heavily-used functions
into a single function database, taking advantage of few terminal
types and a common methodology of operation. In such an
integrated environment a machine-readable entry is created only
once, stored in a single database, and then used as necessary by
each of the functions available. Acquisitions, cataloging,
circulation, public access catalog and serials are considered to
be subsystems of the total library system. Each approach, that
of the integrated system (multipurpose system) and the single-
function system has strengths and weaknesses discussed earlier
in this document.

An alternative to integration is that of providing compatibility
between functions. In this concept, a machine-readable entry
created by each function is stored in separate files. However,
each file can be accessed, read and manipulated by each function.
Therefore, while there is no single file, all data can be used by
any function on the system. Another aspect of this concept
considers that aIl functions are on separate computers. A user
may, at a terminal, interact with all functions without a need
for a specific purpose terminal, and all functions can interact
with each other and with their respective database files.

Librarians have requested many functions in an integrated system:
circulation control; public access catalog; MARC record
capability to accept, change, display, and output full MARC
records in all standard MARC formats; authority control;
acquisition, materials booking; reserve book room control;
serials control; local rffpr7nce files and community information;
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word processing; information and referral files; electronic mail;
COM catalog production; remote terminal access; two-way ;able
television; teletext capabilities; payroll and check production;
budget control; staff scheduling; personapl records; personnel
work statistics; access to outside databases; access to other
automated library systems; Interfaces to bibliographic utilities;
and inclusion of high-use indexes such as Magazine Index. Not
all of the above features are included in a single system at this
time. 19

There is a need for integrated systems, and for the database and
equipment unifying purpose they serve. However, some
considerations are necessary. First, there is no need to
integrate all library functions into a single database file on a
single computer system. For example, why integrate budget
control on a shared circulation/ILL control system when it is

probably cheaper for this function to be placed on a local
microcomputer? Statistics generated from the circulation system
can provide information for the budget, but it is not necessary
to use a larger system to perform a local function. The same may
hold true for payroll and check production.

Secondly, in Massachusetts, an important aspect of any integrated
system should be resource sharing. The system should be capable
of providing ac:ess to the holdings of all libraries sharing the
system, provide availability status, and facilitate inter-library
communications with electronic messageing. In addition, it
should include a means to access other appropriate computer
systems including other shared circulation/ILL control systems
and reference/source database services. Resource sharing as a
function should be Included with all the other desired functions
in any integrated system.

Librarians should realize that an integrated system is not an end
in itself, but a tool by which to serve the patron. The emphasis
should be in developing integrate44ystems which ultimately
improve services to the library user.

1.9.1 ClusiJrs should consider developing an integrated
system which includes the following functions:
acquisitions, cataloging, circulation, public access
catalogs, serials, and resource sharing. Resource
sharing includes intra-cluster electronic messageing,
and the provision of gateways to other computer
systems. Other informational database files should
also be considered for inclusion such as information
and referral files. The Board of Library Commissioners
will consider requests for funding from clusters, as
available and appropriate, for the necessary central
site computer hardware and software to implement
functions of an integrated system. The circulation and
resource sharing functions should be present before
other functions will be considered.

1.10 increase access into informational resources and improve system
cost effectiveness and efficiency by exploring and Implementing
remote distributive processing systems
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Cluster configurations depend upon telecommunications from the
remote 11,,rary to the central site computer system, and a
computer system capable of processing milli:As of transactions
from numerous librmries annually. There are several advantages
to such a centralized configuration:

only one bibliographic database is maintained, and
libraries need to make only one query to access
numerous libraries

b. only one computer room site must be prepared

c. only one set of hardware and software is needed from
the vendor

d. menber libraries share the ongoing costs of operations

In many instances in the state, the only way in which a library
could have access to a circulation control system was through the
cost effectiveness and efficiency of the cluster configuration.

There are disadvantages to the cluster configuration over single
library systems:

a. computer processing needs are greater because of the
number of participating loraries which usually results
in requiring a multi-processor environment. The more
processo-s needed, the more processor overhead required
which mmy affect overall system response time.

b. higher telecommunications costs
c. when the computer system fails, all participating

libraries are affected

'here are two basic alternatives to the centralized cluster
ut)proach: the standalone system and the distributive system. In

the standalone environment, each library has its own complete
computer system - hardware, software and database files.
Although it is effective for the sim-le library, it is limited !n
its resource sharing capabiliti since it lacks a shared
database. In addition, a stands )ne system is usually more
expensive on a per library basis than membership in a cluster. A

more viable alternative to the standalone which still retains its
resource sharing capabilities and economy of scale is the
distributive system.

In the typical cluster centralized configuration, nearly every
transaction must be telecommunicated to the central site computer
system online in realtime, from a database query to checking out
a book for circulation. This not only requires
telecommunications, but also central site computer processing
power to handle the functions and transactions. When there is an
increase in telecommunications or central site processing
requirements, additional equipment and funding for its related
ongoing costs are needed.

In a distributed system, many of the typical routine functions
are removed from the central site computer system mid relocated
on a small computer, probably a microcomputer, PI the local
library. For example, each time a book is chorged out, the
function Is performed on the local library's computer rather than
the central site's computer system. Then, after a certain volume
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of transactions or at a specific time, the information about the
library's transactions are sent In a batch to the central site
computer system, updating the appropriate files.

Not all functions would be relocated to the local library's
computer. The library would still have access to centrally
stored machine-readable bibliographic and other databases for
resource sharing purposes in this distributed concept. System
reliability would increase because some of the cluster's
automated functions would still be available from the remote
computers even if the central site computer system or
telecommunications lines failed. Further, there would be need
for fewer telecommunications lines which could reduce costs. In

fact, libraries may even consider replacing some of their leased
telecommunications lines with packet switched telecommunications.
In a packet-switched telecommunications system, the user pays
only for the volume of information sent to the central site
computer system over logical circuits rather than paying for
physical leased lines whose costs are calculated by the mile
rather than by the volume and time necessary to send and receive
information. Response time for other functions and transactions
may improve since the central site computer system is unburdened
from some of its transactional load. A major advantage of this
distributive configuration would be the decreased need for
additional central site computer processing power to accommodate
increased transactional loads of participating libraries or the
increased load gained when new libraries join the cluster.

There are a few disadvantages to this distributed configuration.
Equipment maintenance costs may increase overall for the cluster
because of the inclusion of the remote computers. Each library
would be required to prepare an adequate site for the remote
distributed computer system. Staff at the local library would

have to be trained in resolving computer system problems as they
occur instead of relying upon central site personnel every time a
systems problem arises. Vendors may require additional software
license fees for each remote distributed system installed.

Considering the possibility of 'Decreasing the need for
additional, costly computer processors when transactional loads

or the number of cluster participants increases, improving system
reliability when central site systems or telecommunications lines
fail by remotely distributing sane functions, and leveling or
reducing Increases in the number of telecommunications lines to
accommodate increases in transactional and functional loads,

remote distributive processing is of considerable interest in

cluster operations.

1.10.1 Clusters should consider and explore the possibilities
of remote distributive processing. Clusters may
request that the Board of Library Commissioners
consider funding, as available and appropriate, for

pilot projects to demonstrate remote distributed
processing. Funds can be utilized for necessary
central site hardware and software modifications
required to implement remote distributive processing
and the remote computers for no more than three of the
cluster's libraries. Site preparation,
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telecommunications and operational costs are local
expenses.

As has been stated previously, not all libraries are able, or
willing, to become members of clusters. It is particularly
frustrating for those libraries wanting to become resource
sharing participants through cluster affiliation but cannot
because of financial considerations. However, distributive
processing may offer a long-needed solution for these libraries,

Several library vendors offer automated circulation control on
microcomputers for libraries. While these systems may automate
the internal circulation functions of a library, they can do
little for resource sharing except to serve as terminal emulators
for dial-up access into clusters which most microcomputers and
communications software can accomplish anyway. Even though the
library is "automated", cluster members have no way of knowing if
the library owns a particular title, or if the item is available
for loan since it is difficult for the cluster to electronically
search the database on the microcomputer. These microcomputer
circulation control packages are not compatible and cannot be
interfaced with the clusters, which hinders effective resource
sharing. However, there may be two solutions which would yield a
microcomputer-based circulation control system which could
interact with clusters for resource sharing purposes.

The first alternative would utilize the backup systems for the
circulation/ILL control systems. Most circulation services
vendors have developed backup systems using microcomputers to
record transactions when the computer system is down. When the
computer is operational again, the transactions are uploaded into
the system to update the main files. If these backup systems
were enhanced to run all of the circulation and database
functions, a library could buy and utilize the backup system of a
neighboring cluster. They could convert their database through
the cluster, download it, and then operate as if the backup
system was their normal operating system. Ongoing conversion
would be conducted through the cluster as if it were a dial-up
access library. Then, at night, the library could upload its
transactions and update the appropriate files at the cluster's
central site. Thereby, all of the library's holdings are
included in the cluster's database, and the library's circulation
transactions would be updated by batch on a daily basis so that
other libraries not only know what the library owns, but whether
or not it was on the shelf only 24 hours ago. With the
circulation of most libraries under 1,000 transactions a day, the
lack of online in realtime availability status will not be too
crucial to the success of this alternative.

A second alternative would be to install the same remote
distributed systems developed for cluster members in non-cluster
libraries. Again, the non-cluster library would convert its

holdings through the cluster so that the database would be on the
cluster's central site computer system. Then, using the remote
distributed processing system as would cluster members, the
library uoloads its transactions to update the appropriate files.
The advantage of this alternative is that vendors are more likely
to develop, and libraries more likely to purchase, remote
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distributed processing than enhanced backup products.

Both of these alternatives depend upon good relationships and
contractual agreements between the cluster and non-cluster
library. in fact, the library may be considered a cluster
member, receiving specific limited services as compared with
other cluster members. Whatever their cluster membership
classification, all libraries could benefit from the development
of either or both alternatives. For the cluster member, it would
yield either a better backup system or remote distributed
processing. For the non-cluster library, the development would
yield a methodology for automating some of their internal library
functions. All libraries would benefit from the increased
oftoortunity for accessing informational resources for resource
sharing.

1.10.2 The Board of Library Commissioners encourages the
consideration of clusters, non-cluster libraries, and
vendors in developing microcomputer-based systems which
would be compatible and/or interfaced with clusters to
facilitate resource sharing. The Board of Library
Commissioners will consider requests from libraries
and/or clusters for funding, as available and
appropriate, for a pilot project to develop such a
system as described above, or another appropriate
alternative.

One issue raised in library literature is that distributed
systems may be a step away from cooperation - microcomputers will
free libraries to act,

'"

Independently of the necessary governance
required for clusters. Others point to the introduction of the
CD ROM disc and state that the era of shared systems is about to
end. While the new technology may revise current practices, it
will not end the need for resource sharing activities. A library
may operate its standalone system in whatever manner it chooses -
deciding which standards to implement, policies to conduct, etc.
However, it still needs resources beyond its own collection.
Therefore, if all libraries were to individually automate,
searching the collections of other libraries would be conducted
in either one of two ways: through a bibliographic utility, or
by individually contacting libraries until the item was found or
the dimes ran out. A shared bibliographic database still makes
sense for resource sharing. And only the cluster's database
files can provide availability status for all the items in its
database. Clusters also provide an economy of scale for ongoing
operations that the individual library cannot offer when
considering the issue of access to collections beyond the one
library's. Therefore, while new technology and procedures may
challenge the need for clusters, it should be pointed out that
the essence of the cluster is its shared bibliographic database
whether on disc or in mass storage devices, and the opportunity
to ascertain availability status online in realtime for all
database items. New technology and procedures will increase
access into this resource, not eliminate its need.

1.11 develop telecommunication linkages between/among access points

Resource sharing efforts are essentially based upon
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telecommunication linkages between/among access points - those
decentralized, individual components of the network including
dial-up libraries, clusters, bibliographic utilities, standalone
circulation (or online catalog) systems, and others.

One of the most important linkages is between shared
circulation/ILL control systems. With this linkage, libraries in
one cluster can search the holdings of libraries Its another
cluster and can also ascertain availability status. Inter-
cluster linkages dramatically facilitate resource sharing.

All computer and automated systems have unique characteristics
and idiosyncrasies. Most computer systems can communicate and
exchange data with other computers of the same make and model.
In general, however, computers from different manufacturers
cannot exchange data because of differences in hardware,
software, and data representation. Therefore, two library
systems with different equipment must develop special procedures
and software to exchange messages. If there is a need to add a
third syApm, additional sets of procedures and software are
required.

To solve this problem, the standards community developed the Open
Systems Interconnection (OSI) as a standard telecommunications
model governing the communication of information between
different systems. Under OSI, a system can communicate with any
other OSI system using one communication protocol. Adding a new
system to Oe network has little impact on existing
participants.

Although OSi exists, few vendors o? circulation/ILL control
systems have established procedures to link with circulation/ILL
control systems of different vendors. Although this linkage is
technical in nature, it is certainly feasible. Vendors, for the
most part, have dacouraged all types of interconnections rather
than foster them. Such an effort, whether openly conducted or
not, hinders resource sharing.

The Library of Congress-sponsored "Linked Systems Project" (LSP)
is an effort to establish communications between different
computer %teems for library functions using the ISO and other
standards. In the computer scenario of LSP, a user of system X
can search the files of system Y from a system X terminal using
system X search procedures."

There are other procedures which can be implemented for linkages
between/among access points. Clusters and other libraries
belonging to the same bibliographic utility can access each
other's holdings, although the ability to ascertain availability
status is lost. Clusters and those libraries with machine
readable records could produce CO ROM copies of their databases
and share them with other clusters. Clusters and other libraries
could also acquire terminals of the various circulation vendors
to access disparate systems (for example, a cluster using system
A acquires a terminal from system B to access system B and
identical vendor systems). This could be an activity of the
centralized cataloging/ILL center established by a cluster.
Another option Is the use of a microcomputer and software which
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can emulate the terminal type of the target circulation system.

An electronic mail system could also be utilized. If the
requesting library can identify an owning library, the electronic
mall system could be used to request the item. If the owning
library is unknown, messages must be left to determine ownership
prior to requesting the item. In this age of numerous electronic
databases, it should be a rarity to not be able to identify a
library owning an item.

1.11.1 Clusters are encouraged to make an effort to establish
inter-cluster communications for resource sharing
purposes. The protocols of the Linked System Project
should serve as the basis for these linkages whenever
possible. Clusters may request the Board of Library
Commissioners to consider for funding, as available and
feasible, pilot projects establishing inter-cluster
linkages based upon LSP protocols to facilitate
resource sharing efforts. Other pilot projects using
alternative methodologies and procedures will be
considered if LSP protocols cannot be implemented.

In addition, contracting libraries which directly
provide interlibrary loan services to members in the
regional public library systems may apply for funding
administered by the Board of Library Commissioners, as
appropriate and available, for a microcomputer and
appropriate software which will be used to access
cluster systems other than their primary cluster.

Linkages between cluster systems and standalone circulation (or
online catalog) systems, and between individual standalone
circulation (or online catalog) systems exhibit problems similar
to those of inter-cluster linkages. Reciprocal access tetween
clusters and standalones and between standalones would facilitate
resource sharing.

1.11.2 Clusters and standalone circulation (or online catalog)
systems are encouraged to establish communications for
resource sharing purposes. The protocols of the Linked
System Project should serve ds the basis for these
linkages whenever possible. The Board of Library
Commissioners will consider for funding, as available
and feasible, pilot projects establishing linkages
between clusters and standalones, and between
standalones of at least two typos of libraries, based
upon LSP protocols to facilitate resource sharing
efforts. Funds will not be considered for the purchase
of equipment, software, or a service which servos the
needs of an individual institution or a cooperative
funded by a single municipality. Other pilot projects
using alternative methodologies and procedures will be
considered if LSP protocols cannot be implemented.

Another important linkage discussed earlier is between the
clusters and bibliographic utilities. Accessing a bibliographic
utility from a cluster facilitates resource sharing beyond the
cluster because cluster members can Identify libraries owning
requested items. When a cluster participates in a bibliographic
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utility, non-cluster libraries which are also participants in the
utility's services have access to those cluster items converted
through or tape loaded into the utility. Access to informational
resources is increased and resource sharing is facilitated.

An online in realtime interface between a circulation/ILL control
system and a bibliographic utility provides cluster members with
the ability to copy bibliographic records from a cataloging
database and immediately place those records in the
circulation/ILL control system's database file. Such a
capability ensures that the cluster's database file is as up to
date as possible. Further, the interface serves as a time and
labor savings device. Without the interface, personnel must
either input cataloging records into the cluster's database, or
wait for a computer tape of machine-readable records provided by
the utility for .verger with the cluster database file.

1.11.3 It is important that clusters develop and maintain
telecommunications linkages with bibliographic
utilities for conversion. An interface may be needed
for the online in realtime transfer of machine-readable
bibliographic records processed during conversion.
Therefore, clusters may request funding, as available
and feasible, for the capital costs of developing an
online in realtime interface for conversion purposes
with bibliographic utilities recognized as such.

Another important access point into the informational resources
of our libraries are those libraries using microcomputers to
search the cluster's bibliographic databases for resource
sharing. The most common telecommunication link between the
cluster and the dial-up access library will be standard 3002
telephone lines. Agreement as to telecommunications procedures
and costs is the responsibility of the cluster and the dial-up
access library. Other responsibilities for cluster and dial-up
libraries were discussed earlier.

1.11.4 Whenever possible, toll-free lines should be
established at the cluster central site to reduce the
telecommunications costs between the remote dial-up
access library and the cluster. The Board of Library
Commissioners will endeavor to secure State funds to
partially offset the costs of the toil-free lines.

Dial-up access libraries should also telecommunicate with a
source of machine-readable records for their ongoing conversion
effort. If the dial-up access library is converting on the
cluster's database, telecommunications paths will already have
been established. if the dial-up access library is using a
bibliographic utility, telecommunications procedures will usually
be dictated by the utility's communications system.

Another access point requiring telecommunications will be the
remote library user at home or at a business searching the
cluster's datatase for informational resources. Again,
telecommunications will be based on standard 3002 telephone
lines. The cluster must decide on port allocation and whether to
install toll-free lines for users.
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A centralized telecommunications switch which may facilitate
telecommunications among clusters, between and among clusters and
standalone circulatior (or online catalog) systems, dial-up
access libraries, and users was discussed earlier. One switch
could service the entire state, or several switches could be
installed to serve geographic areas.

1.11.5 Clusters and other components of the network are
encouraged to explore the establishment of a

centralized telecommunication switch. Details of this
activity have been discussed earlier.

2.0 Facilitate existing document request and delivery procedures.

As access to the information resources of the Commonwealth's libraries
improves, the need for more efficient and effective methods of requesting
documents for loan and ensuring their timely delivery increases. The
ability to locate materials more quickly has raised user expectation of
actually receiving those materials without delay.

Libraries need interlibrary loan to supplement their own collections
in order to meet the informational needs of their local patrons. And
patrons want interlibrary loan. In a survey of library users and non-users
on Cape Cod, 97.2% of the users said that a library should provide
interlikcary loan, while 91.2% of the non-users expressed the same
opinion. On the days when in-library surveys were conducted, 4.6% of tw
patrons had asked the library to borrow materials from other libraries."
In another user survey in southeastern Massachusetts, 30% had requested
interlibrary loan at least once during the preceding three months."
Patrons attach a time value to interlibrary loan - 73% of those surveyed
are not will ing.uto wait more than 10 days for an item requested from
another library."

In many instances interlibrary loan turnaround time - that is, the
time elapsed from the patron's request to the time the material is received
at the borrowing library - is painstakingly slow because several problems
inhibit the process. Massachusetts is not unique or alone - interlibrary
loan throughout the United States has problems.

One of the most commonly c:ted problems is the amount of time consumed
in the interlibrary loan process itself. A brief examination of one
example of the interlibrary loan process may help identify bottlenecks.
First, the user requests an item a cluster library does not own. The item
requested Is located and an owning library identified in a database
which simultaneously ascertains availability status, either by the user via
a public access terminal, or by the librarian through a cluster terminal.
Or the librarian searches a bibliographic utility without being able to
immediately determine availability. If the item is not found
electronically, other searching methods are employed, and not considered
here. Once the item is located, the librarian must request the item from
the owning library. If electronic requesting exists, a message Is sent.
If not, a telephone call may be placed, or an interlibrary loan request
form mailed to the owning library.

So far, three bottlenecks have been uncovered. The first involves the
the user's library. If the cluster library does not hive public access
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catalogs, the user nay only search the library's card catalog. When the
user requests loan of the book from another library, the librarian may
conduct an intra-cluster search with the patron present, take the request
for searching later in the day or pass the request on to another staff
member. If the item is not located within the cluster, the next database
checked may be a bibliographic utility or possibly another cluster or a
standalone circulation (or online catalog) system. The interlibrary loan
process will slow further if availability status cannot be ascertained, or
if electronic ILL messageing Is not used.

In the next step, the owning library processes the request. If the
item is immediately available, the item is retrieved from the shelf,
processed, and sent to the requesting library. If the item is loanable and
not in, the item may be put on reserve, the request may be returned to the
requester, or forwarded to another library to fill. The three bottlenecks
are obvious. First, the supplying library must process the request. This
could take time because of understaffed libraries and overwhelming
workloads. A second delay would occur if the item were not i-mediately
available for loan and the request was either returned, forwarded, or
reserved. A third delay may occur in sending the item. The item may be
sent by mail, delivery system, or other means which at some point during
its Journey uses a motor vehicle.

In many cases, the interlibrary loan is processed promptly. The user
borrows the item and the information need is met. In other instances, the
item is not received for weeks.

Another problem with interlibrary loan hinted at above is insufficient
staff to accommodate all of the requests received. Interlibrary loan is
increasing in Massachusetts, and most libraries are not adequately staffed
to process each request as it is received. While many libraries want to be
"good resource sharing partners", interlibrary loan is becoming a burden.
Further, as more libraries contribute their holdings to machine-readable
databases, and those databases become more accessible to more libraries and
users, interlibrary loan will continue to increase.

A third problem deals with intrastate document delivery, especially
among libraries of different types. The regional public library systems
have operated a motor vehicle document delivery system for its member
libraries for years. A few library consortia, composed primarily of
academic libraries, have their own courier/document delivery systems.
Legislation passed in 1985 allows the regional public library systems to
provide services to non-public libraries. In 1986 the Eastern
Massachusetts Regional Library System began to provide delivery services to
several non-public cluster libraries. Unfortunately, many non-public
libraries do not have access to an intrastate document delivery system.

The Eastern Region's effort is commendable. However, it has not meet
all of the document delivery needs of the clusters and their membership.
Interlibrary loan among cluster members has increased, in sane places, over
200% In three years. The regional delivery system is having difficulty
keeping up with the increasing volume. Cluster members want more support
from the regional systems to meet their interlibrary loan needs. Daily
delivery with two delivery systems in operation service has been suggested
- crib system for intra-cluster document delivery and another for non-
cluster members, with at least one library as an intersection point between
the two routes.
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Further, non-cluster libraries want increased access to cluster
databases directly by using dial-up procedures or indirectly through the
regional systems. All regional system libraries have access to a cluster -
so, technically, all Massachusetts public libraries have access to a
cluster. Requests from non-cluster libraries for materials in cluster
libraries will Increase the volume of interlibrary loan requests. The
document delivery system will become further burdened. It is important
that the regional public library systems, the clusters, and cooperating
standalone circulation (or online catalog) systems (as appropriate) work
together to seek solutions through the annual Plana a Service.

Inadequate planning for interlibrary loan may cause overwhelming
p.oblems. There have been feN studies conducted about the overall
interlibrary loan load, especially document request and delivery
procedures. Information about procedures, recommendations, and
alternatives are neede-: for careful consideration in planning.

2.0.1 The interlibrary loan and information transmission process,
including identification of bibliographic items, document
request procedures, the handling of the request by the
owning library, document delivery, and the return of the
document to the owning library should be studied in order to
increase effectiveness and efficiency. Library
cooperatives, consortia, clusters or the regional public
library systems may request funding, as available and
appropriate, administered by the Board of Library
Commissioners, to examine all or part of the interlibrary
loan and information transmission process.

Despite these problems, interlibrary loan is proceeding throughout the
state. The regional systems are trying to cope with the volume and the
demands. Those libraries using OCLC as a bibliographic utility seem
pleased with the responsiveness of the interlibrary loan system. And
clusters are sending requests electronically even though several systems
lack a functional electronic mail/interlibrary loan component. While the
interlibrary loan process could certainly be improved, it has not come to a
grinding stop.

It is frustrating to librarians and patrons that items can be located
(with owning libraries identified) seemingly Instantly, but not delivered
promptly. Automated access to informational resources may be of little use
if the item needed cannot be requested and delivered in a timely manner.

2.1 facilitate document request procedures

The most efficient manner in which to transmit an interlibrary
loan request is by sending a request electronically to the
identified owning library. Whenever possible, libraries should
submit interlibrary loan requests in an electronic format. There
are several advantages of using electronic means for document
requests:''

a. ILL requests can be sent and picked up in minutes rather
than the days required for mailed requests

b. staff time needed to process ILLs is reduced. Telephone
requests that interrupt the library's workflow by requiring
a staff member to write out an ILL request wil! be less
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frequent.

c. typed ILLs should improve accuracy over handwritten or
verbally transmitted requests

d. libraries which have refused telephone ILL requests in the
past may be responsive to electronically transmitted
requests because frequent telephone interruptions for rush
requests w1:1 be eliminated and a record of the transaction
will be made automatically

e. electronic mail is less expensive to process and send than
mailed requests

Bibliographic utilities already utilize electronic messageing to
send and receive interlibrary loan requests. In the OCLC
interlibra-y loan subsystem, the requesting library identifies up
to five owning libraries where the request may be sent. If the
first library does not have the item on shelf, or it is not
loanable, the request is forwarded to the next library. This
function has been successful and is heavily used, as can be
attested to by many Massachusetts libraries. OCLC also offers
gateways to other databasAs, such as reference/source database
services, as an option in their electronic mail system.
Libraries participating in regional or State OCLC/NELINET GACs
may also use the electronic mall system to send interlibrary loan
requests to other GAC participants. All bibliographic utilities
should offer electronic interlibrary loan requesting to be
considered as such.

Intra-cluster interlibrary loan shoulg be the most efficient and
effective of all request processes. The ability to identify
the owning library as well as to ascertain availability status
should facilitate the interlibrary loan process since requests,
in most cases, will be sent to only those libraries indicating
ownership and immediate availability. If electronic messageing
were available through the circulation/ILL control system,
interlibrary loan requests cou:d be sent electronically to the
owning library, shortening the interlibrary loan turnaround time,
and getting the item to the patron faster.

Unfortunately, not all clusters have a fully-functional
electronic mail sys+em for interlibrary loan. All clusters
should have antra- cluster electronic mail systems which can be
used for interlibrary loan messageing. It is also desirable to
have a separate interlibrary loan messageing subsystem of the
electronic mall system. For example, after an item has been
located and the target library identified, the librarian (or

user) should be able to request an electronic interlibrary loan
request form. The form is filled in on the screen, and sent to
the owning library's mailbox. Having an interlibrary loan form
available online would establish a standard format for each
interlibrary loan request rather than using a "memo" format in an
electronic mail system. In addition, having a separate ILL form
would differentiate a request for material from all )ther

electronic messages a library may receive in a day, and would
facilitate its prompt handling.

2.1.1 Clusters which receive funds administered by the Board
of Library Commissioners in excess of 50% of the costs
associated with acquirinQ And /or upgrading the hardware
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and/or software of the central site computer system
should have an intra-cluster electronic mail system
usable In the Interlibrary loan process avallahle
within the computer system. Use of bibliographic
record formats as messageing units is not acceptable 35
an electronic mall system.

Inter-cluster electronic interlibrary loan requesting is much
more difficult because of the many differences in vendor systems.
For inter-cluster communications involving like systems, the
electronic messageing systems in place on the central site
computer systems should be functional. Electronic interlibrary
loan request between disparate systems is encouraged, but may
have to wait until the Linked Systems Project and other computer-
to-computer protocol and technical solutions are more fully
developed before it becomes leality.

Electronic messageing for interlibrary loan requests between
cluster libraries and non-cluster libraries may take several

different forms. One of the more common intersection points will
be bibliographic utilities. With cluster holdings in the
utility's database accessible to non-cluster libraries, and with
the cluster's access to the database for non-cluster items.
interlibrary loan requests can be conducted through the utility's
electronic mail system. Libraries having dial-up access to
search a cluster's bibliographic databases for needed items will
probably be able to utilize the cluster's electronic mail system
to place interlibrary loan requests, and to receive requests from
member libraries if the dial-up access library's holdings have
been converted through the cluster.

Two other alternative sy:l.ms may be utilized for electronic
interlibrary loan requests. Telefacsimile machines have been
used to transmit interlibrary loan requests. In at least one
instance reported in the literature, using telefacsimile to send
the request was preferred over electronic mail since the the
latter involved going to the terminal, entering passwords, and
typing the text online. It was also preferred because -ome of
the recipients did not always read their mailboxes more thin once
a day whereas a telefffsimile transmission generally did not sit
in a mailbox as long.'"

Telefacsimile interlibrary loan requesting does not appear to be
a cost effective alternative to electronic mail. Telefacsimile
machines are costly to acquire, maintain, and to use because of
the telecommunications costs. A telefacsimile machine can only
communicate with another telefacsimile machine. Therefore, a

machine at each end of the Interlibrary communications line is

necessary. There are fewer and fewer instances when a
telefacsimile machine is needed for requesting an interlibrary
loan. With many libraries involved in a cluster and/or
bibliographic utili=cy, and many others dialing into a cluster,
there will be fewer and fewer libraries without some manner by
which to transmit an electronic Interlibrary loan request. The

advantage of telefacsimile is document deliv ?ry, nc` document
requests.

Another alternative is to use a common electronic mail system
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which is accessible by any library with a computer system or a
microcomputer. As has been stated, antra- cluster, intra-
bibliographic utility, and probably dial-up access library and
cluster electronic interlibrary loan requests can be handled with
existing electronic mail systems. However, there are few
practical systems for inter - cluster electronic mail between
disparate cluster systems. And there are hundreds (maybe
thousands) of libraries of all types in Massachusetts not
involved in a cluster, a bibliographic utility, or as dial-up
access libraries (for this discussion, these libraries will be
referred to as "unaffiliated"). However, these unaffiliated
libraries have a need for an electronic mail system for resource
sharing purposes. First, as databases on ^10 ROM become available
for acquisition by many libraries, more interlibrary loan
requests will be forthcoming from the unaffiliatel. Without a
common electronic mail system, the requests will e tP be sent
by mail or telephoned into the owning library. A'sa, these
libraries may want to attempt blind interlibrary loan requests
(the request is sent out to a library "likely" to own the item)
despite the uncertainty that the library owns the desired item.

Because of the number of members, and because it was designed for
libraries, it is recommended that the American Library
Association's ALANET system become the common electronic mall
system for Massachusetts libraries. ALANET offcrs an
interlibrary loan facility so +hat requests can be directed
toward any other ALANET member. Further, ALANET offers gateways
to other databases including reference/source database files, and
also provides timely information concerning professional
activities. Any library with a microcomputer, modem and
appropriate communications can access ALANET. MEDLINK is a
Massachusetts library consortium brokering ALANET sc vices in

Massachusetts.

2.1.2 It is recommended that ALANET become the common
electronic mail system for Massachusetts libraries. It

is recommended that clusters develop gateways for
members to access ALANET from their central site
computer systems. It is suggested that bibliographic
utilities also develop gateways to this important
library electronic mail system.
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The Board of Library Commissioners will consider, on an
annual basis, depending upon the availability of State
funds, requests from libraries to join ALANET. Funding
administered through the Board of Library Commissioners
may only be used for initial start-up costs associated
with Joining ALANET; requests for the purchase of
equipment, software, or a service which meets the needs
of an individual irstitution will not be considered
appropriate. Libraries participating in this program
must agree to utilize ALANET for resource sharing
purposes and must pay for all other costs for - period
of not less than two years.

A costs study should be conducted on whether ALANET
membership and services should be obtained through
MEDLINK as a broker, or ALANET directly.
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It should be emphasized that the recommendation to utilize ALANET
is not intended to replace electronic messageing systems in place
or planned for in the clusters, bibliographic utilities, or
between libraries. Using ALANET is recommended as a

communications means between dusters not utilizing the same
bibliographic utility, automated circulation control system or
electronic messageing system, and between libraries without
access to any electronic messageing system or the same electronic
messageing system used by other libraries. However, hen the
need arises for an electronic messageing System where one does
not yet exist, it is recommended that ALANET be considered before
developing/establishing a new system.

2.2 facilitate document delivery procedures

The document delivery mode chosen to fill a request should
utilize the fastest, least expensive, and most reliable means
of information transmission available. In many cases,
information resources can be identified, located, and frequently
requested electronically. Most often, however, document
delivery, the physical delivery of the information or the item
desired, is not conducted electronically.

There are many document delivery procedures in place in the
state. The re 'onal public lib-ary systems operate a motor
vehicle document delivery system among their members and are
allowed by law to offer the service to non-public libraries.
Several library consortia operate courier/delivery services among
their members. One of the most frequently used document delivery
systems is the U.S. Mail because it goes everywhere, and because
of the low cost of shipping items via library rate. Another
frequent mode of document delivery is the patron who travels to
the owning library to __.row the item directly, bypassing,
depending upon how the supplying library handles the loan, the
interlibrary loan process.

All three of these document delivery systems have inherent delays
and/or other problems. Heavy on-site borrowing from outside of
the library's primary cl:entele causes a burden on a library not
funded to provide an increased volume of service. Although
inexpensive compared to first class postal rates, library rate
may also be blamed for some of the delay in receipt of materials
experienced by libraries because the post office handles it as a
low priority. The regional public library systems deliver an
ever increasing volume of materials. Demand for services is also
Increasing. Cluster members are conducting regional interlibrary
loan activities through their computer systems and expect
regional support of their resource sharing efforts. In addition,

cluster libraries want to expand document delivery to non-public
libraries and to increase the frequency of delivery days. A

possible solution may be for the regional systems to operate two
document delivery routes - one for cluster members and another
frr non-cluster members - with at least one intersection point
(library) between the two routes. Another suggestion offered
would have the reoional system contract with a commercial service
to provide document delivery. Such an alternative has veen used,
with much success, in Pennsylvania for years and has prored to be
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cheaper than using the mail or United Parcel Services (UPS).34
The regional public library systems, the clusters, and
cooperating standalone circulation (or online catalog) systems
(as appropriate) should cooperatively identify needs, consider
issues such as budgeting, and develop recommendations on how 10
improve document delivery services and information transmission.

Some libraries are beginning to consider the merit of obtaining
documents from a commercial documents provider rather than
through the interlibrary loan process. The cited advantages are
that all costs are borne by the borrowing library, the turnaround
time may be reduced, and the hassle of keeping records for
copyright purposes is eliminated. Most of these commercial
documents providers depend wholly or partially upon full text
electronic databases to meet users' requests. Full text
databases are just that - the content, as well as the citation to
the content, Is available online in realtime. Users need only
identify which sources they need, and the full text can be
downloaded to their computer immediately or printed out and sent
to the requester within a few days. Commercial information
vendors such as DIALOG and Information Acms Company see full
text files as a document delivery mechanism.

Other existing or developing forms of full text databases seem to
be encompassing two trends. One concerns storage and retrieval
as a product of publishing. The other is a trend toward
transdlttiqg information directly to the individual's home or
business. Electronic publishi-g, in its pure sense, is a far
more -adical service than document delivery. In electronic
publishing, the computer network becomes the primary medium for
the creation, storage, and dissemination of a document. Among
the advantages of electronic publishing are the low cost of
creating and storing information, and the ability tolGetrieve
relevant portions of that information selectively." Some
publishers have begun to make Journals available in full text
online (the tiarvard Business Review, for example) and there is a
movement to make more Journals available in full text online.
This could work to the advantage of many libraries, especially
those with space and/or budget limitations. Rather than
acquiring Journal subscriptions for infrequently used sources,
the library could purchase only those articles requested by
patrons. In the long run, this practice may save funds in
materials budgets, and it will certainly save shelf space and
processing costs.

The other trend, to transmit information directly to the
indiviaualls home or business usually involves teletext and
videotex systems. Videotex utilizes coaxial cable, fiber optics
cable, microwave or satellites to link the home or office to a
remote computer which stores information. The searcher, in a

two-way interactive mode, queries a desired file and requests
information transmitted to a television, terminal, computer
screen or some other receiver. Teletext is designed4or limited
information retrieval and is active in one direction.'"

A videotex system could provi,') remote access to the library's
online catalog, community calendar, Information and referral
file, or other databases to locate and deliver information.
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Information could be delivered almost anywhere outside of the
library. Libraries which have the opportunity to work with
videotex (or are even limited to teletext) should develop for
themselves, or in coordination with their local agencies, new
information files and make existing files available
electronically.

Full text databases are not, at this time, an all encompassing
solution to the need for document delivery in libraries. The
more immediate reality is that many libraries are interested in
more efficient and faster means of document delivery, at a time
when full text online databases and other advanced technologi2q
such as videotex are only beginning to address those needs."'
The only currently promoted technology which could be identified
to assist in 4the actual physical transport of materials is
telefacsimile. However, telefacsimile may ue viewed as only an
interim step and may become a technological4ginosaur when full
text databases become more readily available. "'

A

Facsimile relays alphanumeric characters and graphics to distant
sites across standard telephone lines, private transmission
lines, or in some cases, microwave relay systems and satellites.
A facsimile device can be thought of as a type of copier that
electronically sends the image of the original document to a
remote location, yliere it is reproduced as a copy or "facsimile"
of the original. It is usually referred to "telefacsimile"
when telephone lines are used as the transmission medium.

Most of the older facsimile machine were analog devices,
operating on light and dark differentiations to transmit and
reproduce the image. These machines took as long as six minutes
to transmit a single page. However, newer digital machines based
on CCITT's (the Consultative Committee for internrtional
Telephone and Telegraph) Group III standards transmit a page in
15 to 60 seconds. This dramatic increase in speed of
transmission makes the cost of sending pages, even at long
distance telephone charges, com4arable to the least expensive of
the document courier services. Group IV standards which are
expected to be completed in late 1987 or early 1988 will produce
'even faster machines, connect directly to computers so that
electronic files can be transmitted without need for a paper
copy, Jand have store and forward facilities for electronic
mail. 0

There are several costs associated with tne operation of
telefacsimile equipment - the cost of the equipment
continuing equipment-related expenses such as maintenance and
supplies, and telecommunications. Essential features of machine
functions include: automatic feed; unattended operations,
Including the capability to record all machine act'-'ty;
automatic dialing and batch transmissions at preselects,. times."'
Currently, each page must be copied from the original bound
volume prior to transmission because the page .a be transmitted
must lie flat on the machine. A highly desirable feature would
eliminate the step of having to make a photocopy of the page to
be transmitted. A library staffer could stand at the machine and
transmit each page from the original bound volume.
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The short-term prognosis for telefacsimile is promising. A
facsimile project in Illinois demonstrated that the availability
of facsimile increases interlibrary loan activity. At an average
of five pages per docur:ant, the costs ranged from $1.36 to $2.94
per document. The average turnaround time to request and receive
and item by telefacsimile was 4.25 hours. The average time to
request the item by phone and receive it by telefacsimile was
6.82 hours. It took two days to request it by phone and receive
it by a library delivery system, and it took over four days to
request the item by telefacsimile and receive it via the delivery
system. The average time to request the item by mail and receive
it in the delivery system was almost six days. The average cost

purchase the requested exceeded nine dollars and took no
less than seventeen days.'

Telefacsimile is not the total solution to document delivery. It

requires that all participants have a facsimile machine and the
internal resources to support the activities. Certainly
telefacsimile has a role in resource sharing and interlibrary
loan which should be identified and examined. Telefacsimile may
work best for short length documents which have been identified
through union lists. The process becomes cheaper per document as
volume increases. It may be the best tool in the document
delivery process until availability of full text databases
becomes widespread.

2.2.1 Library consortia may request that the Board of Library
Commissioners consider requests for funding, as
available and appropriate, for pilot projects to
demonstrate the applicability and functionality of
telefacsimile for document delivery. Pilot projects
cannot involve more Aran twenty-five percent of the
consortia membership. Projects should be based upon
the employment of an existing union list(s) to identify
and locate requested items. Funds may be allocated for
acquiring equipment only and cannot be utilized for
operational, telecommunications and maintenance costs.
Projects must run for no less than two years.
Equipment must be returned in working order to the
Board of Library Commissioners if the project operees
for less than the two year period. Extensive cost and
usage evaluations of the progress of the pilot project
will be required. The Board of Library Commissioners
will consider requests for funding to expand successful
pilot projects after the pilot project has terminated
and evaluative data has been submitted for review.

The problems surrounding document request and delivery must be solved
in order to improve services to patrons. It is not enough to create access
to the machine readable databases which represent informational sources.
Informational sources must be requested and delivered to patrons in a
timely fashion. More effort must be made by cluster members, consortia,
members of the regional public library systems and other libraries to
identify and specify problems, recommend alternatives, and effect changes.
Member of he regional public library systems are again reminded that the
annual Plan of Service is the appropriate mechanism for introducing and
implementing changes in services.
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Further, the interlibrary loan process must be kept simple. Patrons
should be allowed and encouraged to expand their participation in the
process, ultimately reducing the library's resources needed to conduct an
interlibrary loan. For example, public access catalogs in cluster
environments allowing a patron to search the holdings of all cluster
participants for desired sources, to generate a hold on an item owned by
another library, to request it electronically, and to establish a "reserve"

for it once it arrives ham the supplying library would facilitate the
interlibrary loan process:"

3.0 Develop an ongoing education program on resource sharing.

Education is important in any automated resource sharing effort. Many

of the planning and other skit's necessary to initiate and implement
automation projects are not included in the curriculum of graduate library
science programs. Further, introducing and applying automated technologies
alters +ne internal operations of al! libraries, and staff must be
continually trained about new procedures and functions.

Librarians need training for various activities at various levels.
Libraries using microcomputers for dial-up access into cluster databases
have different informational and training needs than cluster libraries
introducing public access catalogs. Some librarians have little or no
experience with computers, or automated resource sharing and need
1.troductory information before beginning to wo.k with specifics. There is
also a need for informational workshops for trustees, library governing
officials, and other administrators to introduce, explain and demonstrate
tne numerous concepts and alternatives.

Further, there is a need to meet 'he specific educational needs of
library staff by taking advantage of educational technology. For example,
circulation staff in cluster libraries are always changing. Rather than
having the systems vendor provide live (costly) training for new staff
members, a training session could be videotaped and then played for new
staff as necessary. Some librarians are not participants in automated
resource sharing activities because they cannot leave their libraries or
travel very far to attend informational workshops. Again, videotaping the
workshops for latter dissemination to those who want 'co view the tape is a
possible alternative. Or workshops could be transmitted to remote sites
using teleconferencing technology so that the librarian may experience, and
maybe even participate in the workshop as it occurs.

There need for ongoing education, and there are many possible
providers, including professional associations, the regional public library
systems, the Network Advisory Committee, and educational institutions.
Continuing education needs should be assessed, existing and potential
providers identified, and a coordinated effort made to develop and deliver
quality programming.

3.1 The Network Advisory Committee should conduct a continuing
education needs assessment of issues related to resource sharing,
identify potential providers, and coordinate an education program
with those providers to increase the opportunities for
librarians, trustees, library governing officials, and other
administrators to become more familiar with automation and
resource sharing activities.

3.2 Library consortia mnyquest funding, as available and
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appropriate, from the Board of Library Commissioners to conduct
educational programs about issues concerning resource sharing
and/or automation. Such programs should be conducted without
attendance fees for participants (costs for necessary materials
for individual use, such as workbooks would be allowtble).
Further, the consortium should be able to reproduce the program
on videotape and/or make the program available to remote sites
using teleconferencing techniques.

3.3 A library consortium may request funding, as available and
appropriate, from the Board of Library Commissioners to conduct
training and/or continuing education programs for its membership.
Such programs should be of such content and scope as to be of
interest and utility for other library consortia in the state,
and should be available for dissemination via interlibrary loan
at no charge.
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11. STANDARDS

Standards are necessary in any cooperative effort. In the automated
resource sharing network, standards will be adopted to facilitate the
coordination pf resource sharing in a network environment by ensuring
compatibility. It is acknowledged that when accepting standards, there
is a certain loss of local autonomy; however, this loss of autonomy is

compensated by greater access to materials outside one's own collection.
Furthermore, there is a cost to following standards. However, there is

also a cost to not following standards - costs in duplication of effort and
in failing to receive the benefits from resource sharing.

Bibliographic control consists of those activities which are necessary
to create and organize records identifying and describing library
materials. Cataloging items utilizing cataloging codes, arranging items
and records for rptrieval, and creating the record structure are some of
these activities.' If the objective is to share resource access points
(clusters, libraries dialing-into a cluster, participants of bibliographic
utilities, etc.), a method of communicating bibliographic data is ,seeded.
By standardizing the structure, content designation, and dpta content of
the records, a high degree of compatibility can be achieved.'

Increasingly, since 1968, the MARC II format has become the
predominate basis for machine-readable bibliographic Information in
catalogino systems. MARC is used here to refer to all of the individual
formats. Bibliographic control for the network should be based upon
standardized cataloging rules (currently AACR2) and compatibility with the
U.S. MARC format of the Library of Congress. Machine-readable
bibliographic records produced by a bibliographic utility should be
consistent with AACR2 and U.S. MARC for any library using the utility or
Its bibliographic service center. Bibliographic database files on
circulation/ILL control systems should utilize these standardized
cataloging rules and record format. Cooperative library groups receiving
funds from the Board of Library Commissioners in excess of 50% of the costs
associated with the central site circulation/ILL control system or
equipment upgrade should agree to install a system that supports AACR2;
accepts, retains, and outputs records in the U.S. MARC format; and can
support necessary bibliographic authority contro!. Libraries receiving
funds administered through the Board of Library Commissioners to acces: the
clusters' bibliographic databases should agree to convert their ongoing
acquisitions utilizing the U.S. MARC format and AACR2.

Standards for holdings statements are being completed to facilitate
communications between systems. Simply linking bibliographic records is

not adequate if the holdings information is not understandable and
complete, such as In the case of serials. Resource snaring cooperatives
should adopt these standardized holdings statements as they become
available and strongly encourage vendors to incorporate the standards into
their systems.

Elements of the interlibrary loan request form should be agreed to in
the cooperative agreements between clusters, between a cluster and those
libraries using dial-up means to access the cluster, and between other
access points as necessary. Because it is recommendea that interlibrary
loans be requested in an electronic format, it is further recommended that
a standard electronic interlibrary loan form be adopted or developed which

can be used in all resource sharing situations. The exception would be
for those requests generated within a bibliographic utility which already
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has an electronic interlibrary loan request facility in place.

The use of telefacsimile in Massacnusetts libraries as a alternate
mode for document request and delivery will increase during the next
several years. Compatibility between machines is critical to the
successful transmission and receipt of information. To ensure
compatibility between machines of different manufacturers, the Consultative
Committee for International Telephone and Telegraph (CCITT) has developed
telefacsimile standards. Group I machines use analog transmission at six
minutes per page, while Group II can transmit and receive at three minutes
per page. Group III is subminute, digital telefacsimile transmission.
Because of the better quality and considerable telecommunications savings
of using digital transmission technology, it is recommended that libraries
desiring telefacsimile capability acquire CCITT Group III equipment with
downgrade compatibility to at least Group II to be compatible with the
facsimile being used In other libraries.

CCITT is also developing standards expected in 1988 for the Group IV
machines. Group IV telefacsimile machines can be directly connected to
microcomputers eliminating the need for interface boards and software
currently available in the marketplace, work with multiplexed digital
networks and asynchronous networks as well as conventional voice-grade
analog telephone lines, transmit a page in six seconds, and use plain bond
paper instead of specially-coated paper. It is recommended that Group IV
standards be adopted as soon as CCITT releases them, and that consideration
be given to acquiring Group IV machines as economically feasible.

Massachusetts has been successful in its efforts to facilitate
interlibrary cooperation by encouraging libraries to participate in
resource sharing efforts based upon automated circulation/ILL control
systems. Because the clusters have acquired systems that meet their
membership's technical and financial needs, there are many different vendor
systems in place throughout the state. Although systems of the same vendor
can usually communicate with each other, disparate systems have difficulty
in exchanging information because of differences in hardware, software, and
data format. Therefore, to have two disparate systems communicate requires
the development of special procedures and software. Unfortunately, if a
third system is added, the procedures and software will more than likely
need to be re-written to accommodate the requirements of the newcomer.

To solve this problem, the International Standards Organization (ISO)
developed a standard telecommunications model to govern the communication
of information between disparate systems. Called the Open Systems
Interconnection Reference Model (OSI), systems of different types can
communicate with each other by implementing the necessary layers of the
model. The Linked Systems Project (LSP) hosted by the Library of Congress
uses the completed standards from the ISO and the National Information
Standards Organization, and drafts of standards yet to be approved. In the
computer to computer scenario of LSP, a user of System X can search the
files of System Y from a System X terminal using System X search
procedures.

The first applications of LSP in production will facilitate
communication of bibliographic Information between the Library of Congress,
Western Library Network, Research Libraries Information Network, and OCLC.
LSP will join with other library standards (MARCa and AACR2) as the
essential enabling ingredients of library cooperation.°
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There is a need In Massachusetts to link the various circulation/ILL
control system in order to facilitate resource sharing. If clusters
implement the protocols from LSP, librarluis and library users will be able
to search the bibliographic databases of the numerous clusters to Identify
the wanted sources, and to ascertain eve:lability status. Such information
should decrease the turnaround time of the Interlibrary loan process.
Several vendors are planning to implement the protocols from LSP, and full
recognition and support of these protocols will encourage Its development.
Therefore, cooperative library groups receiving funds after July 1, 1989

from the Board of Library Commissioners in excess of 50% of the costs
associated with tht, central site circulation/ILL control system or
equipment upgrade should agree to install or upgrade only those systems
which have successfully passed the compatibility tests conducted through
the test facility hosted by the Library of Congress.

Standards utilized within the network will be evolutionary as the
technaiogy and the network develop. The Network Advisory Committee and
Board of Library Commissioners' staff will continually monitor standards
policies and operations.
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12. FUNDING

Limited availability of funding for network operations is one of the
major barriars to resource sharing in Massachusetts. The fir:Acta' basis
of the network components will be a combination of 1) local, state, and
federal funds and 2) revenues generated by membership and cost
recovery/reimbursement fees.

The most successful resource sharing cooperatives are those in which
member libraries have made significant commitments with funds from their
operating budgets and which view ttle cooperative services as an integral
part of their essential operations. Local funds should be provided for
library participation in the automated resource sharing network because it
is more cost-effective than is the effort toward self-sufficiency. In many
instances dollars are being reallocated within library budges to buy
access to collections of materials owned by other libraries. Funding
network operations becomes workable when the library recognizes its role
and begins to vi finance as the fuel for the network, not its chief
stumbling block.

This document is intended to serve as a guide to updating and
supplementing the tong Range, Etogrim 19,12 = 1991, which is used by the
Statewide Advisory Council on Libraries and the Board of Library
Commissioners when recommending and considering requests for federal funds
administered through the Library Services and Construction Act (L.S.C.A.)
In addition, the objectives and tasks included in the Lang Range, EMOCAM
are also applied in the majority of cases when recommending and considering
requests for Etate funds made available for library projects through
competitive grants.

Capital Costs

The initial establishment of network access points (shared
circulation/ILL control systems and microcomputers for dial-up access to
clusters) may require considerable capital funding for hardware, software,
site preparation, and other associated costs. Adopting computer technology
requires significant changes in library budgeting. The major problems are
finding the needed capital and convincing library funders that capital
investment is necessary.' Lack of capital is likely to be an increasingly
difficult problem because of limited financial resources, and because the
annual budget process enforces spending within fiscal year and impedes
accumulation of funds for future capital gains.'

It is important to differentiate between capital costs needed to
establish a cooperative service and the capital costs incurred by a local
library to access and utilize the service. A couple of examples may
illustrate the point. In automating a union list of serials, a cooperative
needs: a terminal or microcomputer to access a utility database in order to
convert holdings records to machine readable format; the personnel to enter
the holdings and to edit the records; and the production of the actual
union list in print, microform, or another format. In some cases,
participants must purchase hardware, as appropriate (such as a microform
reader), to utilize the union list.

The establishment of an automated resource sharing cluster requires:
preparation of a central site computer room; acquisition and installation
of central site hardware and software to run the automated functions
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desired; installation of telecommunication lines and equipment; and
training for central site and remote library personnel. Centralized
capital costs may exceed one million dollars, depending upon the size and
needs of the cluster as a whole. Capital costs for the local library
include: bibliographic record conversion, !tem conversion, patron file
conversion and piece conversion; acquisition and installation of terminal
and telecommunications equipment and lines; terminal site preparation and
personnel training. A small public library can expect to expend at least
S20,000 in capital costs for the first year of the project; medium and
larger libraries may expect higher first year capital costs.

Cooperatives should calculate total capital and ongoing costs
projected over a period of not less than three years, preferably five. It
is important to determine the relationship between capital and ongoing
costs. A less expensive initial capital cost may, over a three to five
year period, require a higher ongoing cost than a more expensive initial
capital investment. An example is the lease/purchase option. Leasing
equipment can be attractive especially when first year capital outlay is
less than to purchase the equipment outright. However, over a three to
five year period, the sum of the annual lease costs may exceed the one-time
cost of the capital acquisition many times over.

There are several sources of funding for capital costs related
to automated resource sharing projects. The following table illustrates
many of the capital costs associated with the services outlined in this
document, and identifies appropriate funding sources. it is by no means an
exhaustive list. "Federal" and "state" funds are directly administered, as
available and appropriate, through the Board of Library Commissioners.
"Regional" funds may, and have been, expended on automated resource sharing
through the annual Plans, DI Service approved by the Board of Library
Commissioners. "Local" refers to funding administered through, or on
behalf of, individual libraries.

capital Costs Item Sources of Funding

union list of serials
centralized costs
local hardware

reference/source database
service

hardware and software
training
telecommunications
database searches

shared circulation/ILL control
systems

central site computer hardware

federal, s+ate, regional, local
local

state, local

state, local
local

local

and software federal, state, regional, local
central site telecommunications

equipment state, local, regional
installation of central site

computer equipment federal, state, regional, local
installation of central site

telecommunications
equipment
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central site room preparation
retrospective conversion
item conversion

piece conversion
patron file conversion
remote terminals
remote telecommunications

equipment - standalor4 local

remote tai ecommunications

equipment - shared
terminal site preparatior
installation of remote

telecommunications local

training

local

local, regional
local

local

local

local

local, state
local

cataloging/ILL services
terminals
telecommunications equipment
establishing and/or

increasing access +o a
bibliographic utility

establishing a centralized
cataloging/ILL center
for clusters

federal, state, local

local

local

state, regional, local

federal, state, local

It is difficult to astablish a new cluster in twelve months or less.
In at least three instancet:, capital federal funds administered through the
Board of Library Commissioners to establish new clusters were not expended
within the necessary twelve month period, althJugh the funds were legally
obligated. Feder I law (the Tydings Amendment) allows funds from a single
fiscal year to be expended during a two year period - the actual fiscal
year (called the base year) and the immediate succeeding fiscal year
(called the carry-aver year). For example, federal fiscal year 1987 funds
may be expended during the base year from October 1, 1986 through September
30, 1987 and the carry-over year from October 1, 1987 through September 30,
1988. Federal funds cannot he obligated after the carry-over year of the
cycle.

For several reasons, including the actual timing of the allocation of
federal funds from the U.S. Department of Education io Massachusetts and
the planning and budgeting necessary to administer competitive grant
rounds in the State, clusters have usually been funded during the carry-
over year, leaving only a twelve month period for expenditure. Because of
the difficulty in establishing a cluster in twelve months or less, it is

recommended that the Board of Library Commissioners establish new clusters
only during the base year of the two year federal funding cycle. Then, new
clusters would have up to twenty-four months to establish themselves. This
restriction does not apply to clusters being established with State funds
or the expansion of existing clusters from either State or federal sources
of funding.

It is usually more cost effective to expand existing circulation/ILL
control systems to include additional members than to establish new
clusters. New clusters require such capital costs as central site
preparation and computer system hardware and software. Whenever it is

technologically and economically feasible, capital funds administered
through the Board of Library Commissioners should be applied toward
expanding existing automated circulation/ILL control system clusters to
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Include additional libraries rather than to establish new clusters.

Clusters and other cooperative efforts based upon automated
technologies should be encouraged to develop pilo projects which would
explore the application of new technologies to exl.and or improve services,
or which may result in imoroved cost efficiency and effecti..eness. Such
projects should truly be "pilot projects" - previously untried in
Massachusetts and/or not previously funded through the Board of Library
Commissioners. Further, these projects must be replIcable in simliar
situations if successful. Clusters and other cooperatives may request
capital funding, as available and appropriate, administered through the
Board of Library Commissioners for pilot projects and programs.

Capital equipment acquired and utilized in automated resource sharing
efforts is becoming obsolete more rapidly than ever, seemingly on the day
it is installed. An equipment generation is now typically five years at
the most, and it is debatable whether or not vendors will continue to
support, or if individual vendors will still be In business, throughout the
time tho equipment is expected to be functional and operational by its
users. Library cooperatives, especially the clusters, depending upon
automated technologies to implement services should be budgeting for
equipment replacement funds in their annual budgets. The prospect of
having to close down an online public access catalog because a vendor no
longer exists or will not support a particular function/application, and no
funds exist for the cooperative fp acquire equipment, could become a
managerial nightmare for librarians."

In the past, the majority of capital funds expended for automated
resource sharing projects was made available through the federal Library
Services and Construction Act. More recently, the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts has expressed an interest in the benefits gained through
automate" resource sharing. The State Senate filed legislation in 1986
which included the establishment of a grant program and mentioned resource
sharing as an eligible component. Fiscal years 1987 and 1988 funds were
made available through the State budget for administering a competitive
grant round for library projects. Several clusters and other resource
sharing cooperatives received funding through the program. The Board of
Library Commissioners and the library community should continue in their
efforts to convince the General Court of the need for state funds in

addition to federal funds fr- capital investment in resource sharing
projects. Any funding administered through the Board of Library
Commissioners for shared circulation/ILL control systems and other resource
sharing projects is conditional upon the avalle'llity of funding, the
appropriateness of the project or program, and the recipient agreements to
meet requirements spacified throughout this document.

Muni (Ongoing) Lasts

3scause of the financial unpredictability of categorical grants, local
network r4rti-ipants must be responsible for the system's operational
costs. Only rose clusters and other cooperative efforts that can be
maintained without grant money will be-viable in the long run. Local
financial resources may be scarce; therefore, librarians should begin to
think in terms of market creation and realize that improved services, if
they are truly improved and desired by users, will inevitably create an
!ncreased market which will result in provision for Increased financial
support. v

10
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Operational cost items will vary depending upon the resource sharing
activity implemented. For example, a union list of serials project should
continually revise its database to maintain the currency of holdings. This
activity will at least require labor and a terminal. In addition, a
revised printed union list, or a microform copy, will probably be produced
annually. Clusters have significant operational costs. Participants'
costs include local and central site equipment maintenance, the personnel
to manage and administer the central site computer system, training costs
for new staff or new functions, telecommunications costs, maintenance of
the database either through local cataloging or centralized cluster
c:aloging (conversion), equipment insurance, retainment of legal services,
supplies such as barcode labels and patron registration and charge-out
cards, overhead such as electricity for the equipment, air conditioning and
lights, and numerous other items and services.

The primary source of revenue for maintaining clusters and other
cooperative projects will be membership fees paid by libraries from their di,
operating budgets. Federal funds administered by the Bcard of Library
Commissioners are not used to support ongoing operations. In one instance,
State funds are specifically appropriated for the partial offset of
clusters' annual telecommunications costs. State funds provided to the
regional public library systems may be applied towards maintaining and/or
operating any cooperative project, such as a cluster or a union list of
serials, or for any purpose as determined in the annual Plans gl SerrIce
and related budgets.

Several of the costs associated with automated 'esource sharing should
be discussed in some detail. First, resource sharing is based upon
telecommunications linking access points. The tdiecommunications between
remote cluster members and the cluster's central site computer is primarily
a local cost because it supports an essential library operation -
circulation control. Responsibilities for telecommunications costs between
clusters, and between libraries using microcomputers for dial-up access and
clusters, should be specified in the cooperative agreements.

Telecommunications is essential to resource sharing, and it is one of
the costliest ongoing operating expenses. The General Court included
$200,000 in both fiscal year 1987 and 1988 State budgets for
telecommunications costs incurred in the automated resource sharing effort.
Funds were used to provide toil-free lines into the clusters so that ron-
cluster libraries with microcomputers could access the cluster's database
to search for user-requested items, and for telecommunications costs
associated with inter-cluster linkages. The balance of the funds were used
to partially offset the telecommunications costs from the remote cluster
library to the central site computer system. Although the funds were
greatly appreciated, $200,000 does not go very far hen there are at least
twelve clusters with over 200 participating libraries and about seventy
libraries using microcomputers to access the clusters. it is recommended
that the Board of Library Commissioners request the General Court to
increase the existing state funding level in order to reduce the costs
associated with the telecommunications links within clusters, between
clusters, and between dial-up libraries and the clusters.

Two closely related issues are interlibrary loan and document
delivery. For public libraries, interlibrary loan and document delivery
are usually viewed as two of the major responsibilities of the regional
public library systems. Non-public libraries usually depend upon the U.S.
Mail or a consortium courier service for interlibrary loan and document
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delivery.

Over the past several years cluster members have stated frequently

that the regional public library systems, specifically Eastern Region,

should be providing more financial support since intra-cluster interlibrary

loan was reducing the direct lending burdens of the regional contracting

libraries. There was more lending of materials between cluster members

than there ryes prior to the implementation of the cluster. As a result,

the clusters were beginning to assume a role in the interlibrary loan

activity that the regional systems are funded by the State to provide.

The issue of additional support for cluster operations is solvable

through the regional annual Plans of Service. If member libraries agree

that the clusters are assuming part of the interlibrary loan activities of

the regional system, the Plans of Service can be used as planning:financial

documents through which regional funds may be disbursed to the clusters for

operational or other costs to support the intra-regional interlibrary loan

function.

Many cluster members now find existing intra -state inierlibrary loan

and document delivery systems "slow" compared with the electronic speed of

locating desired materials in other libraries. Further, the current

regional document delivery systems are becoming overloaded with the volume

of materials handled. Although Massachusetts General Laws Chapter 78

Section 19F allows for the regional public library systems to contract for

provision of services with non-public libraries, this enabling legislation

is not being tak 1 advantage of statewide,

Interlibrary loan and document delivery are essential to resource

sharing in the State. Regional public library systems are encouraged to

expand their delivery systems to non-public libraries, especially those

involved in clusters. A revisio6 of delivery routes may be an intermediate

solution - establish a delivery system among cluster members, and another,

less frequently-scheduled route(s) amonj non-cluster members. Thi would

disperse the overwhelming volume of materials between twc rout, which

should facilitate materials handling. Additional state funding for the

regional systems will be necessary to dramatically improve document

delivery Short term improvements may be possible by carefully planning

routes and.reallocating existing reulonal funds. However, it Is beyond the

scope and responsibility of this .document to resolve document delivery

issues in the regional public library systems. The issues of document

delivery and information transmission should be studied. Then, after

recommendations concerning funding, policies, procedures, etc. have been

determined, changes may be introduced and implemented through the annual

PlanigiServIce.

Two other cost issues related to interlibrary loan and lending exist.

Increasing access to informational resources results in increases in

interlibrary loan requests. Several libraries which have assigned

interlibrary loan to one or more library employees as part of their Job

responsibilities are discovering that the volume of ILL has increased to

the point that the time required for the activity is becoming a burden on

the staff. In addition, with the capability of searching numerous other

neighboring libraries' collections online in realtime, users are now more

apt to drive to the nearby library which has the book on the shelf.

Therefore, some public libraries experience an increase in the circulation

of materials to non-residents users. As with the interlibrary loan

process, non-resident use requires support and, in some cases, reallocation
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within internal budgets for provision of service.

The Board of Library :ommissioners has long recognized these issues
created by resource sharing. Partial reimbursement to libraries which are
heavily used for interlibrary loan and by non-residents is desirable.
Existing state and federal programs administered through the Board of
Library Commissioners are not appropriate for such reimbursements, and
legislation is required to establish such a program. Therefore, it is

recommended that the Board of Library Commissioners prepare legislation
which would establish a state budget account for partial reimbursement to
heavy interlibrary loan net lenders. Secondly, it is recommended that the
Board of Library Commissioners continue +o seek a state budget account
supporting the legislation passed in 1987 which enables partial
reimbursement of public libraries with substantial circulation of materials
to non- asidents.

Fees mg Cost Recovery/Reimbursements

Other sources of operational funds for clusters and other resource
sharing efforts are fees and cost recovery/reimbursement fees assessed to
other libraries and to individual users. The issue of fees is continually
debated within the library community, usually around the user's ability to
pay and the library's role in providing free access Into information
resources wanted by any and all citizens. Following is a brief discussion
of the issue and how fses and cost recovery/reimbursements may be applied
in automated resource sharing.

There are several arguments for support of fee-based services to
supplement free basic services:

1. Wi*hout fees, the library is limited by Its budget to offering
only those services for which the library can pick up the entire
bill. Relaxing the library's stand on ifes will give it more
scope to offer a wider range of services."

2. The support derived from fees will cushion he Impacts of shifts
in the level of institutional support.

3. The k:hoices made by users willing to pay for services will
provide librarians with a vitally needed form of visibility and
feedback indicating which sgvices are most valued and which ones
are inefficient or useless."

4. Only certain users actually need the services. Users should be
given the choice of paying for the avallAility of the service
rather than not having the service at all."

5. A computerized retrieval system (usually a reference/source
database service) is a special service and should not be equated
with existing basict

"
resources and services needed to preserve

equality of access..

6. The purchase of a book with its ensuing perpetuities, is

thereafter available to many users and does not remain the
property of the requester. However, the online information
search Is highly personal, usually of interest specific to the
requester, and economically demandsla much higher cost since it
has no distributive characteristics.''

141
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7. Libraries have often charged fees for some services, even if they
were minimal, sucn as to reserve a book.

Opponents to fees argue that:

1. Free library service is an American tradition.

2. Users of public libraries will be dap" pled-charged since they
already pay for services through taxes.

3. If you concede that the right of access to information Is
essential in a free society, then having fees levied which
discriminate again those unable to pay creates barriers that
negate that right.'"

4. Online information searching is not a new service; it is the same
reference service which has always been provided but using new
tools and some new methods..

Surveys concerning fees and their impact are essentially inconclusive.
A marketing study conducted in 1978-1979 In Pittsburgh showed that 84.1% of
respondents indicated fees were not a main deterrent to accessing
information sources. There was a tendency to accept fees for computerized
literature searches (reference/source database services) more easily than
for interlibrary loans. Public library users did not see fees as double
taxation. Users stated that they pay fees for museums and parks as well as
highways which are publicly supported utilities. It was also stated that
services requiring fees are additionalloservices which are rarely asked for
by the ordinary public library user. Another survey pointed out that
demand decreases signifimintly when fees are imposed, even for those who
have the ability to pay."

A middle ground between proporents and opponents of fees includes 1)
subsidy or support for libraries so that basic information can be provided
free to users anti 2) fees for services which are tailored to individualized
needs.

z0
Many libraries now Impose restrictions on use of library

resources for non-primary clients. Fees for basic public library services,
such as entry to a library, a library card, or resource referral
information, are practically, politically, and philosophically inadvisable.
Libraries should provide a reasonable level of service to patrons at no
charge. Additionally, public libraries must consider reciprocal borrowing
and interlibrary loan as related to standing state aid statutes and
regulatiofl. Fees for services which were formerly free would be
unpopular. Fees may be acceptable for optional services for which
patrons could substitute their own effort or time. Libraries have charged
users for services where costs are readily idaqtifiable such as for reserve
notices, cost materials, or equipment rental.

It seems that many libraries could continue to provide a basic level
of free service suppler ated by patron-specific spelial services available
to the user for a fee." The most common pricing scheme is for the library
to absorb the Indirect costs and pass along the costs incurred directly for
the service. 24

For information retrieval (reference/source database)
services, the typical charges are based upon the direc+ variable costs of
the searzh which include database access and usage charges, and
communication charges, Some libraries also charge for the time required of
the analyst/searcher." 142
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People will pay for services if by using the service, they can save
time. If the library does not save them time, they will go elsewhere.
There should be no charge for basic services, nor should all user groups be
expected to pay for specialized services. However, it i4 preferable to
offer a service for a fee rather than not offer it at all. Fees should
be used only to supplement support from the primary financial source, not
supplant it.

Services between clusters, and between clusters and libraries using
microcomputers to access cluster databases, can be cost
recoverable/reimbursable subject to state and local laws and cooperative
agreements. Being charged for loans can be a problem to libraries. What
often occurs is that libraries will bypass those libraries charging for
loans, tlareby putting more stress on libraries with liberal lending
oolicies. It is unfortunate that libraries have a need to charge fees at
all. However, it Is an ideal situation in which a library borrows as much
as it loans, and it is the reality of many institutions that fees rust be
charged.

There should not be fees for loans among cluster members: free
reciprocal borrowing and/or interlibrary loan should be one of the benefits
of belonging to the cluster. Clusters receiving funds from the Board of
Library Commissioners for 50% or more of the costs associated with the
central site circulation/ILL control system or equipment upgrade should
agree to free reciprocal borrowing and/or interlibrary loan among members
of the cluster. Fees charged by the cluster to libraries using
microcomputers to access the cluster's database should include interlibrary
loan. The library should not be assessed an additional fee on a per
transaction basis.

In other resource sharing instances, such as inter-cluster resource
sharing, fees for interlibrary loan may be imposed based upon cooperative
arrangements because the frequency and need for continuous cooperation with
each other and/or the materials to be loaned may not be appropriate without
cost. The fees should be reasonable and reflect cost recovery or
reimbursement. Additionally, it is recommended that the fees be assessed
against individual libraries, not the cluster as an entity, unless agreed
to in the cooperative agreement. However, clusters and, for that matter,
standalone systems should carefully consider the imposition of interlibrary
loan fees, even on a cost recovery/reimbursement basis, when transacting
among and between each other. A quid pro quo system of free interlibrary
loan is desirable.
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13. GOVERNANCE

Governance, in the context of a liorary network, is concerned with the
relationships among the participants and institutions with respect to
accessing the informational resources, communication between access points,
and document request and delivery systems. In essence, governance
includes the basic definition and continuity of the purpose and existence

of the cooperative effort. As such, governance is a political process in
which the conflicting cc, at least, divergent views of the participants are
reconciled. The problem is that all the participants hold stakes which
they may be willing to invest but are reluctant to lose. So the process of
governance must recognize all the stakeholders and provide the means for
reconciling their differences. The role of governance is to assure the
preservatip of diverse objectives while achicving jointly perceived
objectives.'

It is important to distinguish between governance and management.
Management Is concerned with operational decisions used to achieve network
goals and objectives. Governance permits thosd using the network to
express their interests and concerns, and to establish goals and objectives
as well jas the policies by which goals and objectives are to be
achieved.

There are three instruments which provide the legal mechanism for
establishing a library network;

1. a statute enacted by a legislative body,

2. articles of incorporation together with bylaws, and

3. a contract or series of interlocking contracts

and when applied as governance may yield:

1. governmental library network - created directly pursuant to a
statutory mandate to act as agencies of their respective
governmental level (federal, state, or local);

2. quasi-governmental liorary network - an independent entity
created by statute, sustained by fees, and given specific powers;
and

3. non-profit, non-stock, membership corporation library network - a
separate legal entity, tax - exempt.

4. formal agreements - formal agreements involving two or more
municipalities to lease or purchase computer equipment to provide
specific data processing services as authorized by Massachusetts
General Law, Chapter 40, sections 4 and 4A.

A fifth type of governance structure without legal identity or status
is the unincorporated association and cooperative, a collection of
Institutions joined together in an informal manner for a common purpose.°

The activities of a resource sharing cooperative are framed by
agreements among the participants. Four basic kinds of agreements exist:

an Informal agreement - metual deciskon to vicperate, nJit binding
lq a
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upon the participants, with the disadvantage of not providing a
formal, unambiguous record of the agreement to cooperate;

2. written agreement - lists the activities in whidi members have
agreed to cooperate (a written, enforceable agreement is
especially needed if one library comes to depend on another,
whether or not there is a transfer of funds);

3. constitution - states the purpose of the organization and
enumerates the titles of officers and rules for membership; and

4. articles of incorporation - contains the same kind of information
as the constitution, but is a more formal document that is filed
with the state government and establishes the cooperative as a
leg,' entity. Incorporation offers several advantages: it

provides the cooperative with the rights and privileges of a
legal body, makes it easier to enter into contracts, and fixes
legal responsibil4ty providing limited liability for the
individual members. Incorporating as a non-profit organization
has the additional benefit of tax exemption.

It is recommended that cooperatives formally organize themselves under
articles of incorporation. Specifically, library cooperatives in

Massachusetts should organize themselves as non-stock, non-profit
corporations under Chapter 180 of Massachusetts General Laws. In addition,
all library cooperatives should file for federal tax exempt status under
Internal Revenue regulation 501 (c) (3). Library cooperatives wishing to
be considered for funds administered through the Board of Library
Commissioners for resource sharing projects should be established as a non-
profit organization under Chapter 180, and cooperatives planning to
purchase circulation/ILL control system central site equipment should
additionally have federal tax exempt status.

Further, it is recommended that library participation in resource
sharing efforts (such as circulation/ILL control systems, accessing a
cluste. via dial-up, a union list of serials cooperative, utilizing a
bibliographic utility, etc.) with other libraries, vendors, service
providers, state government or others be based upon formal written
agreements or contracts minimally defining individual and cooperative
responsibilities.

The Network Advisory Committee has developed a checklist of "Points to
Consider when Developing Cooperative Arrangements Among Libraries"
(included in this document as an appendix). Library cooperatives are
encouraged to use this as a guide when establishing or reviewing a
cooperative's governance structure.

public Libraries Resource Sharing Cooperative,

Because of the nature of their relationship as part of a municipality,
public libraries should consider the legal constraints of Massachusetts law
when considering governance structures and agreements for resource sharing
activities. It may be useful to consult with the local Town or City
Counsel regarding governance issues before committing to a resource sharing
prnjec4. This is particularly important for public libraries considering
cluster membership.

Chapter 7, Section 11 allows the board of trustees of any Town to

14G
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enter into agreements with the board or boards of trustees of any
neighboring library or libraries for the purpose of improving library
services. Unfortunately, Section 21 forbids this arrangement to involve

Cities. Section 11 provides trustees with authority over property within

the Town limits. It does not authorize the sharing of costs for acquiring
assets beyond the Town's political borders and does not authorize the
trustees to contribute funds to participate in the governance of an entity.
Therefore, Chapter 78 Section 11 does not authorize payment for equipment
unless the equipment is owned by the Town purchasing the equipment.

Chapter 40 Sections 4 enables a City or Town to contract by a formal
written agreement for specified services to be provided from outside of the
municipality, data processing being one of those services. Section 4A goes

on to allow Cities and Towns to provide services to one another. Chapter
40 clearly authorizes joint agreements for the Joint provision of services.
However, it does not authorize the payment of funds to an independent
entity for the purchase by that entity of equipment to be used in providing
the service to the municipality. A municipality must act as fiscal agent
for the purpose of owning the assets and providing the services to
participating municipalities who then pay for the services.

Chapter 78 Section 11 does not authorize the library to contribute
funds to or participate in the governance of an entity although Chapter 40
Sections 4 and 4A taken in conjunction with Section 11 of Chapter 78 would
authorize the Town, acting by or through the trustees of the public
library, to enter into agreements with other participating municipalities
for the provision of, or receipt of, services specified in Section 4 of
Chapter 40.

Chapter 180 allows for the establishment of a non-profit corporation.
However, there is no authority provided to a municipality to become a
member of a non-profit corporation. Therefore, there is no legal authority
for a municipality in using public money to purchase assets which will be
owned by a non-profit corporation. Libraries may, however, contract with a
non-profit corporation for the purchase of services allowable under Chapter
40 Sections 4 and 4A.

Chapter 44 Section 53 requires that all funds received by a
municipality must be duly appropriated. This could cause a problem for the
municipal library acting as fiscal agent on behalf of a library cooperative
which receives fees from other municipal libraries for the provision of

services. By law, the City or Town must appropriate the funds necessary
for the operation of the cooperative, and the municipality may determine
that it will not do so, or may somehow interfere with the operations of the

cooperative. Such interference could include the insistence of the
municipality that another department, such as the Tax Collector, share the
computer system with the libraries which could result in severely reduced
computer response times. Fortunately, Chapter 44 Section 53 allows for
special legislative acts that would enable a municipality to receive funds
which would not have to be appropriated and which could be managed by the
directors of the Ilbrary cooperative. Both the Merrimack Valley Library
Consortium and the Minuteman Library Network have received such
authorization from special State legislation.

The result of such legal constraints apparently causes restrictions on
capital acquisitions of library resource sharing cooperatives, especially
for shared circulation/ILL control systems. It appears that libraries may
not directly fund 'non-profit,eppties for the purpose of equipment

i
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(capital) purchases including the acquisition, replacement, and/or
upgrading of the central site computer system and/or network-held
equipment. However, because the municipal library may contract for
services, it ma' be possible for library cooperatives hosted by a
municipality acting as a fiscal agent (and which has special legislation
considering the provisions of Chapter 44 Section 53) to acquire capital
equipment from service fees as long as the fees assessed by ",e cooperative
to the municipal library are for services and does not specifically request
funds for capital acquisitions. If a municipality receiving services from
a cooperative determines that the service fees are too high, the
municipality may choose not to continue to receive services from the
cooperative.

This is not the best approach to governing a library resource sharing
cooperative. While incorporating as a non-profit, non-stock, corporation
has certain benefits, it apraars that this level of incorporation does not
allow clusters with public libraries to purchase data processing equipment
for shared use outside of the municipality or to utilize debt financing
(bonding for capital equipment). A quasi-governmental entity with the
following characteristics may be a more appropriate governance structure
for library resource sharing:

1. would have the ability to use debt financing to acquire, by
purchase or lease, automated technologies: hardware, software,
and firmware.

2. libraries of various kinds - public, academic, special, and
schools - would be eligible for membership.

3. capital funds could be provided by municipal libraries for
necessary equipment acquisition, replacement and/or upgrade.
Further, equipment maintained, leased, and/or purchased for the
legal entity would be for the exclusive use of libraries.

4. the entity would be entitled to receive equipment, services, and
grants from state, federal, local, and private sources.

5. the entity would qualify, or be entitled to be qualified, as a
tax-exempt entity.

6. the entity would have the power to contract for services as
necessary and approp late.

Quasi-governmental structures must be legislatively-established, and
membership participation must be approved by the municipality. Although
legislation was filed on behalf of the Board of Library Commissioners to
enable the establishment of quasi-governmental organizations for library
resource sharing, the Massachusetts library community was not enthusiastic
about the legislative effort. The Board has since withdrawn the
legislation. The problems with non-profit organizations, especially
related to capital acquisitions, remains.
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14. LEGISLATION

To facilitate automated resource sharing In the Commonwealth, it is

recommended that at least two legislative proposals be studied, drafted,
and filed with the General Court. This section does not offer specific
language but discusses those areas in which amended or additional
legislation is desirable.

Reimbursement of Interlibrary Loan Net Lenders

Statistics have shown that interlibrary loan volume increases as
access to informational resources through machine-readable bibliographic
records increases. "Horror" stories about dramatic increases in
interlibrary loan abound - some libraries claim an increase over a twelve
month period of 400%. Others have added a record into a bibliographic
utility on a Thursday and received an electronic interlibrary loan request
for the item the following Monday.

Most 1:braries in Massachusetts want to participate in the resource
sharing effort. However, in some cases, processing interlibrary loan
requests creates personnel and administrative burdens on these libraries.

Clusters have the resources to resolve this problem if infra-cluster
problem develops. Although funding to facilitate resource sharing is
provided to the clusters by the Board of Library Commissioners, the issue
of net lending within a cluster is an internal cluster policy matter.
Clusters should be able to use the computer system to alleviate
interlibrary loan burdens by equalizing the lending responsibilities among
its members. Clusters may also consider approving credits on central site
maintenance for net lenders. 'Jgardless of how a cluster handles
interlibrary loan within the cluster, interlibrary loan should remain free.
If a cluster member cannot agree to this, that library should leave the
cluster.

OCLC interlibrary loan subsystem participants have an obligation to
lend materials requested through the bibliographic utility's interlibrary
loan subsystem. Credits are issued to the library by the utility frr each
item loaned through the system.

Howiver, many libraries are dissatisfied with both cluster efforts to
diffuse the lending burden and with the amount of the crecri provided by
OCLC for lending an item. Some have stated that they will simply not lend
- others do so reluctantly.

Massachusetts residents need access to the informational resources of
all of our libraries. It is important that as many libraries as possible
agree to lend requested materials. However, the imposition of fees by a
lending library to recover the costs of the interlibrary !oan process will
probably become a barrier to resource sharing. Further, public libraries
are prohibited from charging fees for Interlibrary loan under their
individual membership agreements with the regional public library systems.

Therefore, legislation which will provide partial reimbursement to
interlibrary loan net lenders excluding intra-cluster interlibrary loan

should be drafted and filed. Such legislation should be regulated by the
Board cif Library Commissioners - for example, what constitutes an
interlibrary loan, how and what statistics are to be kept, establishing a
minimum interlibrary loan activity level and determining the ratio of the
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number of items loaned to the number of items borrowed in order to qualify
for partial reimbursement, etc. The Board of Library Commissioners should
charge the Network Advisory Committee with preparing a draft of the
proposed legislation for approval by the Board of Library Commissioners.

Amending Cable (Community Antenna Television Systems) Legislation

Cable television (CATV) technology has immense potential as a data
commuelcations msdium. CATV transmission bandwidth is capable of
supporting sophisticated high-speed communications between library accesr
points, such as between a main library and its branches, and can often.
"bypass" the need to use the network and systems of .fte telephone
companies. In addition, su'h a communications mechanism is well suited for
data communications between a member library and a cluster's central site
computer system.

CATV is legislatively establi!;hed in Chapter 166A of the Massachusetts
General Laws. Section 1 of the Uiapter defines the CATV "area or areas to
be served" as the municipality or a portion of a municipality. Although it
does not specifically forble, the Chapter is not permissive when it comes
to inter-municipal linkir- of CATV systems. Therefore, only thosn
libraries within a municipality in whir,' a ,';uster's central site computer
system is situated could utilize a CAT" .ystem for data communications
between the library and the computer. Libraries in municipalities remote
from the central site computer system cannot utilize the CATV system for
deal communications even if ihe municipalities are contiguous a.'d share the
same cable vendor. Telephone or some other communications mechanism must
be utilized where it is not possible to take advantage of CATV
:apabilities.

Legislation wh:7 would permit inter-municipal linkages of CATV
systems for the purpostl of data communications should be drafted and filed.
The Board of Library Commissioners should charge the Network Advisory
Committee with pr taring a draft of the proposed legislation for approval
by the Board of Library Commissioners. Despite passage of the legislative
amendment, 'Ibraries may find that cable vendors are not interested in
offering ind.:.-munir-lpal CATV communirltions. However, cable vendors may
fine date communications a lucrative business supplemental to their
entertainment interests.

Non- Resident Use of Public Libraries

The non-resident use of public libraries is an issue in those
libraries which have a high ratio of circulation of materials to non-
residents in relation to the library's total circulation. A.

differentiated from interlibrary loan wheroby the item requested is sent
from one library to anot!.er, non-resiaent use occurs when the patron
travels to a public library located in a community other than the one in
which he/she resides to directly borrow material. Circulation of material
to non-residents has dramatically increased as automated resource sharing
efforts have expanded. In 1987 legislation was passed which enables
partial compensation P3 librarieu with a high ratio of non-resident
circulation. Funding for the program was not, however, included in the
Act. The Board cf Library Commissioners will pursue the effort
establishing a state budget account for this program.

15
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15. RETROS*ECTIVE AND CURRENT BIBLIOGRAPHIC CONVERSION

Increasing the opportunity to access the state's information resource
relies upon locating a wanted item by determining which libraries own the

item. Automating holdings information provides effective access. However,

before an item is accessible utilizing automated technologies, the
bibliographic, information must be converted into machine (computer) -
readable form.

Retrospective Conversion

A retrospective conversion is defined here as the conversion of most,

if not all, bibliographic records of the library's holdings (inventory)
into machine-readable form. it may also include tha necessary preparation
of the individual item for use on a circulation/ILL control system, such as
barcodina a book, if that is a short term or long - tern, objective of the

conversion 'process.

There are several methodologies, with many options within each
alternative, of conducting a retrospective conversion of a library's
collection:

1. online shared cataloging database
Usually conducted through a bibliographic utility such as OCLC or
Utlas, a terminal connected to the utility is used at the I:brary
to search online the utility's comprehensive database. The
database catalog contains records from the Library of Congress
database and original cataloging records contributed from other
members. A large utility's database may minimize the amount of
original cataloging the library must convert into machine-
readable form. This methodology has many advantages including

access to a comprehensive database and conversion of holdings into
a full MARC record. Its disadvantages are that the library must
supply the slelled labor to convert holdings into full MARC and to
be, able take advantage of the local editing capability a utility
can offer.

2. batched shared cataloging database
Using this methodology, the library uses a microcomputer to create
a "short record" database on a floppy Oisk. The database includes
several searching points such as thr Library of Congress catalog
number, ISBN, author's name, title, etc. The disk is then sent to
a utility or a database vendor which can then run the short

records against the larger comprehensive database for matching.
The advantage to this alternative is that it Is easier and cheaper
for the library to convert data into short records offline than to
convert online into the full MARC record. However, a disadvantage
is that each match may prouuce multiple records which the library
must then review from a computer print-out to select the desired
record.

3. online local cataloging database
This alternative has become more economically and technically
feasible with the availability of microcomputers and optical disc
technology. vandors like The Library Corporation (BiblioFile) and
Library Systems 8. Services (MiniMARC) market products which store
the MARC file on optical discs (such as the compact disc read only
memory more commonly referred to as CD ROM) and then use a
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microcomputer and an optical disc drive to search the file for the
desired MARC record. Files that were once accessible only through
large computer systems can now be accessed through a desktop
microcomputer. The advantage to this alternative is the cost of
conversion is relatively low, especially when the volume of
conversion is high. The disadvantages are that many of these
systems include only the LC MARC database from which to draw
matching records and do not include original cataloging
contributed from other libraries which dramatically increases the
comprehensiveness of a database and require skilled staff.

4. importing a database

This alternative may be used when a cluster is installing a
circulation/ILL control system and few member machine-readable
records exist. Participants may want to obtain a copy of another
cluster's database, load it onto the central site system, and use
it for conversion purposes. The advantage is that the cluster
will have a database available online to which they can easily
attach item information which may speed the development of the new
cluster's database. The disadvantage is that the number of
matching records may be quite low if the database used Is not
similar to the database being created.

5. contractual retrospective conversion services

Several vendors offer libraries the option of sending them a copy
of their shelflist for conversion by the vendor's staff. The
advantages are that litrary staff time is not consumed by the
conversion process, and the conversion can usually be done faster
by the vendor t.,an by the library. Also, the vendor can usually
convert those records which are not found in the databases used in

411the matching process. Using this option requires that the library
caretully plan what it needs as output from the vendor is terms of
record format and content. Libraries will want to ensure that the
vendor has access to a comprehensive database of bibliographic
records, not Just the LC MARC database.

6. keying the records locally without using a database
This option is not recommended for a comprehensive local
conversion as the library creates its date base by keying in the
data without the benefit of using an already existing
bibliographic database against which to match its holdings. It is
never efficient to re-create machine-readable records which exist
elsewhere. This option should only be used to create original
records not available in a vendor or utility's databases.

Mott of these conversion strategies should be capable of storing an
offline archival copy of the bibliographic machine-readable database of
the library's holdings. If and when the library implements an automated
circulation/ILL control system, the machine-readable records created during
the rerospective conversion process can by loaded onto the circulation
system with very little effort.

No single conversion methodology may provide an entire retrospective
conversion. Many of the options discussed above can be used together in an
effort to conduct the conversion as easily, inexpensively, and completely
as possible In order to get a full MARC record database. Considerations of
methodology chosen should include:
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- availability and quality of archival records;

- availability and quality of imported databases;
- quality and format of records provided by vendors;
- time allowed for the conversion;
- availability of human resources;

- capability to include local holdings information at the time of
matching (otherwise the matched record will require subsequent editing

before it can be used on a circulation system); and

- cost analysis of the various alternatives considering the Issues above.

In the past few years, there has been a shift of emphasis in

retrospective conversion toward including more comprehensive levels of

description, even when the full range of data may not be immediately
relevant. The reason is thrt, even when thorn is a clear idea of the
immediate purpose for a retrospective project, there may be future,
presently unanticipated uses that will require additional types of data.
To exclude some bibliographic detail in a conversion now may be inviting
problems later. Many of the Massachusetts clusters which input less than
full MARC format records into their databases now must _J through a second
conversion to upgrade their databases to full MARC record format in order
to take advantage of the many functions offered through online public
access catalogs. With full MARC format and content bibliographic records
from the start, the library may still want to extract only certain elements
to use in specific applications, but the availability of the full record
may save copsiderable effort and expense in additional future
applications.

The full MARC format is becoming the de facto standard for
communication between physically separate bibliographic databases. Most of

the projects linking bibliographic utilities, and projects linking
disparate circulation control systems, will use MARC as the communication

format for the data being sent and/or received.

Therefore, any cooperating group of libraries receiving funds
administered through the Board of Library Commissioners for 50% or more of
the costs associated with central site circulation/ILL control systems or
equipment upgrade should have a full U.S. MARC record format bibliographic
database. Library clusters which have, or plan to have, less than the full
U.S. MARC record format as their database will not be considered for
funding.

Databases created on automated circulation systems provide a valuable
tool for retrospective conversion of library collections. Therefore, to

assist retrospective data conversion for libraries in Massachusetts,
cooperating library groups receiving funds through tie Board of Library
Commissioners for 50% or more of the costs associated with the central site
system or equipment upgrade should allow, for a period of time and under
conditions as specified on the contractual agreement between the cluster
and the Board of Library Commissioners, network participants to copy the
database at their cost for use in their own conversion projects. However,

such an effort should be considered within the issue of copyright
protections claimed at the time by OCLC. No cluster will be required to
provide all or part of its database for copying by another network
participant if OCLC claims it would infringe upon their copyright, whether
or not the copying and transfer of the database would, in actuality,
violate copyright.

Rcirospective conversion projects are costly, and should be preceded
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by a thorough collection assessment (and possibly weeding). Bec.ause
of the general local nature of retrospective conversion projects, and their
scope, no state or federal funds administe.-ed through the Board of Library
Commissioners are available for local retrospective conversion.

Retrospective conversion of special collections considered unique in
content will be -onsidered for State funding (as available) for cluster
participants. Library cooperatives which include public libraries as full
members will be considered for State funding, as available and appropriate,
if the converted machine-readable records would be made accessible through
a bibliographic utility and/or cluster system Such funding will not
amount to 100% of project costs as the project will require evidence of a
local effort to convert the collection. Additionally, the general
collections of the libraries involved should have been converted into full
U.S. MARC format prior to requests for state funds to convert the special
collections.

Serials are important in meeting the needs of library users. Over the
past years, many libraries in the Commonwealth have formed cooperatives to
develop union lists of serials. Union lists of serials become more useful
-hen holdings are converted into machine-readable form because of their
accessibility online, and because of the numerous offline products
available such as printed union lists and microforms. Access to serials is
further increased when contributors to an automated union list of serials
can search the online holdings of other automated union lists. In

addition, participants in OCLC/NELINET's Group Access Capabilities (GAC)
program may also access NELINET's New England Union List of Serials (NEULS)
project. Because of the importance of serials in meeting user needs,
library cooperatives converting their union list of serials into machine
readable form on NELINET's New England Union Lists of Serials (NEULS)
project will be considered for state and federal funds (as available).
Other retrospective conversion projects involving serials will be
considered if the converted bibliographic records are also loaded Into a
NEULS database.

Creation of. Machine-Readable Recorgs lot Current Aggaisitions,

All libraries participating in clusters, as well as most other
libraries, need a source of machine-readable records from which to create
records of the items they acquire on an annual basis. It is far more
effic'ent to access and utilize an eAlsting database of machine-readable
records than to create original local records for each item received.
Secondly, it is effective for resource sharing purposes if, during the
process of creating a local record, the information is stored in such SI

manner that other libraries can access the bibliographic record to find
which libraries own the item.

Library holdings may be converted into machine-readable form through
bibliographic utilities such as OCLC or Utlas. Utilities provide records
In standardized and recognized formats including MARC, AACR2, and LC,
Nations, Library of Medicine, government dosliment and other subject
headings. In addition, holdings information attached database records
increases the opportunity to access the item by other libraries for
resource sharing purposes. Memher-contributed original cataloging
increases the size of the database and the likelihood that a machine-
readable record will exist for the item being converted. Further, with the
appropriate linkages between the bibliographic utility and many automated
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circulation/ILL control systems, the machine-readable record need only be
created once at the utility, and then either downloaded online in realtime
through an interface, or tape dumped into the system in offline batches.

There are several products available in the market place whiCh assist
libraries in creating machine-readable records and many of these products
also have a linkage to automated circulation/ILL control systems. An
example of these products is BiblioFile, a CD ROM based local cataloging
system. Libraries use a microcomputer to access the Library of Congress
MARC records cn the CD ROM disk, attaching local item information when the

matching record is found. In most instances, use of a local cataloging
database as a source of machine-readable records is less expensive than
using a bibliographic utility. Savings are realized in telecommunications,
and the passed-through overnead and other administrative costs of the
bibliographic utility and/or bibilographic service center.

While these products may be a less expensive per record source of
machine-readable records than online utilities, the local holdings
information created during the conversion process is not accessible by
other libraries for interlibrary loan purposes unless it is loaded onto a
circulation/ILL control system. Therefore, unless a library has access to
a cluster's circulation/ILL control system, there is no online procedure by
which to access that library's database for resource sharing. Furthermore,
many of databases are limited to only those items cataloged by the Library
of Congress without the benefit of member - contributed original cataloging.

No library, no matter how well funded or managed, can meet all of the
Informational needs of its patrons and the same holds true for clusters. A

cluster may meet 90% of the needs of the users of its member libraries.
However, each cluster needs access to other library databases to meet the
balance of those requests. Further, a CD ROM-based conversion product may
meet many of the cluster members' needs for machine-readable records, but
it cannot meet all of the need. Many print and non-print items are not
cataloged by the Library of Congress. Without access to another source of
machine-readable records in addition to the CD ROM product, libraries will
have to convert some items with original cataloging although the record may
have been converted by another library and be available through a
bibliographic utility. Therefore, clusters should have access to a
bibliographic utility as a primary or secondary source for machine-readable
records.

Creating machine-readable bibliographic records through a

bibliographic utility also creates holdings information accessible by

members of the utility for interlibrary loan purposes. Therefore, the
utility's database can be a rich source of interlibrary loan for cluster
members and other libraries. However, it should be emphasized that
libraries may choose whichever interlibrary loan procedure(s) meet their
needs in providing materials for their users. Libraries are encouraged to
search databases in Massachusetts and/or request resources from other
libraries in the state before seeking materials elsewhere.

Many library sources identify four bibliographic utilities - OCLC,
Utlas, WLN (Western Library Network) and RLIN (Research Libraries
Information Network). Most Massachusetts libraries are limited in their
choice of bibliographic utilities to OCLC (through NELINET, a bibliographic

111 service center) and Utlas, Inc. Both of these utilities have strengths and
weaknesses. Following are the primary advantages of each to Massachusetts
libraries:
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Manta
1. The number of Massachusetts libraries participating in NELINET,

Including all public academic libraries, the Tri!1 Court libraries
and many non-cluster, particularly special, libraries.

2. The position of OCLC as the de facto "national database" for
libraries in the United States.

Utias Advantages

1. Several clusters in Massachusetts have contracted with Utlas for
completed retrospective conversion, increasing access to
Massachusetts holdings through the utility's database.

2. Online authority control.

There are also disadvantages to each utility. The two primary
disadvantages of OCLC are their price and copyright policy. For many
libraries, particularly small libraries of all types, OCLC services are too
expensive to obtain and continue. OCLC requires that a library convert all
(f its current acquisitions into machine-readable form on the syitem. This
conversion cost is beyond many libraries' means. Further, the costs
associated with accessing a record for cataloging or interlibrary loan may
be too high for libraries, especially if the library has access to other
sources of cataloging records. In addition, JCLC has "copyrighted" the
database and claims it owns member co,itributed records. The utility has
placed restrictions on their use by the contributing library, any other
library and many library services vendors. The copyright issue is
considered as a seriors impediment to resource sharing by some members of
the library community, and has yet to be satisfactorily resolved.

UTLAS, too, has disadvantages. Although it claims no copyright on any
bibliographic records in the system, most of the contributors are non-U.S.
libraries which may adversely impact the database's usefulness as a source
for cataloging and interlibrary loan. In addition, the Library Services
and Construction Act requires that the Long Range Program include "an
analysis of the State's reeds for development and maintenarce of links with
State and national resour-a sharing systems" (12.L. 98-480, sec. 304(c)(8)).
It Is doubtful that Canadian -based UTLAS can be recognized as a national
resource sharing system for the United States.

Either OCLC or Utlas is recommended as a bibliographic utility. Both
utilities could be used simultaneously because of the strengths of their
various advantages. The advantage of access to a comprehensive database(s)
for cataloging and interlibrary loan cannot be stated too strongly.

Libraries should evaluate their own needs when selecting a
bibliographic utility. Libraries which select OCLC are encouraged to take
advantage of an agreement between NELINET and Utlas which allows OCLC
archival tapes to be sent to Utlas for batch mode authority control.
Libraries which select Utlas are encouraged to arrange with Utlas and
NELINET for periodic dumping of their bibliographic database with OCLC to
further expand the resources in the national database.

Bibliographic utilities provide several alternatives which allow
cluster members to access machine-readable records. One alternative is for
all cluster members to be full, con ributing members of the utility with an
interface between the utility and the cluster's automated system for the
online downloading of bibliographic records into the cluster's database.
Both NELINET and Utlas offer "cluster memberships" whereby only one library
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In a circulation/ILL control system cluster needs to be a contributing
member of the utility. The library does all of its cataloging through the
utility. Any record it finds for converting a local item can be downloaded
online through an interface into the cluster database. The record Is then
available to other cluster members for attachment of their local item
information without further charge by the utility. If a non-utility
cluster member needs to convert an item not found in the cluster's
database, it may request the utility member to search the utility's
database for a matching bibliographic record. If the bibliographic record
Is found, the utility library attaches a "cluster identification numlx4r" to
the item in the utility's database and downloads the record into the
circulation system for the non-utility library to attach its iocal
information. The record in the utility's database with the cluster
identification number Is then also accessible by any utility member for
interlibrary loan purposes, the request going to the utility library in the
cluster for referral to the library actually owning the item.

The cluster utility membership alternative has many advantages.
First, the utility member library can access the database to locate
matching bibliographic records which it can download into the cluster's
database. There, the record can be used by other cluster participants
without further charge. Secondly, the non-utility cluster library has
indirect access to the millions of bibliographic records in the utility
database for use in converting local holdings. Third, the holdings
information of the cluster members downloaded by the utility member either
for their local use or on behalf of a cluster library becomes available to
libraries outside of the cluster, facilitating resource sharing. Fourth,
this alternative can co-exist with a cluster whose members, except for the
OCLC member, are utilizing a CD ROM product for conversion.

To further enhance the effort of contributing to the national
database, clusters using this alternative are encouraged to periodically
tapedump their database of all MARC format holdings into OCLC. Clusters
choosing this option may apply for funds (as available) administered
through the Board of Library Commissioners for the first tapedump of the
cluster's database into OCLC.

In addition, this alternative can be used with NELINET's Group Access
Capabilities (GAC) for interlibrary loan by cluster libraries of resources
outside of the cluster's database. A GAC is a defined group of OCLC and
affiliated librarie,_ based upon some criteria - for example, a geographic
region such as an entire State. NELINET and OCLC will allow any member of
the cluster with a microcomputer to access online in realtime the OCLC
database. The specific bibliographic record found will display the
holdings symbol of the libraries in the GAC owning the item. The library
can then request the item using OCLC's interlibrary loan subsystem. If the
item desired is not owned by a GAC member library, the non-OCLC cluster
library may request the OCLC member to search thl OCLC database for the
holdings of all libraries owning the item, and submit an interlibrary loan
request on behalf of the library. The more participating libraries in the
GAC, the mr-e likely the desired item will be found without having to
request the OCLC library to continue the search. This alternative proviaes
an "intersection" point for resource sharing between members of a
circulation/ILL control system cluster and Massachusetts libraries
participating in OCLC but not involved as members of a shared circulation
system. However, it should be emphasized that cluster members and other
libraries may choose whichever ILL procedure and process is most
appropriate to meet their needs, and are not required to access a
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bibliographic utility to conduct interlibrary loan.

The alternative discussed above, and other alternatives, may be
conducted through a designated centralized center in a cluster which
accesses a bibl 'graphic utility(les) for conversion purposes, and may
also, if the cluster and center are willing and a library so chooses,
assist in locating interlibrary loan information through the utility(ies).
A library could serve as this "centralized cataloging/ILL center", or the
cluster may wish to establish such a center with a separate staff as part
of the ciuster's centralized services, much in the same manner as some
clusters operate their central site automated system. Clusters could also
cooperatively establish centralized cataloging/ILL centers. A single
centralized cataloging/ILL center could be established for a region, or for
the entire state. In most instances, the contracting regional or
subregional library of the regional public library system that is also a
member of a cluster could serve as the cataloging/ILL center. Clusters are
encouraged to consider the appropriateness of establishing a centralized
cataloging/ILL center as part of the cluster's administrative and
operational services. Requests from clusters for funds, as available,
administered through the Board of Library Commissioners may be considered
for capital costs related to establishing centralized cataloging/ILL
centers. It Is emphasized that the proposed center need not conduct
interlibrary loan on behalf of cluster members to La considered for
funding.

Cluster members are not the only libraries in need of a source of
machine-readable records for cataloging and alternative sources in which to
locate user-requested materials for interlibrary loan. Most, if not all
libraries, should consider having access to a source of machine-readable
cataloging records which also display holdings information for interlibrary
loan purposes, such as a cluster or a bibliographic utility. Each time a
library catalogs an item that does not become a record in an automated
bibliographic database with the capability to display holdings information
of member conversions, and an interlibrary loan function, other libraries
lose access to a resource that may be requested to meet the needs of a
ibrary user.

Again, individual libraries may use a CD ROM cataloging product for
conversion. Many of the library's cataloging needs may be met by this
tool. However, the same problems exist as they do for the cluster member -
the product has a limited database and it cannot easily sLpport access to
the holdings of other libraries for resource sharing purposes. Another
problem in the individual setting is that the cost of the product is borne
solely by the library. The cost sharing found in the cluster situation is
lost unless the library shares the conversion tool with other neighboring
libraries.

NELINEL with the cooperation of the members or the circulation/ILL
control system cluster, will offer the non-OCLC individual library the same
alternatives it has for the cluster member. For cataloging, the individual
library can access the cluster database for bibliographic records for
conversion. If the needed record is not available, the library may request
the OCLC member to search the OCLC database for a matching record and
download it Into the cluster. In addition, an individual library can
become a Group Access Capab.lities member, using identical interlibrary

procedures offered to the non-OCLC cluster member. For both functions, it
is recommend, that the individual library have an appropriate
microcomputer r software.
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Therefore, with this NELINET alternative, the library will have a
source for cataloging records and at the same time will be contributing
records to a cluster's database thereby increasing access to the
Informational resources of the Commonwealth, have an indirect means to
acquire machine-readable records it needs for conversion through the OCLC
member, and have access to two databases (the cluster's and OCLC) for

interlibrary loan purposas.

Utlas offers non-cluster members direct access to cataloging services.

It is possible for non-cluster libraries tc access cluster databases on
Utlas which are maintained as individual files. Bibliographic records
contributed in this manner can be periodically tape dumped into OCLC to
enhance the resources of the national database.

Because of the importance of including as many libraries as possible
in the resource sharing effort, clusters which have received funding
administered through the Board of Library Commissioners should accept, if

technologically and economically feasible, access by individual libraries
approved by the Board of Library Commissioners. The libraries should use a
microcomputer on a dial-up basis to access their database, and may
contribute bibliographic item information to expand the cluster's database
holdings. Further, these microcomputer dial-up libraries should be
considered in the oldster's efforts to use a bibliographic utility for
cataloging records and, if the cluster and its members so choose,
interlibrary loan. For its part, the Board of Library Commissioners should
provide the necessary funds (as available) to the clusters for central site
equipment to accommodate the dial-up libraries. Also, the Board of Library
Commissioners should provide funds (as available) for individual libraries
to acquire the necessary start-up microcomputer hardware and software to
access the cluster for ongoing bibliographic conversion of current items
and interlibrary loan functions. Individual libraries should agree to
abide by the rules set forth by the cluster, convert their current
acquisitions into machine-readable form either through the cluster or a
bibliographic utility, loan as well as borrow materials, assume
telecommunications and other local operating costs o: lecessary, and pay
the cluster as reasonably assessed for access and other operational fees

for services provided.
i2L

Although Massachusetts is an Informi4Ton rich state, no library should
consider its resources so common that another library would not need access
to them. Therefore, all libraries in the Commonwealth are strongly
encouraged to consider participating in a bibliographic utility or a
centralized catsloging/ILL center. An alternative for some non-cluster
libraries may be the utilization of a cluster's database for conversion of
acquisitions, and the attachment of holdings information to the
bibliographic record for interlibrary loan purposes. Although the
availability status will always be "on shelf" for these records, the
holdings information searchable by members of the cluster and by other
contributing libraries will increase the numbar of access points into the
informational resources of our State's libraries and facilitate intra-

cluster interlibrary loan.

State and federal funds administered through the Board of Library
Commissioners cannot be allocated for the local conversion of acquisitions.
The creation of the bibliographic record Is a local ongoing operating
expense. However, funds could be allocated as available and appropriate
for portions of the capital costs related to making a bibliographic utility
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and/or a cluster's circulation/ILL control system's database more
accessible f,r libraries to utilize for conversion and interlibrary loan
purposes.

ENDNOTES

1. There are dozens of articles and books which discuss retrospective and
ongoing conversion of records. Issues and alternatives for rhiS
section are from four sources: Susan Baerg Epstein, "Converting
Bibliographic Records for Automation: Some Options," Library Journal
(March, 1983) pp. 474-6; Rob McGee, Discussion Paber, on Data
Conversion jg Library Automation, :ev. ed., Chicago: RNG Consultants,
Inc., 1982; Dennis Reynolds, Library Automation, p. 290; and Jon
Drabenstott, editor, "Retrospective Conversion: Issues and
Perspectives," pp. 105-20.

2. Dennis Reynolds, Library Automation, p. 284.
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16. TELECOM NICATIONS

Automated resource sharing in Massachusetts is based upon
telecommunications linkag". between libraries and computer systems, between
computers systems, and in many cases, between libraries. It is not an
exaggeration to state that automated resource sharing is almost totally
dependent upon these telecommunication linkages because of the
decentralization of the various network components.

Libraries may utilize telecommunication linkages to access a

bibliographic utility, a circulation/ILL control system cluster, a

standalone circulation (or online catalog) system, reference/source
database services, and/or library vendors providing acquisitions, serials
control/ordering, or other services. In addition, linkages between
computer systems are not uncommon. An interface to download bibliographic
records between a bibliographic utility and a circulation control system,
and the capability of a bibliographic utility to provide online access to a
reference/source database service provider, are examples of computer-to-
computer linkages based upon telecommunications technology. Linkages
between libraries are becoming more common, especially involving intra-
cluster tellcommunications. In many of the clusters direct
telecommunications lines between the library and the central site have been
superseded by alternative configurations in which a library has one
telecommunication line installed running from its library to another
cluster library. The telecommunications line from the first library is
then combined with the telecommunications lines of the second library and
sent (through multiplexers) to the central site. Such "shared"
telecommunication networks can save telecommunications costs, and may be
configured to increase the time the system is operational ("up time") by
improving reliability.

Telecommunication linkages between access points are necessary for
resource sharing because developing a steawide, monolithic database of
bibliographic records, while technologically feasible, is loss effective
when information concerning availability status is necessary to decrease
interlibrary loan turnaround time. All of the machine-readable
bibliographic records could be stored on a centralized database and
accessed via telecommunications by libraries throughout the state. The
costs to acquire and maintain the necessary computer system would be
considerahle. A I cumbersome alternative would load all of the machine-
readable records available onto optical discs (such as CD ROM) for
distribution to libraries owning the appropriate equipment and willing to
purchase the discs. This alternative has the advantage of removing the
dependency upon telecommunications for access.

However, in both alternatives, the bibliographic records accessed
would include holdings information only. Libraries using these
alternatives would have to contact the owning !ibrary through an
interlibrary loan request, an electronic message, or by telephone, to
determine if the desired Item is available for loan. One of the advantages
of accessing a bibliographic database stored on an automated
circulation/ILL control system includes the ability to ascertain
availability status of the item as well as ownership information. Further,
the members of a cluster obtain at least SOS of their interlibrary loans
needs from other cluster members and would need access to a statewide
database only 20% of the time. Inter-cluster linkages would be likely to
reduce further the need for a statewide database if it were possible to
ascertain availability Information from the link. A statewide database
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disbursed to libraries on optical disc is adequate for holdings irformation
only, while decentralized intra- and inter-cluster telecommunications
linkages increases the effectiveness of resource sharing.

Several ";apes of telecommunications links used are based upon analog
lines. "Dedicated online" refers to a telecommunications link utilizing
sole-purpose (dedicated for this use only) telephone lines and
modems/multiplexers between access point hardware (a terminal or a
microcomputer) and a computer which directly or indirectly provides a
service. The link is always "on", that is, directly connected to and under
the control of the central processing unit of a computer and the
telecommunications hardware. Because the telephone line is dedicated and
cannot be used for any other purpose and cannot contact any other location,
the telephone company charges a monthly rate based on the number of lines
and the distance between the access point (the library) and the computer.
The telecommunications charge is applied whether the library actually
utilizes the line or not.

The most common dedicated telecommunications lines in use in
Massachusetts libraries are leased analog "3002" lines from New England
Telephone. The "3002" lines are voice grade, the same that are used in
homes as standard telephone service. The only difference between dedicated
lines and the ones used in a home is that the regular house telephone can
be used to call anywhere while the dedicated line has only one destination
point. A "modem" (or multiplexer) is necessary at each end of the
dedicated line to translate computer digital signals into and from the
analog signals necessary for transmission using standard telephone lines.
Without "conditioning", a technique which reduces interfering noise from
the lines and applied by the telephone carrier at an additional monthly
charge, these dedicated lines have A reliable top transmission speed of
9600 baud, which is 960 characters per second, and can also be used at
slower speeds. Conditioned lines can transmit at faster speeds because of
the noise reduction. Dedicated telecommunication lines are employed when
the link is extensively used, such as intra-cluster between the member
library and the central site, and, in many instances, between libraries and
a bibliographic utility.

Another type of telecommunications link is commonly referred to as
"dial-up" which does not depend upon a dedicated line. Using this type of
link is almost identical to using a standard voice line except that
computer and telecommunications hardware and software are necessary for the
transmission, and the destination is a computer, not a human. When a dial-
up transmission takes place, a terminal or microcomputer with the
appropriate software is used to "dial" the phone number of the remote
computer system being accessed. A modem connected to the terminal or
microcomputer and to the standard telephone line converts the digital code
used by the computer into the necessary analog signals required to
communicate over the standard telephone line. A modem at the remote
computer system re-converts the analog signals into digital code which the
computer can understand. The terminal or microcomputer then communicates
with the computer to accomplish its activity. Dial-up telecommunication
links are generally used when the need for compunication between two points
is not extensive, and when the terminal or microcomputer is used for multi-
functional purposes rather than having a sole 14rpose. Massachusetts
libraries generally utilize dial-up telecommunic_,Ion linkages to access
bibliographic databases on cluster systems if they are not users of the
circulation control module, to access reference/source databases, and to
access library vendors offering services such as a source for machine-
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readable bibliographic records, electronic mail, and electronic bulletin
boards.

It is obvious that telecommunications is of critical importance to
resource sharing efforts. Two issues _usually arise when discussing
telecommunications and its impact on resource sharing - costs and
reliability.

Inefficiency in applying telecommunications technology and procedures
hampers effective resource sharing and seriously affects costs. An example

exists which illustrates this point. Many of the clusters' central site

computer systems and telecommunication configurations will only allow a
maximum of one terminal per computer port. That is, for every terminal
existing in the cluster, it needs one port. This is inefficient, and
costly. Most terminals are idle most of the time. Although they are on
de4icated telecommunications lines, the terminals are not transmitting
data, but waiting to do so. At the same time, the central site computer
port is idle, waiting for communications from the terminal. Yet every time
a terminal is added by a cluster member, a computer port is necessary even
though, in computer processing Terms, many of the existing terminals and
ports are idle. Once the existing ports are assigned, the cluster must
acquire another computer processor which could cost over $100,000 in order
to acquire additional ports. Additional telecommunications lines and
equipment may also be necessary, increasing the costs further. When these
newly-acquired ports are assigned, another processor must be bought, and
the cycle continues until the demand for ports is met, or the central site
computer system configuration can no longer be expanded to accommodate any
additional ports. in addition, response time, that is, the time in which
It takes the central site computer to respond to a communication from a
terminal, usually increases as more terminals and computer processors are
added to the configuration. This problem is particularly worrisome as
clusters begin to ..' online public access catalogs which will
require a substant, of computer ports and processors which, in

turn, will result in degradation in response time. This cycle
continues, negatively resource sharing efforts.

It would be far more efficient and less costly if the clater computer
and telecommunications systems could take advantage of "contentioning". in

this process, telecommunications and computer technology make it possible
for a computer port to accommodate more than one terminal. The terminals
cannot communicate simultaneously through the same port, but would contend
for the port when they need to communicate with the computer. However,
since the port and the terminals are idle more than they are busy,
contentioning usually does not result in long waiting queues. The
advantage of contentioning is reduced costs. Because more than one
terminal can share a single computer port, there is need for less ports,
less telecommunications lines and equipment, and fewer computer processors
to handle the terminals. If the computer system can handle contentioning,
but the existing telecommunications system cannot, then contentioning
cannot occur, and the one-terminal-per-port cycle will continue.

It is essential that clusters do not outgrow the ability to add
additional computer ports which are necessary to support cluster
activities, and it is also essential that the computer systems utilized by
cluster members be capable of accommodating additional terminals without
continually needing to add additional central site computer processors.
Therefore, any cluster receiving funds administered through the Board of
Library Commissioners which exceeds 50% of the costs to establish and/or
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upgrade central site equipment shocid utilize a computer system that is
capable of contentioning computer system ports. Any cluster which receives
funding administered through the Board of Library Commissioners for
telecommunications equipment may only apply that funding toward a
telecommunications configurai'on capable of contentioning with the III
cluster's central site computer system.

Intra-cluster telecommunications is costly, and telecommunications
costs are expected to rise. Severe! of the telecommunication
configurations used by the clusters do not take advantage of shared
communication lines vhich affects costs, and which also affects
reliability, another telecommunications issue. A couple of examples will
again illustrate the point.

In several clusters, a lib.-ary has installed one or more dedicated
online telecommunication liras directly to the central site computer
system. a "point to point" telecommunication configurPion. In st..me

instances, a clinic.* line is cost effective and efficient. However, in many
(Ames, it would be less expensive to design a telecommunications
:.onfiguration in which, when appropriate, the library has a direct line
installed to another cluster member which is anroute to the central site.
Then, at the second library, the telecommunications lines for both
libraries are combined and rather then two lines, only one
telecommunications ine comes into the central site from both libraries.
The communication signals are then passed through a multiplexer which
separates out the libraries' various terminal lines into their assigned
processor's ports.

(
B )

POINT TO POINT

-------------7------

1G5

6-HARED LINE
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In this telecommunications configuration, the first library alone

bears the cost of the telecommunications line to the other library. Then,

the two libraries share the costs of the telecommunications line to the
central site. The telecommunications costs for the first library have
decreased (If the routing Is properly configured) because it will be less

expensive to have a direct line to the second library and from there share

a telecomrinication line than it would to have operated a direct line into

the central site. The second library's telecommunications costs have also

declined since another library is now sharing the necessary line costs to

the central site

Reliability can also be improved with a modification to this shared-

lined configuration. In the point to point configuration where each
library installs telecommunication lines directly into the central site,

any time the telephone line does no function (goes down), the library has
lost Its umbilical cord (line) to the central site, and activities, for the
most part, cease. Circulation terminals will not work, public access
terminals will not work, and back-up procedures must be implemented. This
can cause considerable problems if the line is down for any length of time,

or if there are inadequate back-up procedures, such as the lack of a back-
up for an online public access catalog.

A "looped" configuration may be implemented with the shared-line
configuration. As before, one library installs a direct line to another
library and, f, om there, the two libraries share a line into the central

site. Two other libraries are configured in the same manner. Then, a

telephone line is installed between the first and second set of libraries
Through the two libraries which have direct lines to the second libraries.
The telecommunication line is not used unless one of the telecommunication
links fail. Then, the dormant telecommunications line is activated and the
affected libraries reverse direction on their telecommunication paths,

passing through the activated link and "piggybacking" their
telecommunications needs with those of the other libraries. When a link
fails, all of the terminals in the Mfected libraries cannot be used
without causing a telecommunications overload, but priority functions such
as circulation and, maybe, public access can continue, sometimes (but not
always - it depends on telecommunication loads) with a reduction in
response time. However, the advantage of this configuration Is that the
reliaLility of online access to the central site increases and the
potential for telecommunications downtime diminishes.

( A )__1_>-

16'6

CPU

Looped Configuration

Dormant Between Libraries
"B" and "C"
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( A _

B
CPU

Looped Configuration
Activated Because Line
Between Library "D" and CPU
Down. Backup Line Between
Libraries "B" and "C" Now
In Use.

Therefore, to improve telecommunications costs and reliability, any
cluster which receiver, funding administered through the Board of Library
Commissioners for tJlecommunications equipment should have in place a
telecommunications configuration which utilizes as few lines as possible
between and among cluster members and the central site, and should have a
configuration which can bypass temporarily-failed (fours hours or more)
telecommunication links so that a library sti!! has no less than 20% of its

terminals (libraries with four or less terminals twist have at least one
terminal) connected online in rea'time to the central site.

As is evident, telecommunications .:sing an.log telephone lines is

presently the backbone of decentralized automatbd -esource sharing in
Massachusetts. There has been discussion on how to reduce
telecommunications costs and Increase uptime and reliability. is all of

this necessary? Are there not alternatives to Ma Bell? Unfortunately, not

in the short term. There are several technologies which "bypass" the

telephone company - microways, satellite, packet-switched
telecommunications, radio picket te:hnology, cable television, and fiber

optics. Each has its own set of prnWems and issues.

Microwave is usually the most talked about bypass technology
available. Towers and dishes are cropping up like weeds all over the

state. But it may not be a viable bypass for libraries. Microwave
transmissions require "line of sight" because microwaves travel in a

straight line and cannot bounce off the atmosphere like radio waves, nor
call they curve with the curvature of the earth. In order to use microwave,

the or and destination points must be "in sight" of one ano+her.

If the microwave is traveling far7her than line of sight, it must be
booster' at another tower before continuing on its way. Microwave signals

cannot pass through hills or buildings but must go over them, which could
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ae an additional problem in an area likely to constrict office buildings.

It is estimated that at least 22 microwave towers are needed to move a

signal from one end of the state to the other.

Besides line of sight problems, microwaves are susceptible to weather

conditions. Rain and snow, not a rare occurrence in Massachusetts, may

affect transmissions, Towers, eaulpment, and the right-of-way legal

necessities make microwave very expensive and time consuming to install.

The only viable manner in which libraries could take advantage of microwave

as a bypass mechanism would be to contract for services from a microwave

transmission service, either private or public (like the State). Another,

not often discussed problem with microwave concerns the microwave dish

itself. Few local historical commiszions are going to be happy about
microwave dishes on top of 19th c,:tntur) Richardsonian public library
buildings.

More recently, satellites have been discussed as a bypass mechanism.
Like microwave towers, satellite dishes are dotting the landscape,
especially in rural areas where television reception is poor. Satellite
transmissions do not have the line of sight and atmospheric constraints
that microwave has. However, despite the satellite's power and ability to
penetrate through almost any atmospheric condition their near-term is
beyond most libraries' reach.

At this time, a geosynchronic satellite transmission's "footprint"
covers one third of the globe, more area than needed by Massachusetts
libraries. Each satellite typically has 24 transponders capable of sending
and receiving thousands of transmissions simultaneously. Satellite
launches cost about S75 millioi with launching ddtes already booked into
the 1990s. Unfortunately, because there is a waiting list to launch
transponders, unsold transponders are not available. Several cable
television stations share transponders, ono station broadcasting for twelve
hours, and then the second station broadcasting for twelve hours.
Libraries would need full-t.ma access to channels on a transponder for

communications. To send tuplink) and receive (downlink) satellite signals
requires two dishes at each library, unless all communications to and from

libraries are funneled into one or more earth station sites with the
necessary uplink and downlink equipment. Then the problem of each library

telecommunicating with the earth station arises.

In the 1990s, satellite communications will vastly improve when

gigahertz transmissions replace existing megahertz signals. Then the

footprint will shrink considerably, and more satellites can be launched

with a greater transmission bandwidth which will decrease satellite
transmissions' interference with one another and dramatically increase the

channels possible en each transponder. Until then and when and more
private companies purchase transponder capacity to re-sell to users,
satellite bypass is not feasible.

Packet-switched technology using X.25 standards sometimes replace

dedicated lines for telecommunications. In packet-switched
telecommunications, hardware and software installed between the library and

the computer system sends data in packets which selects different
telecommunications routes as necessary, always looking for the fastest,
most er or-free end iirect line, the most "logical" route. Dedicated lines

usually send a constant strum of data, and the origination point (the
library) and the destination point (the computer system) are considered

"physically" connected since the data always flows over the same lines.
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Users are only charged for the number of "packets" of data sent, whereas
the telephone company charges for access to the dedicated line whether or
not any data is sent.

Public and private data networks, such as Telenet, utilize packet-
switched technology. One of its lain advantages is that it is distance
independent. Users ',ay the same for telecommunications to access a
computer system whethe1- they are 100 miles or 1,000 miles away because they
are being charged for the volume of data sent and received through the

lines. Another advantage is the sophisticated error detection available in

tne technology. If an arriving packet has been corrupted during
transmission, the receiver will automatically request ttu.t the packet be
re-sent. Because the communications follows logical paths, its reliability
is increased over physical conaections since it will automatically re-route
around failed links.

Because of the cost of the necessary PAD (packet assembler
disassembler) hardware, software, the need for +he computer system and
telecommunication systems to be capable of working with packet-switched
technology, and the costs for the packets sent and received, packet-
sw, mad technology is usually not cost effective versus dedicated lines if
the distance between the origination and destination points is less than
400 miles. However, the costs for packet-switched telecommunications have
been declining. Considering its error detection capabilities, packet-
switching may become more cost-effective for short-hauls within a few
years.

Another type of packet network that is being implemented by some
California libraries uses r-dio technology. Data to and from the computer
system is sent on radio signals replacing all telecommunication lines.
Line of sight is desirable, but not absolutely necessary. This technology
may be promising depending upon the likelihood of eliminating interference
from numerous local sources such as other radio signals and microwaves.

One of the most powerful telephone bypasses uses cable television
(CATV) technology. Data is sent through CATV channels installed and
maintained by the local cable company. Lexington uses CATV communications
so that schools in the community can access the bibliographic database on
the automated circulation control system at the Cary Library. As CATV
channel bandwidths Increase, and channel capacity continues to grow, CATV
becomes a very viable telephone bypass.

However, there are several "political" problems with using CATV.
first, Massachusetts General Laws prohibit cable systems from inter-
municipality communications. Therefore, a library in one community cannot
use CATV channels to telecommunicate with the central site computer system
In another municipality even if the two communities are contiguous and have
the same CATV vendor. Secondly, many CATV vendors are not eager to
all -ate a channel for data communications since "entertainment" is more
proritable than data communications. Therefore, inter-municipal
communications using CATV will require a legislativ, amendment, and many
municipal CATV franchises are under no obligation, und in no hurry, to
offer even intra-municipal data communications.

Another popular telephone by, ass mechanism often discussed is fiber
optics technology. Fiber offers several advantages - it is relatively
noise free compared to the copper twisted cable used in 3002 lines, is

digitally-based rather than analog eliminating the need for modems, and
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tnousands of communication channels can be implemented in the same physical

space required for one 3002 channel. Fiber, for the most part, will

improve telecommunications reliability, but will not necessarily become an
important bypass mechanism. This is because the main installers of fiber
optics are the telephone service providers themselves. To the
communication providers, fiber offers increased reliability over existing
lines, can dramatically increase the number of channels capacity in

telephone ducts and lines that were becoming physically tight, and is much

easier to maintain. 'zany public and private packet-switched networks are
also installing fiber for the same reasons as the telephone companies. On

the more local level, fiber is commonly used in local area networks (LAN)
to improve communications within an institution, such as an academic
campus. Fiber will not become a bypass m.,chanism for intra-cluster
telecommunications except for those libraries which are part of an
institutional local area network and which also host the cluster's central
site computer system (which must also be on the LAN). As telephone
companies replace cooper twisted cable with fiber, problems with
telecommunication lines should decrease, positively affecting resource
sharing telecommunications.

If bypassing the telephone company is not an immediate or viable short
and/or long term solution to the telecommunication needs of resource
sharing efforts, what can be done? First, libraries should improve the
efficiency and effectiveness of their telecommunications configurations by
employing as few telephone lines as possible, and by having backup
telephone lines available to route around failed telecommunication links.
Secondly, infra-municipal or intra-institutional telecommunications users
should explore using CATV and/or local area networks based upon fiber
optics cabling. Third, clusters with intar -LATA (between two area codes)
telecommunications needs may reduce costs by replacing AT&T with another
telecommunications vendor such as MCI or Sprint. Fourth, intra-LATA
(within an area code) telecommunications is being deregulated which will
allow telecommunications providers such as MCI and Sprint to compete with
New England Telephone for business. A cluster may be able to reduce costs
if all of its New England Telephone telecommunications lines are replaced
with a competitor's. Fifth, it is essential that the Network Advisory
Committee, clusters, and others affected by telecommunications actively
examine private and public data and telecommunications service pros ders to
ascertain what is available and beneficial. Sixth, it is equally itoortant
that clusters and others explore bypass technology to replace or suppleoent
existing te.acommunications as it becomes technologically and economically
feasible. This includes the use of microwave, packet-switched and radio
packet iechnologies, satellite, and others. Therefore, the 9oaid of
Library Commissioners will consider requests for funding, as available, to
explore and/or experiment with viable telecommunications bypass mechanisms
or alternatives to New England Telephone and AT&T which could be utilized
for resource sharing purposes.

There is another possibility which could reduce a cluster's dependency

on telecommunications. Currently, every time a cluster library uses a
term'nal for any circulation purpose such as to discharge or charge a book,
it is necessary to telecommunicate with the cluster's central computer
system. Some of this telecommunication activity could be reduced if
several of the central site computer system's functions were distributed to
the remote cluster library. With the availability of the 32 bit
microcomputer, distributive remote processing is technologically feasible.
A cluster library would have a local microcomputer with software
duplicating several of the functions available from the central site
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computer system, such as charge and discharge. When a book is charged or
lischarged, the terminal communicates with the microcomputer rather than
the central site computer. Transactions are stored on the microcomputer
for a specific time period and then telecommunicated in a batch to the
central computer system in order to update the central files. Other
functions could also be handled by the local microcomputer.

Distributive remote processing may reduce telecommunications costs and
decrease (or at least maintain) the usage of the computer processor at the
central site, alleviating the need for additional computer processors to
handle increases in transaction loads. Each cluster should explore the
possibility of implementing a distributive system involving the central
site and remote cluster participant. To encourage development of remote
distributive processing, the Board of Library Commissioners will consider
requests for funding, as available, from clusters to establish pilot
projects to experiment with remote distributive processing which could also
be applied and utilized by other resource sharing clusters.

An effort has been made in the past to reduce annual
telecommunications operating costs by approaching the Massachusetts
Department of Public Utilities (DPU) to request that libraries
participating in resource sharing cooperatives receive a discount on their
related telecommunications costs. A similar request has been made on th,
national level to the Federal Communications Commission, without success.

Officials with the Massachusetts Department of Public Utilities have stated
that such a request is nearly impossible to approve. Many educational and
other organizations also have a need to reduce telecommunications costs
whether or not as a result of applying automated technologies. If one
group was to receive a discount, requests from similar public groups, in

all fairness, would probably also have to be approved. The requests would
never cease. In addition, the program would be difficult to administer.
What would be included for the library rate? Cluster telecommunications
would be logical, but what about the telecommunications costs to access a
bibliographic utility or a reference/source database service? How would
one consider inter-library electronic mail? Also, as a result of the
approved discounts, the costs of telephone services for consumers would
necessarily increase to absorb the approved rate decreases. State regulated
telecommunications rate decreases for automated library resource sharing
do not appear to be a possibility.

It is important for network components, and specifically clusters, to
begin to resolve their telecommunication problems. S^ln, most cluster
members will install terminals for their users to begin to access the
cluster's bibliographic database to supplement, or replace, the card
catalog. Online public access catalogs will test the resources of both the
telecommunications and central site computer systems. In many instances,
the online public access catalog will need to be supplemented by
periodically-generated offline copies of the cluster databases on optical
discs. In addition, it is inevitable that home, academic and business
users will want electronic access to the cluster's database by using dial-
up telecommunications with their microcomputers. The necessary central
site computer ports and telecommunication hardware and software should be
in place in order to expand access to the clusters' machine-readable
records for 'airs wanting to search library holdings rsmotely without
having to visit a library.

Further, clusters may want to consider making their holdings database
available for accost' by videotex service providers. If a videotex service
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is introduced within the cluste''s geographic area, the cluster may
consider offering access (perhaps for a fee) as one of the databases
available to the user. Telecommunications will play a maJor role in
allowing a cluster to offer such access.

Eventually, Inter-cluster telecommunications linkages, even between

disparate computer systems will be possible and will expand the resource

sharing effort. Coupled with libraries and remote users employing

microcomputers to access the clusters via dial-up, and standalone

circulation (or o.iine catalog) systems, it may be efficient and effective

to install a contrallzed telecommunication "switch" to route all of this

traffic. Users and libraries with microcomputers could call a toll-free

number to access a central _ed computer which, when connected, would
brasent a screen of choices of clusters to access. Once the user or
librarian has indicated which cluster they wish to access, the switch would

handle the telecommunications with the target cluster. Inter-cluster
linkages could also be implemented in a similar manner.

Library With Dial-Up
Capability

Cluster
System

Switch

Home/Business User
With Dial-Up
Capability

Standalone Circulation (or Cnlini, Catalog) System

Telecommunications is crucial to automated resource sharing eftirts.

It is a costly capital and annual operating expense. Therefore, the Berd

of Library Commissioners will consider requests for State competitive greet

funds, as available whin appropriated by the LegisIrture, from clusters for

the capital purchase of telecommunications equipment which is shared by two

or more libraries. No funds will be considered for equipment which may
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only be used by a single library. In addition, the Board of Library
Commissioners will allocate, as available when appropriated by the
Legislature, State funds to help offset telecommunications costs in
cluster - related resource sharing efforts. Funds will be allocated in
priority order:

1. for toll-free lines into the clusters for dial-up access

by libraries;
2. for two telephone lines Cone for receiving and one for

sending) for inter-cluster telecommunications; and
3. to offset the cluster's telecommunications costs accrued

between remote participating I:brariet and the central
site computer system, excluding antra- municipal and
intra-institutional telecommunications cos+s.

ENOMOTES

1. Clifford A. Lynch and Edwin R. Brownriyg, "The Telecommunications
Landscape: 1986," p. 41.
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17. ';OLLECTITI OVELOP'1ENT AND ',1ANAGE4EmT

Resource sharing and automated technologies may be applied toward

expanding and improving two of the library's primary functions collection

development and collection management. Resource sharing facilitates access

to informational sources which may impact upon collection development in an

individual Library, or upon a cooperative group of libraries individually

and collectively. Automated systems may be utilized to provide library

managers with pertinent information concerning collection use and resource

sharing activities.

Although the terms are frequently used interchangeably, for purposes

of this document collection development is defined as:

a term which encompasses a number of activities related
to the development of the library collection, including

the determination and coordination o: selection policy,
assessment of needs of users and potential users.
collection use studies, collection evaluation,
identification of collection needs, selection of
materials, planning for iresource sharing, collection
maintenance, and weeding.

Collection management is;

a term used to refer specifically to the application of
quantitative techniques (statistical analyses,, cost-
benefit studios, etc.) in collection development"

Collection managemert includes consideration of conserva4ion and

preservation activities and the role of automation in those activities.

As has been stated repeatedly, no library, no matter how well managed
and funded, can be self sufficient becausa of the rate of increase in the

availability of inform ion, in its complexity, and its costs. Therefore,

libraries find themselves seeking cooperative arrangements with other

libraries to share resources. Although increased bibliographic and

physical access to informational sources is a primary resource sharing

activity, cooperative or coordinated collection development activities may

evolve frcm or develop concurrently with interlibrary loan and reciprocal

borrowing efforts.

3efore entering into any arrangement for resource sharing involving
cooperative collection development, a library should first conduct a
collection assecsme't to ascertain what it has to share; second, it should

determine by collection use studies exactly what it can afford to share;

and third, it should examine its collection development policies concerning

acquisitions, formulating a statement of what it should collect and what

material it will depend upon a resource sharing partner to supply.
Finally, it should decide with whom to share resources, bearing in mind

what the technological requirements are and if they are possible in order

to make a resource sharing effort work. The benefits of cooperative or

coordinated collection development arrangements among libraries provide for

some or all of the following options:'

1. greater selectivity in some areas and the consequent ordering of
fewer noncore titles because of more clearly articulated

selection policies and added confidence that titles not purchased
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will De available elsewhere through resource sharing
2. encouragement and support of more economic and cost-effective

patterns of collection development; reduction or divestiture of
responsibility to acquire and preserve in some areas

3. planned, ,-ather than haphazard or crisis-driven, cost reduction
4. coordination of pruning, canceling, or storing of library

materials

5. coordination of preservation activities to reduce unwanted
redundancy or unintended duplication of effort among libraries

6. elimination of undesirable redundancy in collection development
activities among cooperating libraries

7. expeditious and regular communication with cooperating libraries
and among staff at both administrative and operational levels

8. better understanding and monitoring of collection development
performance - both locally and cooperatively

9. the establishment of library of record status or primary
collection responsibility for specifically defined subject areas,
formats, etc., of regional Estate] or national importance which
few or no other libraries collect

10. identification of a group of libraries committed to collecting
for specific subject, format, or linguistic areas on which other
libraries could rely in a coordinated collection development and
resource sharing environment

11. coordination of planning for staffing of acquisitions,
cataloging, preservation, and interlibrary loan operations

12. distribution among smaller or closely neighboring tibraries of
certain core or basis areas In order to reduce unwanted, or
unsupportable, redundancy.

The impact of resource sharing upon collection development in a
specific situation will depend largely on whether the librarx treats the
effort as an excuse to do less or a challenge to do more. When the
library belongs to a cooperative network, the requests for materials not In
the library increases. Through analysis of these requests, the library can
gain information on its ability to satisfy local needs locally, with
implications for the collection development goals of the library which
strives to provide immediate access to resources in addition to providing
access to materials outside of the library. At the next level, analysis on
a cooperative-wide basis of interlibrary loan fulfillment rates provides an
essential measure of strengths and weaknesses in the cooperative of
resources, and can lead to improvements in collection development through
cooperative selection mechanisms, subject specialization and division of
primary collecting responsibilities, designation of libraries of record,
and setting goals strengthening shared xresources beyond what could be
possible on a smaller economic scale. It should be emphasized to
librarians and users that cooperative collection development does not
relieve the 'ibrary of its responsibility to purchase those materials which
are most needed locally, and to rely on rest -ce sharing partners only for
other, less-demanded materials.

Increasingly sophisticated bibliographic retrieval systems available
through computer technology permit distribution of resource sharing and
collection development among an increasingly larger number of libraries,
assisting the librarian to cope with problems stemming from rising costs
and the inability to shelve all of the informatlonpl resources to meet the
seemingly endless and diverse needs of the user. The use of automated
bibliographic utilities and shared circulation /ILL control systems
dramatically Improves bibliographic access to resources held outside of the
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local library. 3oth systems can also be used by participants to
cooperatively develop collections which would further enhance the resource
sharing effort.

For example, cluster participants purchase several thousand titles

annually. However, it is estimated that as much as 50 cents of the
acquisition dollar purchases duplicate titles. Duplication is unavoidable

and necessary for titles in demand. However, cluster members could improve

the participants' total collection depth by approving collection
development policies in agreed-upon subject areas. Such a project,
preceded by a collection analysis aided with information generated by the
cluster's computer system, and other tools such as the Research Libraries
Group's Conspectus, could reduce duplication of little-circulated materials
in all libraries while strengthening many subject areas and ,dossibly
enabling the cluster to consider purchases in subject areas unfunded at
this time. An online acquisitions system integrated (or integratable) with
The circulation control system could provide further assistance in this
effort.

A cluster-wide collection development project using the information
from the existing automated system illustrates that the application of
management information systems to collection development and management has
become more practical with the introduction of computer systems in

libraries. Such management decision systems can supply data on usage,
cost, age, subject, and publisher distributions, as well, as other
characteristics of the existing collection and new acquisitions.°

For example, many libraries utilize information from their computers
to make better use of the collection. If a library has multiple copies of
a book in various locations, it may be possible to transfer the publication
to another library where it is in heavier demand. The online system also
enablGs the administrator to monitor usage to order additional copies of
titles in heavy demand. Further, the management information produced can
also be used in budgeting, providing the librarian with specific trends and
the confidence Io assure funding authorities that unnecessary duplication
will not occur.

The automated system can generate information useful in collection
maintenance. Many libraries may make better use of existing space by
monitoring collection usage to identify books that have not circulated in

years. Then the librarian can evaluate the item and make nit decision of
whether to discard or move it to another site for storage. A cluster
system with a "last copy" function can ensure that a l!brary will not

inadvertently discard the only copy of a title available in the
cooperative's total collection. The cluster's "last copy" policy can then
guide the librarian as to the appropriate disposition (hopefully storage)
of the item.

Intra-cluster resource sharing and access to information sources can

be Improved if members approve and utilize cluster-wide collection
development and management policies. All automated resource sharing
clusters which have received funding administered through the Board of

Library Commissioners in excess of 50% of the costs associated with the
establishment and/or equipment upgrade of the central site computer system,
should have membership-approved collection development and management

policies, approved as to form by the Board's staff, in pr-ce by January 1,
1990. Because collection development and management pol.cles should be
proceeded by collection surveys, clusters may be considered for funding (as
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available and not to exceed $100,000 per cluster) to conduct analyses of
'embers' collections to identify strengths and weaknesses, and to assist in

preparing the policies. Other library cooperatives may also be considered
for funding (as available and not to exceed $100,000) to conduct a member
collection survey.

Some librarians have stated that funding for collection development
projects should be discrete and not allocated from existing materials
budgets. A suggested source for this funding would be state and/or federal
funds administered through the Board of Liorary Commissioners. It is a

long standing policy of the Board of Lihrary Commissioners that state
and/or federal funds are not provided for general collection development
because it is viewed as an annual operating expense. However, funds
appropriated through the state competitive grant round have been awarded to
libraries seeking to strengthen and develop specific aspects of their
collections. Collection development and management policies, if properly
planned and implemented, will reduce duplication of titles within a cluster
providing increased access to an increased number of informational sources
which will directly benefit the library user. Therefore, it w;11 not be a
hardship for members to re-allocate a small percentage of their materials
budget to cluster-wide collection development projects.

Several other aspects of collection development and management will
also be affected by automated technologies. Online access to
reference/source (information retrieval) databases are forcing librarians
to reconsider acquiring the print copy of indexes. On the other hand, the
introduction of the optical digital disk, such as CD ROM, will result in
the publication of files currently only available online, or in thousands
of sheets of microfiche. For example, libraries can now acquire the ERIC
database on CO ROM for use locally, and will need to consult the online
database less often. Such an arrangement may have tremendous costs savings
on telecommunications and online usage charges for a library which is a
heavy user of a remote reference/source database. The result may be that
libraries:

eliminate the print copies of lesser-used indexes replacing them
with online access;
purchase the CD ROM or other disc format version of the heavier-
demand indexes (if available and affordable);
access the online database 'or the most current information to
supplement the disc format, and to access databases available
only online;

save space because of the compactness and storage capacity of the
CD ROM and/or because of the replacement of print indexes with
online access.

All of these options will require that the librarian assess the needs and
usage of all indexes and carefully evaluate all of the options available
utilizing techniques such as cost-benefit analysis.

Another contribution of automation to collection development and
management is the dramatic improvement of access to rare, unique or
valuable resources. There are two major ways in which automation can
improve access:

1. by preserving the material itself in an automated format.
Currently such materials must be carefully preserved and/or
access limited because of the fragile nature of the item or
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because of its value. However, if the item's information and
character (typology, illustrations, etc.) can be captured through
optical disk technology, such as videodisc, the original can be
preserved and appropriately stored, while the digital duplicates
are widely made available for use.

2. by including ownership and status information in one or many

databases. Ownership information serves to publicize the
existence and location of these materials and will increase
access to the items which the library has preserved in original,
microform, or automated format. Status information for an item
can indicate physical condition, limitations on use and
preservation activity for that title, and-can serve as a

cooperative collection management tool to coordinate preservation
efforts and avoid possible duplication of preservation activities
in regard to individual titles.

Electronic publishing will undoubtedly affect collection development
and management over the next few years. Publishers are exploring
electronic means to disseminate their information and materials in a more
timely manner on a "pay per use" basis. As envisioned by some publishers,
material would be available only in electronic form which could be accessed
at one fee level, and a copy of the desired information would be made
available at another level of cost (presumably higher). This is appealing
to publishers and writers who believe this closer control of dissemination
of their work will :r.crease fees and other royalty payments lost to
photocopy machines.

Although unappealing at first, the consumer may find that this
approach has several advantages. Libraries (and users) would pay for only
that information wanted - therefore, they would not need to "subscribe" to
an entire serial when only three or four articles are used. In dddition,
the library would have access to many more titles than it could afford
through subscription. Coupled with commercial delivery of the wanted
information, electronic publishing may expand the access the library has to
the diverse informational resources available in a more timely fashion,
paying only for the information desired, and probably saving physical space
required to store seldom or never-used publications.

A frequently discussed storage and delivery mechanism for electronic
publishing is videotex. Interactive in that the user can search a computer
database seeking desired information or material, information via videotex
can be delivered to any standard television set with an appropriate
keyboard in geographic areas where the service is available.

Access and the availability of informational resources may be improved

through electronic means and electronic publishing. However, electronic
formats will not entirely replace printed materials. Both must, and will,

co-exist and supplement each other for the foreseeable future as market
forces may determine that much of the information produced will be stored
and accessed electronically and then made available (for a price) in print
or other formats, such as CD ROM. These technologica! developments will
influence library collection development and management practices and

policies.

Concepts and policies concerning collection management and
development, and many related issues including preservation, are not fully
developed in this aocument. An ad hoc committee on interlibrary
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cooperation which was being est7blished in late 1987 by the Dir,.:tc of tile

Board of Library Commissioners will further discuss collection development
and management in orler to suggest future bo :cies and activities.
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13. DALJATION

Evaluation is the systematic appraisal of operations, products or

arvices resulting in the measurement of utility, effectiveness, or The

_ifference between expectation and practice. There are various points in

time when evaluation can or should be done - when planning, members should

evaluate the potential benefits they expect to receive; after and during
operation; to seek improvements; and when expanding or modifying

activities.

Evaluation is an activity whereby:

1. According to goals or performance expectations, current
operations can be assessed. The difference between performance
criteria or specifications and evaluation is important.
Performance criteria essentially relate to the way the network is
supposed to function. Evaluation is the process of judging the
worth or value of an activity. There are at least eight factors
for performance criteria, to be viewed from two perspectives: 1)
technical (network system) and 2) behavioral /social (human
interaction by the user and librarlan):

a. reliability - expressed as the probability of success
b. flexibility - the ability tc respond or conform to changing

conditions
c. accessibility - the capability to communicate with the

resource sharing network by using a variety of different
modes and media

d. availability - the probability of gaining access to the
network at the desired moment

a. efficiency - the effective operation Jf a system as a
function of its cost in terms of tile, money, an' energy

f. effectiveness - the ability to achieve specified goeis or
ends, to perform or produce whet was intended in the manner
intendeo

g. acceptability - the state of receiving or taking
responsibility for a system as per written specifications
and standards

h. quality control - those methods and procedures instituted to
ensure that the information put into and retrieved from the

system is correct in terms of form and content

2. Fe,dback to the planning activity is provided before
implementation.

3. Several feasible decision alternatives or designs are compared

prior to selecting one alternative.

4. Feedback Is provided between implementation stages.

5. An analysis can be conducted on how or why a decision or process

succeedeer or failed.

There are at least three general models employed in the evaluation
process:

1. statistical techniques - utilize empirical data to compare or

predict processes or attributes. Some of the techniques applied
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include:

a. informal feedback from library personnel
b. informal feedback from users
c. andlyses of cost and usage statistics
d. formal surveys of operations in libraries
e. operational search analyses - workflow

effectiveness tradeoffs. The evaluati
effectiveness of the network should include a
analysis. Does the network increase access
operating efficiencies without transferring
inconvenience or cost to the user?

f. formal surveys of users

and cost-
on of the
cost-benefit
and improve
a burden of

2. mathematical /analytic models - suited to problems that fit an
existing mathematical model or for which a model can be
constructed

3. simulation - combines statistical techniques and mathematical
models that build a model of the entire system or subsystem using
statistical probability distributions for generating and
controlling transactions, but also utilizes analytical techniques
to compute the values of certain variables."

Evaluating Massachusetts Resource Sharing Activities

There is little about evaluation of automated resource sharing in
library science literature.' In fact, several critics take joy in point!ng
out the lack of evaluation as evidence of the failure of automated resource
sharing.'

In one aspect, the critics are correct - resource sharing cooperatives
in Massachusetts infrequently, if ever, conduct evaluatiQ 3, There may be
a couple of reasons for this. Several of the cooperatives, particularly
the clusters, are seemingly in a constant state of development. How cad
activity be measured, clusters ask, when the system and the libraries are
not "fully operational?" secondly, conducting an evaluation requires
careful

be
and substantial time, especially if the statistics needed

cannot be generated from the computer system in use. In addition, the
evaluation process is usually one of the last activities required of a
grant. Many librarians have spent so much time and effort implementing the
project that expending more resources to eialuate something when they "know
[it] works" is not attractive. Lastly, librarians are seldom adequately
trained in evaluative techniques.

However plausible the reasons, the process of automating is not
complete without evaluation. Evaluation should be integrated :ntd the
operation of the cooperative.

There are two broad categories of statistic=' data needed by
cooperatives - InWs Into the effort such as the budget and staffing
needs; and outputs useful in evaluating services provided to the user.
Outputs include, own"; many measures, the time it takes to obtain materials
4nd the twallability of material for use. If the ultimate goal of any
cooperative resource :!'ring project is to itrease and improve services to
the user, evaluation should be based p, ':aliy upon measuriri' the
differances in sorvi.ce to the user measi..ed before and aft.. the
impiemsntation period.' The application of output measures to the costs
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associated with input measures can be used in cost-benefit analysis to
watermine if the expenditure of resources is worth the services received.

Massachusetts resource sharing cooperatives which receive funding
administered .rough the Board of Library Commis'sioners are, as one of the
conditions of the grant award, required to sumit evaluations based upon

the grant application. Library cooperatives which receive funding from the

Board of Library Commissioners will not :la considered for additionel
funding to initiate, expand or improve any project if previously agreed
upon evaluative data 'las -.ot been filed.

There aro at least two measures whiO all clusters should minimally
include in evaluation reports i4 the cluster receives funds administered
through the Board of Library Commissioners during the State's fiscal year
(July through June). Actually, all clusters shouod maintain these
statistics on an annual basis in order to respond to Inquiries from
municipal and state officials, and library users evcn if no funds were
received from the Board during a fiscal year.

Intra-cluster interlibrary loan
participating library. These figures
interlibrary loan among cluster members
bibliographic database. It can also be
borrowers, and the degree to which the
loan load leveling.

should be calculated for each
will illustrate the increase in
as a result rf the online shared
used to identify net lenders, net
cluster has achieved interlibrary

A second set of statistics which can be darived from sampling at least
once a year measures the interlibrary loan fill rate of cluster libraries.
Clusters should be able to examine interlibrary 'oan requests generated by
library users to determine the time required to fiii the request, and
whether the request was fill d by another cluster member, Gr from a library
outside of the cluster. For example, Library A examines 100 interlibrary
loan requests. Thirty-five were filled within fourteen days of which
thirty-four were intra-cluster fills and one from another Massachusetts
library; fifty were filled within fifteen to twenty-eight days, thirty of
which were intra-cluster +wehty from outside the cluster, eight of the
twenty came from outside of Massachusetts; two were filled in twenty-nine
to fifty-six days, both from other Massachusetts libraries; and thirteen
remain unfilled. Such statistics v:11 indicate the :Master's ability to
fill interlibrary loan requests, ano also provide information about the
length of time required for request to be satisfied.

A third evaluative measure is required of all public libraries in the
Commonwealth through one of the Board of Library Commissioners' state aid
to public libraries programs - the circulation of materials to nen-
rqsidents. Non-resident use has increased during the past decade, and non-
resident use of cluster-affiliated public libraries has increased more than
non-resident use of public libraries which are not members of clusters.
Statistics generated and analyzed will provide insights as to patron usage
patterns, and may become most useful in evaluating intra-cluster patron
usage when public access catalogs, either online or employing optical disk
technology, are introduced in the library.

Although these three measures - intra-cluster interlibrary !len,
Interlibrary loan fill rates, and circulation of materials To non-resident
users have been discussed in terms of cluster evaluation, other cooperative
projects such as union lists of serials and libraries using microcomputers
to access cluster databases may be able to modify the measures somewhat to
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become applicable for evaluative purposes.

Evaluation is necessarily an ongoing activity of the network. The
Network Advisory Committee should be responsible for developing network
performance criteria measures and utilizing evaluation techniques to
apprise the Board of Library Commissioners of network performance and worth
and offer appropriate recommendations.

1. Eleanor Montague, "Evaluation
Networking Activities," p. 291.

2. Ruth J. Patrick, Guidelines foc
Academic Library Consorti4, p. 15

3. Eleanor Montague, "Evaluation
Networking Activities," ,. 291;

Criteria and Evaluation for a Li
230-56.
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19. ROLE OF THE 4ASSACHUSETTS BOARD OF LIBRARY COMMISSIONERS

The Massachusetts Board of Library Commissioners is the state agency
possessing the statutory authority and responsibility for library
develonment in the Commonwealth. In this position, the Board initiates,

estat.ishes, and exercises primary leadership for, and direction of, the
Commonwealth's effort to develop and improve library resources and
services.

Chapter 78, section 19E of the General Lads provide; the Board with

the authority to "establish a comprehensive statewide program for the
improvement and development of library and media resources for all

citizens." In developing this comprehensive program, the Board is charged
to incorporate into that program libraries, media centers, and information

activities of all types. Furthermore, the Board has authority to disburse
appropriated funds to any library activity, regardless of type or
jurisdiction, participating in cooperative activities. Defined as a
regulatory and zk:judicatory agency by the provisions of the State
Administrative Code (Chapter 39A), the Board has the authority to
promulgate the necessary procedural and technical standards to effectively
develop and coordinate a statewide multitype library network.

Clearly, the Board of Library Commissioners has the responsibility and
legislative mandate to plan, develop, establish, implement, coordinate,
monitor, and evaluate an automated rs-ource sharing, multitype library

network for the Commonwealth. It is recommended that the role of the Board
in relation to the network be:

1. et, implement the automated resource sharing network program by
assuming responsibilities for the overall development and
coordination of network activities and aspects of the network as
appropriate.

This is a broad role, encompassing all aspects of resource
sha-ing in Massachusetts. For example, the Board has the
responsibility of encouraging a7d/or initiating where and when
necessary, and expanding as technologically and economically
feasible, resource sharing efforts thrlughout the State. It also
has the responsibility to improve and coordinate communication
between and among the various network components, such as
clusters and union list of serial projects.

The Network Advisory Committee has been established to assist the

3oard in this communication function by serving as a standing
Committee of representatives from all types of libraries and
resource sharing efforts As an issues forum, the NAC will
assist the Board in identifying issues related to resource
sharing activities, and work towards their resolution. Further,

the NAC will assist the Board In developing and implementing an
evaluation process of the progress that the various network
components have made toward. Increasing access to informational
sources and improving services to the Slate's residents.

Althounti it would tremendously improve coordination and
communication among and between the clusters, the Board of

Library Commis:loners will not standardize on one automation
vendor for the provision of shared circu!ation/ILL services. It

is acknowledged that the various application/functional needs of
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4"Ne numerous clusters and their participants cannot be supplied
by one vendor. However, the Board of Library Commissioners
should be able to exercise some influence over the vendor choice
to insure that funding administered through the Board is

appropriately expended on a computer system that will function as
envisioned. Therefore, the Board of Library Commissioners
reserves to itself the authority to disapprove of a cluster's
choice of vendor for shared circulation/ILL services.

2. to draft and propose legislation and seek funding to facilitate
the development and growth of the network.

*ore then any othe issue, funding domi...ates automated resource
sharing. Further, many legislative initiatives proposed usually
involve establishing or increasing funding for resource sharing
purposes.

Most librarians view legislative initiatives as a major
responsibility of the Board of Library Commissioners.
Legislation is intended as a legal mechanism in order to
accomplish specific objectives that need such a legal framework.
Amending existing legislation involving cable television
(Community Antenna Tolev'sion Systems - CATV), for example, is

intended to facilitate inter-municipal data communications which
may enhance intra-cluster communications. Along with legislat.ve
responsibilities, the Boare of Library Commissioners is concerned
with regulatory issues, amongst them the standards associated
with public library state aid programs. Regulations which
obstruct resource sharing efforts should be identified and
resolved.

Another area of ma responsiLility is funding. Despite the
level of funding suppert for resource sharing efforts provided
through the Board of Library Commissioners, the lack of funding
availability remains one of the major barriers tc increased
resource sharing in the Commonwealth. It is expected of the
Board of Library Commissioners, by the library community and the
Board itself, that new and ongoing sources of funding which may
benefit resource sharing activities be continually sought,
especially through the State Legislature.

3. to act upon the recormendations of the Statewide Advisory Council
on Libraries (SACL) as applicable to the Leg Range Program or
activities and aspects of the network.

SACL is responsible for providing recommendations to the Board
concerning the annual and long range federal programs. In

addition, their activities include providing recommendations to
the Board concerning the the allocation of State competitive
grant funding when available through the Legislature. Because of
its statutorily mandated planning and evaluation
responsibilities, SACL hat an important ole in providing
recommendations to the Board of Library Commi4Floners concerning
automated resource sharing in Massachusetts.

Many organizations and agencies are involved in the resource sharing
effort in Massachusetts including, but not limited to, consortia, clusters,
dial-up lib,aries, NEL1NET, the regional public library systems, the
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Statewide Advisory Council on Libraries, and private and public aca-emic
institutions. In a 1986 survey on library needs, responde's gave "role
clarification and definition" of the various service and administrative
elements in tne library community a low priority (ranked 41 out of 51).
However, librarians and others are continually asking for clarification of
the numerous and varied roles and responsibilities library service
providers in the Commonwealth. Therefore, an effort should be considered

to identify library service providers and request in:ormation on their

roles and responsibilities. That information could lead to a lively
discussion which may result in clarification of outdated, existing and
planned roles and responsibilities.

4 December 19(47
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23. 'IETiOlK ADvIsoRy cvmITTEE

Included among the recommendations in the first Automate4 Resource

Sharing flan was the establishment of the Network Advisory Committee (NAC)

charged with providing advice, suamitting reports and recommendations, and
providing evaluations to the Boarj concerning network activities.

The Plan further recommended that the Network Advisory Committee be
composed of representatives of libraries participating in the network as

well as representatives of professional and administrative library
organizations. Over the past years the Network Advisory Committee has
clarified and revised the criteria for membership from the first Plan which

appears in an Appendix to this documenv.

The organizational meeting of the NAC was held on November 15, 1983,
with representatives of 28 designated organizations in attendance. An

eight member steering committee was chosen to draft a formal structure for
NAC review. The Steering Committee presented Operational Guidelines at the
second mee'ing of the full ' etwork Advisory Committee on March 26, I^84,
The Operational Guidelines, approved at that meeting detailed the duties and
responsibilities of the NAC, the criteria fcr membership, the Role of the
Executive Committee, and the purposes and responsibilities of eight
sanding committees. The membors of the Executive Committee were also
appointed at that meeting.

The first meeting of the new E :utive Committee was held on May 24,
1984. Donald J. Dunn was elected chair, standing committee assignments
were made, six dates were set for Executive Committee meetings, and ghreo
full NAC meetings were scheduled. The formative process was complete.

The full NAC met four times under during Donald D'nn's tenure as
Chair. In addition to committee reports, and updates on statewide
development fro.. the MBLC staff, there were two substantive programs - one
on electronic mail systems and one on integrated library systems in
Massachusetts. Programs were coordinated by the Education and Current
Awareness Committee. The Plan Analysis and Evaluation Committee surveyed
resource sharing participants about their cooperatives' governance
structures and collected for future reference, the bylaws of those groups.
The Public Relations Committee sent press releases about its members to
local newspapers and the Standards Committee developed a checklist for
entitled "Points to Consider When Developing CooperaTive Agreements Among
Libraries" (Ste APPENDIX).

Marge Fischer assumed chairmanship of the NAC at the October 10, 190
meeting. The main topic of discussion at that meeting was the first draft
of the Title III section of the Lang Range program. included as an
objective under Title III was the revision of the Plan. At i-s April 10th,
1986 :Nesting, the Network Advisory Committee approved the revision process.

The year's activities included two education programs. MEDLINK
representative Steve Hunter provided a demonstration of of alectror.ic mall -
teleconferencing services, online ILL services, and the various ALANET
services on January 14th. A survey to determine the level of interest in
electronic mall among NAC members followed that meeting, but there was
insufficient interest to support the development of the service. On April

10, 'he Educat'on and Current Awareness Committee presented a panel
discussion entitled "Network Management:

8
The Art of Consensus Building."17
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Changes within an organization are inevitaole as it matures. During

Ile first full year of operation, the various standing committees
experienced overlap in areas of interest and responsibilities, a problem
which lead to duplication of effort and diffusion of role recognition. The
eight standing committees were restructured into four larger committees as

a test o. a more workable organizational structure.

Benjamin Hopkins was elected Chair for 1986-87, a year in which the
revision of the Plan became the NAC's major activity. As a prelude to the

revision process a series of six "Open Forums" were held statewide in order
to solicit input from the library community. At each of the Forums,
participants expressed the need for communication among the various network

participants. It was suggested that committees should be established to
provide network participants a vehicle for discussion of common concerns.

It became obvious that the Network Advisory Committee was not serving
as an information exchange for its members and that it is the most logical
conduit for the passage of information to libraries of all types.

Therefore, the Executive Committee at its December, 1986 meeting
proposed changes to the :MC Operational Guidelines (included as an appendix
to this document) and organizational structure. Their proposal, - Which was
approved at the January, 1987 full NAC meeting eliminatal the standing
committee structure entirely. All future NAC meetings will have an open
forum period included as an agenda item. As needs are identified, the
Executive Committee will appoint special study committees which will report
their findings to the full Network Advisory Committee.

Although the Network Advisory Committee has undergone great change
since its inception, the organization remains viable. It has been flexible
enough to alter its structure to better serve the needs of its members and

in three years the number of actively part'cipating member organizations
has grown from 28 to 40.

ENDNOTES
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21. '!AJOR RECOMMENDATIONS

The Mission Statement should bi reaffirmed and the revised Statement of

Related Activities sLould be adopted:

Develop cost-effective methods of resource sharing

that will Increase access to the information
resources needed ay Massachusetts residents by
promcing cooperative efforts among libraries of

various types and by reducing barriers to
networking.

1, develop access points into informational resources, and develop and
link databases to provide greater access opportunities to resources

All libraries are encouraged to colvert their holdings into machine-
readable form through a utility or by using another process, service or
product. (Chapter 10, p. 1, 1.1)

The following minimum activities should be offered by a bibliographic
utility or service center to be considered as providing cataloging/ILL
services:

a. online in realtime access to machine-readable bibliographic
records from various scurces including the Library of Congress
and from original cataloging from participating libraries

b. supports AACR II
c. supports fall MARC format
d. provides access to the bibliographic records of all participating

libraribs including local holdings information

e. supports standard, ASCII terminals and microcomputer-based dial
access with common terminal emulations

f. supports query by search key (author, title, and others)

g. supports online entry of interlibrary loan requests through an
interlibrary functicn module

h. provides union list capability by definable pz.rameters
i. can be interfaced witn local circulation control/online systems.

(Chapter 10, p. 2, 1.1.1)

All clusters which have received in excess of 50% of the costs
associated with the acquisition and/or upgrade 3f. the central site computer

system should utilize a bibliographic utility or bibliographic service

center as the primary or secondary source of machine-readable records. It

is recommended that clusters consider establishing centralized cataloging

centers to facilitate conversion of participating libraries' acquisitions

through bibliographic utilities. (Chapter 10, pp. 2-3, 1.1.2; Chapter 15,

pp. 5,8)

It is important that clusters develop and maintain telecommunications

linkages with bibliographic utilities for conversion. An interface may be

needed for the online in realtime transfer of machine-readable
bibliographic records processed during conversion. Therefore, clusters may

request funding, as available and feasible, for the capital costs of

developing an online in realtime Interface for conversion purposes with
bibliographic utilities recognized as such. (Chapter 10, p. 30, 1.11.3)
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Cooberati4e library groups receiving funds from the Board of Library
Commissioners in excess of 50% of the costs associatea with the central
site circulation/ILL control system or equipment upgrae,e should agree to
install a system that supports AACR2; accepts, retains and outputs records
in the U.S. MARC format; and can support necessary bibliographic authority

control. Libraries receiving funds administered through the Board of
Library Commissioners to access the clusters' bibliographic databases
should agree to convert their ongoing acquisitions utilizing the U.S. MARC
format and AACR2. (Chapter 11, p. 1)

1. Any cooperating group of libraries receiving funds
administered through the Board of Library Commissioners for
50% or more of the costs associated with central site
circulation/ILL control systems or equipment upgrade should
have a full U.S. MARC record format bibliographic database.
Library clusters which have, or plan to have, less than the
full U.S. WC record format as their database will rot be
considered for funding. (Chapter 15, p. 3)

2. Resource sharing cooperatives should adopt standardized
holdings r'atemants as they become available and should
strongly encourage vendors to incorporate the standards into
their systems. (Chapter 11, p. 1)

To assist retrospective data conversion for libraries in

Massachusetts, cooperating library groups receiving funds through the Board
of Library Commissioners for 50% or more of the :osts associated witn the
central site system or equipment upgrade should allow, for a period of time
and under conditions as specified on the contractual agreement between the
cluster and the Board of Library Commissioners, network participants to
copy the database at their cost for use in their own conversion projects.
Pcwover, such an effort should be considered within the issue of copyright
p-otections claimed at the time by OCLC. No cluster wi!I be required to
provide all or part of its database for copying by another network
participant if OCLC claims it wouid infringe upon their copyright, whether
or not the copying and transfer of the database would, in actuality,
violate copyright. (Chapter 15, p. 3)

OCLC /NELIMET or UTLAS, Inc. ;jr' recommended as bibliographic
utilities. (Chapter 15, p. 6)

The Board of Library Commissioners will consider cluster requests for
portions of the capital funl , as available and appropriate, directly
related to making a bibliographic uti:iy and/or cluster's circulation/ILL
control system's database more accessible for libraries to utilize for
conversion end interlibrary loan purposes. (Chapter 10, p. 3, 1.1.5;
Chapter 15, p. 9)

Retrospective conversion c collections of a general nature is the
responsibility of the local library. Retrospective conversion of special
collections considered unique in content wil be considered for State
funding (as available) for cluster participants. Library cooperatives
which include piblic libraries as full members will be considered for State
funding, as available and app7o, :ate, If the converted machine readable
records would ba made accessible through a bibliographic utility and/or a
cluster system. (Chapter 10, p. 3, 1.1.3; Chapter 15, p. 4)

Conversion of current acquisltiops is a !oval responsibility. (Chapter

IJO
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10, p. 3, 1.1.4)

To provide increased access to the NEULS union list of serials for all

libraries, it is recommended that NEULS participants make their offline

union list products available to other libraries on a cost recovery basis.

Offline products include lists in print format and CD ROM. (Chapter 10,

p. 4, 1.2.1)

It is recrnmended that the Board of Library Commissioners encourage the

development of an offline combined union list of serials of

Massachusetts NEULS participants on CO ROM, to be made available to all

libraries on a cost recovery basis. A printed version is consi,!srod to

be impractical because of the size. (Chapter 10, p. 4, 1.2.1)

There are other union list of serials projects in addition to those on
NELINET's NEULS. To expand the holdings of the NEULS d tabase to be as
comprehensive as possible, other union list of serials projects will be
considered for funding by the Board of Library Commissioners if the
converted bibliographic records are also included in a NEULS database.
(Chapter 10, p. 4, 1.2.2)

Libraries are encouraged to explore reference/source database
searching. The Board of Library Commissioners will consider requests for
capital funding, as available from State sources, for a microcomputer,
modem, terminal emulation software and initial training to initiate
reference/source database services. Funds will not be available for any
continuing or operational costs associated with the searching process.

(Chapter 10 p. 5, 1.3)

Expand participation in online circulation/ILL control systems where
it is technically and economically feasible, and develop new systems where
they are needed. (Chapter 10. p. 5, 1.4)

Because of the importance of circula?ion/ILL control system clusters in
facilitating resource sharing, existing clusters should be expanded in
size and scope to include more libraries as participants when and where

it is feasible, considering hardware, software, and other factors.

(Chapter 10, p. 6, 1.4)

When it is not feasible to include more participants in existing
clusters, new, shared online circulation/ILL control system clusters

smould be encouraged and developed. (Chapter 10, p. 8, 1.4)

The Board of Library Commissioners should provide state and federal
funding, as available and feasible, for the capital costs associated with
establishing or upgrading the central site computer system of a
circulation/ILL control system cluster to increase the number of
participating libraries as access points, or for the establishment of new

clusters when necessary. Funds can only be used for the central site

computer system anJ software, its installation, and the training of

persomal. Funds will not be provided for equipment, so'tware, or for a
service which serves the needs of an individual institution. Funds will

not be provided for central site preparatiln costs, nor for the operations

of the cluster. Federal funds cannot be applied toward telecommunications

equipment. (Chapter 10, p. 8, 1.4.1)

Clusters should not be established without assistance from a

consultant experienced in the process. Cooperatives planning to establish
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a cluster may apply for federal funding administered through the Board of
Library Commissioners for a consulrant to assist in planing the cluster,
the development of system specifications and the issuance of the Request
for Proposals, vendor negotiations, and system acceptance testing. (Chapter
10, D. 8, 1.4.2)

Library cooperatives applying for funding from any source administered
by the Board of Library Commissioners to establish or expand a cluster
circulation/ILL control system should consider the following requirements
as minimum criteria when selecting a vendor's system.

a. should be capable of accepting, maintaining and outputting a U.S.
MARC record

b. provides the member libraries with inventory control of library
material through an automated circulation control function

c. provides bibliographic and holdings information about materials
owned by cluster members

d. facilitates interlibrary loan and resource shaHng by having the
capability of providing online availabilidry status information of
the materials in the database to all libraries belonging to the
cluster

e. should be capable of providing multi-tier intra-cluster searching
within the database. ror example, the system should be able to
minimally display the holdings of individual libraries, then a
second level of holdings of other libraries as specified in
parameter tables, and then a third level in which the holdings of
all cluster libraries are displayed.

f. should have an electronic messageing facility for intra-cluster
messages such as interlibrary loan requests

g. should have an online public access catalog capability
h. system should be capable of generating various statistical reports

including non-resident circulation for puolic libraries
i. system should be physically expandable accommodate additional

libraries and functionally expandable to accommodate additional
applications software

i. system should be capable of providing communication gateways to
reference/source database services and electronic mall systems
from most terminals in use or the system

k. should be able to implement the protocols from the Library of
Congress' Linked Systems Project

I. should be able to remove and transfer the MARC bibliographic
database to another computer system without loss of data and
format

m. the system should be capable of accommodating dial-up access to
the bibliographic database from libraries and from users in
busines* and home environments

Only "turnkey" systems implementing an "off the shelf operat,ng system
and software" will be acceptable for funding administered through the
Board of Library Commissioners. (Chapter 10, pp. 8-9, 1.4.3)

Although, it would improve inter- cluster communications and
coordination and dramatically facilitate resource sharing, the Board of
Library Commissioners will not standardize on one vendor to provide
circulation/ILL services for the Commonwealth's clusters. However, to
ensure that a cluster acquires appropriate functional hardware and
applications software, the Board of Library Commissioners reserves the
right to disapprove of a cluster's choice of vendor If it has provided
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funds to the cluster in excess of 50% of the costs associated with the
establishment or upgrade of the central site computer system. (Chapter 10,
pp. 9-10, 1.4.4)

Clusters which have received in excess of 50% of the costs associated
with the establishment or upgrade of the cluster's central site computer
system with funds administered by the Board of Library Commissioners should

accommodate dial-up access from other Massachusetts clusters and non-
cluster libraries as appropriate and feasible, negotiated between the
cluster and the Board of Library Commissioners. (Chapter 10, p. 10, 1.4.5)

All clusters which have received in excess of 50% of the costs
associated for the establishment and/or upgrade of the central site
computer system with funding administered through the Board of Library
Commissioners should provide access to their bibliographic and holdings
information databases for non-cluster libraries. (Chapter 10, p. 11, 1.5)

Clusters which have received funds administered by the Board of
Library Commissioners in excess of 50% of the costs associated with
establishing and/or upgrading the central site computer system should set
aside five percent of all the system's ports, but no more than eight and no
less than three, for access by libraries using microcomputers on a dial-up
basis. Clusters should be willing to implement Cal-up access. The Board
of Library Commissioners should consider providing the necessary funding,
from State sources as available and appropriate, to enable the clusters to
acquire adequate central site computer equipment to accommodate dial-up
access. (Chapter 10, p. 11, 1.5.1)

Clusters should establish incoming toll-free lines into their central
site for use by dial-up access libraries so that telecommunications
costs do not become a barrier for libraries to access the bibliographic
and local holdings information databases. The Board of Library
Commissioners will consider allocating State funds, as available, to
partially support the necessary centralized telecommunications costs of
dial-up access. (Chapter 10, p. 11, 1.5.1)

Libraries wanting to implement dial-up procedures are encouraged to
acquire the appropriate computer system to access the circulation/ILL
services of the cluster. The recommended minimum system configuration will
be determined based upon the technology available at the commencement of
the g-ant round.

The Board of Library Commissioners will consider requests from
libraries to acquire this configuration when State funds are available
for categorical grant purposes. If a library receives funds
administered through the Board of Library Commissioners, the library
should meet the following criteria:
1. agree to the annual fee assessed by the cluster
2. accept reasonable guidelines and procedures to access the

cluster's database, outlined in an agreement between the cluster
and the library

3. obtain written acknowledgment that the cluster can accommodate an
additional dial-up member.

4. agree to input their current acquisitions into the cluster's
database and/or into a bibliographic utility providing
cataloging/ILL services accessible by the cluster.

It is recommended that the clusters allow dial-up libraries to
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contribute their holdings to the cluster's database. If
necessary, the cluster may request funding administered by the
Board of Library Cothmissionsrs to acquire the mass storage devices
necessary to store the MARC record, of the dial-up libraries.

5. agree to participate as a dial-up member for no less than three
years, unless the library becomes 0, member of a cluster, or
decides to return the computer systaitfto the Board of Library
Commissioners.

6. agree to purchase the specific hardware and software recommended
by the Board of Library Commissioners, such as the computer model
and internal configuration, communications software, and modem.

7. agree to attend the appropriate training program implemented by
the cluster, and/or the regional public library system, and the
computer system vendor(s). (Chapter 10, pp. 12-13, 1.5.2)

An alternative to dial-up access is to make copies of the cluster's
database available for libraries to search locally. Clusters could arrange
to periodically have their databases mastered and then distributed on CD
ROM. Copies of the CD ROM database could be distributed to other clusters,
and sold on a cost recovery basis to non-cluster libraries. (Chapter 10,
p. 14, 1.5.4)

Online public access catalogs should be installed and implemented in

clusters when economically and technically feasible to increase access to
users of +he bibliographic and other database files available, and improve
resource sharing efforts. The Board o; Library Commissioners may consider
requests from clusters for State and federal funding, as available and
appropriate, to acquire central site hardware and software to implement
online public access catalogs. Requests for funding for local costs such
as terminals, and costs for ary site preparation, operations and
telecommunications are not appropriate. (Chapter 10, pp. 17-18, 1.6.1)

Because of anticipated technical and economical considerations of

providing online public access catalog terminals, it is recommended (not
required) that clusters consider a public access catalog program combining
online public access catalog terminals, inquiry terminals and CD ROM
databases. (Chapter 10, p. 19, 1.6.2)

Because of the potential for dramatically increasing access by library
users to cluster bibliographic databases acid the enhancement of the
libraries' public image, it is recommended (not required) that clusters
consider providing library users with the opportunity for dial-up access.
If available, unused or underutilized ports which have been reserved on the
central site computer systems for dial-up access by libraries may be
reallocated for library user dial-up access, if technically feasible, and
considering security issues. (Chapter 10, p. 20, 1.6.3)

Clusters are encouraged to consider the advantages and disadvantages
of the utilization of a centralized telecommunications switch to facilitate
dial-up access by library users. If this or a similar configuration has
potential for use, two or more clusters may request that the Board of
Library Commissioners consider funding, as available and appropriate, an
exploration of its functionality anJ applic-allity hrough a pilot project.
(Chapter 10, p. 20, 1.6.4)

Equipment and software which ferilitates the searching of standalone
databases by clusters ,w1d/or by other standalones should be installed when
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economically and technically feasible. The Board of Library Commissioners
will consider requests for funding, as available and appropriate, for
projects which promote the reciprocal exchange of bibliographic and/or item
information between standalones and clusters and between standalones of at
least two types of libraries. Funds will not be considered for the
purchase of equipment, software, or a service which serves the needs of an
ildividual institution or a cooperative funded by a single municipality.
(Chapter 10, pp. 20-21, 1.7.1)

Clusters are encouraged to consider loaning and/or creating other
informational files in addition to the monograph bibliographic database for
inclusion on their central site circulation/ILL control systems. The Board
of Library Commissioners w*:1 consider requests for Funding from clusters,
as available and appropriate, to initially tape load or create a database
which would improve and increase access to informational resources for
library users. (Chapter 10, p. 21, 1.8.1)

Clusters should consider developing an integrated system which
includes the following functions: acquisitions, cataloging, circulation,
public access catalogs, serials, and resource sharing. Resource sharing
Includes intra-cluster electronic messageing, and the provision of gateways
to other computer systems. Other informational database files shouli also
be considered for inclusion such as Information and referral files. The
Board of Library Commissioners will corsider requests for funding from
clusters, as available and appropriate, for the necessary central site
computer hardware and software to implement functions of an integrated
system. The circulation and resource sharing functions should be present
before other functions will be considered. (Chapter 10, p. 23, 1.9.1)

Clusters should consider and explore the possibilities of remote
distributive processing. Clusters may request that the Board of Library
Commissioners consider funding, as available and appropriate, for pilot
prcjects to demonstrate remote distributed processing. Funds can be
utilized for necessary central site hardware aid software modifications
required to implement remote distributive processing and the remote
computers for no more than three of the cluster's libraries. Site
preparation, telecommunications and operational costs are local expenses.

(Chapter 10, p. 25, 1.10.1)

The Board of Library Commissioners encourages the consideration of
clusters, non-cluster libraries, and vendors in developing microcomputer-
based systems which would be compatible and/or interfaced with clusters to
facilitate resource sharing. The Board of Library Commissioners will
consider requests from libraries and/or clusters for funding, as available
and appropriate, for a pilot project to develop such a system as described.
(Chapter 10, p. 27, 1.10.2)

Clusters are encouraged to make an effort to establish inter-cluster
communications for resourc sharing purposes. The protocols of the Linked

System Project should serve as the basis for the linkages whenever
possible. Clusters may request the Board of Library Commissioners to
consider for funding, as available and feasible, pilot projects
establishing inter-cluster linkages based upon LSP protocols to facilitate
resource sharing efforts. Other pilot projects using alternative
methodologies and procedures will be considered if LSP protocols cannot be
implemented. In addition, contracting libraries which directly provide
interlibrary loan services to members in the regional public library
systems may apply for funding administered by the Board of Library
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Commissioners, as appropriate and available, for a microcomputer and
appropriate software which will be used to access cluster systems other
than their primary cluster. (Chapter 10, p. 29, 1.11.1)

Linkages between cluster systems and standalone circulation (or online
catalog) systems, and between individual standalone circulation (or online
catalog) systems exhibit problems similar to those of inter-cluster
linkegel. Reciprocal access between clusters and standalones and between
standalones would facilitate resource sharing. (Chapter 10, p. 29, 1.11.1)

Clusters and standalone circulation (or online catalog) systems are
encouraged to establish communications for resource *haring purposes. The
protocols of the Linked System Project should serve csS the basis for these
linkages whenever possible. The Board of Library Commissioners will
consider for funding, as available and feasible, pilot projects
establishing linkages between clusters and standalones, and between
standalones of at least two types of libraries, based upon LSP protocols to
facilitate resource sharing efforts. Funds will not be considered for the
purchase of equipment, software, or a service which serves the needs of an
individual institution or a cooperative funded by a single municipality.
Other pilot projects using alternative methodologies and procedures will be
considered if LSP protocols cannot be implemented. (Chapter 10, p. 29,
1.11.2)

In order to enhance network telecommunications:
1. It is recommended that the Board of Library Commissioners

request the General Court to increase the existing state
funding level in order to reduce the costs associated with
the telecommunications links within clusters, between
clusters, and between dial-up libraries and the clusters.
(Chapter 12, p. 5)

2. Any cluster receiving funds administered through the Board
of Library Commissioners which exceeds 50% of the costs to
establish and/or upgrade central site equipment should
utilize a computer system that is capable of contentioning
computer system ports. Any cluster which receives funding
administered through the Board of Library Commissioners for
telecommunications equipment may only apply that funding
toward a telecommunications configuration capable of
contentioning with the cluster's central site computer
system. (Chapter 16, p. 3)

3. To improve telecommunications costs and reliability, any
cluster which receives funding administered through the
Board of Library Commissioners for telecommunications
equipment should have in place a telecommunications
configuration which utilizes as few lines as possible
between and among cluster members and the central site, and
should have a configuration which can bypass temporarily-
failed (fours hours or more) telecommunication links so that
a library still has no less than 20% of its terminals
(libraries with four or less terminals should have at least
one terminal) connected online in realtime to the central
site. (Chapter 16, p. 6)

4. Whenever possible, toll-free lines should be established at
the cluster central site to reduce the telecommunications
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costs between the remote dial-up access library and the
cluster. The Board of Library Commissioners will endeavor
to secure State funds to partially offset the costs of the
toll-free lines. (Chapter 10, p. 30, 1.11.4)

5. Legislation which would permit inter-municipal linkages c:
CATV systems for the purpose of data communications should
be drafted and filed. The Board of Library Commissioners
should charge the Network Advisory Committee with preplring
a draft of the proposed legislation for approval by the
Board of Library Commissioners. (Chapter 14, p. 2)

6. There is a need in Massachusetts to link the various
circulation/ILL control system in order to facilitate
resource sharing. If clusters implement the protocols from
LSP, librarians and library users will be able to search the
bibliographic databases of the numerous clusters to identify
the wanted sources, and to ascertain availability status.
Such information should decrease the turnaround time of the
interlibrary loan process. Several vendors are planning to
implement the protocols from LSP, and full recognition and
support of these protocols will encourage its development.
Therefore, cooperative library groups receiving funds after
July 1, 1989 from the Board of Library Commissioners on

excess of 50% of the costs associated with the central site
circulation/ILL control system or equipment upgrade should
agree to install or upgrade only those systems which have
successfully passed the compatibility tests conducted
through the test facility hosted by the Library of Congress.
(Chapter 11, p. 3)

It Is recommended that cooperatives formally organize themselves under
articles of incorporation. Specifically, library cooperatives in

Massachusetts should organize themselves as non-stock, non-profit
corporations under Chapter 130 of Massachusetts General Laws. In addition,
all library cooperatives should file for federal tax exempt status under
Internal Revenue regulation 501 (c) (3). Library cooperatives wishing to
be considered for funds administered through the Board of Library
Commissioners for resource sharing projects should be established as a non-
profit organization under Chapter 180, and cooperatives planning to
purchase circulation/ILL control system central site equipment should

additionally have federal tax exempt status.

Further, it is recommended that library participation in resource
sharing efforts (such as circulation/ILL control systems, accessing a
cluster via dial-up, a union list of serials cooperative, utilizing a
bibliographic utility, etc.) with other libraries, vendors, service
providers, state government or others be based upon formal written
agreements or contracts minimally defining individual and cooperative
responsibilities. (Chapter 13, p. 2)

Intra-cluster resource sharing and access to information sources can
be improved if members approve and utilize cluster-wide collection
development and management policies. All automated resource sharing
clusters which have received funding administered through the Board of
Library Commissioners in excess of 50% of the costs associated with the
establishment and/or equipment upgrade of the central site computer system,
should have membership-approved collection development and management
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policies, approved as to form by the Board's staff, in place by January 1,
1990. Because collection development and management policies should be
proceeded by collection surveys, clusters may be considered for funding (as
available and not to exceed $100,000 per cluster) to conduct analyses of
members' collections to identify strengths and weaknesses, and to assist in
preparing the policies. Other library cooperatives may also be considered
for funding (as available and not to exceed $100,000) to conduct a member
collection survey. (Chapter 17, pp. 3-4)

Evaluation is necessarily an ongoing activity of the network. The
Network Advisory Committee should be responsible for doveloping network
performance criteria measures and utilizing evaluation techniques to
apprise the Board of Library Commissioners of network performance and worth
and offer appropriate recommendations. (Chapter 18, p. 4)

2. facilitate document request and document delivery procedures

The interlibrary loan and information transmission process, including
identification of bibliographic items, document request procedures, the
handling of the request by the owning library, document delivery, and the
return of the docun.ert to the owning library should be studied in order to
increase effectiveness and efficiency. Library cooperatives, consortia,
clusters or the regional public library systems may request funding, as
available and appropriate, administered by the Board of Library
Commissioners, to examine all or part of the interlibrary loan and
information transmission process. (Chapter 10, p. 33, 2.0.1)

The most efficient manner in which to transmit an interlibrary loan
request is by sending a request electronically to the identified owning
library. Whenever possible, libraries should submit interlibrary loan
requests in an electronic format. (Chapter 10, p. 33, 2.1)

Clusters which receive funds administered by the Board of Library
Commissioners in excess of 50% of the costs associated with acquiring
and/or upgrading the hardware and/or software of the central site computer
system should have an intro-cluster electronic mail system usable in the
interlibrary loan process available within the computer system. (Chapter
10, p. 3"-35, 2.1.1)

It is recommended that ALANET become the common electronic mail system
for Massachusetts libraries. It is recommended that clusters develop
gateways for members to access ALANET from their central site computer
systems. It is suggested that bibliographic utilities also develop gateways
to this important library electronic mall system. (Chapter 10, p. 36,
2.1.2)

The Board of Library Commissioners will consider, on an annual basis,
depending upon the availability of State funds, requests from libraries
to Join ALANET. Funding administered through the Board of Library
Commissioners may only be used for initial start-up costs associated
with Joining ALANET; requests for the purchase of equipment, software,
or a service which meets the needs of an individual institution will
not be considered appropriate. Libraries participating in this program
must agree to utilize ALANET for resource sharing purposes and must pay
for all other costs for a period of not less than two years. (Chapter
10, p. 36, 2.1.2)
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The document delivery mode chosen to fill a request should utilize the
fastest, least expensive, and most reliable means of information
transmission available. (Chapter 10, p. 37, 2.2)

Library consortia may request that the Board of Library Commissioners
consider requests for funding, as available and appropriate, for pilot
projects to demonstrate the applicability and functionality of
telefacsimile for document delivery. Pilot projects cannot involve more
than twenty-five percent of the consortia membership. Projects should be
based upon the employment of an existing union list(s) to identify and
locate requested items. Funds may be allocated for acquiring equipment
only and cannot be utilized for operational, telecommunications and
maintenance costs. Projects must run for no less than two years.
Equipment must be returned in working order to the Board of Library
Commissioners if the project operates for less than the two year period.
Extensive cost and usage evaluations of the progress of the pilot project
will be required. The Board of Library Commissioners will consider
requests for funding to expand successful pilot projects after the pilot
project has terminated and evaluative data has been submitted for review.
(Chapter 10, p. 40, 2.2.1)

It is recommended that libraries desiring telefacsimile capability
acquire CCITT Group III equipment with downgrade compatibility to at least
Group II to be compatible with the facsimile being used in other libraries.

It is further recommended that Group IV standards be adopted as soon as
CCITT releases them, and that consideration be given to acquiring Group
IV machines as economically feasible. (Chapter 11, p. 2)

In some resource sharing instances, such as inter-cluster resource
sharing, fees for interlibrary loan may be imposed based 'Ton cooperative
arrangements because the frequency and need for continuous cooperation with
each other and/or the materials to be loaned may not be appropriate without
cost. The fees should be reasonable and reflect cost recovery or
reimbursement. Additionally, it is recommended that the fees be assessed
against individual libraries, not the cluster as an entity, unless agreed
to in the cooperative agreement. Clusters and, for +hat matter, standalone
systems should carefully consider the imposition of interlibrary loan fees,
even on a cost recovery/reimhursement basis, when transacting among and
between each other. A quid pro quo system of free interlibrary loan is

desirable. (Chapter 12, p. 9)

It is recommended that the Board of Library Commissioners prepare
legislation which would establish a state budget account for partial
reimbursement to heavy interlibrary loan net lenders, excluding intra-

cluster interlibrary loan. Secondly, it is recommended that the Board of
Library Commiss!oners continue to seek a state budget account supporting
the legislation passed in 1987 which enables partial reimbursement of
public libraries with substantial circulation of materials to non-
residents. (Chapter 12, p. 7; Chapter 14, pp. 1-2)

3. develop an ongoing education program on resource sharing

The Network Advisory Committee should conduct a continuing education
needs assessment of issues related to resource sharing, identify potential
providers, and coordinate an education program with those providers to
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increase the opportunities for librarians, trusTees, library governing
officials, and other administrators to become more familiar with automation
and resource sharing activities. (Chapter 10, p. 41, 3.1)

Library consortia may request funding, as available and appropriate,
from the Board of Library Commissioners to conduct educational programs
about issues concerning resource sharing and/or automation. Such programs
should be conducted without attendance fees for participants (costs for
necessary materials for individual use, such as workbooks would be
allowable). Further, the consortium should be able to reproduce the program
on videotape and/or make the program available to remote sites using
teleconferencing techniques. (Chapter 10, pp. 41-42, 3.2)

A library consortium may request funding, as available and
appropriate, from the Board of Library Commissioners to conduct training
and/or continuing education programs for its membership. Such programs
should be of such content and scope as to be of interest and utility for
other library consortia in the state, and should be available for
dissemination via interlibrary loan at no charge. (Chapter 10, p. 42, 3.3)
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POINTS TO CONSIDER WHEN DEVELOPING
COOPERATIVE ARRANGEMENTS AMONG LIBRARIES

1. Statement of Purpose

A. Name of organization
B. Network exists for what purpose?

2. Contract with Vendor

A. Name
B. Append agreement for purchase and maintenance
C. Confidentiality of vendor software and documentation

3. Use of the System

A. Development among network members of procedures for
system use

B. Availability of system to network members
C. Network responsibilities for management & operation
D. Possible network liability for damage resulting from

equipment malfunction

4. Payment

A. How the network is to fund itself
B. What individual members pay
C. What the network pays
D. What is shared and how it is shared (see appendix)

5. Insurance

A. Responsibility for insurance costs for central site
equipment

B. Responsibility for individual members equipment

6. Titte/Owership

A. What is owned by the network
B. What is owned by the individual libraries
C. What happens if network is dissolved

7. Membership

A. Who can become a member
B. When can a member Join
C. Type of membership
D. Responsibilities of members
E. Withdrawal from membership
F. Meeting network standards
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8. Housing & Operation at Central Site

A. Location
B. Hours of operation
C. Procedure for change in hours of operation
D. Staffing
E. Possible liability of central site for oowntime due to

system malfunction
F. Data base security and back-up

9. Amending written arrangements, agreements, etc.

10. Breach of Contract

11. Settlement of Disputes

12. Access to the Data Base

A.

B.
C.

D.
E.

Patron files (Owner, use (I confidentiality)
Non-member use
Ownership of data and removal of data
Sale of the data base
Relationship to other networks

APPENDICES

1. Definitions
2. Contracts with Vendors
3. Payment Schedules
4. Current List of Members
5. Current List of Hours

r, -

4 1 0
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MASSACHUSETTS BOARD OF LIBRARY COMMISSIONERS

NETWORK ADVISORY COMMITTEE
OPERATIONAL GUIDELINES

SECTION 1 - AUTHORITY

The Network Advisory Committee is an advisory group appointed by
the Massachusetts Board of Library Commissioners as established
in its approval of the document entitled Automated Resource
Sharing in Massachusetts:, A Plan (hereafter referred to as the
"Plan").

SECTION 2 - MISSION STATEMENT

The Network Advisory Committee will serve as forum for the
discussion of issues related to resource sharing and networking.
As a forum, it will:

A. inform and educate the library community, decision-makers,
and others as appropriate; solicit information from
librarians, organizations and institutions, decision-
makers, and others; and act, when appropriate, upon those
issues;

B. assist the Board of Library Commissioners on a continuing
basis by providing advice and submitting reports and
recommendations concerning the activities and aspects of
the network and its "Plan";

C. assist the Board of Library Commissioners, as appropriate,
in implementing activities and aspects of the network,
including, but not limited to, developing and monitoring
standards as necessary, developing network per formance
criteria measures, and providing evaluations of network
activities and operation; and

D. upon request, assist the Statewide Advisory Council on
Libraries (L.S.C.A.) in its advisory functions related to
the "Plan", including revision of the "Plan", discussing
and prioritizing network activities, and other aspects
related to network operations and activities as determined
by the Council.

SECTION 3 - DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES

The Network Advisory Committee is a broadly representative body
whose duties are to:

A. identify issues and facilitate the exchange of information
among Committee members and the groups they represent;
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B. inform and educate local librarians about the "Plan", and
about the various aspects of resource sharing and
networking;

C. inform and educate the community at large of the
activities and values of resource sharing, and encourage
local librarians to inform and educate their constituents;

O. inform, educate, and advise:

- the Board of Library Commissioners
- library governi-g bodies, and other administrators, and
- such other deciion-makers as are necessary

about the "Plan" and the actions necessary to implement
and ca.ry out the "Plan", and about resource sharing and
networking;

E. act, when appropriate, with other committees,
organizations and institutions, governing bodies and
administrators, and others, as necessary, on initiatives,
petitions, proposals, policy statements, and such other
efforts, about issues related to and concerning resource
sharing and networking.

SECTION 4 - MEMBERSHIP

A. Members of the Network Advisory Committee will be appointed by
the Board of Library Commissioners according to the following
criteria:

1. a full-member representative from each shared automated
circulation/ILL cluster whose computer system can be
accessed via dial-up recommended by its members;

2. a representative from each standalone automated
circulation/ILL system whose computer can be accessed via
dial-up;

3. a dial-up member from each circulation/ILL cluster;

4. one representative from the Statewide Advisory Council on
Libraries (L.S.C.A.) recommended by its Chairperson;

5. two staff members of the Board of Library Commissioners
recommended by its Director;

6. the Regional Administrators from the Regional Public
Library System, or their designee;

7. the Chairpersons of the standing Automation Committees of
the Regional Public Library System;
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8. a representative of the Massachusetts Conference of Chief
Librarians of Public Higher Education Institutions
(MCCLPHEI) recommended by its President;

9. a representative each from the Massachusetts Library
Association, the Massachusetts Association for Educational
Media, and a Massachusetts member each from the Boston
Chapter of the Special Libraries Association and the New
England Chapter of the Association of College and Research
Libraries, recommended by their respective Presidents;

1u, a Massachusetts representative from each cataloging/ILL
service recognized as such by the Board of Library
Commissioners;

11. a representative from each of the formally organized
library resource sharing consortia or groups existing in

Massachusetts, recommended by the Chairperson of the
consortium or group. Consortia or groups must register
with the Library Development Unit of the Board of Library
Commissioners; and

12. other appropriate representatives as appointed from time
to time by the Board of Library Commissioners.

B. Members are organizations which satisfy one or more of the
criteria in Section 4A and are approved by the Board of
Library Commissioners. Even if more than one criterion is

satisfied, an organization may be represented only once. When
appointments to the Network Advisory Committee are made, the
criterion applied to the appointment will be included in the
notification from the Board of Library Commissioners.

C. Individuals represent organizations, not themselves. An
individual may represent only one organization. 'he
organization will designate an alternate to serve in the
representative's absence.

D. Each member has one vote. In the event of the absence of the
organization's representative, the designated alternate shall
cast the member's vote.

E. Membership may be increased in the following manner:

1. an organization seeking membership to the Network Advisory
Committee submits a written request to the Executive
Committee;

2. the Executive Committee makes a decision on the request
and forwards a recommendation to the Board of Library
Commissioners;

3. the Board of Library Commissioners acts upon the recom-
mendation and notifies the applicant.
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F. The Executive Committee may from time to time review the
membership criteria and present a recommendation for change to
the Network Advisory Committee. The Network Advisory
Committee will then forward its recommendation to the Board of
Library Commissioners for action.

G. Members shall reaffirm the representative and alternate
appointed to the Network Advisory Committee at least every two
years.

H. Members of the Network Advisory Committee shall be expected to
meet at least three (3) times per year, with additional
meetings as required. The Annual Meeting of the Network
Advisory Committee will normally be held in September of each
year. One third (1/3) the membership of the Network
Advisory Committee shall constitute a quorum.

SECTION 5 - EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

A. Purpose and responsibilities:

To coordinate and govern the activities of the Ne4-work
Advisory Committee;

To convene meetings and set agendas;

To organize and manage the ongoing functions of the Network
Advisory Committee; and

To serve as the commun ,Jtion vehicle between the Network
Advisory Committee, including its committees, and the Board
of Library Commissioners.

B. Composition: The Executive Committee shall consist of nine
(9) members selected from the full membership of the Network
Advisory Committee. Membership of the Executive Committee
shall consist of representatives from the followilg Network
Advisory Committee membership categories (the numbers in
parentheses refer to the membership categories as Specified
in Section 4A above):

1. one representative from professional organizations (8,9)

2. one representative of the Regional Administrators (6)

3. one representative of the Regional Automation Committee
Chairs (7)

4. one representative of the dial-up members of a
cluster (3)

5. one representative from individual libraries (2,12)

6. two :'epresentatives from non-automated consortia (111
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7. two representatives from automated networks (1,10)

Two representatives of the Board of Library Commissioners (5)
shall attend and participate In meetings of the Executive
Committee as non-voting IA officio members.

C. Terms shall be for two (2) years, running from October
through September, In an annual rotation; with four (4)
members selected in odd-numbered years and five (5) members
selected in even-numbered years. The rotation established
shall take into account geographic diversity and size and
type of library.

D. Officers of the Executive Committee shall be e'ected annually
from among its membership and shall consist .., ? Chair and a
Vice-Chair. The Vice-Chair shall automatical:f succeed to
the office of Chair. An MBLC staff member will serve as
Secretary.

E. i quorum of the Executive rJmmittee shall consist of five (5)
of its members, excluding representatives of the Board of
Library Commissioners. A simp!s majority of members present
shall decide a vote.

F. The Executive Committee shall be expected to meet six (6)

times per year, with additional meetings as required.

G. The Chair of the Executive Committee shall also serve as
Chair of the full Network Advisory Committee.

SECTION 6 - AD HDL COMMITTEES

A. Ad hoc Committees may be appointed by the Executive
Committee to serve from time to time as needed.

B. The Chair of an Ad hoc Committee shall be appointed by
the Chair of the Network Advisory Committee with the approval
of the Executive Committee.
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SECTION 8 - CHANGES AND REVISIONS

Changes and revisions to the Operational Guidelines shall be
proposed by the Executive Committee, approved by the Network
Advisory Committee membership, and recommended to the Board of
Library Commissioners for action.

16 December 1983
revised 6 February 1984
revised 28 February 1984
revised 1 March 1984
revised 7 March 1984
revised 26 March 1984
approved unanimously by voice vote (with friendly amendments) by

the Network Advisory Committee 26 March 1984
Approved by the Board of Library Commissioners, May 3, 1984
revised 29 January 1987

2.21
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